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ABSTRACT 

Modern trends ·in geodesy demand an increased accuracy of 

relative heights and height changes. P.recise spirit levelling 

is known to be the most accurate method available to meet such require

ments. It is also known that unique height determination can be made 

only by taking into account the convergence and irregularities of the 

equipotential surfaces of the earth's actual gravity field. In the 

context of levelling, this is accomplished by supplementing the spirit 

levelling with actual gravity values observed along levelling routes. 

In Canada, and the U.S.A., because of the lack of actual 

gravity values (during the period of building up and extending the 

levelling networks) the normal gravity was used instead to define the 

heights. The normal gravity values were computed along levelling 

routes from a simplified mathematical model of the earth. 

Two systems of heights - orthometric and dynamic - are used 

in Canada, both taking into account only the broadest features of the 

gravity field expressed via the computed normal gravity. This implies 

the neglect of the effect of local irregularities of the actual gravity 

field on the defined heights, which results in systematic distortions 

of the computed heights. 

The study contained herein focuses on .the investigation of 

the influence of actual gravity variations (anomalies) on heights 

currently used in Canada. These influences are referred to here as 

"GRAVITY CORRECTIONS", GC' s. The OC 's are to be added to the existing 

height differences (based on normal grav~ty) to obtain the corresponding 

rigorous height differences based on actual gravity. 
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The GC 1 s for three systems of heights - Dynamic, Helmert and 

Vignal - are modelled in terms of practically obtainable quantities: 

free-air gravity anomalies, observed heights and latitudes of levell

ing bench marks along the levelling routes. Although the developed 

formulae for the GC's can be readily used for the evaluation of these 

corrections, tables are provided to facilitate field estimation of the 

GC's. 

Results based on real data indicate that the GC's can be 

evaluated with adequate reliability, whether we use observed or pre

dicted gravity anomalies, for all three systems of heights under 

investigation. This reliability is characterized by the small standard 

deviations associated with the GC's compared to the magnitude of the 

corrections themselves. 

The behaviour of GC's along real levelling lines and loops are 

investigated and compared to the corresponding standard error, cr~h' of 

precise levelling as specified in the Canadian specifications for 

vertical control [Surveys and Mapping Branch, 1961; Boal, 197lb; Surveys 

and Mapping Branch, 1973]. The results show that the influence of the 

GC's on the derived heights of most of the bench marks along the 

tested lines and loops is significant. 

A computational approach, based on the least-squares surface 

fitting techniques, is proposed for the prediction of GC's. The aim of 

this approach is to treat the problem of GC's in two-dimensions, so as 

to enable one to determine the geographical areas in Canada where 

actual gravity influence on heights is significant and should be taken 

into account. Gravity corrections within each 1° x 1° block, that vary 
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with direction, have been predicted for the entire country, using real 

gravity data supplied by the Earth Physics Branch, Ottawa. 

Obtained results - compared to a prespecified significance criterion 

of 0.14 mm/km (10% of the standard deviation of a height difference 

in the Canadian Precise Level Net, CPLN) - reveal the significance of 

the GC's, in practically all the Canadian areas, at least in the direc

tion of its maximum value. In many cases, the GC even exceeds the 

standard error of precise levelling, especially in Helmert system. 

Based on the analysis and results of this study, it appears 

necessary to begin basing the heights in Canada on actual gravity in 

order to maintain the standard of accuracy required for the CPLN. 

Such procedure was recommended by the International Association of 

Geodesy as early as 1950 [IAG, 1950]. This has become feasible 

since the coverage of the Canadian territory with gravity observations 

has become sufficiently dense. The information and findings contained 

in this thesis should thus contribute to the forthcoming new adjust

ment and analysis of the CPLN, as planned by the Geodetic Survey of 

Canada for early 1980's. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Concept of Heights and Height Datums 

The objective of this introductory section is to introduce the 

concept of heights and their close connection with a complete geodetic 

positioning system. It also includes definitions of some of the related 

terms associated with height datums, in view of the classical and modern 

geodetic theories. Such terms are used frequently within the text of this 

thesis. 

It is well known that in order to completely define the location 

of any point on the earth's surface, it is necessary to determine its 

three coordinates referred to a three-dimensional (3-D) coordinate. 

system. In case of the geodetic ·coordinate system, the two-dimensional 

(2-D) geographical coordinates (latitude $ and longitude A) of the point 

in question - referred to a chosen reference ellipsoid - are determined. 

In addition, its elevation, h, referred to an arbitrary or natural 

surface known as the "height datum". [e.g.: U.S. Dept. of Conunerce, 1961], 

is needed. Consequently, such elevation h of the terrain point is known 

as its "height", which constitutes the third dimension of a complete 3-D 

geodetic position: [Hotine, 1969]. Thus, the height of a point 

A (see Figure 1-l) is usually defined as the distance between an equi

potential surface through the point in question and the corresponding 

equipotential surface representing the height datum, measured along the 

line of force or along its tangent [Mueller and Rockie, 1966]. 
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In practice (e.g. in North America and other parts of the 

world) the 3-D geodetic position has been conventionally split into 

two parts and treated separately. The first, dealing with ~ and A 

only, is termed horizontal control. The second part, dealing with 

h only, is referred to as vertical control. The associated reference 

surfaces in both cases are usually known as geodetic datums. Discus

sions concerning various geodetic datums can be found, e.g. in Jones 

[1973] and Thomson [1976]. Definitions connected with height datums 

only, for vertical control, are dealt with herein. 

The height datum used in North America for vertical control 

[Christodoulidis et. al., 1973] has been chosen to be the geoid. The 

height h above the geoid is known as the orthometric height (Figure 1-1) • 

The geoid is defined as that particular equipotential surface 

of the earth's actual gravity field which most nearly coincides with the 

undisturbed mean sea level (MSL) [Mueller and Rockie, 1966; Rapp, 1973; 

Lelgemann, 1976]. This is so because it is found useful, in practice, 

that the zero· h~ight contour should lie close to MSL [Bamford, 1971] • 

More sophisticated definitions of the geoid, which are considered out

side the scope of this study, are given in many recent publications 

[e.g.: Rapp, 1973; Lelgemann, 1976]. It is reported by Rapp [1975] 

that the above definition of the geoid is now undergoing examination· 

and refinement because of the anticipated direct measurements to the 

geoid from satellites by satellite altimetry. 

The reference ellipsoid, which is usually the datum for hori

zontal control networks, closely approximates the geoid [Heiskanen and 

Moritz, 1967]. The separation N* (Figure 1-1) between these two 

surfaces is known as the geoidal height (undulation), which is taken as 
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positive when the geoid is above the ellipsoid [e.g. Merry, 1975]. Many 

studies have been done to design the best technique for & more accurate 

determ!nat!on gf th~ qy~ntity N*: however the achieved aQcuracy of N* 

is still in the order of few metres [e.g.: Rapp, 1973; Merry, 1975; 

John, 1976]. The sum of the orthometric height hand the geoidal height 

N* is known as the ellipsoid height H (height above the ellipsoid) 

[e.g. Krakiwsky and Wells, 1971]. This · investigation considers 

only the orthometric part h, above the geoid. 

Details about the determination of MSL, and its role as a 

vertical control datum, from tide-gauge records can be found in literature 

[e.g. Simonsen, 1966; Bomford, 1971; Lennon, 1974]. It is now known that 

MSL is not completely coincident with the geoid, since it varies due to 

spatial variations in temperature, pressure, salinity and other parameters 

[Bomford, 1971]. This causes MSL to depart from an equipotential surface 

[Vanf~ek, 1972] by an amount estimated to be less than two metres 

[Lisitzin<.and Pattulo, 1961; Lelgemann, 1976]. Therefore, the at:Wption 

of MSL as an approximation to the geoid to serve as a height datum, 

or the choice of the geoid as the datum for studying MSL variations, is 

one of the fundamental geodetic problems which is not settled yet [Rapp, 

1973; Lelgemann, 1976]. 

In modern geodetic theories, the height datum is either the 

quasigeoid, as used by Molodenskii [Molodenskii et. al., 1962], or the : 

mean earth ellipsoid, as used by Hirvonen [Hirvonen, 1960]. The resulting 

heights in both cases are known as normal heights hN (Figure 1-2 a,b~. 

Molodenskii's normal heigh$ are referred to the quasigeoid, 

(Figure l-2a) • The quasigeoid is a purely mathematical surface without 

any physical meaning that departs from the geoid by at most a few metres 
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under the continents and coincides with it on the seas !Muller, 1960]. 

It is the geometric locus of all points wh~se distances from the 

physical surface of the earth are· equal no their Molodenskii normal 

heights. The quasigeoid is not generally an equipotential surface. 

The Hirvonen normal heights are measured from the mean 

earth ellipsoid towards the terrain, generating another surface 

called telluroid oy Kirvonen. Characteristics of the mean earth 

ellipsoid can be found e.g., in Heiskanen and Moritz Il967], and 

Vanflrek ll971J. The telluroid (Figure l-2b) is a continuous 

surface. without physical meaning coinciding with the ellipsoid 

on the oceans; again, the telluroid is generally not an equipotential 

surface. On the islands and continents it displays the details 

of the topographic irregularities IHirvonen, 1960]. The telluroid 

can be also interpreted as the geometric locus of all points lirhose 

distances above the mean earth ellipsoid are equal ue thei~ respecitve 

Hirvonen normal heights, and whose normal potential equals the 

actual potential on the terrain. 

The difference between the ellipsoid height H and the normal 

height hN is known as the height anomaly ~. In case of Molodenskii 

heights, r; is ·the separation between· the quasigeoid and the mean earth 

ellipsoid ~igure l-2al. In case of Hirvonen heights;~ is the sep-

aration between the telluroid and the physical surface of the earth. 

The quantity splays a similar role as the quantity N*, in classical 

geodesy, in computing the ellipsoid height H. Techniques for the 

determination of s in the above two cases are given in Molodenskii 

et al. 11962] and Hirvonen !1960], respectively. In this study, 

N 
the normal height h only is of interest. 
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1.2 Needs For Accurate Heights - Spirit Levelling 

Accurate heights are needed for a multitude of applications. 

In this section, only the basic practical and scientific geodetic 

applications are considered. Some of these applications do not require 

very accurate heights. Others demand high precision relative heights. 

Both categories are summarized. Then, the method of spirit levelling 

for relative height determination is outlined, because it is the only 

tool to meet the current requirements of high accuracy. 

From the basic definitions, given in the previous section, it 

can be seen that the orthometric (or normal) height is a vital quantity 

needed to compute the ellipsoid height H. The latter quantity, H, is 

essential for many geodetic applications, amongst which are the following: 

1. Reduction of observed distances and directions from the surface of 

the earth to the computational reference ellipsoid, for rigorous 

computations of horizontal geodetic networks [e.g.: Thomson et. al., 

1974; Mutajwaa, 1976]; 

2. 3-D geodetic computations [e.g. Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967; Hotine, 

1969]; 

3. Relating the 3-D satellite coordinates with corresponding 2-D terrestrial 

coordinates [e.g. Krakiwsky and Wells, 1971; Thomson, 1976]. 

The above particular practical applications do not require very accurate 

heights h, since the accuracy of H is directly affected by the obtained 

accuracy of N* (or ~) which is of the order of few metres. 

In view of modern trends of geodesy, one can notice the increasing 

demand for precise estimates of relative heights and height changes 

"" ,.v [Surveys and Mapping Branch, 1974; Holdahl, 1974; Van~cek, 1974; Van~cek, 

1976a]. Such quantities are useful for investigating and providing the 
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principal evidence on many scientific questions [Bomford, 1971; Clark 

and Jackson, 1973] concerning the following problems; 

1. vertical crustal movements and related studies [e.g. Kukk~ki, 1955; 

Korhonen, 1961; Holdahl and Morrison, 1973; Christodoulidis, 1973; 

~v ,v 
Van1cek, 1975; Van1cek, 1976b]; 

2. MSL time and space variations and its validity as a height datum 

[e.g.: Braaten and McCombs, 1963; Lennon, 1974; Sharaf Eldin, 1975; 

~ Van1cek, 1976c]; 

3. Earthquake prediction [e.g. Ellingwood, 1969], and search for safe 

locations for nuclear power sites [Holdahl, 197.6]; 

4. Hydraulic and other related engineering investigations [e.g. 

Coordinating Committee on the IGLD-55, 1961]; 

5. Deformation of engineering structures [e.g. Penman and Charles, 

1971]; 

6. Inclusion of precise height information into a more precise 3-D 

adjustment of geodetic networks [e.g. Stolz and Gilliland, 1969]. 

To achieve the above requirements, the precise spirit levelling 

is known to be the most accurate method to use for relative height 

determination [Wassef, 1959; Krakiwsky, 1965; Heiskanen and Moritz, 

1967; Bomford, 1971]. To utilise the full potential of spirit levelling, 

all the systematic corrections - usually neglected in the past because 

of the involved computational effort and sophistication in their 

modelling - to the measured height differences from spirit levelling 

should now be applied [e.g. Holdahl, 1974]. Also, the appropriate way 

of assessment of weights for the observed height differences on the 

basis of the actual obtained discrepancies of repeated measurements 

. ~~ 
should be cons1dered [Wassef, 1959; Van1cek et. al., 1972]. 
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Precise levelled height differences1 like any other measureable 

physical quantities, are influenced by both systematic and random errors. 

The main sources of systematic errors affecting precise spirit levelling 

are outlined in the next section. On the other hand, the random 

levelling errors are not discussed here any further. It suffices here, 

for the purpose of this study, to mention that the accumulated standard 

deviations of height differences derived from spirit levelling which are 

deduced from the actually obtained discrepancies between forward and 

backward levellings of each levelling section [e.g. Wassef, 1959; 

,v 
Peterson, 1970; Boal, 1971, Van1cek et. al., 1972] can be considered 

as a measure of the influence of random errors in precise levelling. 

This accumulated standard deviation is conventionally the basic quantity 

against which the influence of any systematic error affecting levelling 

results js compared. Hence, this custom will be also followed here. 

1.3 Systematic Errors in Spirit Levelling 

The systematic errors in precise spirit levelling are discussed 

in details in literature dealing with the subject matter [e.g.: Braaten 

et. al., 1950; Kukkamaki, 1950; Entin, 1959; Kowakzyk, 1968; Bomford, 

1971; Clark and Jackson, 1973; Holdahl, 1974]. Nevertheless, this section 

is intended to serve as a guide to the reader. It outlines the main 

systematic errors, along with brief explanation whenever necessary. It 

also gives the appropriate references to investigations concerning each 

respective source of error. Finally, it singles out the particular error 

which is of interest in this study. 

The precise spirit levelling field operations involve the 

levelling of levelling instrument (level) and then reading a vertical 

scale on a levelling rod (staff) back and forth along a levelling route, 
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under certain atmospheric conditions. The systematic errors inherent 

in such operation can be divided into two categories [Bamford, 1971] : 

(i) Errors in the first category accumulate with the distance and 

height differences along the levelling route. They can be mostly 

eliminated either by following certain techniques in the process of 

reading fore and back sights along the line, or by calibrating the used 

instruments, modelling the errors and accounting for them. This category 

includes errors due to: Collimation; earth curvature; symmetrical 

refraction (these errors affect the equidistant fo~and back sights 

equally); systematic sinking or rising of the levelling instrument 

between observing fore and back staves; systematic sinking or rising of 

the staff between its use as a fore staff and as a back staff; errors 

of staff length or systematic errors in its subdivisions and non

verticality of the staff. 

(ii) Errors in the second category accumulate with the height 

difference, average heights and relative positions between bench marks 

along the levelling line. The errors in this category cannot be elimin

ated by special observing techniques. Therefore, such errors require 

reliable estimates of their influences, which must be taken into account 

in the rigorous computations of heights of vertical control points. 

Since these errors are of some interest to us in this study, they will 

be enumerated here: 

1. Tidal effect, which is caused by the different attraction of the moon 

and sun at the centre of the earth and at the observing station on 

the earth's surface [Bamford, 1971]. This phenomenon results in a 

slight variation of the direction of gravity with time at the observing 

station from its mean. This problem is also complicated by yielding of 

the earth itself, and by the attraction and loading of ocean tides 
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[Lennon, 1974]. The theory, computation and implications of the tidal 

correction as applied to precise levelling results have been discussed 

in several publications [e.g. Kukka~ki, 1949; Braaten et al., 1950; 

Jensen, 1950; Rune, 1950b; Simonsen, 1950; Egedal andSimonsen, 1955; 

Simonsen, 1966; Holdahl, 1974]; 

2. Errors associated with the unequal refraction for the fore and back 

sights [Kukka~ki, 1950; Simonsen, 1955; Strusinsky, 1959; Hytonen, 

1967; Straub, 1973; Holdahl, 1974]. This will occur especially when 

the levelling route runs on a hilly or undulating terrain. There, the 

height of the line of sight above the ground will differ considerably 

even for equidistant fore and back sights. This situation results 

in a residual refraction between the fore and back sights, which is 

left over after eliminating the symmetrical part of the refraction, 

and influences the levelled height difference; 

3. The abrupt movements of the earth's crust due to earthquakes [Braaten 

et. al., 1950], and the well known secular vertical crustal activities-

uplifts or subsidences. These affect the bench marks, and result in 

differences between the bench marks' instantaneous heights and the 

previously determined heights [Kukkamaki, 1955; Korhonen, 1961; 

~y IV Holdahl and Morrison, 1973; Holdahl, 1975; Van1cek, 1975; Van1cek, 

1976b]; 

4. The use of MSL, as determined from tide-gauge observations at various 

coastal locations, as a datum for heights {with fixed values equal to 

zero). This situation causes errors in the adjustment and analysis of 

precise levelling networks [Lisitzin and Pattulo, 1961; Braaten and 

McCombs, 1963; Simsonen, 1966; Ellingwood, 1969; Dahler, 1970; 

Christodoulidis et. al, 1973; Lennon, 1974; Lelgemann, 1976; Van/~ek, 

1976c], due to the sea surface slope which gives different values of 
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MSL at different locations. Furthermore, there are problems connected 

with maintaining and operating the tide-gauge itself [Lennon, 1974]. 

5. Suspected errors due to the differential illumination or solar radia-

tion or both on the levelling rod. In other words, due to variations 

in the heating rate of the invar strips on the staff. Such systematic 

error, if it: exists, would accumulat·e in the''North,.,.South .. {N-S) dd.rection 

and would tend to be zero in the East-West (E-W) direction [e.g. 

Egedal, 1950~ Egedal and Simonsen, 1955~ Edge, 1959~ Bamford, 1971~ 

Balazs, 1975~ Kakkuri, 1975]. This implies that levelling lines running 

N-S or S-N are influenced systematically by this type of error. For 

this reason, and also on the basis of the N-S discrepancies between 

the results of geodetic and oceanographic levellings, such error was 

hypothesized to exist as one of the as yet unknown systematic errors 

in precise levelling needed to be investigated and accounted for. Some 

precise levelling data show a slope of MSL from North to south, which 

is opposite to the oceanographic findings [Balazs, 1975~ Fisher, 1975]. 

Several studies are now underway by both oceanographers and geodesists 

to solve this problem of N-S slope of MSL [Fisher, 1975]. 

6. Errors associated with the neglect of local irregularities of the earth's 

gravity field (gravity anomalies) when correcting the observed height 

differences for the global convergence of the equipotential surfaces. 

Such errors occur when, in the correction formulae, the normal value 

of gravity acceleration is used instead of the actual value (e.g.: 

Rune, 1950~ Vignal and Kukka.ma"ki, 1954~ Bursa, 1958~ Braaten and McC01nbs, 

,v ' 
1963; Krakiwsky, 1966~ Christodoulidis and Van1cek, 1972; Holdahl, 

1974~ Nassar and Vanf~ek, i975J. 

The above six systematic errors, inherent in precise spiritt 

levelling can, in most cases, exceed the accumulated standard errors 
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achieved from precise levelling {e.g.: Braaten et. al., 1950; Holdahl, 

1974], and may cause significant regional distortions in the basic 

national precise levelling netowrk Ie.g. Vanf~ek, 1970]. This is why 

research in this area is being done, considering both existing and hypo-

thesized errors. The optimum goal of such research is to investigate 

their existence, significance, modelling, computations and practical 

applications. 

The largest source of errors in the height determinations in 

North America from precise spirit levelling is thought to be the last 

one lHoldahl, 1974]. The investigations contained herein focuses on 

this particular source and is introduced in more details in the subse-

quent sections. 

The purpose of this section is to present the connection bet-

ween the observed geometrical height differences from spirit levelling 

and the actual gravity field of the earth. To begin with, some intra-

ductory remarks concerning the earth's actual gravity field are given. 

Then the connection between the spirit levelling operations and the 

characteristics of the gravity field is discussed. 

The earth's gravity field is the resultant of two vector fields: 

the gravitation acceleration, due to the attraction of earth masses; and 

the centrifugal acceleration, due to the earth's rotation. Instead of 

using this vector field, it has been found convenient, in geodesy, {e.g.: 

.IV Heiskanen and Vening~einesz 1958; Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967; Van~cek, 

1971) to represent the earth's gravity field by a scalar potential field, 

and by equipotential (geopotential) surfaces (sometimes referred to as 

level surfaces). A geopotential surface is an equipotential surface of 

the earth's actual gravity field on which the potential W, due to gra-

vitational and centrifugal effects, is constant and usually can be expressed 
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as W = const. The geoid, as defined in section 1.1, is one of these 

geopotential surfaces. 

The geopotential surfaces are irregular, not parallel and 

generally converging from the equator towards the pole, ~igure 1-3}. The 

direction of the gravity vector g is tangential to the curved lines of 

force {plumblines) , which are everywhere perpendicular to the geopotential 

surfaces {Figure 1-3). The gravity direction is usually referred to as-

the direction of plumbline or the direction of the vertical. The difference 

of potential , dW, between two adjacent geopotential surfaces, W = const. 

and W + dW = const. {Figure 1-3), is a constant value representing the 

work done to move a unit mass from one geopotential surface to the other, 

and is given by: 

dW = .,.. g.dh, 
~. ~ 

where g. is the magnitude of the gravity vector and dh. is the differen-
~ ~ 

tial distance separating the two geopotential surfaces in question at a 

certain location i. Since the value of g varies from one place to another 

while dW does not, one can see that the separation dh is not a constant 

value •. For instance, it is maximum at the equator, dh , and minimum at the 
e 

pole, dh. (Figure 1~31. Such geopotential surfaces are physical but 
p 

intangible reality which affect the field of surveying in several ways, 

one of which is the process of spirit levelling. 

In spirit levelling one uses a mixture of ~ geometrical instru-

ment (the staff} and a gravitational instrument (the level) {Jackson, 

1963; Clark and Jackson, 1973]. The bubble axis of the latter is aligned 

tangentially to the local geopotential surface {Figure l-4a) , while the 

cross hair reads a geometrical height difference, dh, on the staff. 

According to section 1.1, the height hA of point A is defined 

as the distance between A and the geoid, measured along the actual plumb-

line of A. On the other hand, due to the nature of spirit levelling, 
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the measured height difference (sometimes referred to as instrumental 

or levelled height difference) gives the geometric distance, dh, between 

local geopotential surfaces above the earth surface, as opposed to 

their separation, dh', within the earth's crust underneath the terrain 
A 

A 
Realizing that hA f dh', and examining point A (Figure l-4a). 

Figure l-4a, one notices the fact that the s~ of the measured dif-

ferential distances dh between the zero-height reference point 0 and the 

point A, in question, does not equal the height hA, simply because 

dhi ~ dhi· Consequently, this sum depends on the selected path of the 

levelling route between points 0 and A, and generally acquires a 

different value for each different route connecting the same two points 

as illustrated in Figure l-4b. In other words, if a levelling route 

goes over a closed circuit (loop), this sum will not generally be zero1 

i.e.: 

.J dh ~ o. 

On the other hand, if the observed gravity values, g, are 

incorporated with the levelled height differences, dh, over the levelling 

loop, and the differences in potential, dW = gdh, are used instead of 

dh only, such loop misclosure vanishes. This is so because the potential 

of the earth's gravity field has a unique value for each point. Hence, 

it gives theoretically a zero misclosure over a closed loop, which can 

be written as: 

~ gdh =§ dW = 0 

This approach is the basic concept behind the use of the so-called 

"geopotential numbers" (to be explained in details in section 2.1) as 

a common quantity for the unique definition of any system of heights 

[Kra)dwsky, 1965; Heiska,nen and Moritz, 1967]. 
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An alternative approach, which was found convenient in practice, 

is to apply appropriate corrections to the observed instrumental height 

differences to account for the non-parallelism of geopotential surfaces. 

These corrections have to be expressed in terms of actual gravity values 

at the consecutive bench marks along the followed levelling route in 

order to yield precise and unique heights of terrain points above the 

chosen datum [e.g.: Vignal and Kukkamaki, 1954; Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967; 

'li• JV, an1ceK et. al., 1972]. 

To conclude this section, one can say that the spirit levelling 

results without being supplemented with gravity measurements are not 

useful from the rigorous point of view [Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967], 

since they lead in general to a misclosure, and consequently do not define 

the heights of terrain points uniquely. 

1.5 The Problem to be Investigated and its Background 

In this section, a detailed discussion of the background of the 

problem to be investigated herein is given. Appropriate references dealing 

with the subject of heights and gravity are listed. The specific problem 

of interest is introduced and defined. Results of previous investigations 

of the problem are commented upon. In addition, reasoning and motivations 

behind the present study are presented, with particular emphasis on the 

Canadian precise levelling network. 

In the previous section we commented on the necessity of cor-

recting the levelled height differences due to the non-parallelism of 

the geopotential surfaces. This has to be performed in terms of observed 

gravity for a unique definition of the sought heights. Canada and the 
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United States of America are, however, among the countries where the 

gravity survey was not detailed enough to compute such required cor-

rections [Cannon, 1929; Rappeleye, 1948; Rapp, 1961; Krakiwsky, 1965; 

Van:a'ek et. al., 1972] .at the time of last adjustment of their networks. 

This seemed natural, since no useful equipment for rapid and exact 

determination of gravity at the physical surface of the earth existed 

until the 1930's [Vykutil, l964].Sudh a situation led to the substitution 

of "normal gravity", y, for the actual gravity,g, in the observed height 

correction-equations. 

The values of y are computed via a theoretical formula• based 

on an adopted mean earth ellipsoid, which is closely approximating the 

geoid. Among other characteristics, this ellipsoid should have the 

same mass, centre of gravity and angular velocity as the actual earth. 

Sometimes, in practice, such an ellipsoid is referred to as the "normal 

earth". The mean earth ellipsoid generates what is known as the normal 

gravity field, which can be represented by the system of normal equi-

potential surfaces usually denoted by U = const~and the normal lines 

of force (normal plumblines). One of them, denoted by U =canst., is 
0 

defined to be coincident with the surface of the ellipsoid itself, and 

in addition, postulated to acquire the same potential value of the geoid 

W = canst. u.e. one can write: U = W = canst [e.g. Heiskanen and 
0 0 0 

Moritz, 1967]). 

In reality, the actual values of gravity may differ considerably 

from the calculated values of normal gravity. Consequently, the geopotential 

surfaces will have undulations, as opposed to the idealized regular normal 

equipotential surfaces. This is due to the local or regional topographical 

and geological irregularities [Clark and Jackson, 1973]. In other words, 
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the use of actual, instead of normal,gravity will reflect the local 

circumstances under which the levelling was performed (e.g. showing the 

effect of some existing local anomalous mass [Krakiwsky, 1965]) · 

The use of normal gravity to correct the levelled height 

differences accounts for the effect of the overall convergence of 

equipotential surfaces (i.e. the long wave latitudinal features onl~. 

This implies that the differences between actual and normal gravity, which 

represent the local irregularities of the actual gravity field (i.e. the 

short wave features) are neglected. These neglected differences, usually 

;'V 
less than 200 mgals [Van~cek, 1970], may be referred to as the neglected 

gravity anomalies [Rune, 1950a]. The influence of these anomalies on 

the heights currently utilized in Canada constitutes the backbone of the 

problem under investigation herein. Heights defined on the basis of 

computed normal gravity only depend on an adopted formula of reference 

and to that extent they are approximate quantities not representing 

the reality [Clark and Jackson, 1973]. They can be considered, however, 

as lower order heights from the point of view of rigor [Heiskanen and 

Moritz, 1967; Vanf~ek, 1972], since they are meant to approximate the 

proper heights (based on actual gravity) and generally produce closing 

errors [Ramsayer, 1965b]. 

A vast number of publications treating problems related to 

heights and gravity have appeared. Among the main investigators in this 

domain (listed here in chronological order) are: Helmert [1890]; Rune 

[1950a]; Ledersteger [1954]; Vignal [1954]; Vignal and Kukkamaki [1954]; 

Bursa [1958]; Baeschlin [1960a]; Muller [1960]; Schneider [1960]; Rapp 

[1961]; Molodenskii et. al. [1962]; Vignal and Simonsen [1962]; Braaten 

and McCombs [1963]; Weidauer [1963]; Krakiwsky and Mueller [1965, 1966]; 

Ramsayer [1965 a,b]; Heiskanen and Moritz [1967]; Meuller et. al [1968]; 
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~v 
van~cek [1970]; Bomford [1971]; Laflamme [1971]; Christodoulidis and 

IV /v 
Van~cek [1972]; Van~cek et. al. [1972]; Pardalis [1973] and Holdahl 

[1973, 1974, l975a]. Many specific works by these authors will be 

found referenced in corresponding sections within the text of this 

thesis. 

Most of the above listed authors devoted their studies to 

either one or more of the following aspects: The basic foundation of 

the theory of heights and the role of actual gravity field into their 

unique definition; spacing between and location of gravity stations along 

levelling routes; the advantages and disadvantages of each known system 

of heights as recommended for a particular country; the adjustment 

procedures of precise levelling networks utilizing both spirit levelling 

and observed gravity data; extensive analysis of errors and required 

precisions in levelling and gravity observables to minimize the errors of 

resulting heights. Some of them have also investigated the influence of 

actual gravity (as opposed to the employed normal gravity) on heights 

of bench marks along selected levelling profiles. The present study, 

as pointed out earlier (section 1.3~ concentrates only on this 

very last problem. 

All the previous investigators aealing with the problem on 

hand have followed exactly the same approach; namely, studying individual 

lines or loops. Their method was to compute the heights of all bench 

marks along the chosen profile twice - once with normal and once with 

actual gravity values. Then, the two sets of results were compared 

either graphically or numerically. This procedure has been employed in 

many parts of the World, especially in most of the Eunopean countries and 

North America. Individual cases of significant influence of neglected 
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gravity irregularities along the tested levelling profiles were reported 

in, e.g., [Rune, l950a; Rapp, 1961; Braaten and McCombs, 1963; Krakiwsky, 

1966; Christodoulidis and Vanf~ek, 1972; Vanf~ek et al., 1972; Holdahl, 

1973]. Also, cases of insignificant influence were reported in, e.g. 

[Weidauer, 1963; Ramsayer, l965b; Bomford, 1971]. Such analysis is 

basically one-dimensional, and as such it is unable to reveal anything 

concerning the neighbourhood of the tested line. This is why most of 

these investigations have proved to be inconclusive. 

On the international level, realizing the consequences of 

neglecting the gravity anomalies on heights used in investigating scientific 

problems related to geosciences and also to support the future technological 

developments in geodesy (outlined in section 1.2), the International 

AssociationofGeodesy (lAG) has passed a resolution recommending that 

all member nations should observe gravity values at each bench mark of 

their levelling networks and compute their heights properly on the basis 

of actual instead of normal gravity [lAG, 1950, Vignal and Kukkamaki, 

1954]. Although it was the aim of this resolution to settle the contro

versial argument concerning the significance and consideration of gravity 

influence, it was found that various opinions about this problem still 

existed. While practising geodesists maintain that the effects of local 

gravity irregularities on heights are negligible, and hence in many cases 

it is doubtful whether the expensive determination of actual gravity at 

bench marks is justified; theoreticians keep showing that the effects are 

significant, and thus cannot be neglected. 

In Canada, two systems of heights are used - orthometric and 

dynamic, both defined on the basis of normal gravity because of the lack 

of gravity observations during the period of building-up and extending 
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the Canadian precise level network prior to 1945 [GSC, 1972]. At 

present, the situation is different. With the rapid extension of 

regional gravity coverage in Canada occuring. at the same time as the 

availability of electronic digital computers, extensive geodetic invest

igations using gravity data can now be undertaken [Shimazu, 1962; 

Hamilton, 1963a; Nagy, 1963; Buck and Tanner, 1972; Nagy, 1973; Nagy, 

1974; Valliant, 1975]. 

The Earth Physics Branch (EPB) carried out some studies about 

the geophysical and geodetic uses of gravity data for Canada [Shimazu, 

1962]. However, only the computations of deflections of the vertical 

and geoidal heights have been considered. There is no attempt1 in that 

publication, to even mention the implications of gravity data on the 

used precise levelling operations. This was surprising, at least in the 

author's opinion, since Hamilton [1960] ha~ already reported cases of 

levelling loops with unusually large misclosures. The neglected gravity 

anomalies were suspected to be the reason. However, subsequent studies 

gave no definite answers. In addition, several localized studies under

taken by the Geodetic Survey of Canada (GSC) into this problem have 

proved inconclusive. The GSC [1972] is planning to recompute post 1944 

precise levelling with observed gravity at all bench marks and compare 

this with previous adjustments (based on normal gravity) to investigate 

the distortions due to the neglect of gravity anomalies. In the spring 

of 1964 a program to establish gravity values at bench marks throughout 

Canada was initiated by the Gravity Division of the EPB. Results of this 

project, which so far covers only one area in Eastern Ontario, are 

documented in Hamilton and Buchan [1965]. for 619 bench marks of precise 

and secondary level network. Furthermore, preliminary experiments carried 
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out at the Department of Surveying Engineering, University of New Brunswick 

(UNB), over some levelling profiles in Alberta showed significant gravity 

~v 
influence on their heights [Christodoulidis and Van~cek, 1972]. 

Based on the general background presented above, the following 

statement defines, in summary, the specific problem of the current 

investigation. • l tl'his study focuses on investigating the influence 

of neglected actual gravity irregularities (gravity anomalies) on the 

height differences - derived from spirit levelling and defined on the 

basis of normal gravity, with particular interest within the Canadian 

territory. This influence, which can be viewed as the difference 

between the height difference of a levelling section based on actual 

gravity and the corresponding height difference based on normal gravity, 

will be termed "GRAVITY CORRECT!ON" throughout this • thesis. 'Thus, 

the "GRAVITY COR,RECTI'ON" dealt with in this study accounts for the 

difference between normal gravity (which has been already accounted for 

in the Canadian precise level network) and the actual gravity, i.e., 

it is solely due to the neglected "gravity anomalies". 

In addition to the aforementioned reasoning, the forthcoming 

readjustment of North American Geodetic Networks is another motivation 

behind undertaking this research. At present, the emphasis of the 

GSC is directed towards the horizontal networks. Efforts have been made 

to investigate the effects of the neglect of local irregularities of the 

gravity field on the reduction procedures of observed distances and 

directions from the terrain to the computational reference ellipsoid 

[e.g.: Thomson et. al., 1974; Mutajwaa, 1976]. On the other hand, the 

GSC has the intention and plans to readjust the vertical control net 

;V 
[Van~cek, 1970; McLellan, 1974; Young, 1974] in the near future, perhaps 
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in the early 1980's [Young, 1975]. Hence, it appeared to be a necessity 

to study the influence of the aforementioned "GRAVITY CORRECTIONS" on the 

heights currently used in Canada. The contribution of this research should 

be relevant to the planned new adjustment of the Canadian precise levelling 

network (CPLN). 

1.6 Objectives and Methodology of Investigation 

On the basis of the presented controversy concerning the "GRAVITY 

CORRECTIONS", it was felt that many questions needed to be answered and 

many points needed to be clarified. These are: 

-Significance of the corrections·within a-aerta:in geographical area_ of 

interest; 

- Simples.t - mathematical modelling of these corrections and methods of 

their computations; 

- Reliability of the corrections and feasibility of their practical 

applications; 

- Behaviour of the corrections and their influences along levelling profiles 

(lines and loops); 

- Data requirements for the numerical evaluation of the corrections, 

especially gravity observations at bench marks for a levelling route 

located in an area where gravity data (e.g. gravity maps) are already 

available. 

Accordingly, this thesis has two main objectives: 

1. Formulation of a mathematical model for the gravity correction (for 

three systems of heights: Dynamic, Helmert and Vignal) in terms of 

practically obtainable quantities; 
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2. Determination of the geographical areas where the gravity corrections 

are significant and must be taken into account in order to maintain 

the standard of accuracy required for the first-order levelling 

newtowk. 

To achieve the first objective, the mathematical background of the 

theory of heights based on actual gravity and their counterparts based on 

normal gravity had to be carefully documented. Then, the gravity 

corrections had to be formulated in terms of free-air gravity anomalies, 

levelled heights, and latitudes of the benchmarks (reasons to be stated 

later) • 

To accomplish the second objective, the method of investigation 

had to be based on a bmo-dimensional treatment of the problem. This 

methodology differs considerably from the approach used by other researchers 

who had treated the problem in one-dimension. The technique used involves 

two major steps. First, 2-D approximating polynomials are used to model 

both the gravity and height fields, given through observed values at 

discrete points within a unit block. Second, a 1-D polynomial is gener

ated to approximate each of gravity and height profiles along simulated 

levelling lines radiating, in all required directions, from the centre of 

the block under investigation. This approach permits one to compute the 

gravity correction along these simulated lines, to display their pattern 

and to examine their significance in each block and each direction. When 

such analysis is repeated for adjacent blocks, one has the opportunity of 

studying the significance of the gravity corrections over the whole region. 

This holds true providing that the region is sufficiently densely covered 

with gravity and height data. 
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1.7 Scope and Summary of Contributions 

The nature and characteristics of the problem on hand dictated 

the format of the present thesis. 

briefly described below. 

The purpose of each Chapter is 

Chapter 2 gives the basic foundations of the theory of rigorous 

heights, based on actual gravity. It also shows the appropriate way of 

incorporating spirit levelling results with observed gravity data in the 

form of actual geopotential numbers as a common basis for defining any 

system of heights. It considers three systems of heights: Dynamic, 

Orthometric (Helmert) and Normal (Vignal). 

Chapter 3 deals with the theory of approximate heights based on 

normal gravity, as used in Canada. Approximate orthometric and dynamic 

systems are discussed. The adopted approach for the practical computations 

in both systems is demonstrated. Differences in values of normal gravity·. 

given by the Canadian adopted (USC&GS) formula and the 1967 International 

.formula for.normal gravity are 'tabulated, for Canadian latitudes, in Appendix I. 

Chapter 4 is devoted to the derivation of formulae for the gravity 

corrections, in case of Dynamic, Helmert and Vignal systems of heights. 

This is based on the formulations stated in chapters 2 and 3. Expressions 

for the precision estimates of the gravity corrections are also developed. 

Chapter 5 is included herein for the sake of completeness. It 

discusses, in general terms, both precise levelling and gravity data 

coverage in Canada, with reference to the historical and present status 

in each case. The availability and format of the EPB point gravity data 

file is explained in Appendix II. 
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Chapter 6 analyses the significance and application of gravity 

corrections to actual levelling lines and loops. Tables for practical 

evaluation of the gravity corrections for Vignal, Dynamic and Helmert 

systems are provided in Appendix III. 

·In Chapter 7, the second main objective of this study is attained. 

Development, testing and conclusions associated with the proposed technique 

are given. Results of its application to the Canadian territory are 

documented in several external Appendices (see Table of Contents). 

Chapter 8 summarises the findings of this investigation. Conclusions 

based on the obtained results are given. Recommendations for 

related future studies are stated. 

Finally, a list of 180 references, quoted wit~n the text of-the 

present :thesi"s, is compiled in alphabetical order. Five internal 

Appendices are included. For\reasons of volume,the re~~ning five 

Appendices are external. 

This research has resulted in several contributions which are 

relevant to the problem of the influence of neglected gr~vity anomalies on 

heights. Six of these contributions are considered, in the author's 

opinion, to be the most significant. These are summarized below: 

1. Development of rigorous formulae for the "GRAVITY CORRECTIONS" 

(Chapter 4), as well as their precision estimates. These formulae 

are in terms of practically obtainable quantities, namely: free-air 

gravity anomalies, observed heights and scaled latitudes at con

secutive bench marks along the followed levelling route. The formulae 

are derived for Dynamic, Helmert and Vignal systems of heights. These 

corrections can be evaluated and readily added to the existing height 

differences to achieve the corresponding height differences based on 

actual gravity. 
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2. Construction of Tables (Appendix III) to facilitate the practical 

computations of "Gravity Corrections", in case of Vigna!, Dynamic 

and Helmert systems. These Tables can be easily used even in the 

field without the need for pocket calculators. The needed arguments 

are observed heights (from levelling f1eld books) and free-air 

gravity anomalies (e.g. from a gravity anomaly contour map). 

3. A complete discussion (Chapter 5) of precise levelling and gravity 

data coverage in Canada, including its historical background, present 

status, future plans and format of available data. This should contri

bute valuable information for related future investigations. 

4. A thorough discussion (Chapter 6) of the significance and practical 

application of the developed gravity corrections. Clarification of 

the controversial argument about the gravity correction accumulations, 

cancellations and effects along levelling lines and loops. 

5. Development of a tool (based on surface fitting techniques) that 

allows one to determine the geographical area (with available gravity 

and height information) where the gravity correction is significant 

and in which direction should it be taken into account within the area 

of interest. This technique has been applied to all areas in 

Canada covered by sufficient point gravity and height data. Results 

for all of Canada are given in the five . external Appendices 

(available from the thesis supervisor) . 

6. Development and documentation of two computer program packages: 

LOOPGC and AREAGC. The first is designed basically to compute the 

accumulated gravity corrections and their standard deviations along 

levelling lines or loops, and to display them for comparison against 

the corresponding accumulated standard errors achieved in precise 
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levelling, considering Helmert, Vignal and Dynamic Systems. The 

second package is written specifically for the purpose of predicting 

areas with significant gravity corrections, in Canada, using the 

available EPB new gravity data file based on the 1967 system. 

Both programs can . be obtained from the Surveying Engineering 

Computer Library, U.N.B. 



CHAPTER 2 

HEIGHT SYSTEMS BASED ON ACTUAL GRAVITY 

In this Chapter, the concept of geopotential numbers based 

on actual gravity is introduced. The fundamental definitions of 

rigorous heights based on actual geopotential numbers are given. 

Three systems of heights: dynamic., orthometric and normal, are 

considered. The normal height system is treated herein, in spite of 

its absence among the systems in use at present in Canada, because it 

~'" has been proposed by Van1cek et. al [1972] to be adopted for Canada 

as a more modern system of heights. 

2.1 Actual Geopotential Numbers 

Actual geopotential numbers are basic to any definitioncif 

height [e.g.: Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967]. The actual geopotential 

number CA of a terrain point A (Figure 2.1) represents the amount 

of work needed to lift a unit mass, along any route on or inside the 

earth, from the geoid to the point A. In other words, CA is the 

negative potential difference between the geopotential surface, W=WA, 

through the terrain point A, and the particular reference geopotential 

s~rface, W=W, the geoid (section 1.1). It is defined as: 
0 

A A 
- (W - W ) 

A o 
- (- f gdh)= -(- f g'dh'), 

o A 
0 

(2-1) 

where g is the actual (observed) gravity on the earth's surface along 

the levelling path from 0 on the geoid to the terrain point A, and dh 

is the projection of a differential path increment onto the vertical. 

31 
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g' and dh' are the corresponding quantities along the plumbline of A 

(inside the earth, see section 1.4). The reason for the negative sign 

outside the parentheses in equation (2-l) is to make the geopotential 

numbers increase upwards from the geoid to be consistent with the concept 

of heights. 

The geopotential numbers as obtained from the levelled 

height differences and enroute gravity values can be used as a natural 

measure of heights because they define heights of individual points 

uniquely [e.g.: Krakiwsky, 1965]. The geopotential number is positive 

above the geoid, negative below it, constant everywhere on the same 

geopotential surface and equals zero foi the geoid. They are usually 

measured in geopotential units (g.p.u.) [Mueller and Rockie, 1966; Bamford, 

1971], where: l g.p.u. = l kgal- metre. The reason for such choice 

is to make the numerical value of the geopotential numbers approximately 

equal to the heights of the corresponding points above sea level in 

metres. 

One also speaks about the actual geopotential number difference 

~CAB between two terrain points A and B, which is given by: 

B 

~c = c - c J g .dh , 
AB B A A 

(2-2) 

where the integration is carried out along the route following the 

levelling line on the terrain between the two points A and B. This is 

the only possible approach since the actual gravity g' cannot be observed 

inside the earth. In practice, however, a continuous profile of observed 

gravity g and height h, along the levelling path' A to B, is not available. 

Thus, the integral in equation (2-2) cannot be rigorously evaluated. 

Consequently, this integral has to be replaced by summation over a set of 

discrete points along the line AB where gravity and height difference 
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are observed [e.g. Baeschlin, 1960b; Krakiwsky, 1965]. The evaluation 

of ~CAB will be then approximate only. The following formula is usually 

used: 

where: j i + 1 , 

~h .. = h. - h .• 
l.] J l. 

i=B-1 
E 

i=A 
g .. 

l.] ~h .. ' l.J 
(2-3) 

(2-4a) 

(2-4b) 

(2-4c) 

Here, ~h .. is the levelled (observed) height difference between the two 
l.] 

adjacent points i and j.; g. and g. are actual values at i and j. For ~C 
l. J 

to be in g.p.u., ~h has to be in metres and gin kgals. 

In practice, if g is not immediately available at each bench 

mark i, j, .•• , it can be interpolated from the existing gravity data 

in the surrounding area either by least-squares surface fitting techniques 

_,v /V 
[Vanl.cek, 1970; Vanl.cek et. al., 1972], or by graphical interpolation 

from available gravity maps [Krakiwsky, 1966]. However, it can be 

noticed from equation (2-3), that in order to obtain an adequate accuracy 

of ~C, the spacing between adjacent points (i and j) has to be approp-

riately close. The allowed spacing varies with terrain and with the 

degree of variability of the gravity field [Baeschlin, 1960a; Levallois, 

1964; Krakiwsky, 1965; Ramsayer, 1965a]. Equation (2-3) thus indicates 

that the actual geopotential number difference is a quantity that can 

be measured by field procedures (spirit levelling and gravity observations) 

and then computed to at least the same accuracy as other geodetic 

quantities [Jackson, 1963]. An extensive analysis of required precisions 

in the observed spirit levelling height differences and enroute gravity 

values, to ensure minimum errors in the computed actual geopotential 
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number differences, can be found in Krakiwsky [1966]. 

Theoretically, the actual geopotential number differences 

around a closed circuit should have a zero closure [Heiskanen and 

Moritz, 1967]. Consequently, it has been recommended by the IAG, since 

1954, to perform the adjustment of precise levelling networks in terms 

of geopotential numbers, before transforming them to the adopted system 

of heights [Ellingwood, 1969]. This has been already executed in case 

of the United European Levelling Net (UELN) [Alberda et. al., 1960; 

Kaariainen, 1960; Alberda, 1963]. 

2.2 Dynamic Heights 

The dynamic height h~ (based on actual gravity) of a terrain 

point A is defined [e.g. Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967] as: 

(2-5) 

where CA is the actual geopotential number of the point A in g.p.u., and 

G is a "reference gravity" value. This reference gravity is usually 

taken as the normal gravity on the mean earth ellipsoid (described in 

section 1.5) computed for an adopted "reference latitude" cpR, in Jtgal. 

G is generally selected close to the average value of gravity for the 

area in question. 
_,v 

For instance, it has been suggested [Van1cek et. al., 

1972] that G = y0 , 500 should be used for Canada, where Yo,soo is the 

normal gravity on the ellipsoid, computed from the 1967 International 

formula , e.g. [IAG, 1971] • The "reference gravity" G can be also 

regarded as a metric scale factor to convert the geopotential number, in 

g.p.u., to metres [Krakiwsky, 1965]. In practice, the dynamic height 

is usually referred to as the "dynamic number". 
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The reference surface (height datum) for the dynamic system 

of heights is the geoid (defined in section 1.1), W=W0 , Figure 2-2. It 

can be seen that although h~ is expressed in length units, it does not 

represent the length tA of the plumbline of A between A and the geoid. 

From equation (2-5) , it is obvious that h0 is constant for all points 

located on the same geopotential surface (e.g. W=WA, in Figure 2-2), 

whereas the geometrical separations t between the two equipotential 

surfaces W=W and W=W is generally different (see section 1.4) at each 
A o 

location (A, i, j, k, ••• ). Therefore, it can be noticed that the 

dynamic height does not depict the actual geometric deviations of the 

physical surface of the earth from the geoid. 

The dynamic height difference between two points A and B can 

be written as: 
tiC AB 

G 
(2-6) 

D 
An alternative way to compute /'ihAB, found convenient in practice, is to 

express the dynamic height difference as: 

!ih~ = /'ihAB + DCAB (2-7) 

that is by adding the quantity DCAB known as "dynamic correction" to the 

levelled height difference /'ihAB. Here /'ih is given by: 
AB 

B-1 
E 

i=A 
!ih . . , j 

l.] 
i + 1 (2-8) 

The dynamic correction DCAB (based on actual gravity) is given by the 

;V 
following formula [e.g. Vanl.cek, 1972]: 

B-1 g .. -G 
DCAB E l.J ilh 

i=A G ij 
(2-9) 

where j, g,. and /'ih,. have been defined earlier (equations 2-4). The 
l.] l.] 
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above equation is not necessarily carried over every set-up taken in 

levelling between points A and B, to obtain adequate accuracy. This 

will depend, again, on the admissible spacing of gravity measurements 

along the levelling route according to the type of the terrain [e.g. 

Ramsayer, l965b]. 

In subsequent developments, only one levelling section will 

be considered. A levelling section, in this context, can be defined as 

the segment of a levelling line between two consecutive permanent bench 

marks, whose height difference was established using precise levelling. 

In the current Canadian specifications, the length of levelling sections 

is on the average of the order of l·km [e.g. Peterson, 1970]. Hence, 

when dealing with only one levelling section between points i and j, 

equation ( 2 -9) becomes : 

DC .. 
~J 

= gij 
G 

t.h .. - b.h .. 
~J ~J 

2.3 Orthometric Heights 

(2-10) 

The orthometric height h~ of a point A on the terrain (see 

Figure 2-3) is the distance between the point A and the geoid surface 

W=W , measured along the true plumbline of A. This implies that the 
0 

geoid is again the reference surface (height datum) for this system of 

heights, and hence the orthometric heights can be viewed as the actual 

deviations of the terrain (physical surface of the earth) from the 

geoid. h0 is defined by: 
A 

(2-11) 

where CA is the actual geopotential number ofA in g.p.u. and g~ is the 

mean actual gravity along the true plumbline of A from the geoid to the 
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terrain in kgals, for h~ in metres. 

The mean gravity g~ cannot be determined rigorously, from the 

theoretical point of view, because the actual mass density distribution 

within the eart;h (i.e. along the true plumbline of A) is not known [Rune, 

1950a; Hirvonen, 1960]. Therefore, one has to adopt a hypothesis regarding 

the variation of actual gravity along the true plumbline [Baeschlin, 

1960a] . Once an attempt has been made to obtain g~ as close as possible 

to the reality (resulting in an orthometric height that comes as close 

as possible to its true value), it is usual to refer to the height obtained 

from such an attempt as a "rigorous" orthometric height [Krakiwsky, 1965]. 

It should be clear that even the rigorous orthometric heights are not 

exact, due to the involved hypothesis, especially concerning the density 

[Molodenskii et. al., 1962]. 

Associated with the computation of rigorous orthometric height 

systems, one usually hears the names: Niethammer; Mader; Helmert; 

Mueller; etc. [Krakiwsky, 1965]. All differ in their assumptions and 

methodology of estimating the value of g~ (in equation 2-11). Of all the 

aforementioned approaches to the computation of rigorous orthometric 

heights, the method of "Helmert" is the only one which is known to be the 

most widely used in practice [Krakiwsky, 1965; Van~ek, 1972]. Hence, the 

remainder of this section deals only with Helmert orthometric heights. 

The Helmert orthometric height h: of a point A on the physical 

surface of the earth is expressed as: 

CA 

- H g' 
A 

(2-12) 

where g~H is the Helmert approximation to the mean value of actual gravity 

along the true plumbline of A between the geoid and the terrain. The Helmert 
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[1890] 
- H formula for g~ is based on the application of the mean value 

"' theorem and the use of Poincare - Pray's hypothesis concerning the 

gravity gradient along the plu.mbline [see, e.g. vanf~ek, 1972]. This 

formula reads: 

- H 
g~ = gA + 0.0424 hA (2-13) 

in which gA is the observed surface gravity on the terrain at A, and 

hA is the observed height of A above sea level usually deduced from the 

spirit levelling results before adjustment. It should be;moted that the 

units of the second term in equation (2-13) are mgals for hA in metres. 

Realizing that g'H generally varies from point to point, it follows that 

Helmert heights of points located on the same geopotential surface will 

be different (see Figure 2-3). 

In practice, since the levelling process gives the levelled 

height difference ~hAB (equation 2-8), it is again convenient to express 

the Helmert orthometric height difference ~h~ between points A and B as: 

(2-14) 

where HCAB is known as the rigorous orthometric correction (based on 

actual gravity). It will be referred to here as "Helmert correction". 

The Helmert correction can be evaluated from the following formula [e.g. 

Van{~ek, 1972]: 

B-1 
~ 

i=A 

- - H - H g, .-G g~ -G g' -G 

-T ~hij + ~-G-- hA - T hB 

in which: j, ~h .. and g,. are defined in equations (2-4); G is the 
l.] l.J 

(2-15) 

reference gravity for the dynamic heights mentioned before (or any other); 

- H - H g' and g' are the values of Helmert's approximate mean gravity along the 
A B 

true plumbli11es 
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at A and Bas given by equation (2-13); and hA, ~are approximate 

heights of A and B (e.g. derived from observed levelled differences). 

The first term in equation (2-15) is nothing else but the 

dynamic correction DCAB, based on actual gravity, as given by equation 

(2-9). Hence, equation (2-15) can be rewritten as: 

- H - H 
g' - G g' - G 

DCAB + 
A -h -

B h HCAB = 
G A G B 

(2-16) 

This indicates that the Helmert orthometric correction can be interpreted 

as the sum of dynamic corrections for the open loop A ABB , where A and 
0 0 

B are the terrain points and A and B are their projections on the 
0 0 

geoid surface [Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967]. 

Similar to the previous section, when dealing with only one 

levelling section between points i and j, equation (2-16) becomes: 

- H - H 
g~ - G g~ - G 

HC .. DC .. + ~ 
h. . h. -

~] ~] G ~ g J 
(2-17) 

Substitution for DC .. from equation (2-10) into (2-17) gives: 
~] 

1 (•H h. 
- H 

h. b.h .. ] • HC .. - g~ + g,. 
~] G gi 

~ J J ~] ~J 
(2-18) 

Recalling that: h~ = h +~h .. , equation (2-18) can be reformulated 
J i ~] 

(for subsequent developments) as: 

HC .. 
~] 

-I H) 'h ( g, + L1 .. g,. 
J ~] ~] 

2.4 Normal Heights 

- H gj ) ] . (2-19) 

The theory of normal heights, their practical advantages, 

precise computations and freedom from any hypothesis concerning the 

actual density distribution within the earth crust have excited great 
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scientific and practical interests among geodesists in different countries 

[e.g. 'Muller, 1960; Schneider, 1960; Weidauer, 1963; Yeremeyev, 1965; 

Krakiwsky and Mueller, 1966; Pick, 1970; Van!~ek et.al., 1972; Wolf, 

1974]. The normal heights are not meant to describe the heights above 

the geoid, like the previously discussed systems do. Instead, they 

relate the terrain points to another reference surface (height datum) 

and are closely tied to the modern geodetic theories - Molodenskii 1 s 

and Hirvonen's in particular !Vanf~ek, 1972]. Hence, one usually hears 

the names "Molodenskii 1 s normal heights'1 and "Hirvonen 1 s normal heights". 

The normal height h~ of a terrain point A (based on actual 

gravity) is defined {e.g. Krakiwsky, 1965; Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967; 

~ 
Van~cek, 1972] as: 

N CA 
hA=:-

y' 
A 

' 
(2-,;20) 

where y' is the mean value of normal gravity along the normal plumbline 
A 

of A ttigure 2-4) between the mean earth ellipsoid (point A'), where 
0 

U=UA1 =W0 ., and the point A 1 (inside the earth under A), where the normal 
0 

potential UA 1. has the same value as the actual geopotential WA at the 

corresponding point A on the terrain, Here, one ~y notice that the 

actual geopotential number CA, defined by equation (2-1), can also be 

written as: 

C = - .(W - W ) = - (U - U ) (2-21) A .A o A1 A1 
0 

For hN in metres, C has to be in g.p.u. and y 1 has to be in kgal. Again, 

since both C and y' are unique for each point, it follows that the 

normal height system (based on actual gravity) defines the heights 

of terrain points uniquely. Moreover, realizing that y' varies 

only with latitude and height, one can see that the points which lie 

in the same geopotential surface (W = const.) and on the same 
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parallel of latitude (<!J = canst.) will have equal normal heights [Pick, 

1970]. This is not generally the case in the orthometric height system. 

Concerning the zero-height reference surface for the system 

of normal heights hN, there are two alternatives. The first is the 

approach used in practice whereby we measure hN from the physical 

surface of the earth along the corresponding normal plumbline (to point 

A", e.g., in Figure 2-4). Consequently, the locus of hN defines the 
0 

height datum which is a mathematical surface (not generally an equi~--

potential surface) known as "quasigeoid", whose properties are discussed 

in section 1.1. The quasigeoid was introduced by Molodenskii in the 

late 1940's [Krakiwsky, 1965], and hence the normal heights referred 

to it are known as "Molodenskii's normal heights" hN,M (Figure 2-4). 

The second is a theoretical approach based on reckonning hN from the 

surface of the mean earth ellipsoid, as the height datum, along the 

normal plumbline (to point A', e.g., in Figure 2-4). Thus the locus 

of hN above the ellipsoid defines another mathematical surface (not 

generally an equipotential surface) known as "telluroid", whose 

characteristics are outlined in section 1.1. This theoretical approach 

has been followed extensively by Hirvonen [1960], and hence the normal 

heights referring to the ellipsoid and generating the telluroid are 

usually known as "Hirvonen's normal heights" hN,H (Figure 2-4). The 

remaining length (see Figure 2-4) of the normal plumbline of A between 

A" and A' in case of Molodenskii's height, or between A' and A in case 
0 0 

of Hirvonen's height, is called "height anomaly" z.;. The height 

anomaly z.;, in the modern geodetic theories, plays the same role as the 

geoidal height N*, in the classical theories. Note, in Figure 2-4, 

that on the oceans N* = z.;. Further elaboration on z.; is considered 

beyond the scope of this study. 
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Besides the different geometrical interpretation, Molodenskii's 

and Hirvonen's normal heights differ also according to the approach 

followed to compujj:ly~ (in equation 2-20). Molodenskii's formula for y' 
A 

,v 
[Molodenskii et al., 1962; Van1cek, 1972] reads: 

- M 
y' 

A 

and Hirvonen's formula [Hirvonen, 1960] for y' reads: 
A 

(2-21) 

- H 
y' 

A 
[1 + m + t e 2 - t e 2 sin2 ~A + 10-4 ] hA 

(2-22) 

where: a, b, f, e and m are respectively the semi-major axis, semi-minor 

axis, flattenning, first eccentricity, and a constant ~ 0.0033 of the 

mean earth ellipsoid. Here, y A is again the normal gravity on the 
o, 

ellipsoid for latitude ~A and hA is the observed height of A. 

On the other hand, the numerical values of both Molodenskii's 

and Hirvonen's normal heights are so close, that they are practically 

identical [e.g. Krakiwsky, 1965]. 

In spite of the fact that Molodenskii's heigh~are used, at 

present, in the USSR and some other countries of Eastern Europe, they 

are still not very popular in other parts of the World. For instance, 

they have not been introduced yet in North America. This could be 

due to psychological reasons because the quasigeoid, as a mathematical 

surface without any physical meaning compared to the geoid being a 

natural surface does not appeal to the users of heights. In case of 

Hirvonen's heights the theory [Hirvonen, 1960] implies the replacement 

of the physical surface of the earth by his telluroid, whi~h makes it 

even more difficult for the users of heights to accept the concept. 

Nevertheless, Hirvonen's theory is useful and could be used for 
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theoretical investigations related to modern gravimetric geodesy. 

In addition, there is another well-known system of heights 

introduced by Vigna! in the early 1950's [Yeremeyev, 1965]. This system 

has already proved, from both theoretical .and practical analysis view

points, to be adequate as a system of gravimetrically corrected 

precise levelling heights [Krakiwsky, 1965]. At present, it is being 

used in France and other Western European countries, and has been adopted 

for the unification of the UELN [Van~ek et al., 1972]. Recently, Vigna! 

system was proposed by Krakiwsky and Mueller [1966] to be adopted for 

the U.S. first-order heights. Also, it was recommended by Van{~ek et al. 

[1972] to be utilized as a more modern system of heights for Canada. 

In view of classical and modern geodetic theories, the physical 

interpretation of the definition of Vigna! height is not unique. This 

results, in practice, in different names for it. In the classical way, 

it is usually treated as "approximate orthometric height", e.g. [Baeschlin, 

1960a; Krakiwsky, 1965; Mueller and Rockie, 1966]. In the modern 

theories, it is regarded as a "normal height", e.g.: [Vykutil, 1964; 

Yeremeyev, 1965; Simonsen, 1966; Van{~ek, 1972]. The second view, 

shared by the author, is based on the fundamental definition of normal 

heights as presented earlier. 

Therefore, Vigna! height system is classified, in the present 

study, as belonging to the systems of normal heights. It was felt 

that an effort should be made to clarify some of the controversial 

concepts that led to this ambiguity. 
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The above mentioned ambiguities are due to Vigna! 

himself. There are contradictions between his original objective 

and the finally used definition of his height [Yeremeyev, 1965]. The 

original aim of Vigna!, when he first introduced his height system in 

1952, was to refer it to the geoid, and he names it "Orthodynamic 

height" [Vigna!, 1954; Ledersteger, 1954; Baeschlin, 1960a]. The 

Vigna! height h~ ( h~,v in Figure 2-5a) of a terrain point A is given 

by (see section 2.3): 

hv CA 
= 

A - v g' 
A 

(2-23) 

- v where g~ is the Vigna! approximation to the mean value of actual 

gravity along the true plumbline of A between the geoid and the. 

·terrain (see Figure 2-5a) . 

The original intention of Vignal was to make his "ortho-

dynamic" height to differ as little as possible from the corresponding 

levelled height, to serve as practical height. Consequently, he 

- v 
suggested that g~ be computed by practical methods, which are not 

necessarily rigorous but should give results adequately close to the 

true value g~. Thus, Vignal proposed the following expression to 

- v compute gA at the midpoint of the plumbline between A and its 

projection A on the geoid, i.e.: 
0 

- v 1 
g' = - (y + yA) 

A 2 A 
0 

(2-24) 

where yA and yA are the normal gravity values at points A0 and A, 
0 

respectively. For computing y , he used the formula: 
A 
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so 

(2-25) 

in which y A is the normal gravity on the mean earth ellipsoid, computed 
o, 

for latitude ~A· Vigna! ended up with the following formula for computing 

- v the sought g' [e.g. Laflamme, 1971]: 
A 

- v 
g' 

A 

hv 
= y - 0.3086 (...1!_) 

o,A 2 

- v 
By examining equation (2-26), one discovers that g' is 

A 

(2-26) 

nothing else but the normal gravity propagated upward through "free-air" 
hv 

along the normal plumbline of A, to the point 2A above the ellipsoid, 

as shown in Figure 2-Sb. - v 
It should be thus denoted by y~ • Hence, 

equation (2-26) can be rewritten, by replacing h~ by the levelled 

height hA of A without any detrimental effect on the result [e.g. 

JIV Van1cek, 1972], as: 

- v g• 
A 

- v 
y~ = Yo,A - 0.1543 hA 

Therefore, equation (2-23) should be written as: 

c 
A 

- v y• 
A 

(2-27) 

(2-28) 

Based on this discovery, and the definition of normal heights 

as stated at the beginning of this section, it can be argued that the 

resulting hv from equation (2-28) should be classified as a "normal 
A 

height", and denoted by h:,v as in Figure 2-Sb. This hN,V can be again 

interpreted either theoretically as measured from the mean earth 

ellipsoid, or practically as measured from the physical surface of the 

earth to the corresponding height datum. In the latter case, strictly 
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speaking the datum is neither the geoid nor the quasigeoid but much 

closer to the quasigeoid. On the other hand however, from the practical 

point of view, the Vigna! (or any other) normal height can be consid

ered as an approximation to the orthometric height [e.g. Van~ek, 1972]. 

Hence, Vigna! height may be also regarded from the practical point of 

view as "approximate orthometric height" referred to the geoid. The 

main point here is that all the height:sy.stems dis.cussed so far are 

all based on actual gravity, and thus possess the same characteristic 

quality of defining the heights of terrain points uniquely. 

It has been found that the numerical value of Vignal height 

is very close to the corresponding value of Molodenskii's height 

[Vigna! and Simonsen, 1962; Krakiwsky, 1965; Van~ek et al., 1972]. 

Both are practically identical. This can be verified as follows~ The 

-M 
Molodenskii's y' (equation 2-21) can be expressed in the first 

A 

approximation as: 

-M 
y' 

A 

_ Yo,A 
- Yo,A a (2-29) 

y 
Further, it can be shown [e.g. Van~ek, 1972] that ( o,A) is approximately 

a 
l 

equal to one half the free-air gradient (i.e. 2 (o.3086) mgal/m). 

Hence equation (2-29) can be written as: 

-M 
Y' - y - 0.1543 h • 

A o,A A 
(2-30) 

Comparison of equations (2-30) and (2-27) indicates that Vignal's 

-v -M y' is the first approximation of Molodenskii's y' • Numerically, 

- V - M-
the maximum difference between y' (equation 2-27) and y' (equation 

2-21) is at the pole, and is of the order of 0.1 mgal per each 1 km 
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height. This means that Vigna! height is the first approximation of 

Molodenskii height, and in most cases they are .numerically very close. 

Yet, Vignal system is more popular due to the simplicity of its compu-

tations. 

The Vigna! normal height difference ~h~ (based on actual 

gravity) between two points A and B on the levelling route, can be 

expressed as: 

(2-31) 

where ~hAB is given by equation (2-8) and VCAB is known as the "Vigna! 

Correction". This correction is given by the following formula (e.aj. 

;V 
Van~cek, 1972]: 

VC = 
AB 

B-1 
2: 

i=l 

-,v -y,v-G g .. -G y -G B 
.2.J._ ~h +_A __ h - -G- h ' 

G ij G A -13 
(2-32) 

-v -v 
in which y~ and y~ are computed from equation (2~27) for points A 

and B , and the other symbols are as defined before. Equation (2-32) 

can be also written as (see equation 2-9): 

-v y' - G 
DC +......;;.;A;_,___ 

VCAB = AB G 

-v 
y' - G 

B 
-=:.-G- hB (2-33) 

Dealing with only one levelling section between points i and 

j, equation (2~33) becomes: 

-v 
'Y~ - G 

vc .. 
~J 

DC . . + _..:::~'---G
~J 

-v 
y' - G 

h _ __._j __ h 
i G j 

(2-34) 

After substituting for DC .. from equation (2-10) and rearranging the 
~J 

terms, one gets: 
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1 - V - IV) ( - IV 
G [h. (y ~ -- YJ. + ~h. . g. . - Y. H . 

~ ~ ~J ~J J 
(2-35) 

To compute the normal gravity values needed in the present 

investigation, the most up-to-date system of reference for the earth's 

gravity field (adopted by the IAG, 15th General Assembly in Moscow in 

1971) is used. This system is known as the "Geodetic Reference 

System 1967" (GRS67) [IAG, 1971; Levallois, 1972]. In this system, 

the formula for computing the normal gravity value y on the mean 
0 

earth ellipsoid (referred to as the "1967 International formula" for 

,v 
normal gravity) reads [e.g. Van~cek, 1971; Levallois, 1972]: 

978031.8 [1 + 0.005 3024 sin2 $ - 0.0000059 sin2 2$] mgal. 

(2-36) 

In most practical applications, the latitude $ is referred 

to a local reference ellipsoid for horizontal geodetic networks. 

The errors introduced in equati·.:m (2·-36), by using <P reckoned on the 

local reference ellipsoid instead of the mean earth ellipsoid, is at 

/V the most a few tenths of a milligal [Van~cek, 1972]. This error does 

not have significant influence. 

A closing remark to this section is now in order. The reader 

should keep in mind that all the normal height systems presented in 

this section are rigorous heights based on actual (observed) gravity. 

These should not be confused with other approximate systems of heights 

based on (computed) normal gravity, that will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 



CHAPTER 3 

HEIGHT SYSTEMS BASED ON NORMAL GRAVITY 

(AS USED IN CANADA) 

In this Chapter the dynamic and orthometric height systems 

used in Canada are discussed. Both systems are defined on the basis 

of normal gravity, i.e. the gravity values computed from a simplified 

mathematical model of the earth. When normal instead of actual gravity 

is used, the Helmert's and Vignal's definitions introduced in the 

previous chapter are exactly equivalent and lead to the same expression 

for the orthometric height, which will be referred to here as the 

"orthometric height based on normal gravity", h0 (the "telda" above h 

is introduced here to distinguish it from its counterpart based on 

actual gravity). Similarly, the dynamic height computed on the basis of 

normal gravity will be referred to as "dynamic height based on normal 

-D 
gravity", and denoted by h 

As explained, in section 1.5, these heights based on normal 

gravity have been used in North America since the start of precise 

levelling work, e.g. [Bowie and Avers, 1914; Cannon, 1929; Cannon, 1935; 

Rappleye, 1948]. This approach was originally adopted because of the lack 

of knowledge of the actual gravity field, i.e. the insufficiency of 

observed gravity values along the levelling loops. It may be worth-

while mentioning here that these heights have been also introduced in 

almost all countries, and meant to serve as the so-called practical 

heights [Vykutil, 1964]. Many countries have already started to define 

their height systems on the basis of actual gravity, in accordance 

54 
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with the IAG recommendations since 1950. Canada and the United States 

of America are among the countries where heights based on normal gravity 

are still used exclusively [Krakiwsky, 1965; van{~ek, 1972]. In the 

sequel the orthometric height is discussed before the dynamic height, 

since the latter has to be computed from the former. 

Most of the notations and definitions contained herein are 

taken from the following references: Bowie and Avers [1914]; Cannon 

[1929]; Rappleye [1948] ; Heiskanen and Vening-Meinesz [1958]; Geodetic 

survey of Canada [1960]; Coordinating Committee on the IGLD-55 [1961]; 

Krakiwsky [1965]; Mueller and Rockie [1966]; Kowalczyk [1968]; Van~ek 

[1972] ; and Jones [1973]. 

3.1 Geopotential Numbers Based on Normal Gravity 

The geopotential number (based on normal gravity) CA of any 

terrain point A (see Figure 3-1) is the negative potential difference 

between the two normal equipotential surfaces: U = U , passing 
A 

through A, and u = u , passing through a zero-elevation adopted reference 
0 

point (defining MSL) [Mueller and Rockie, 1966]. CA can be also 

defined as the amount of work. needed to trans-

port a unit mass in the normal gravity field from a point at sea 

level to the terrain point A, which is given by Krakiwsky [1965] as: 

A 
- (U - U ) 

A 0 
f ydh 

0 

A 

_! y'dh', 
A 

0 

(3-1) 

where dh is an infinitesimal height increment along the normal plumbline 

andy is the normal gravity value on the terrain; and dh' andy' are the 

corresponding quantities inside ,the earth. The normal gravity y used 

here is usually obtained so that the gravity value y computed on 
0 
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the surface of the ellipsoid, using for instance equation (2-36), is 

propagated upward to the terrain by a negative free-air correction, 

e.g. [Heiskanen and Vening-Meinesz, 1958]. 

In Canada, the formula for y differs slightly from the 
0 

1967 International formula [Cannon, 1929; GSC, 1960; Jones, 1973]. 

This formula was developed by the United States Coast and Geodetic 

Survey (USC&GS) as early as 1907 [Bowie and Avers, 1914; Rappleye, 

1948], and subsequently adopted by the Geodetic Survey of canada (GSC) 

[Cannon, 1929]. The USC&GS formula for normal gravity has the same 

form as the Cassini's formula (see e.g. [Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967]) 

but slightly different coefficients. It reads: 

(3-2) 

where y* A is the normal gravity at the ellipsoid surface computed for o, 

the latitude ~A and Y~, 45 o is the adopted value for the normal gravity 

on the ellipsoid at latitude of 45° - used also as the reference 

gravity for height computations (corresponding to G in the previous 

chapter) - and is given by: 

980 624 mgal. (3-3) 

The coefficients a and S are given by: 

a 0.002 644 unitless, (3-4a) 

0.000 007 unitless. (3-4b) 

The use of the asterisk (*) as a superscript for y is necessary, in 

this context, to distinguish between the normal gravity y computed 

from the 1967 formula (equation 2-36) and the USC&GS formula 

(equation 3-2). 
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It might be of interest to mention here that the value of a, 

as given above, was also used to compute the orthometric correction 

based on normal gravity for the Polish levelling [Kowalczyk, 1968]. 

Reformulating equation (3-2) to get it in the same form as 

equation (2-36), the following result is obtained (see Appendix I for 

details): 

Y~,A 978038.095 [1 + 0.005 302 sin2 ~A - 0.000 007 sin2 2 ~A)mgal. 

(3-5) 

The evaluation of the difference in the normal gravity computed from 

the two formulae (2-36) and (3-5) for different latitudes is then easy 

and the results are shown in Appendix I. For Canadian latitudes, the 

differences are between -5.005 mgal (at latitude 47°N) and -5.843 mgal 

(at latitude 82°N), always negative. The effect of these differences 

on the computed height differences will be discussed in the next chapter. 

The USC&GS has also developed a formula for the normal gravity 

y~ propagated from the surface of the ellipsoid to the terrain point A. 

It is given by Bowie and Avers [1914] and reads: 

y* = y* - y* K hA A o,A 0,45° 
(3-6) 

where the second term on the RHS is termed as the "normal gravity 

correction" (analogous to the free-air correction). It accounts for 

the decrease of gravity with height. hA is the levelled height of A 

in metres and K is given by: 

K = K' [1 + d cos 2~A- c hA], 

where: K' = 3.147 • 10-7 unitless, 

-4 
d = 7.1 • 10 unitless, 

(3-7) 

(3-Sa) 

(3-Sb) 
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and: -7 c = 2.3 • 10 unitless, (3-Sc) 

in which hA has to be, again, in metres. 

Substituting then y~, from equation (3-6), for y' in equation 

(3-1) and performing the integration along the normal plmmbline of A, the 

following. expression for CA is obtained: 

h_o 
f A y* dh' 

A Y* [(1 a cos 2~ + 0 cos2 2~A) h0A-o,45° - '~'A ~"' '~' 
0 

(3-9) 

where h0 is the orthometric height of point A based on normal gravity 
A 

(see Figure 3-1). The geopotential number difference ~CAB (based on 

normal gravity) between the two terrain points A and B can be computed 

from the following formula: 

B-1 
I: 

i=l 
y~. ~h .. ' j 

l.J l.J 
i + 1, (3-10) 

where: 
- 1 
Yij= 2 <Yf + Yj> and ~hij is the levelled height difference 

between i and j. Here, y~ andy~ are computed using equation (3-6). 
1. J 

3.2 USC&GS Orthometric Heights 

The orthometric height (based on normal gravity) h~ of a 

terrain point A is defined [Krakiwsky, 1965] as the distance measured 

along the normal plumbline of A between the two normal equipotential 

surfaces: u = U and u = U , as illustrated in Figures 3-1. 
A o 

Hence 

h0 can be computed from: 
A 

(3-lla) 

where CA is given by equation (3-1) and y' is the mean value of normal 

gravity along the normal plumbline of A between A and A (see Figure 3-1). 
0 
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On the other hand, the USC&GS definition for CA is given by equation 

(3-9). This implies [Krakiwsky, 1965] that y~ can be sufficiently 

* approximated by the mean value of normal gravity y~ along the plumb-

line of A between the geocentric ellipsoid (point A ) and a point, A, 
0 

h~ above the ellipsoid. Hence the expression for~~ will be: 

y' -
A 

* y' = y* 
A o,A 

h 
- 0.3086 (~) 

2 
(3-llb) 

where Y~,A is given by equation (3-5). The resulting h~ in this case 

is referred to here as the "USC&GS orthometric height". 

According to Krakiwsky [1965, page 109], the orthometric 

height based on normal gravity as defined above, was formulated by 

Helmert. 
- o - H 

Thus, hA may be also denoted by hA • In addition, it can 

-* be seen that y' , as defined by equation (3-llb), is practically 

-v equivalent to Vignal definition of y' , as given by equation (2-27). 

As a result, the following concluding statement can be made. The 

-o -H 
USC&GS (Helmert) definition of orthometric height h (h based on normal 

-v 
gravity) is equivalent to Vignal definition of normal height h (based 

on normal gravity). Both definitions will be denoted here by h0 

(Figure 3-1) • Consequently, one can see that Vigna! normal heights based 

on normal gravity have been already used in North America. 

"'o The orthometric height difference ~hAB between points A and 

B is in practice computed from the following formula: 

~h~ = ~hAB + otAB I (3-12) 

where OCAB is called the "orthometric correction based on normal gravity" 

and ~hAB is the levelled height difference. 
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The expression for OCAB, used by the GSC [Cannon, 1929; 

GSC, 1960; Konecny, 1965; Laflamme, 1971; Jones, 1973], is the one 

developed by Bowie and Avers [1914]. It can be derived in the following 

manner. Firstly, it is known that CA is constant for all points located 

on the same normal equipotential surface U = UA. Thus, an equation 

of the normal equipotential surface going through A can be written 

using equation (3-9) as: 

= canst. (3-13) 

The next step is to differentiate equation (3-13) and to neglect terms 

smaller than the errors in levelling. According to Bowie and Avers 

[1914, page 52], the resulting expression for the differential change of 

the orthometric height at point A reads: 

(3-14) 

In the differential environment of the point A, the variation dh0 can be 
A 

considered equivalent to the difference between the observed height and 

the orthometric height, because the observed height difference is 

"sufficiently close" to the geopotential number difference (up to a scale 

factor). Hence, one can write: 

(3-15) 

where OC is the orthometric correction (based on normal gravity). 

Assuming the validity of equations (3-14) and (3-15), even for finite 

-a 
differences ~h , ~~ and ~OC, the final expression for the orthometric 

correction is obtained as: 

oc .. 
l.] 

2h .. a sin 2~ .. [l + (a. - ~) 
l.J l.J a 

cos 2~ .. 1 M .. . 
l.] l.J 

(3-16) 
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It is valid only for individual levelling sections (as defined in section 

2.2) between each pair of consecutive bench marks i and j. Here the 

quantities h .. (the average levelled height); ¢ .. (the average latitude) 
~J ~J 

and~¢ .. (the difference in latitude) between points i and j are 
~J 

computed from: 

h .. 
1 

(h. + h.); 
~J 2 ~ J 

¢ij 
1 

(<j>. + <I>.) ; 
2 ~ J 

M .. = <l>j - <I> •• 
~J ~ 

(3-17a) 

(3-17b) 

(3-17c) 

The coefficients a and 8 are defined by equations (3-4a) and (3-4b). 

When dealing with an entire levelling line between points A and B, 

for instance the one given by equation (3-12), the total orthometric 

correction for the line is given by: 

~ 

OCAB 

B-l 
l: 

i=l 
oc .. 

~J 
(3-18) 

It is now worthwhile to examine equation (3-16). It can be 

easily seen that the orthometric correction, oc .. , is mainly dependent 
~J 

on the latitudes of the two points i and j and goes to zero for any 

two points on the same latitude. On the other hand, it is known that 

the observed height difference, ~h .. , is path (route) dependent, as 
~J 

explained in section 1.4, which of course holds true even for the two 

points of the same latitude. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 

orthometric heights computed from the orthometric correction based on 

normal gravity are generally not unique, and also route dependent. 

In their publication, Bowie and Avers [1914] provide tables to 

simplify the computation of oc ... For this purpose, they rewrote equation 
~J 

(3-16) in the following form: 
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oc .. 
l.J - c hij 
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~tj> .. ' l.J 

C = + 2 a sin 2$ .. [1 + (a - ~) cos 2$ .. ] 
l.J a l.J 

(3-19) 

(3-20) 

is obtained from the aforementioned tables, arranged with tj> .. as the 
l.J 

argument to the nearest tenth of a degree of arc. Using C from the 

tables,~$ .. has to be expressed in minutes of arc and the units of 
l.J 

OC .. are the same as the units of h .. 
l.J l.J 

[e.g. Konecny, 1965; LaFlamme, 

1971]. 

3.3 Reformulation of the USC&GS Orthometric 

Correction 

The purpose of this section is to reformulate equation (3-16), 

for the USC&GS orthometric correction, oc .. (based on normal gravity), 
l.] 

so as to make it suitable for the subsequent developments. 

Differentiating the USC&GS formula for normal gravity on the 

ellipsoid, i.e. equation (3-2), with respect to tj>, gives: 

dy* 
0 --- = y* (2a sin 2tj> - 48 cos 2tj> sin 2tj>) • 

dtj> o,45° 
(3-21) 

By considering a levelling section between two points i and j, and 

replacing differentials by finite differences, equation (3-21) can be 

rewritten as: 

~y* .. 
o,l.J 2 a sin 2tj> .. - 48 sin 2tj>,. cos 2tj> .. ' 

Y~,4so M .. l.J l.] l.J 
l.J 

(3-22) 

where: 

~y* .. 
0' l.J Y~,j - y* . 

o,J. 
(3-23) 
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and the remaining symbols are as defined earlier. From equation (3-16) 

the following expression can be obtained: 

oc .. 
2 ~J 2 sin 2<J>:. 2a. sin - a. -- ~J h .. ~<J> .. 

~J ~J 

+ 413 sin 2<j> .. cos 
~J 

Combining equations (3-22) and (3-24)' 

oc .. __ l. .... J __ = 

ii .. M .. 
J.] ~J 

f:.y* .. 
o,~J 

Y* 45 o M .. 
0' l.J 

2 2 . a. s~n 

2<j> .. 2<j> .. + cos 
~J J.] 

2<J> ..• 
~J 

one gets: 

2 <J>ij cos 2<j> ... 
l.J 

(3-24) 

(3-25) 

For reasons mentioned at the beginning of section 3.1, Y~, 450 will be 

referred to from now on as the reference gravity, and the symbol "G" 

will be used for it as in the previous Chapter. Further, realizing 

that 2 sine cose = sin 28, equation (3-25) becomes 

oc .. 
~J 

h.. * 22 G f:.y .. 
0' l.J 

2 
h. . f:.<j>. . a. sin 4<j> .. 
~J ~J l.J 

(3-26) 

A closer look at the second term on the RHS of equation (3-26) 

should now be taken. To compute its magnitude, an extreme case of 

<j> .. = 67~5; ~<j> .. = 1 arcmin (corresponding to= 2 km); and h .. = 2 km, 
~J l.J J.] 

is considered. Then, sin 4 ~ .. will equal to -1 and the sought numerical 
~J 

value of the second term will be approximately -0.0036 rom. Comparing 

this result to the expected (specified) accuracy of precise levelling 

which is estimated to be between 0.5 to 1. 5 mm per 1 km [Peterson, 1970; 

Boal, 197la,b; Holdahl, 1974; U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1974], it can be 

easily seen that the contribution of the second term on the RHS of 

equation (3-26) is generally negligible. Accordingly, equation (3-26) 

becomes: 
oc .. 

~J 

hij * 
- G ~y .. 

o,~J 
(3-27) 
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1 
Recalling that h. . = h1. + -2 ~h. . and ~y* . . = y* . - y* . , 

1] 1] 0 1 1] 0 1 ] 0 1 1 

and then substituting these relations into equation (3-27), the sou·ght 

reformulated expression for OC .. can be finally written as: 
1] 

oc .. =![h. Cy*. -y* .>+~h .. c"Y* .. -y* .>1, 
1] G 1 0 1 1 o, ;_, 1] 0 1 1] 0 1 ] 

where 
V* .. 

0,1] 

1 
- ( y* . + y* . ) • 
2 0 1 1 0 1 ] 

(3-28) 

(3-29) 

By comparison, one can see that equation (3-29), for the 

USC&GS orthometric correction OC .. (based on normal gravity) has the 
1] 

same form as equation (2-19) for the Helmert orthometric correction 

HC .. (based on actual gravity), and as equation (2-35) for the Vignal 
1] 

normal correction vc .. (based on actual gravity). 
1] 

3.4 USC&GS Dynamic Heights 

- D 
The dynamic height hA (based on normal gravity) of a terrain 

point A is defined [Vykutil, 1964; Krakiwsky, 1965; Mueller and Rockie, 

1966] as: 

(3-30) 

where CA is the geopotential number of A, based on normal gravity 

(defined by equation (3-9) for the USC&GS), and G is the "reference 

gravity" taken as the normal gravity on the geocentric ellipsoid, i.e. 

y , for the adopted reference latitude ~R. Recall that the USC&GS 
o,R 

definition, used also in Canada, uses ~R = 45° and consequently, 

G = Yo,45 G (as stated before) whose numerical value is given by 

equation (3-3). Combining equations (3-9) and (3-30), the USC&GS 

dynamic height (the term "dynamic number" is frequently used for it) 

h-D . . 
A 1s g1ven as; 
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~D 
ho - 2!p - 13 

2 ho 
hA A 

(a cos 
A cos 2!pA) A 

(ho) 2 
2 ~0 

-K' A (1 + d cos 2!p - (3-31) 
2 A 3 chA), 

in which the last two terms represent a "dynamic correction" to the 

orthometric height h~. This situation explains the reason for discussing 

the USC&GS orthometric heights (section 3.2) before their corresponding 

dynamic heights. 

Bowie and Avers [1914) provide again tables to simplify the 

computation of dynamic heights from equation (3-31). For such purpose, 

they rewrote equation (3-31) in the following form: 

where: 

and 

(a cos 2!p - 13 
A 

(3-32) 

(3-33a) 

(3-33b) 

o1 and o2 are obtained from the tables for arguments" ~A ·and (!pA, hA) , 

respectively. It can be noticed that the orthometric height h~ is 

replaced, in the above formulae, by the corresponding levelled height 

hA. This approximation is justified because it is used into corrective 

terms only. 

Considering a levelling section between two points i and j, 

the dynamic height difference ~h~. between them is given by (using 
l.J 

equation 3-32) : 

~D 

h. 
J 

~D 

h. 
l. 

(h~- h~) - Dij (h.- h.) - Dij (h~- h~), 
J l. 1 J l. 2 J l. 

(3-34) 
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Where Dlij and D2ij are th 1 f e average va ues o 

equations (3-33a) and (3-33b) by putting ~A 

1 
hA = 2 (hi+ hj). 

D1 and D2 computed 

1 
2 (~. + ~.) and 

l. J 

from 

-D 
In order to compute the dynamic height difference, ~h .. , 

l.) 

from the levelled height difference, ~h .. , the "dynamic correction" 
l.) 

DC .. (based on normal gravity), has to be added to ~h .. , that is: 
l.) l.) 

-D 
~h .. = ~h .. + DC .. 

l.) l.) l.) 
(3-35) 

The USC&GS formula for DC .. is stated by Bowie and Avers [1914] as: 
l.) 

DC .. 
l.) 

(Dij h ) 'h 
1 + K .. u .. 

l.) l.) 
(3-36) 

where K = 3.147 • 10-7 and the other symbols are defined above. Dij 
1 

can be again obtained from Bowie and Avers tables for 

The units of DC. . will be the same as those of h. . and 
l.) l.) 

metres [Konecny, 1965]. 

argument ~ ... 
l.J 

~h .. e.g. 
l.) 

Substituting equation (3-36) into equation (3-35) and comparing 

the result to equation (3-34), it can be seen that Bowie and Avers 

[1914] have made the following approximations: 

h~ he:> - h. - h. ~h .. (3-37a) 
J l. J l. l.J 

D2 
. 

K I 2 (3-37b) 

These approximations imply an error in computing DC .. from equation (3-36) 
l.) 

of the order of the orthometric correction (based on normal gravity). 

This fact may explain why this approach is not used in practice. In 

Canada, the dynamic heights (based on normal gravity) are computed by 

adding the dynamic correction to the corresponding orthometric heights 
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using equation (3-32) and Bowie and Avers tables [Cannon, 1929; 

GSC, 1960; Dohler, 1970]. However, as already explained in the 

previous section, it can be again seen that dynamic heights based on 

normal gravity are not generally unique, but route dependent. The 

system of USC&GS dynamic heights has been used exclusively in the 

establishment of the International Great Lakes Datum of 1955 (IGLD-55) 

[Coordinating Committee on the IGLD-55, 1961; Ramsayer, 1965b; Ropes, 

1965]. 

3.5 Reformulation of the USC&GS Dynamic Correction 

The main idea in this section is to obtain an alternative 

form for the USC&GS dynamic correction applied in Canada, ready to 

be used in the subsequent developments. 

First, equation (3-32) for dynamic height is rewritten for 

the point A as: 

(3-38) 

Then, from equations (3-2) and (3-33a), the quantity D1 can be expressed 

as: 

G- y*o,A 

G 
(3-39) 

At this point, one of Bowie and Avers approximations given by equation 

(3-37b) can be introduced. It can be seen that such approximation is 

. 1 k' 2 
equ~va ent to ta ~ng 3 chA ~chAin equation (3-33b). The effect of 

-D 
this on the computed hA will be of the order of 0.01 mm per 1 km of 

height which appears to be admissible. From equation (3-6), the 

following expression for K can be obtained: 
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and consequently: 
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Y* - y* o,A A 
G h 

A 

y* - y* 
o,A A 

2 G hA 

(3-40) 

( 3-41) 

Substituting equations (3-39) and (3-41) into equation (3-38) gives: 

Y* + y* ) o,A A • 
(3-42) 

Considering a levelling section between two points i and j, 

-D -D 
a similar expression to (3-42) can be written for h. and h .• The 

l. J 
-D 

dynamic height difference Ah .. between them can be hence obtained as: 
l.] 

- D 
Ah .. 

l.J 
-D 

=h. 
J 

-D 
h. 

l. 
-0 1 
Ahij- Ahfj + 2G [hj (y~,j' +yj) -hi (y~,i + ypl 

-o 
Realizing that Ah .. is given by equation (3-12) as: 

l.J 

(3-43) 

- 0 -Ah .. =Ah, .+OC .. , 
l.] l.] l.J 

where oc .. is expressed by equation (3-27), equation (3-43) can be 
l.] 

rewritten as: 

D h .. 1 . 2:.J_ * 
Ah .. Ah .. +{~ --Ay .. - Ah .. +- [h. (y* . + y~) 

l.J l.J G o, l.J l.J 2G J O,J J 

- h. (y* . + y~)] } .. 
l. o,l. l. 

(3-44) 

Comparing equations (3-44) and (3-35) reveals that the entire second 

term on the RHS of (3-44) can be regarded as the dynamic correction 

DC .. (based on normal gravity) to the observed elevation difference 
l.] 

Ah ..• It involves only minor approximations and is consistent with 
l.] 

the approach adopted by Canada. 

Accordingly, DC .. will be given by: 
l.J 
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DC .. 
l.J 

1 1 
-G{-h .. /1y* .. +-2 [h. (y*. +y~) -h. (y*. +y~)]}-

l.J O,l.J J O,] -:) l. O,l. l. 

- 11h ..• 
l.J 

(3-45) 

Recalling that the difference between the normal gravity 

on the ellipsoid and its corresponding value on the terrain can be 

approximated (consistent with the USC&GS approach for computing the 

geopotential numbers based on normal gravity) by the free-air correction 

[see, e.g. Heiskanen and Vening-Meinesz, 1958]. Hence, one can write 

the following relation at point i: 

y~ = y* . - 0. 3086 h. • 
l. O,l. l. 

(3-46) 

A similar expression to (3-46) can be written for point j, and sub-

sequent substitution in equation (3-45) leads finally to the sought 

reformulated expression for DC .. that reads: 
l.) 

where: 

DC .. 
l.) 

= "Yj:j 
G 

/1h .. - 11h .. 
l.) l.) 

y l.~J. = y * - 0. 3086 h. . , o,ij l.J 

and the remaining symbols are as defined earlier. 

(3-4 7) 

(3-48) 

The comparison of equation (3-47) for the USC&GS dynamic 

correction DC .. (based on normal gravity), and equation (2-10) for the 
l.J 

dynamic correction DC .. (based on actual gravity), reveals that both 
l.) 

are in the same form. 



CHAPTER 4 

CORRECTIONS TO HEIGHTS BASED ON NORMAL GRAVITY 

(DUE TO THE IRREGULARITIES OF ACTUAL GRAVITY:FIELD) 

~o begin with, we recall that we have seen two approaches lead-

ing to the heights based on observed gravity. The first is by computing 

the actual geopotential numbers and transforming them to heights by 

dividing by the appropriate gravity value. This approach was proposed 

for the USA by Krakiwsky and Meuller [1966] and by Mueller et al. [1968], 

.IV and in Canada by Van1cek et al. [1972]. The second approach is based 

on correcting the levelled height differences by adding corrections 

based on actual gravity. These corrections differ according to the 

particular height system adopted, i.e. Dynamic, Helmert or Vignal, 

as we have seen in chapter 2. 

The problem on hand is someW1atdifferent. Here, old established, 

already existing, levelling lines and loops which have been computed on 

the basis of normal gravity only are considered. This, in fact, means 

that only the local actual gravity irregularities are not taken into 

account. In particular, we shall focus on the heights currently used 

-D -
in Canada, i.e. dynamic, h , and orthometric, h0 • 

In this chapter, the first main objective of this study is 

attained. Corrections, to the used dynamic and orthometric heights, 

reflecting the effect of the neglected gravity irregularities ("Gravity 

corrections", to be defined in section 4.1) are formulated. The 

71 
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development of these corrections will be given (in section 4.2) for 

each of the three rigorous height systems in question, Dynamic hD, 

Helmert hH and Vignal hv, according to the following scheme. With 

the appropriate gravity correction, for each case, one can obtain 

D -D H v -o 
~h from ~h and both ~h and ~h from ~h • 

The computations involving the rigorous expressions are prac-

tically possible only with the aid of computers. Therefore, section 

4.3 of this chapter will contain an attempt to simplify the rigorous 

expressions for the gravity corrections to suit the desk or pocket 

calculator computations. Finally, section 4.4 gives the expressions 

for the estimated standard deviations (precisions) of the formulated 

gravity corrections, again for each of the three height systems under 

investigation. 

4.1 Definition and Motivation 

The "Gravity Correction" GC, as formulated here (for only one 

levelling section, as described in section 2.2, and a particular height 

system), is explicitly defined as the correction or influence due to 

the neglected actual gravity irregularities, as applied to the corres-

ponding height difference ~h presently used in Canada. The algebraic 

addition of the computed GC and the existing ~h will produce the 

corresponding rigorous height difference ~h, appropriately based on 

actual gravity. This definition holds true for each of the three 

height systems under consideration. 

We recall that the concept of defining the heights on the 

basis of normal gravity, as _ 
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adopted in Canada, implies that instead of using the observed gravity 

value g on the surface of the earth, an approximate value y is adopted. 

This y is the normal gravity value y computed on the geocentric ellip
o 

soid and then propagated (using Bowie and Avers gradient of normal 

gravity) to the height h above the ellipsoid. Accordingly, it can be 

realized that the neglected difference 9- y, at each bench 

mark, which has been referred to, here so far, as the actual gravity 

irregularity, is nothing else but basically the corresponding free

air gravity anomaly ~gF (based on the free-air gradient of gravity) 

plus other minor terms (coming from the differences between the involved 

F 
gravity gradients, and negligible compared to ~g). This follows from 

the definition of the free-air anomaly [e.g. Heiskanen and Vening-

Meinesz, 1958; Mueller and Rockie, 1966] as the difference between the 

actual gravity on a geopotential surface and the normal gravity on 

the corresponding normal equipotential surface. 

Thus, the free-air gravity anomaly is naturally one of the 

independent variables in the formula for the gravity correction. 

Expressing the influence of gravity irregularities on heights in 

terms of free-air anomalies was also found convenient in practice, 

and used by several authors [e.g. Bursa, 1958; Schneider, 1960; 

Weidauer, 1963; Vykutil, 1964] who investigated Molodenskii's normal 

heights based on actual gravity. 

In addition to the above logical motivation, the following 

reasons are considered, in the author's opinion (based on the geo-

physical, geodetic and practical computation viewpoints), as just-

F ifications for the choice of the free~air anomalies, ~g , instead of, 

for instance, the corresponding absolute values of the observed gravity, 

g: 
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1. From the geophysical point of view, ~gF is linked with the mass 

irregularities. It is simply a measure of gravitational difference 

between the irregular mass distribution within the real earth and 

the regular mass distribution within the normal earth (mean earth 

ellipsoid) [Wilcox, 1974]. F 
Hence, ~g should reflect the local 

circumstances under which the levelling instrument (level) was 

performing, e.g. the effect of some local anomalous mass; 

2. ~gF is usually available within any area covered by point gravity 

data. This is because the free-air gravity anomaly is, by far, the 

most widely used anomaly for geodetic purposes, due to its simpli-

city and advantages over other types of anomalies [Heiskanen and 

Moritz, 1967; Van~ek, 1972]; 

3. One of theauthor's goals in the present investigation is to provide 

tables to facilitate the practical computations of the formulated 

gravity corrections, such that they can be used anywhere even in 

the "field. Such stipulation requires the availability of a gravity 

map to perform a graphical interpolation of gravity data at the 

bench mark of interest. The production of gravity maps is consid-

ered one of the main features of any well-designed gravity data 

processing system (see, e.g. section 5.2.3). In practice, however, 

the graphical representation of the earth's gravity field within 

an area is customarily depicted by the gravity anomaly maps 

(either Bouguer or free-air), and not by the observed point gravity 

values as such. Anomaly contour maps with 5 mgal contour interval 

have been already used by several researchers dealing with heights 

and gravity, e.g. [Schneider, 1960; Rapp, 1961; Krakiwsky, 1966]. 
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Nowadays, the high speed computers and automatic plotting machines 

make it possible to compile local gravity anomaly maps with any 

desired contour interval (e.g. 1 mgal) [Derenyi, 1965; Konecny, 

1970; Wilcox et al., 1974; Estes; 1975; Nagy, 1976]. Even in 

certain circumstances where the available anomaly contour maps are 

of Bouguer type, the transformation from Bouguer to free-air 

anomaly value is straight forward and simple [Vykutil, 1964]. 

4.2 Rigorous Expressions for the Gravity Corrections 

The gravity correction as described in the previous section is 

the difference between the height difference based on actual gravity 

and the corresponding height difference based on normal gravity. This 

is exactly equivalent to the difference between the correction to the 

levelled height difference based on actual gravity and the correspond- , 1 

ing correction based on normal gravity. The latter approach will be 

used in the subsequent developments. 

4.2.1 Dynamic Gravity Correction 

The dynamic gravity correction GC~. to the height difference 
~J 

~ D 
bh.. (based on normal gravity) of a levelling section between i and j 

~J 

is defined as: 

D D - D 
(4-1) GC .. t.h .. - t.h .. 

~J ~J ~J 

Alternatively, substitution from equation (2-7) and (3-35) into the 

above equation gives: 

n 
GC::.. DC .. 

1] ~] 
-DC .. 

~] 
(4-2) 
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Here the actual dynamic correction DC is given by equation (2-10), 
ij 

i.e.: 

DC .. 
~J 

g .. 

G~J ilh .. - ilh .. 
~J ~J 

(4-3) 

The dynamic correction DC .. (based on normal gravity) is given by 
~J 

equation (3-47), i.e.: 

,.., 
DC .. 

~J 

-* y .. 
_2]_ h 

G Ll . . - ilh .. 
~J ~J 

(4-4) 

Substituting into equation (4-2), the dynamic gravity correction 

becomes: 

D 
GC .. 

~J 

ilh .. 
G~J [g. . - y~.] 

~J ~J 
(4-5) 

To express the RHS of equation (4-5) in terms of the free-air 

gravity anomalies, we first define the free-air anomaly ilgF. F ilg. at 
~ 

the terrain point i is defined [e.g.: Heiskanen and Vening-Meinesz, 

1958; Van~ek, 1972] as: 

F 
ilg. 

~ 
g. + 0.3086 h. - y . 
~ ~ o,~ ' 

(4-6) 

in mgal, where g. is the observed gravity on the terrain in mgal, and 
~ 

h. is the levelled height in metres. Here, y . is the normal gravity 
~ o,~ 

on the mean earth ellipsoid based, for instance, on the 1967 Inter-

national formula (equation 2-36), in mgal. A similar expresston to 

(4-6) can be written for point j. 

(4-5) can be expressed as: 

Consequently g .. in equation 
~J 

-:-F 
g . . = ilg . . + y . . - 0. 3 08 6 h .. 
~J ~J o,~J ~J 

(4'"'7) 



where: 

-F 
b.g .. 

~J 

h .. 
~J 

1 
2 (y . + y . ) 

o,~ o,J 
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(4-8) 

(4-9) 

(4-10) 

Next, by substituting from equations (4-7) and (3-48) into equation 

(4-5), one gets: 

D 
GC .. 

~J 

/:,h .. -F 
---.2:2 [' ( * )] G Llg . . + y . . - y . . 

~J o,~J o,~J 
(4-11) 

in which y* .. is the average value of the normal gravity on the geo
o,~J 

centric ellipsoid as computed from the USC&GS formula given in equation 

(3-2). 

The difference between the normal gravity based on the 1967 

International formula and the corresponding value based on the USC&GS 

formula for the same point i can be denoted (Appendix I) as: 

oyo,i = Yo,i - Y~,i (4-12) 

Similar expression for oy . can be written at point j. Then, the 
O,J 

substitution into equation (4-11) leads finally to the sought rigorous 

formula for the dynamic gravity correction that reads: 

where: 

D /:,.h,. -F 
= __]:1_ [• " ] GCij G Llgij + uyo,ij 

oy .. 
o,~J 

Y - y* 
o,ij o,ij 

1 
2 <ay . + oy . > 

o,~ o,J 

(4-13) 

(4-14) 

Referring to Appendix I, it can be seen that oy . . depends on the 
o,~J 
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latitudes <jl, and <jl •• 
1 J 

It should be kept in mind that the dynamic gravity correction 

D GCij' computed from equation· (4-13), is to be added to the-used dynamic 

height difference ~h~. to get the corresponding rigorous dynamic 
1] 

height difference ~h~ .• The physical units of GC~. will be metres for 
1] 1] 

-F ~ 
~h .. in metres and G, f:,.g,., oy .. in mgal. 

1J 1J o,1J 

Evidently, the dynamic gravity correction given by equation 

(4-13) is a function of levelled heights, geographical latitudes,and 

free-air gravity anomalies at both ends of the levelling section. 

D Generally, GC .. can be written as: 
1] 

D 
GC .. 

1] 
£0 (h., h,, ~., ~., ~g~, ~g~) 

1 J 1 J 1 J 

where f, in this context, denotes the functional relationship. 

4.2.2 Helmert Gravity Correction 

(4-15) 

H 
The Helmert gravity correction GC .. to the height difference 

1] 
,J 0 
~h~ .. (based on normal gravity) can be written as: 

1] 

H 
GC .. 

1] 
~h~. - ~h~. 

1] 1] 
(4-16) 

where ~h~. is the Helmert rigorous height difference. Substitution 
1] 

from equations (2-13) and (3-12) into the above equation gives: 

H 
GC .. 

1] 
HC .. - OC, .• 

1] 1] 
(4-17) 

We recall that the Helmert or actual orthometric correction HC .. is 
1] 

given by equation (2-19), i.e.: 

HC .. 
1] 

1 [h. (g'H 
G 1 i (4-18) 
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and the orthometric correction OC .. based on normal gravity is given 
~J 

by equation (3-28), i.e.: 

1 
OC. . = -G [h . ( y * . - y * . ) + tlh .. 

~J ~ o,~ O,J ~J 
y* .. - y* . ) ] . 
o,~J o,J 

(4-19) 

Substituting into equation (4-17), the Helmert gravity correction 

becomes: 

GC~. _,_Gl {h. [(g~H- y* .) - (g~H- y* .)] + 
1] ~ ~ 0' ~ J 0' J 

+ tlh .. [(g .. - y* .. ) - (g~H- y* .)]} . 
~J ~J o,~J J o,J 

(4-20) 

To express the RHS of equation (4-20) in terms of the free-

air anomalies, the following steps can be followed. 

be expressed from equations (2-12) and (4-6), as: 

-H 
g~ 
~ 

F tlg. + y . - 0.2662 h. 
~ o,~ 1 

Further, using equation (4-12), one can write: 

F 
t~g. + oy . - o.2662 h. 

1 0,1 1 

- H First, g! can 
~ 

(4-21) 

(4-22) 

which holds true also for point j, with the appropriate subscripts. 

Next, the use of equations (4-7) and (4-14) provides: 

g,. - y* .. 
1) o,1J 

-F 
t~g .. + oy .. 

1) 0 ,~J 
- 0.3086 h .. 

~J 
(4-23) 

Then, by substituting the relationship (4-22) and (4-23) into equation 

(4-20) for the Helmert Gravity correction, one obtains: 



where: 

H 
GC .. 

~J 

F 
Mg .. 

~J 

1 
G 

{h 
i 
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F 
[-Mg. . - My . . + 0. 2662 llh .. ] + 

~J o,~J ~J 

-F + t.h .. [(t.g .. + oy .. - o.3086 h .. >-
~J ~J o,~J ~J 

F } - (fig. + oy . - o.2662 h.>l 

F fig, 
J 

J O,J J 

flay . . =oy . - oy . 
o,~J o,J o,~ 

and the remaining symbols are defined earlier. 

(4-24) 

(4-25) 

(4-26) 

The simple algebraic manipulation of equation (4-24) leads 

finally to the sought rigorous formula for the Helmert gravity corr-

ection which reads: 

H 
GC,. 

~J 

Ii .. 
_2:2 

G 
F [Mg. . + My . . - 0. 2238 flh .. ] • 
~J o,~J ~J 

(4-27) 

Here again, it should be noted that the Helmert gravity 

H 
correction GC .. , computed from equation (4-27), is to be added to the 

~J 

used orthometric height difference ;h~. to obtain the corresponding 
~J 

H rigorous Helmert orthometric height difference flh ..• The units here 
~J 

are metres and milligals. 

Similar to the dynamic gravity correction, it is also 

obvious here that the Helmert gravity correction is a function of 

levelled heights, geographical latitudes and free-air gravity 

anomalies of the two bench marks, i.e.~ 

H 
GC .. 

~] 

_H F F 
f-- (h. ' h. ' cj>. ' cj>. ' fig. ' fig.) ' 

~ J ~ J ~ J 
(4-28) 



where f, again, denotes the functional relationship. 

4.2.3 Vignal Gravity Correction 

v The Vignal gravity correction GC .. to the height difference 
1.] -

Ah~. (based on normal gravity) can be expressed as: 
1.] 

v 
GC .. 

l.J 
v 0 

ll.h .. - ll.h .. 
1.] 1.] 

(4-29) 

v where ll. h. . is the Vignal rigorous normal height difference. Substi-
l.J 

tution from equations (2-24) and (3-12) into the above equation yields: 

v 
GC .. 

1.) 
vc .. - oc .. 

1.] 1.] 
(4-30) 

Here Vignal or actual normal correction VC .. is given by equation 
1.) 

(2-35), i.e.: 

vc .. 1.) 
-v 
y~ 

1. 
-,v) •h ( -y'.v)] 
yj + il ij 9 ij - J (4-31) 

and the orthometric correction oc .. based on normal gravity is given 
1.) 

by equation (3-28), i.e.: 

oc .. 1.) 
1 
G [h. (y*.- y* .) + ll.h .. (y* .. - y* .)]. 

1. o,1. o,J 1.] o,l.J o,J 

Substituting into equation (4-30), the Vignal gravity correction 

becomes: 

v 
GC .• 

1.) 
1 
G 

{h. [ (y~ v - y* . ) - (y~ v - y* . ) ] + 
1. 1. o,1. J o,J 

+ll.h .. [(g .. - y* .. ) - (y-~v- y* .)]} . 
1.] 1.) 0 1 1.] J 0 1 ] 

(4-32) 

(4-33) 

To express the RHS of equation (4-33) in terms of free-air 

gravity anomalies, we use equations (2-22) and (4-12) to get the 

following expression: 
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y~ 

l. Y~,i 
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oy . - 0.1543· ·h., 
o,J. J. 

(4-34) 

which can be also written for point j, with the proper subscripts. 

Then, by substituting equations (4-23) and (4-34) into equation 

(4-33) for the Vignal gravity correction, one finds that: 

v 
GC .. 

l.J 

1 
G 

{h. [ - My .. + 0.1543 llh .. 1 + 
J. o,J.J J.] 

-F 
+ t.h .. rtt.g .. + oy .. - o.3086 h . > -

l.J l.J o,J.J iJ 

- (oy . - o.l543 h.)J} 
0 ,J. ] 

in which all the terms are as defined before. 

(4-35) 

Further algebraic manipulations of equation (4-35) result 

in the following rigorous formula for the Vignal gravity correction: 

v 
GC .. 

l.] 
1 -F 
G [llh. . llg. . - My . . h .. 1 

l.J l.J o,J.J l.J 
(4-36) 

in which the units are metres and milligals. The GC~. is to be added 
J.) 

to the used orthometric height difference ~h~. 
l.J 

to get the corresponding 

v 
rigorous Vignal normal height difference llh ..• 

l.J 

Generally, equation (4-36) can be written as: 

V = fV F F GC. . {h. I h. I cp. I cp • I llg. I llg . ) I 
l.] l. J l. J l. J 

(4-37) 

where f denotes the functional relationship. 

At this point, it is worth noting that there is an. 

alternative approach, given in Appendix v, to deriving the above 

rigorous formulae for the gravity corrections. The approach in Appendix 

V can be regarded as an independent check on the correctness of the 
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formulae derived herein. In addition, the correctness of the formulae 

for the gravity corrections has been checked numerically by the author 

[Nassar, 1976] in the following manner. Firstly, the height differ-

ences have been computed on the basis of observed gravity using the 

formulae given in chapter 2. Secondly, the same height differences 

have been computed on the basis of normal gravity by applying the 

USC&GS corrections as presented in chapter 3. Finally, the difference 

between these two sets of results have been compared with the corres-

ponding gravity corrections, as computed from the formulae developed 

here, and have been found identical. 

As a closing remark to this section, one may notice from 

the rigorous expressions that the gravity correction most seriously 

influenced by the difference oy (between the 1967 International and 
0 

the USC&GS formulae for normal gravity) is the first, i.e. the dy-

namic; We can also see that the difference between the values of 

GCD (equation 4-13) and GCV (equation 4-36) is solely due to the 

effect of oy . This means that the expressions for both the dynamic 
0 

and Vignal gravity corrections will be identical if the adopted 

formula for normal gravity is the 1967 formula (i.e. oy = 0). The 
0 

same result can be obtained by examining equation (2-34) for Vignal 

correction VC., {based on actual gravity). If we rewrite this 
~J 

equation again for VC,, {based on normal gravity), we will discover 
~J 

that: 
V - D 

GC., = VC .. - VC .. = DC .. - DC.. GC .. 
~J ~J ~J ~J ~J ~J 

i.e. both dynamic and Vignal gravity corrections are equivalent. 

Such an interesting result may explain why Vignal called his height 

system "orthodynamic", as mentioned in section 2. 4. 
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4.3 Approximate Expressions for the Gravity Corrections 

The rigorous expressions for the gravity corrections (for-

mulae 4-13, 4-27 and 4-36) have been derived in the previous section. 

The purpose of this section is to attempt to simplify these expressions, 

by making some reasonable approximations. The sought approximate 

expressions for the gravity corrections are meant to suit desk or 

pocket calculating machines. 

To compute the magnitude of each term in the rigorous expre-

ssions and examine its significance, extreme values of h, ~h, ~g that 

may conceivably occur in Canada will be considered. In the subsequent 

discussion we will be dealing with a levelling section of 1 km length 

having the following characteristics: h .. = 4 km, ~h .. = 200 m, 
l.J l.J 

-F F 
~g .. = 200 mgal, ~~g .. 

1.] l.J 
10 mgal and oy .. = 6 mgal (see Appendix I). 

o,l.J 

Referring to Appendix I, it can be seen that ~oy between two points, 
0 

say 0.25 degrees of arc apart in latitude ( :25 km), is of the order 

of 0.005 mgal. This means that for the above stipulated levelling 

section in the direction of meridian we get: ~oy .. ~ 0.0002 mgal. 
0, 1.] 

In addition, we know that the reference gravity G is in the order of· 106 

mgal. The individual terms in the formula for gravity correction. 

whose contribution is less than 0.01 mm in absolute value will be 

considered insignificant and thus neglected (see section 1.1 for just-

ification) • 

4.3.1 Dynamic Gravity correction 

First, we recall that the rigorous formula for the dynamic 

gravity correction~. is given by equation (4-13). The examination 
1.] 

of the RHS of (4-13), for the extreme values stated above, indicates 

that the first tenm is about 33 times larger than the second term, in 

absolute value. The latter, denoted here by eil~ i.e.: 
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0, ~J ~J 
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(4-38) 

will be approximately equal to 1.2 mm. Hence, the effect of e:0 on 

the computed GC~. is obviously not negl~ible. The effect of the 
~J 

first term is thus not neglible either. 

However, the difference oy .. of normal gravity given by 
o,~J 

the 1967 International formula (equation 2-36) and the USC&GS formula 

(equation 3-2) can be expressed approximately as follows: 

where: a 
0 

-" • . 2 "' . 2 "' uy . . a + a1 s~n "' .. + a 2 s~n 2"' .. , 
o,~J o ~J ~J 

- 6.295 mgal 

0.358 mgal 

1.076 mgal 

(4-39) 

(4-40a) 

(4-40b) 

(4-40c) 

and <Pij is the average latitude of the levelling section. Consequently, 

D an approximate expression for GC .. can be obtained by substituting 
~J 

equation (4-39) into equation (4-13) to get: 

D • t.hij -F 2 2 
GC .. = -G- [t.g .. +a + a 1 sin <P •• + a 2 sin 2<1> .. ]. (4-41) 

~J ~J 0 ~J ~J 

Assuming that <jl •• = 45°, the last two terms in equation (4-41) 
~J 

will contribute 0.04 mm and 0.2 mm, respectively, to the computed GD~ .. 
l] 

These effects must again be considered significant. 

4.3.2 Helmert Gravity Correction 

The rigorous formula for the Helmert gravity correction 

H 
GC .. is given by equation (4-27). Examination of the RHS of (4-27) 

~J 

for the assumed extreme values of the involved quantities reveals 

that the magnitude of the first and last terms are 40 mm and 179.04 

mm respectively. Obviously neither effect can be neglected. The 
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H 
influence of the second (middle) term, denoted here byE , i.e.: 

H 
€ 

1 
-G My .. h .. 

0, l.J l.J 
(4-42) 

is of the order of 0.0008 mm. This suggests that EH can be safely 

neglected. Hence, equation (4-27) becomes approximately: 

H 
GC .. 

l.] 

h.. F 

Gl.J [Mg .. - 0.2238 t.h .. ] 
l.J l.] 

4.3.3 Vignal Gravity Correction 

(4-43) 

The rigorous formula for the Vignal gravity correction is 

given by equation (4-36). The effect of the first term on the RHS 

is the same as the effect of the first term of (4-13). This effect 

was found significant (40 mm, section 4.3.1) and cannot be neglected. 

On the other hand, the effect of the second term of (4-36) on GC~. is 
l.J 

the same as EH (equation 4-42) which was found negligible. Consequently, 

equation (4-36) becomes approximately: 

-F t.h. . t.g .. 
l.J l.J 

G 

v 
GC •• -

l.J 
(4-44) 

It may be worth mentioning here that the formula (4-44) is 

found to be identical to the actual gravity correction term for 

Molodenskii's normal height difference t.hM [Bursa, 1958; Schneider, 

1960; Weidauer, 1963; Vykutil, 1964]. The term denoted by K was 
g 

originally derived by Bursa and represents the contribution of the 

local irregularities in the actual gravity field to the corresponding 

computed height difference. This in fact can be regarded as an 

independent check on the correctness of the formula for Vignal gravity 

correction, as developed herein. 
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4.4 Estimated Precisions of the Gravity Corrections 

This section represents an attempt to get estimates of pre-

cision (standard deviations) for the computed gravity corrections. 

The basic motivation behind this attempt is to determine the degree 

of reliability of these corrections, which has been questioned in 

the context of justifying their evaluation and practical applications 

{Baal, 1972]. It is understood that it would be questionable to look 

for corrections whose own standard deviations (uncertainties) are 

larger in magnitude than the corrections themselves. Therefore, the 

main objective here is not to obtain the most accuraee estimates, but 

only the order of magnitude of precision. Thus, it was decided not 

to venture into the complications regarding correlations between the 

involved original observables, such as the levelled heights and/or 

the observed gravity values. 

The gravity correction for each system of heights will be 

dealt with separately. This means that the correlation between the 

gravity corrections for the different systems is not going to be 

studied either. Furthermore, the errors associated with geographical 

positions (latitude is of concern) will be considered negligible. 

The process of propagating the variances of the observed 

heights and gravity values and obtaining the resulting variance 

associated with the gravity corrections involves several intermed-

iate steps. To begin with let us summarize the rigorous formulae 

£or the three kinds of gravity corrections (see section 4.2): 

D 
GC .. 

1] 

~h .. 
= ____2],_ 

G 
-F I ~g .. + K ] , 

1] D (4-45) 
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GCij 

v 
GC .. 

~J 
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1 -F = G [I:J.h. , Ag. . - K h .. J 
~J ~J H ~J 

(4-46) 

1 (4-4 7) 

where: K = oy .. and K = ~oy .. are treated here as errorless, 
-D o,~J · R o,~J 

since both are functions of only latitude which is considered errorless 

(having zero variances). 

By looking at the above three expressions, we can see that 

the gravity corrections are functions of both errorless constants 

and variables containing errors. It is evident that any error 

committed in the variable quantities would incur an error in the 

computed gravity correction. Therefore, for investigating the error 

we take into account the variable quantities only. These variables 

in equations (4-45), (4-46) and (4-47), are: ilh .. , ilg~., h .. andMg~ .• 
~J ~J ~J ~J 

These four quantities are generally correlated, i.e. their covariance 

matrix, say rL, is fully populated, since they are all derived from 

the same primary observables: h . , h·; , g . and g .. 
~ J ~ J 

There are two approaches to obtain the variances of the 

three gravity corrections that both lead to the same answer. The 

first is by applying the covariance law [e.g. Wells and Krakiwsky, 

1971; Van~ek, 1973] on equations(4-45), (4-46) and (4-47), respectively, 

and taking into account the full covariance matrix EL mentioned above. 

The second is by rewriting the formulae for the gravity corrections 

in terms of the levelled heights and observed gravities at points 

i and j (i.e. the primary variables) and then applying the law of 

propagation of errors on each formula separately. The second 
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approach will be used here, because it gives the final formulae in 

a more simple way. 

Equations (4-45), (4-46) and (4-47) can be rewritten as: 

D 
GC .. 

~J 

H 
GC. I = 

~J 

1 
2G (h.+h.) {(g.-y .+c1h.) - (g.-y .+c1h.) -

~ J ~ o,~ ~ J o,J J 

v 1 
GC.. 2G {(h.-h.) {(g.-y .+c1h.) + (g.-y .+c1h.)}-

~J J ~ ~ 0 '~ ~ J 0' J J 

(4-48) 

(4-49) 

-K th. +h.)] (4-50)' 
-R ~ J 

where: c1 = 0.3086 and c 2 = 0.2238-, both in mgal/m. We notice, that 

each of the above three expressions can be written as: 

GC= f (h. ' h . ' g . ' g . ' <!> . I <!> . ) ' 
~ J ~ J ~ J 

(4-51) 

where f denotes the functional relationship (see equation54-15, 4-28, 

and 4-37), and <!>i' <1>. are considered errorless. 
J 

The law of propagation of errors is used to compute the 

2 variance crx of a function x = f (~1 , ~ 2 •••. ~n) from the variances 

2 
cr ~. 

~ 

be:' 

of~. which are uncorrelated (zero covariances). 
~ 

N stated as follows [e.g. Van~cek, 1973]: 

When applying (4-52) on (4-51), we get: 

This law can 

(4-52) 
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2 (~ )2 2 (~ )2 2 (~ )2 2 (~ )2 2 
(4-53) crGC cr h. + crh. + cr + cr . 

ah. ah. ag. gi Clg. gj 
~ ~ J J ~ J 

By applying equation (4-53) to each of the equations (4-48) 

(4-49) and (4-50) 1 respectively, the following expressions for the 

variances crD2 , crH2 and crv2 , of the corresponding gravity corrections, 

are obtained: 

1
2 £( ~g~. + Ko- 0.1543 ~h .. ) 2 cr~ + 

G ~J ~J i 

-F 2 
+(~g .. + K + 0.1543 ~h .. } 

~J -n ~J 
+ 

( ) 2 (cr2 + 0.5 ~h .. 
~] gi 

2 + cr )], 
gj 

(4-54) 

2 1 F 2 
cr = 2 (0.5 Mg .. - 0.0848 h .. - 0.1119 ~h .. ) 

H G ~J ~J ~J 

+ (0.5 Mg~. + 0.0848 h .. - O.U19~h f cr 2 + 
~] ~] ij h. . 

J 

-2 2 2 + h. . (cr + cr ) ] , 
~] gi gj 

(4-55) 

2 1 -F 0.1543 
2 2 

cr = ((~g .. - ~h .. ) crh. + v G2 ~] ~] 
~ 

-F + 0.1543 
2 2 

+ (~g .. ~h .. ) crhj + 
. ~] ~] 

2 2 2 
+ (0.5 ~h .. ) cr + cr ) l I 

~] g, g. 
~ J 

(4-56) 

in which the physical units are metres and milligals. The quantity 

Ko' in equation (4-54), is adequately approximated by equation (4-39). 

On the other hand, we notice that ~ has disappeared from the 

expressions (4-55) and (4-56) • This is because its magnitude is so 

small (see section 4.3) that it has also a neglible influence on the 
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above expressions for the variances. 

At this point, if we go back again to the developed formulae 

(rigorous or approximate) for the gravity corrections, we find out 

that these corrections are evaluated from the levelled heights and 

free-air gravity anomalies. This suggests that the derived expressions 

for their variances can be also written in terms of the variances 

2 
crt,. F 

gi 
and cr2 F of the free-air anomalies at points i and j. First, .r:.g. 

J 
from the definition of b.gF (sections 4.1 and 4.2) and the law of 

propagation of errors, we can write: 

(4-51) 

Similar expression holds for point j. Hence, by substitution in 

equations (4-54), (4-55) and (4-56), we get: 

2 1 . -F 
+ ~)2 b.h .. 

-F 
+ ~)] 

2 
crD = {I (b.g .. - 0.3086 (b.g .. crh. + 

G2 1] 1] 1] 
1 

-F 2 -F 
+ ~)] 

2 + [ (b.g .. + ~) + 0.3086 b.h .. (b.g .. crh. + 
1] 1] 1] 

J 

2 2 2 + 0.25 b.h .. (cr b. F + cr /:,. F)} ) (4-58) 
1] g. g. 

1 J 

2 1 F 2 F 
crH G2 

{I0.5 Mg .. - 0.1119 Ah .. ) - 0.1696 h .. (o.5Mg .. 
1] 1] 1] 1] 

- 0.1119 f,.h .. ) 
-2 2 - 0.0880h .. ] .crh. + 

1] 1] 
1 

[(0.5 
F 2 F + Mg .. - 0.1119 b.h. 0) + 0.1696 h. ,(0.5 Mg .. 
1] 1] 1] 1] 

-2 2 2 
+h .. (cr. F +cr, F)} 1 

1] Llg. Ll.g 0 

1 J 

(4-59) 
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(J = 

V G2 
{ -F 2 

f(t.g .. ) 
~J 
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-F 2 
- 0.3086 t.h .. t.g;J.] (Jh. 

~J ... ~ 

-F 2 t.h .. 
-F 2 

+ [ (t.g .. ) + 0.3086 t.g .. J (Jh. + 
~J ~J ~J 

J 

2 2 2 + 0.25 t.h .. (crt. F + o8 F)}. 
~J g. g. 

~ J 

+ 

(4-60) 

The expressions (4--58), (4-.59) and (4-60) can be simplified 

if we assume for a particular levelling section: (J = (J = (Jh 
h. h. 
~ J 

In this case, that can, however, be seldom and cr F = cr F = crAgF • 
Ag.. t.g. u 

1 J 
used in practice, the variances of the gravity corrections became: 

2 2 -F 2 2 2 2 
(4-61) (J = 

G2 
[ (t.g .. + ~) (Jh + 0.25 t.h ... (Jt.gp], D ~J ~J 

2 2 
{ [ (0. 5 

F 
- 0.1119 

2 -2 2 
(J = 

G2 
Mg .. t.h .. ) 0.0880 h .. (Jh + H ~J ~J ~J 

+ 
-2 
h .. 
~J 

2 
cr t.gF } 1 (4-~~) 

2 2 -F 2 2 2 2 
(4-63) (J = 

G2 
[ (t.g .. ) (Jh + 0.25 t.h .. cr t.gF] v ~J ~J 

The square-root of the computed variance of the gravity 

correction is its estimated standard deviation in metres. 



CHAPTER 5 

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF DATA COVERAGE IN CANADA 

This chapter is included here for the sake of completeness. 

It is meant to serve as a link connecting both theoretical and prac

tical aspects of heights and gravity. The former has been discussed 

in detail in the previous three chapters. On the other hand, the 

practical aspects, associated with the application and feasibility 

of the gravity influence on the height systems adopted in Canada, will 

be dealt with in the next two chapters. Both the precise levelling 

data coverage and the gravity data coverage are considered. In both 

cases, the discussion will be in general terms, such that it includes 

a historical background, present status and future plans, and the 

format of available data for the users. 

It should be mentioned that the information presented herein 

has been compiled from all possible source materials (publications, 

internal reports and private communications) that have reached the 

author from: The Geodetic Survey of Canada, GSC, Surveys and Mapping 

Branch, S&M; and the Gravity and Geodynamics Division, GGD, Earth 

Physics Branch, EPB, (previously called the Dominion Observatovy, DO). 

Both the S&M and EPB are agencies of the Dept. of Energy, Mines and 

Resources, EMR. Nevertheless, there may be some other information 

that has inevitably escaped the author's search. 

93 
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5.1 Precise Levelling Data 

The establishment and maintenance of the Canadian Precise 

Level Net, CPLN, is the responsibility of the Vertical Control Section 

within the GSC. Their main aim is to provide and maintain a national 

precise vertical control network on a single acceptable datum for the 

whole country. This network is meant to serve all public needs as 

well as geodetic investigations and other scientific research connected 

with vertical control [GSC, 1960; Young, 1975]. 

5.1.1 Historical Background 

The first precise levelling work was initiated in 1883, to 

connect St. Lawrence River area at Montreal with MSL datum on the 

Atlantic. However, this work was hindered due to lack of funds until 

1906, and was completed in 1907. In 1906, the Precise Levelling 

Section of the GSC was formed, and the first bench mark BM-GSC-No. 1 

;' 

was established on September 21, 1906 at Sherbrooke, Quebec. In the 

same year, the GSC started the precise levelling operations in Qu~bec 

and the Maritimes. 

In 1908-1910, the DO established a precise levelling line 

at the Alaska - Yukon boundary. The results are published in Nelles 

[1913]. Following this, the Topographical Survey of Calgary 

established many precise levelling lines in the west. In addition 

to the steadily increasing work of the GSC on precise levelling, 

several precise levelling extensions have been established by other 

different organizations and private industries whenever needed. 

For details about the.used instrumentation and field work procedures, 
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see e.g. GSC [1960]. 

In 1919, the first work was done on the adjustment of the 

CPLN [Cannon, 1929]. The rod correction was applied to the work done 

prior to 1923, since the wooden rods were replaced by the invar rods. 

Meanwhile, an effort has been made to connect the inland lake. :levels 

with the precise levelling system. All lines of the CPLN had the 

orthometric correction (based on normal gravity, see section 3.2) 

applied to them before being used in the adjustment. The weights of 

the observed elevation differences, needed in the adjustment, were 

taken as the reciprocal of the lengths of the lines. Finally, the 

adjustment of the CPLN was completed in 1928 [Cannon, 1929]. Sea 

level values at Halifax, Yarmouth and Father's Point on the Atlantic; 

at Vancouver and Prince Rupert on the Pacific; and on Rouses Point on 

the Canadian - United States international boundary (for which a 

standard elevation was temporarily agreed on by both countries) were 

held fixed. In this adjustment different techniques were used like: 

observation equations, condition equations, and ~ifferential adjustment 

to show the effects of the new additions to the network. 

After 1929, the United States performed one of their adjust

ments, referred to as the "1929 Special Adjustment". This adjustment 

was based on all sea level tidal stations of both countries an Atlantic 

and Pacific coasts and including all the CPLN. However, the results 

of this adjustment were not adopted by the Canadians at that time 

[Cannon, 1935]. The GSC preferred to work with their published 

results of 1928 [Christodoulidis et al., 1973]. 

The recent adjustments of the CPLN started in 1929 were 

finished in 1934-35 by one adjustment labelled "D" [Cannon, 1935]. 
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The final adjustment "D" consisted of a simultaneous adjustment (by the 

method of least-squares) of all the orthometrically corrected loops 

in the net. In this adjustment the values for bench marks controlling 

the primary gauging stations were held fixed [Cannon, 1935; GSC, 1960]. 

The results of adjustment "D" were found basically the same as those 

of the already published 1928 adjustment. Consequently, the GSC has 

decided to retain the published elevations, without any changes. 

However, these published elevations are referred to by the GSC as 

resulting from the "1929 General Adjustment" [Young, 1976]. It was 

not until 1935 that the MSL, based on the tide-gauges at Halifax, 

Yarmouth and Father's Point on the Atlantic, and Prince Rupert and 

Caulfield Cove on the Pacific (although used before) , was officially 

adopted to be the datum for vertical control operations in Canada 

[GSC, 1960]. 

Everytime new work is added to the CPLN, theoretically the 

best method is to readjust the entire net. However, this is not 

practically done, since users like to keep their elevations fixed as 

long as possible. Hence, when new levelling produces a situation 

where two or more loops are formed, a least-squares adjustment is 

made holding the differences between junction points whose elevations 

have already been published, as fixed and fitting the new levelling 

sections to them. 

In 1950, the GSC started a new adjustment of the entire CPLN. 

The preparatory work for this new adjustment was arranged so that it 

could be the basis of future solutions [Jones, 1956]. This adjust

ment was done with and then without the sea level values being fixed, 

and was camnleted in 1952. However. 
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it w.as decided, again, that there was no reason to consider changing 

the published elevations to the 1952 values. Accordingly, the "1929 

General Adjustment" (originally the 1928) remains, until now, the 

basis of vertical control in the entire country ~cLellan, 1974]. 

5.1.2 Present Status and Future Plans 

The present extent of the first order vertical control 

(CPLN) is shown in Figure 5-l [McLellan, 1974]. In the southern part 

of the country, the levelling lines follow transportation routes 

and are concentrated in areas of high population density. The net

work presently consists of over 98,000 km of levelling with over 

40,000 bench marks. Currently, about 1600 new bench marks are being 

established each year [Canadian National Committee for IUGG, 1975]. 

Several lines extend also into the hinterlands to reach major 

developing areas. In most cases the levellings to these northerly 

points consist of spur or branch lines, whose pattern is very 

sparse. The lack of roads or railways makes it practically impossible 

to form closed loops in these areas. Nevertheless, about 20% of the 

current levellings are extended to the unsettled areas [Young, 1975]. 

OVer 140 permanent guaging stations distributed along the 

Canadian coasts and on inland waters of the Great Lakes - st. Lawrence 

River System are presently operated by the Tides and Water Levels 

Section of the Hydrographic Branch, Dept. of the Environment. The 

water level data are processed regularly and published annually by 

the Marine Environmental Data Service, Ocean and Aquatic Affairs, 

Dept. of the Environment. The stability of bench marks controlling 
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FIGURE 5-l 

Present Extent of the Canadian 

Precise Level Net (CPLN) 

(From: McLellan [1974]) · 
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the gauging stations is checked annually by precise levelling [Canadian 

National Committee for IUGG, 1975]. A catalogue is available showing 

the description and elevations of bench marks at all permanent and 

temporary gauging sites. 

A general evaluation of the quality of the CPLN has been 

attempted by the following researchers: Van~ek [1970]; Boal [197la]; 

Van~ek et al. [1972] and Christodoulidis et al. [1973]. The main 

problems connected with the network were found to include: 

1. The use of MSL at five tidal gauging stations as a datum with 

fixed values equal to zero [Cannon, 1929; Cannon, 1935]. This 

situation does not represent the reality, as mentioned in section 

1.3, and thus adversely influences the network adjustment; 

2. The use of unrealistic weighting scheme, as stated in the previous 

section, which does not reflect, in most cases, the real sit-

uation based on the statistical analysis of actually obtained 

discrepancies. .-v For details about this, see e.g. [Van1cek, 1970; 

Van~ek et al., 1972]; 

3. A disre~ of the systematic influences (see section 1. 3) due to 

unsymmetrical atmospheric refraction, tidal effect and predicted 

crustal movements. More details can be found in [Holdahl, 1974]; 

4. The errors associated with using two different kinds of levelling 

instruments as well as two different kinds of rods pre and pest 

1923. More elaboration on this can be found, e.g. in [Boal, 197la; 

Murakami and Boal, 1971]; 

5. Neglecting the actual gravity anomalies and defining the heights 

on the basis of adopted normal gravity only. This problem 
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constitutes the backbone of the investigation contained herein. 

In spite of the above problems associated with the published 

heights of the CPLN (based on the 1929 general adjustment), such 

heights can still serve well the local surveying and ~imited technical 

projects. On the other hand, these published heights may prove inad

equate for scientific investigations of problems related to earth 

sciences and modern technology [Vani'gek et al., 1972; Holdahl, 1974]. 

A more thorough. evaluation of the CPLN and extensive study of the 

influences of the above problems on the network should be continued 

to prepare for the proposed more rigorous and up-to-date new adjust

ment of the CPLN (see section 1.5). 

The intention of the GSC over the next decade [McLellan, 

1974] is to strengthen the existing network and to establish new 

lines of precise levelling. The new specifications for precise level

ling operations are given, e.g. in [S&M, 1973]. The future plan is 

that the lines in the south be spaced not more than 60 km apart, 15 km 

in densely populated areas and about 5 km in urban centres. An 

average of 8,000 km of levellings a year for 10 years will be 

required to strengthenandcomplete the proposed network of 140,000 km. 

The program for future work includes also the extension and densifi

cation of precise levelling net into the hinterlands [S&M, 1972]. 

The suggested spacing between first-order lines north of latitude 

60°N is not to exceed 300 km. This is a major task and it is at a 

stage of only long range planning. 

Furthermore, a preliminary evaluation of the CPLN has 

indicated that many of the main lines need to be re-established 
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[McLellan, 1974]. Consequently, a program of extensive relevellings 

of old lines has been undertaken. This is to increase bench marks 

density or to improve accuracy or both. At present, about 10,000 km 

of the existing net has been relevelled [Young, 1975]. In addition, 

the systematic relevellings every 40 years ara·planned for the purpose 

of studying the secular crustal movements and related problems. 

5.1.3 Availability of Data 

All the levelling data for the vertical control network, 

containing the 1929 General Adjustment and the subsequent work fitted 

into it, are now contained in quadrangle booklets. The information is 

available in 505 booklets each covering an area of 1° x 1° (including 

maps of 1:500,000), in 63 booklets each covering an area of 0~5 x 0~5 

(including maps of 1:250,000), and in 13 special booklets covering 

mainly city areas where bench mark density is high (including large 

scale maps showing all the bench marks) [Canadian National Committee 

for IUGG, 1975]. These published booklets can be updated every year, 

depending on the new data and required changes. 

A program, prepared by the GSC, is now underway to produce 

the levelling booklets by a computer assisted typewriter. This implies 

that all required data are stored on magnetic tape. Once the contents 

of the quadrangle booklet are entered on tape, additions, deletions 

and corrections can easily be made without retyping the whole document 

manually. 

Meanwhile, a decision was made by the GSC [McLellan, 1974] to 

develop a computer based data file for all geodetic stations. This 
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file is intended to contain all the necessary information at the 

station, including the originally observed data which may be called 

out from the file for further computations and analysis. This is 

quite an involved task, since it requires that data contained orig

inally only in the field books have to be screened and entered into 

the data file. To the author's knowledge, this file was already 

initiated and contains now information for about 20,000 stations of 

the horizontal control network, out of the final number of 400,000 

stations. It has not been started yet for the vertical control net

work [Young, 1976]. 

5.2 Gravity Data 

The establishment and maintenance of the Canadian National 

Gravity Net, CNGN, is the responsibility of the Gravity and Geodynamics 

Division, GGD of the EPB, Dept. of EMR. Their main objectives 

[Valliant, 1975] include mapping the gravity field in Canada and its 

coastal waters, and maintaining the Canadian national gravity library 

for data distribution on both the national and international levels. 

5.2.1 Historical Background 

It was internationally agreed [Miller, 1931] that Potsdam, 

Germany, be adopted as the base station to which gravity stations in 

all countries throughout the World be referred, and thus forming the 

so-called "Potsdam System". The value of gravity g = 981.274 gals, 

determined from pendulum absolute gravity observations, at the chosen 

site in Potsdam [Uotila, 1960; Hqrralton, 1963b] was adopted at the 

16th General Conference of the IAG in 1909. 
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The establishment of the CNGN has undergone three stages 

[Garland, 1953]. First, the adoption of a gravity value at some 

selected f~ndamental national base for the entire country, which must 

be related to Potsdam System. Secondly, the densification of the net, 

which is normally composed of two types of gravity stations: Control 

and detailed [Tanner and Buck, 1964]. The control stations should 

be pendulum stations, or surveyed with gravimeters using the base 

looping method [e.g. EPB, 1975], interconnected to each other and tied 

to pendulum stations and to the national reference point. The detailed 

station can be any single gravimeter observation tied to a control 

station. The intervals between control stations vary from 40 km in 

populated areas to 150 km in uninhabited northern areas [Tanner and 

Buck, 1964]. The spacing between detailed stations is about 5-15 km 

[Tanner, 1967; Nagy, 1974]. Details concerning the instructions, 

instrument adjustment and field procedures for the establishment of 

different categories of gravity stations in Canada can be found in 

EPB [1975] . Then, after the gravity observations are made, an adjust-

ment is performed, basically for the primary control stations, to 

define the national gravity net on a single datum, e.g. Potsdam System. 

Ottawa (a pier situated in the southwest corner of the base

ment of the D 0 building) was chosen to be the Canadian national 

reference base for all the Canadian gravity work [McDiarmid, 1915]. 

A direct gravity connection, using pendulum observations, between 

Ottawa and Potsdam was made during the summer of 1928 by the DO 

[Miller, 1931]. A value of g = 980.622 gal was finally adopted for 

Ottawa [Miller and Hughson, 1936] relative to the Potsdam system. 
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The gravity measurements in Canada date from . the pendulum 

observations made by Putnam of the USC&GS at Sydney, Nova Scotia, in 

1896 [Garland, 1953]. The DO began its activities as early as 1902, 

but the first useful gravity work was undertaken only in 1914 [Miller 

and Hughson, 1936]. Thompson [1959] felt that the first really relia

ble gravity measurements performed by the DO in Canada were made around 

1921 with a Mendenhall pendulum apparatus, which has a precision of 

about 2 mgals. 

The DO undertook the task of absolute or relative gravity mea

surements using pendulum observations at selected sited through the 

country for the following purposes [Thompson, 1959]: 

1. To provide a regional network of fundamental gravity values for 

the control and adjustment of future gravimetric surveys; 

2. For the precise calibration of gravimeters; 

3. For determining gravity at places wide apart, where long travel 

times are necessary; 

4. To provide accurate measurements of gravity differences between 

international sites, and ensure that the gravity standards in 

Canada are consistent with the World network. 

The gravimeter observations started in Canada in 1944 [Garland, 

1953]. During the years 1944-1951, the DO carried out extensive 

regional gravity surveys with gravimeters. Various types of gravimeters 

(e.g. Worden and LaCoste & Romberg instruments) have been used for 

checking their performance and capabilities. In 1952, a system of 

primary gravimeter base stations, that were connected and tied to all 

pendulum stations including the national gravity base station, was 

established [Innes and Thompson, 1953]. 
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In 1952-1953, the Cambridge pendulum apparatus was used to 

establish a series of pendulum values in North America IInnes, 1954]. 

In the late 1950's the GGD (EPB) pendulum apparatus was designed, 

which is capable of relative gravity determinations consistent to 

the order of+ 0.2 mgal [Winter and Valliant, 1960~ Tanner, 1967]. 

The design and operation of the instrument are documented in Valliant 

[1971a]. From 1968-1970, the GGD pendulum apparatus was used to est

ablish control gravity stations, for the Canadian gravimeter net, with 

an estimated precision of about 0.08 mgal [Valliant, 1969~ Valliant, 

1971b]. 

The work of the GGD of the EPB has been expanding steadily. 

The number of gravity observations in Canada has increased almost 

exponentially [Innes, 1957; Hamilton, 1960]. Gravimeters need to be 

calibrated against a known standard before and after each field 

season [Hamilton, 1963b]. The North American and Ottawa- Washington 

are two established long standardization lines to serve unified 

calibration for all instruments [Innes, 1958; Innes et al., 1960~ 

Uotila, 1960]. In addition to the GGD work, many detailed surveys are carried 

out each year by public institutions, research foundations and mining 

and oil exploration industries mostly for gravimetric exploration 

[Hamilton, 1963a]. 

In all the gravity work discussed above, the positions (latitude 

~ and longitude A) of the gravity stations have been scaled from the 

National Topographic Map Series of the largest scale available in each 

case. In most cases ~ and A have been scaled to the nearest tenth 
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minute of arc [Garland and Tanner, 1957], and in some cases to 0.01 

minute of arc [Tanner and Buck, 1964; Hamilton and Buchan, 1965]. On 

the other hand, obtaining reliable elevations for the gravity stations 

essential for gravity anomaly computations, was and is a considerable·' 

problem. Wherever possible, gravimeter readings are taken at bench 

marks or other well defined points of known elevations. But as much 

of Canada is not covered yet with benchmarks, such requirement cannot 

be always met and consequently elevations must be determined in many 

cases by barometric altimetry [Tanner and Buck, 1964]. In reality 

the elevations of the gravity stations have been obtained from various 

available sources, including spirit levelling, trigonometric levelling, 

barometric altimetry and others. This situation resulted in assigning 

various error estimates to these elevations depending i.on the· '.way they 

were acquired. 

The assigned precision to the obtained elevation varies from 

3 em (spirit levelling) to 5 m (altimetry). Even worse, there are 

many cases where the given elevation has either unknown or undefined 

source. In this case, the error estimate can go beyond 30 m (see 

Appendix II for more details). 

5.2.2 Present Status and Future Plans 

Prior to May 15, 1974, all the gravity anomaly values computed 

and released by the GGD of the EPB have been based on the observed 

gravity values as referred to Potsdam system, and the 1930 Interna~· 

tional formula for normal gravity on the geocentric ellipsoid. The 

1930 formula was adopted at the IUGG Meeting in Stockholm in 1930, 
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and reads [e.g. Hamilton, 1963b; Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967]: 

978.049 [1 + 0.005 2884 sin2 ~ - 0.000 0059 sin2 2~] gals, 

(5-1) 

in which ~ is the latitude of the terrain point in question. 

The free-air gravity anomaly map, based on the 1930 International 

system, is given by Nagy [1973] and reproduced in Figure 5-2. The 

distribution of gravity stations used for this map, up to and including 

the 1970 data, is shown in Figure 5-3. It can be seen that significant 

gaps in the coverage in certain areas still existed. In addition, some 

areas have unevenly distributed point gravity data [Nagy, 1973]. 

Nevertheless, the area covered by precise levelling (Figure 5-l) is 

very well covered by gravity data at a density of about 11 km. There

fore, it is possible to interpolate the gravity anomalies at bench 

marks of interest, as first shown by Van!~ek et al. [1972], and further 

stated in [Nagy, 1973; Valliant, 1975]. 

Recent advances in the instrumentation and techniques of modern 

gravity determination have shown that the Potsdam reference gravity 

value (adopted in 1909) was significantly different (14 mgals higher) 

from its correct value as known now. Also, with the increased number 

of observations and investigations, the coefficients of the 1930 

formula for normal gravity have been recomputed more precisely. This 

situation raised the question of adopting a new value for gravity at 

Potsdam, as well as introducing a revised formula for normal gravity, 

at the IUGG meeting in 1967. The 1967 International formula for 

normal gravity (defined by equation 2-36) and a value of 981.260 gals 
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FIGURE 5-2 

The 1973 Free-Air Anomaly Map of Canada 

(From: Nagy [1973]) 
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FIGURE 5-3 

Plot of\ Gravity Stations Used in 

Preparation of the 1973 Free-Air Anomaly 

Map of Canada 

(From: Nagy [1973]) 
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for Potsdam reference gravity constitute a new system (adopted at the 

IUGG meeting in Moscow in 1971) referred to as the "Geodetic Referenc.e 

System 1967", GRS67, [IAG, 1971]. It has been recommended [e.g. 

Morelli and Honkasalo, 1975] that all gravity anomalies throughout 

the world should be referred to the new GRS67. For convenience, 

Levallois [1972] has published a table for approximate conversion of 

gravity anomalies from the 1930 to the new 1967 International system. 

In the meantime, another major event on the international 

level concerning gravity data base has occured. A worldwide inter

national gravity network has been established of some 2,000 funda

mental stations throughout the World. Twenty-four of these stations 

are in Canada, see Figure 5-4. The final adjustment of the network 

based on the new GRS67 was completed in 1974, and the results have 

been adopted and referred to a-s "The International Gravity Standard

ization Net 1971", IGSN71, [Morelli et al., 1974; Valliant, 1975]. 

The IGSN71 is claimed to be accurate to~· 0.1 mgal [Nagy, 1974]. 

In 1974, the GGD switched completely to the new GRS67. Further 

an adjustment of the CNGN, which consists of some 3,500 control 

stations including the 24 IGSN71 stations mentioned earlier, was 

performed to relate the Canadian net to the International net. It 

was labelled "The 1974 adjustment of the CNGN" [Valliant, 1975]. The 

difference between gravity values in Canada adjusted on the old 1930 

and the new 1967 systems is 14-16 mgals, depending on the latitude 

[Buck, 1975]. From May 15, 1974, all gravity anomalies released by 

the GGD are based on the 1967 International formula for normal 

gravity and the observed gravity values are referred to the 1974 
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adjustment of the CNGN [Buck 1975]. 

The present status of the point gravity data coverage in Canada 

is given in Figure 5-5 [Nagy, 1974], which consists of about 350,000 

gravity observations. Such amount of data, based on the new system 

explained before, has been utilized by Nagy [1974] to construct the 

most recent Bouguer anomaly map of Canada which possesses an accuracy 

of + 2 mgals. Comparison of Figures 5-3 and 5-5 reveals that sign

ificant gaps were covered with gravity observations in the period 

1970 - 1974. 

The GGD is currently planning [Nagy, 1976] to undertake in the .~ 

near future the task of data preparation and screening for the com

pilation and production of free-air gravity anomaly contour maps 

(based on the most up-to-date new system) for the entire country. 

This project is scheduled to start in the Fall of 1976, with the 

initial emphasis on small scale maps with 5 mgal contour intervals. 

There is no immediate intention of producing large scale maps with 

contour intervals smaller than 5 mgal. Nevertheless, such a program 

of producing free-air anomaly contour maps,is a major step towards 

the practical applications of gravity anomalies to precise levelling 

work. 

For convenience of the users who received gravity data prior 

to May 15, 1974, the GGD devised an empirical formula for conversion 

of gravity anomalies, bg, from the old 1930 to the new 1967 system 

[Nagy, 1974; Buck, 1975; Valliant, 1975] that reads: 

[-0.95 - 13.6 sin2~ + 0.05~] mgal, (5-2) 



• FIGURE 5-5 

Plot of Gravity Stations Used in Preparation 

of the 1974 Bouguer Anomaly Map of Canada 

(From: Nagy [1974]) 
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where ~ is the station latitude in degrees. It may be worthwhile here 

to have a closer look at this conversion formula. Equation (5-2) is 

derived basically from the standard correction formula given in the 

GRS67 [IAG, 1971, p. 74], i.e.: 

~g1967 -~g1930 = [3.2 - 13.6 sin2 ~J mgal, (5-3) 

supplemented by a corrective term (denoted here by, dg 1 ) for the 
s ope 

slope difference between the old and the 1974 adjustments of the CNGN. 

Equation (5-3) consists of two terms: the first is the difference 

between the normal gravity value on the ellipsoid as computed from 

the 1967 formula (equation 2-36) and the 1930 formula (equation 5-l) 

expressed as [IAG, 1971, p. 74]: 

. . 2 
Y1967 - Y1930 = [-17.2 + 13.6 s1n ~] mgal 1 (5-4) 

•! 

which is claimed to be accurate to 0.1 mgal. The second term is a 

change of -14 mgal in the absolute observed gravity value at the 

International reference pier in Potsdam. 

An expression for dg 1 mentioned above can be then obtained 
s ope 

by subtracting equation (5-3) from equation (5-2): 

dgslope [-4.15 + 0.05~] mgal, < 5....:5> 

in which ~ has to be in degrees of arc. In Canada, for ~ = 40° - 80° N, 

dg varies between -2.15 and -0.15 mgal, over a range of 2 mgal. slope 

This range is consistent with the aforementioned corresponding range 

of the differences of adjusted gravity values between the old and the 

new systems. The expression (5-2) is claimed to be accurate to a 

few tenths of a milligal over small areas ( a .few hundred square 
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kilometres). However, over larger areas it has a limiting accuracy 

of about 0.75 mgal [Nagy, 1974; Buck, 1975]. This is because the 

corrective term dg takes into account the change of slope between 
slope 

the old and new CNGN in the latitude direction only and disregards 

the change in the longitude direction. 

At present, the determination and evaluation of the gravity 

field in Canada constitutes a tremendous problem with its own rights. 

No evaluation of the gravity data has been attempted so far [Merry, 

1975]. For instance, it is well known that the precision of the 

gravity anomaly is influenced by the standard errors inherent in the 

observed gravity and in the elevation of the station. The analysis 

of the adjustment of the primary control network showed that gravity 

values in the net are of high quality and accurate to + 0.05 mgal 

relative to the datum defined by absolute measurements [Tanner and 

Gibb, 1971]. On the other hand, the fiee~air reduction introduces 

significant errors in the computed gravity anomalies due to the lack 

of adequate height information, as explained in the previous section. 

Also, the process of collecting, editing and storing gravity data 

sets is not entirely free from blunders. 

5.2.3 Availability of Data 

The two major sources of gravity data are the EPB and the 

Atlantic Geoscience Centre; both of them are agencies of the Dept. 

of EMR. Other provincial agencies, Universities and Petroleum and 

Mineral explorations agencies make important contributions to the 

present gravity data coverage in Canada [Nagy, 1974]. The GGD of 
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the EPB acts however as the collecting and coordinating centre for 

gravity measurements made by the EPB itself as well as by other 

Canadian institutions. 

In order to better carry out the above responsibility, including 

the distribution of gravity data both nationally and internationally, 

a complete computer-oriented system for processing, handling, and 

reduction of gravity measurements has been developed at the GGD 

around 1960. The main features of this system are described by 

Tanner and Buck [1964]. The main oubcome of the system is a file of 

basic gravity data for use in geophysics and geodesy. 

The existing gravity data in Canada (about 350,000 gravity 

observations, based on the new system) are now available in digitized 

form (computer data files). These files (punched cards or magnetic 

tapes) are supplied to the user, on request, by the GGD's Data 

Centre, Ottawa. Details concerning the storage and retrieval system 

of the gravity data files are given in Buck and Tanner [1972]. 

In 1973, a point gravity file, containing ~ 90,000 gravity 

observations and based on the 1930 and Potsdam reference systems, was 

obtained from the GGD. This file was used at the Dept. of Surveying 

Engineering, UNB in previous investigations [Merry and Van~ek, 1974; 

Merry, 1975; Nassar and Van~ek, 1975; Nassar, 1975b]. The new file 

(based on the new 1967 system) used extensively in the current study 

was obtained from the GGD in January, 1975. This new file, which 

contains only about 270,000 gravity observations (the rest of the 

350,000 observations are probably classified, belonging to some 

private agencies), is referred to in the present report as the 
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"EPB File". Description, format and use of the EPB File are given 

in details in Appendix II. As mentioned before, all gravity data 

released by the GGD after May 15, 1974, are based on the GRS67 and the 

IGSN71 standard systems for theoretical (normal) and observed gravity 

values, respectively. 

Since the conventional way of depicting the gravity field, 

before adopting the digital form, has been in the form of maps, the 

GGD has also undertaken the program of publishing regional gravity 

maps. Maps at the scale of 1:500,000 are being published in a new 

series known as the "Gravity Map Series of the GGD". Bouguer gravity 

anomaly contour maps until 1973 are at a contour interval of 5 mgals 

and are based on the old 1930 system [Nagy, 19~6]. The latest 

Bouguer anomaly map for Canada published in 1974 [Nagy, 1974] (based 

on the new 1967 system) is also available from the Canada Map Office, 

Ottawa. 

So far, only one free-air anomaly contour map, at the scale of 

1:1,000,000, was published in 1974 for the Hamilton Inlet [Nagy, 1976]. 

It was reported in Valliant [1975] that the GGD expects custom con

touring of gravity data to be available as a "standard feature" of 

the GGD storage and retrieval system of the national gravity data artd 

control station data files within 1976. This new feature, which is 

scheduled to start in the Fall of 1976, gives future promise as far 

as the free-air anomaly contouring is concerned. 



CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATION OF GRAVITY CORRECTIONS 

TO ACTUAL LEVELLING LINES AND LOOPS 

The mathematical models for the gravity corrections have 

been derived in chapter 4. The present status of gravity data cover

age in Canada has been presented in section 5.2 with the near future 

prospects of producing free-air anomaly contour maps for the entire 

country. On the basis of both chapters 4 and 5, one can start 

seriously considering the application of these corrections to the 

levelling lines and loops established by precise levelling operations. 

This chapter is devoted to the discussion of the practical 

computations and application of the gravity corrections. Results of 

an investigation of the behaviour of gravity corrections along real 

levelling lines and loops using the best available data is given. 

Finally, conclusions based on the obtained results and other findings 

are presented. Thus this chapter should help clarifying some of the 

questions raised and discussed in section 1.6 regarding the feasib

ility of using the gravity corrections in practice. 

6.1 Computational Aspects 

The computations of gravity corrections for a levelling 

section between points i and j, using the rigorous expressions (4-13), 

(4-27) and (4-36) , can be easily programmed for a computer evalua

tion. The basic input data to the program are: levelled heights 
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h. and h. ; scared latitudes <1>. and <1>. ; and free-air anomalies f:..gF. and 
l. J l. J l. 

f:..gF .. The levelled heights are readily available from levelling 
J 

field books. The latitudes are usually scaled off the available maps 

{e.g. National Topographic Map series, see section 5.2.1). The 

possible means of obtaining the free-air gravity anomalies are out-

lined in section 6.1.1. 

For computing the accuracy estimates of the gravity correc-

tions (to examine their reliability) the accuracy estimates of the 

heights and of the anomalies are also needed. For convenience, section 

6.1.3 provides tables to facilitate the approximate evaluation of 

the gravity corrections. 

6.1.1 Sources of Gravity Anomaly Data 

The free-air gravity anomaly at any bench mark i along the 

levelling line can be obtained from one of the following sources: 

1. By direct observation of actual gravity value g.at the bench mark 
l. 

i. 
F The anomaly &g. is obtained then as follows; 
l. 

F f:..g. 
l. 

g, - Y , + 0.3086 h, 1 
l. o,l. l. 

where y . is the normal gravity (computed e.g. from equation 
o,l. 

2-36) and h. is the levelled elevation. The units here are 
l. 

mgals and metres. 

2. By using the observed gravity value gk at another po~t "k" not 

far apart from i and reducing it to i by the appropriate free-

air correction IHeiskanen and Vening-Meinesz, 1958; Krakiwsky, 

1965], i.e.: 

(6-2) 
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F 
where ~ is the elevation of k in metres. Agi can be then evaluated 

from equation (6-1) after substitution from equation (6-2); 

3. By using the least-squares interpolation (prediction) techniques 

to obtain the best fitting surface to the free-air anomaly field 

,v 
surrounding the bench mark i (see, e.g. !Van~cek et al., 1972]) 

from the available point gravity data in the area of interest. 

This approach is particularly suitable for flat areas {Moritz, 

1963]. In mountainous areas, it is recommended !e.g. Rapp, 1964] 

to predict Bouguer anomaly instead, and then transform it to 

free-air anomaly (see No.5, below); 

4. By using graphical interpolation from a free-air anomaly map, 

with contour interval less than five milligals, e.g. !Schneider, 

1960; Rapp, 1961; Konecny, 1970]. This technique again is better 

suited for flat areas. It was reported by Derenyi {1965] that 

with the available point gravity data, it is possible to produce 

free-air anomaly maps covering the area with existing levelling 

loops at a scale of 1:100,000 with 1 milligal contour interval; 

5. By using graphical interpolation from the available Bouguer .-

anomaly maps. This approach is feasible even in mountainous 

regions {e.g. Vykutil, 1964]. The Bouguer gravity anomalies are 

known to be less correlated with heights than the free-air 

anomalies IUotila, 1960; Moritz, 1963; Vykutil, 1964; Krakiwsky, 

1966]. Transformation from the interpolated Bouguer anomaly 

B F 
Agi' to the corresponding free-air anomaly, 8gi' is achieved by 

the following simple relationship !Rapp, 1964; Vykutil, 1964]: 

F 
8g. 

~ 

B = 6g. + 0.1119 h., 
~ ~ 

(6-3) 
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in milligals for the height h. in metres. It may be worth 
~ 

mentioning here that this approach has proved feasible and com-

parable with the corresponding least-squares surface fitting 

technique using two-dimensional approximating polynomial [e.g. 

John, 1976]. 

The evaluation, analysis and comparison of the above 

techniques is a major subject on its own and muah research has been 

done into it. A comprehensive treatment is hence considered outside 

the scope of the present investigation. For further details, the 

reader is referred to [Moritz, 1963; Rapp, 1964; Heiskanen and 

Moritz, 1967; Moritz, 1969; Wilcox, 1974]. 

6.1.2 Reliability of the Gravity Corrections 

The reliability (precision) of the gravity corrections has 

to be examined first to justify the effort involved in their applic-

ation in practice. This is usually done by computing the standard 

deviation of the gravity correction and comparing it to the magnitude 

of the correction itself. As mentioned before, it would be question-

able to look for a correction whose standard deviation is larger in 

magnitude than the correction itself. 

We recall, from section 4.4, that the variances (standard 

deviations) of the three different kinds of gravity corrections 

(dynamic, Helmert, Vignal) are computed from equations (4-58), (4'-'59) 

and (4-60). From these equations, it can be seen that the standard 

deviations crh and a F of the levelled heights and free-air anomalies 
/',g 

at both ends of the levelling section are needed, among other 

quantities. 
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The standard deviation crh can be reasonably estimated from 

previous experience and analysis of levelling networks. The GGD 

of the EPB has adopted certain criteria for assigning accuracy estimates 

crh to the individual heights of gravity stations. They reflect the 

different acquisition procedures for heights (see Appendix 11 for more 

details). In case of heights based on spirit levelling, the GGD 

considers crh = 0.03 m {Hamilton and Buchan, 1965; Buck, 1975]. This 

value seems to be unrealistic as far as the absolute heights, of bench 

marks, above the adopted datum are concerned. This is due to all 

kinds of problems connected with the CPLN, as outlined in section 5.1.2. 

These problems may result in uncertainties in the heights that may over-

shadow the gravity corrections, in which case, the computation of 

gravity correction would be questionable. Dealing with these problems, 

which involve systematic errors discussed in section.1.31 constitute 

a complete thesis on its own. For our purpose here, in order to 

investigate the influence of the gravity corrections on heights, we 

have to assume that all other influences d6 not exist. Thus, 

the value of crh = 0.03 m will be accepted here as a reasonable measure 

of the internal consistency of the relative heights of bench marks 

within the network, and will be used as accuracy estimate for the 

levelled heights involved in the subsequent computations. 

As far as cr~gF is concerned, there are two possibilities. 

Either cr. F is available as a by-product of the least-squares prediction 
D.g 

F 
technique, when predicting the free-air anomaly ~g , or there is no 

estimate available for cr~gF. The latter is usually the case when 

computing the anomaly from observed gravity value or when interpo-
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lating the anomaly value from maps. In case of unavailable 

estimate for the variance of the gravity anomaly in question it can 

be computed from the following formula: 

= (0.05) 2 + (0,3086) 2 (6-4) 

which is obtained by applying the ia~of propagation of errors on 

equation (6-l), and treating y as errorless. Here the standard 
0 

deviation of the observed gravity is taken as a = 0.05 mgal, in 
g 

accordance with {Hamilton and Buckan, 19651 Tanner and Gibb, 19711 

Van~ek et al., 1972]. 

The dynamic, Helmert and Vigna! gravity corrections, along 

with their standard deviations, have been computed for several real 

levelling sections. Table 6-1 shows the results, for a selected 

sample of four sections,as compiled from a computer output. For the 

first two sections, gravity values at the bench marks were observed 

[Hamilton and Buchan, 1965]. Fo~ the last two sections, predicted 

free-air anomaly values at the bench~rks were used. The technique 

for predicting the anomalies is described in Van~ek et al. !1972], 

and the data used is from the EPB file. 

The obtained results for the first two sections (using 

gravity observed at bench marks) reveal the higt reliability of all 

three kinds of gravity corrections1 their standard deviations are 

small compared to the magnitude of the corrections. On the other 

hand, when using predicted gravity anomalies at bench marks, we have 

obtained two distinctly different results. The first shows adequate 

reliability of all three kinds of gravity corrections. The second 

shows adequate reliability of only the dynamic and Vigna! gravity 

corrections. The reliability of Helmert gravity correction seems 
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TABLE 6-1 

Reliability of Gravity Corrections 

(Sample Results) 

LEVELLING SECTIONS 

FROM TO FROM TO 

<P (N) 44° 18' 28" 44° 19' 12" 45° 54' 37" 45° 54' 49" 

:>.. (W) 78° 18' 02" 78° 18' 15" 77° 04' 33" 77° 04' 37" 

h (m) 193.43 215.68 140.54 111.53 

oh (m) 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

t.gF (mgal) -20.55 -19.73 -33.38 -36.53 

ot.gF (mgal) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

s (Kin) 1.40 0.36 

(deg) 348° 347° 
Cl. 

D 
Ul GC -0.5709 1.1825 
.:: 
o~ 

·_;:J ~ OD 0.0014 0.0021 
o~ 

~ gl GCH 0.8681 -0.4297 
0 b 
uro OH 0.0148 0.0091 
:>tl=! 
.j.l fll 
·.-i 

~~ GCV -0.4570 l. 0344 lo-1 
c.!J 

ov 0.0012 0.0019 
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TABLE 6-1 (Cont'd) 

LEVELLING SECTIONS 

FROM TO FROM TO 

¢ ( N) 51° 02' 18" 5P 02' 18" 49° 33' 18" 49° 33' 42" 

A. (W) 114° 06' 30" 114° 05' 36" 114° 19' 36" 114° 21' 30" 

h (m) 1098.93 1051.07 1215.60 1237.27 

crh (m) 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

l:!.gF (mga1) -17.55 -17.37 -17.22 -17.42 

crl:!.gF (mga1) 0.74 o. 72 4.67 4.49 

s (km) 1.05 2.41 

a (deg) goo 288° 

Ul 
GCD 1.0971 -0.4935 

s:: 
0 

crD 0.0253 0.0717 
·.-!~ 

t ~ 
(!)...., 

GCH ~ u -11.9377 6.3160 
~ t'J 
0 b 
u crH 1.1320 8.1022 rcl 
:>-. s:: 
+I m 
·.-! 

GCV :> u 0.8520 -0:3827 
~(.') 
t'J 

crv 0.0251 0.0717 
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to be questionable. 

The reason for this is the relatively high standard 

deviation crll.gF of the predicted anomaly value, which is about two 

orders of magnitude larger than the standard deviation of the observed 

gravity values (0.05 mgal). This illustrates the fact that the 

accuracy of gravity anomalies is much impaired by the poor determin-

ation of heights, even though the gravity observations are of a very 

high quality. 

The reason for the variance crH2 alone being seriously 

affected (compared with the dynamic and Vignal systems) can be 

verified by examining equations (4-58), (4-59) and (4-60). In case 

2 2 
of crD or ov , 

2 2 
of aH , the o F 

2 /::,.g 
than /::,.h • 

h . 2 . . . 2 
t e van..ance cr.· F 1.s mul t1.pl1.ed by 0. 25 /::,.h 

/::,.g -2 
is multiplied by h which is. in this case much larger 

In case 

The application of dynamic gravity correction based on 

predicted anomalies has been argued by Boal {1972]. Boal stated that 

the uncertainty introduced into the dynamic heights by using inter-

polated values of gravity is of the same magnitude as the corresponding 

gravity corrections. Thus he recommended that the present computation 

of dynamic heights based on normal gravity only should he continued 

until observed gravity values are available at bench marks. 

To clarify the above arguement, let us now seek the con-

dition for the uncertainty of the gravity correction (due to the 

uncertainty of the free-air anomalies) to be smaller in magnitude 

than the contribution of the anomalies to the computed gravity 

correction. This condition can be obtained by examining equations 
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(4-45), (4-46), (4-47), (4-61), (4-62) and (4-63). In case of the 

dynamic and Vignal systems, the condition is: 
-F 

0.7 cr~gF < ~g , which 

is met, for instance, for all the four levelling sections given in 

Table 6-1. For the Helmert system, the condition is: F 
1. 4 cr ~r]F < Mg , 

which is not met in the case of the last two levelling sections. 

Accordingly, we can see that all three kinds of the gravity 

corrections can be computed with adequate precision, whether we use 

observed gravity or predicted anomaly values, providing that the above 

condition concerning the precision of the used anomaly is satisfied. 

F 
If the available free-air anomaly is adequately reliable (cr~gF <~g), 

then it can be guaranteed that the computed dynamic and Vignal gravity 

corrections are also adequately reliable. Otherwise, if the precision 

F 
of the anomaly is questionable (i.e. cr~gF >~g), the gravity corrections 

should not be computed. However, even with reliable anomalies, the 

reliability of Helmert gravity correction is not easily predictable. 

This is so because GCH is a function of the difference of gravity 

anomalies (rather than their average value) which increases the require-

ments on the accuracy of the involved free-air anomalies. 

At this point, one can see that the argument given by Boal 

does not seem to be valid providing that the predicted gravity 

anomalies (using for instance the EPB File) have precisions adequate 

in the sense discussed above. It is generally known that predicted 

values are not as accurate as the observed values of gravity. ,However, 

if the corrections using predicted gravity are adequately reliable, 

they should be applied. The gain in accuracy-of resulting dynamic 

heights is evident. 
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6.1.3 Gravity Correction Tables 

Before the era of computers and pocket calculators, it has 

traditionally been found convenient in practice to use tables, especially 

when dealing with corrective terms. An example of such tables, mentioned 

in chapter 3, is Bowie and Avers tables for computing the orthometric 

and dynamic corrections based on normal gravity. Even now with the 

calculating machines being widely used everywhere, the tables may still 

be useful (especially for imadequately trained parties) in eliminating 

the need of punching lengthy numbers and using calculating machines. 

Therefore, it was decided to provide here a set of tables to 

facilitate the practical (approximate) computations of the gravity 

corrections. The gravity correction tables can, in the author's opinion, 

serve several purposes. Firstly, the gravity correction tables will 

complement the Bowie and Avers tables mentioned above. In other words, 

the two sets of tables will form a complete package for correcting the 

levelled height differences for the influences of normal gravity and 

actual gravity irregularities. Such a package leads to rigorous heights 

defined on the basis of actual gravity, and can be used on occasions 

where machine computations are either not available or not desired. 

Also, the gravity correction tables can be used for quick checking on 

the magnitude and/or the general trend of any gravity correction for 

different combinations of arguments. Finally, providing a gravity anomaly 

contour map is available for the area surrounding the observed levelling 

route, these tables give one the opportunity to evaluate and apply the 

gravity corrections even in the field, by the precise levelling field 

parties, during the course of observations. 

The gravity correction tables are contained in Appendix III, 

and are accompanied with detailed instructions illustrating their 
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usage. For reasons given in Appendix III, the sequence of presenting 

the tables is: Vignal, Dynamic and then Helmert. The tamles were 

computed on the basis of the approximate expressions for the GC's 

* 6equations 4-41, 4-43, and 4-44). The value of y 0 , 45 o = 980 624.0 

mgal was taken for the reference gravity G, which is the 

value presently used in Canada. The GC's are tabulated for different 

values of observed height-difference ~h, average height h, free-air 

anomaly xqF over the levelling section under consideration. In 

addition, it was found convenient to break down the formula for the 

Helmert gravity correction GCH into two terms that can be found from 

separate tables. An effort has been made to arrange the tables in 

such a way as to allow the user to perform only a simple linear inter-

polation for any combination of arguments. 

To obtain any gravity correction from the tables, one needs 

only two arguments. One is either the levelled height difference ~h 

or the average height h, which is usually available from the field book. 

-F The other is either the average free-air anoma~y ~g or the anomaly 

difference ~~gF, which can be obtained by anyone of the means outlined 

in section 6.1.1. Once the gravity correction is obtained (with the 

appropriate sign), it is added algebraically to the height difference 

based on normal gravity to yield the gravimetrically corrected height 

difference. , 

To close this section up, let us, as an example, evaluate the 

gravity corrections for one levelling section, using the tables in Appendix 

III. To be able to compare the results, let us consider the second 

levelling section in Table 6-1 for which the corrections have been 

evaluated by tpe computer. For this section we have the following 

i nfnrmation: 



h 

Ah 

-F Ag 
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1 2 (140.54 + 111.53) = 126.035 m, 

111.53 - 140.54 = - 29.01 m, 

t (-33.38 - 36.53) = -34.955 mgal, 

-36.53- (-33.38) = -3.15 mgal 

The Vignal gravity correction GCV is obtained from Table III-1 for 

-F arguments Ag and Ah as: 

v 
GC = + 1.035 mm. 

The dynamic gravity correction GC0 is obtained from Table III-1 as 

explained in section III-2. First, a value of -5.007 mgal for oy , 
0 

-F obtained from Table I-1 (for latitude~~ 46°), is added to Ag. Then, 

the resultant (-39.962 mgall is used along with Ah as arguments to enter 

Table III-1 and get: 

GCD = 1.183 mm. 

The first term·in the Helmert gravity correction, GCH, equation is 

obtained from Table III-1 as + 0.402 mm, for arguments AAgF and h. 

The second term is obtained f~om Table III-2 as -0.833 mm, for arguments 

h and Ah. Thus, GCH is given as: 

H 
GC = + 0.402 - 0.833 0.431 mm 

Comparison of these results with the corresponding values in 

Table 6-1 reveals a very good agreement for all the three kinds of gravity 

corrections:. Therefore, it can be concluded. that·. the. gravity correction 

tables given in Appendix III give, with appropriate linear interpolation, 

the gravity corrections with adequate precision. 
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6.2 Test Results Using Actual Data 

We recall from section 1.6 that one of the questions, which 

needsto be clarified, is whether the gravity corrections will accumu

late or cancel as one goes along an entire levelling line or loop. 

The answer of course depends on many factors: the relative geographical 

location of the levelling sections constituting the line; the nature 

of the elevation profile along the line; the characteristics of the 

actual gravity field along the line; and on the overall length of the 

line. 

This section presents an attempt to give some quantitative 

answers to the above question, based on actual data. The idea here is 

to compute the accumulated gravity corrections for some selected lines 

and loops, and compare them (numerically or graphically) with the 

corresponding accumulated standard error in precise levelling, based 

on the Canadian standards of accuracy. At the same time, we want to 

determine the confidence intervals for the gravity corrections. 

The Canadian specifications for vertical control (GSC, 1960; 

S&M Branch, 1961; S&M Branch, 1973] state that the allowable discrepancy 

~ between corresponding forward and backward runnings in precise 

levelling is not to exceed 4 mm / S (km)., in absolute value. The GSC 

has conducted some studies on the accidental observational errors in 

the CPLN [Peterson, 1970; Boal, 197la; Boal, 197lb] in an attempt to 

interpret the specifications in terms of actually achieved confidence 

intervals of the height differences ~h. The obtained results indicate 

that the specified allowable limit of 4 mm is met in 85% of cases, i.e. 
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that it is equivalent to 1.5 a~,{Boal, 197lb~~ where a~ is the 

standard deviation of the discrepancy ~, standardized:for 1 km by 

dividing by square-root of the line length. 

It is known that: 

F - B, (6-5) 

~h 
1 = 2 (F + B) I (6-6) 

where F denotes the forward and B the backward runnings. Assuming 

that F and B are independent and both having the same standard 

deviation a, the law of propagation of errors [Braaten et al., 1950; 

Van~ek, 1973] applied on (6-5) and (6-6) yields: 

2 
a~ 

from which one gets: 

From the above discussion, it can be seen that: 

' 

and consequently by substituting in equation (6-9), we get: 

a~h- 1.33 mm , 

(6-7) 

(6-8) 

(6-9) 

(6-10) 

(6-11) 

standardized for 1 km. This value of a~h is used in our investigation 

herein as a representative value for the contribution of accidental 

errors in the CPLN. 

It may be of interest to mention here that in the United 

States the specifications for precise vertical control [Holdahl, 

1974; U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1974] stipulate that the standard 

error a ~h is not to exceed 0. 7 mm / S (km). This value corresponds 



approximately to the International specifications for random error 

contribution (0.6 mm per 1 km) in precise level nets IBaeschlin, 1960a; 

Krakiwsky, 1965]. The total error (including random and systematic 

parts), according to the International specifications, should not 

exceed 1.08 mm per 1 km [Baeschlin, 1960a]. 

Using equation (6-11), the standard error of a height difference 

t.h .·derd..ved from Precise levelling work in Canada can be written as: 
0~ 

cr t.h . = 1. 33 mm 
0~ 

I s . (km) 
0~ 

(6-12) 

where S . is the sum of the lengths of the segments of the levelling 
0~ 

line up to the bench mark "i", starting from the initial point "o" 

of the line. Thus, ~·Te have: 
i-1 

t.h . ·z: 
lihjk oi 

j=O 

i-1 
s oi l: sjk 

j=O 

(6-13) 

(6-14) 

where: k = j + 1, t.hjk and sjk are the levelled height difference 

and the length of the section between conse~utive bench marks j and k. 

Similarly, the accumulated gravity correction is given by: 

i-1 
GC . = 

0~ 
l: 

j=O 
GCjk (6-15) 

The standard deviation of the GC . can be obtained by propagating the 
0~ 

standard deviations of individual section corrections using equation 

(6-15) which gives: 
i-~ 

I l: 
j=O 

By doing this, we neglect the correlation between the GCjk's. 

(6-16) 

A computer program called LOOPGC has been developed by the 

author to compute the accumulated quantities stated above. The 

program uses the rigorous formulae given in section 4.2 to compute 
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GCjk in equation (6-15). 
2 

The computation of the variances a 
GCjk 

in equation (6-16) are based on the expressions developed in section 

4.4. Additional details about the LOOPGC program can be obtained 

from the Surveying Engineering Computer Library, UNB. 

Let us now outline the sources of data for the selected 

lines and loops. The discussion of data coverage in Canada (chapter 5) 

indicated marked lack of observed gravity values at the bench marks. 

The only significant source of gravity data observed at bench marks 

is the project undertaken by the GGD of the EPB in 1964 in the area 

of Eastern Ontario [Hamilton and Buchan, 1965]. Realizing the fact 

that this area is of a relatively low ·elevation {less than 300 m on 

the average), it was felt that relying solely on these test data may 

show inconclusive results. In order to be able to draw more realistic 

conclusions one must have test data from various locations having 

different characteristics. Therefore, it was decided to consider only 

one line and one loop from Eastern Ontario, and search for other 

sources of relevant data, even outside Canada, that would serve our 

purpose. 

From the author's search in the literature, two sources of 

reliable data have been found relevant. The first is Rapp's M.Sc. 

Thesis [1961] containing observed gravity values at bench marks along 

a first-order line in West Germany. The second is Krakiwsky's 

publication Il966] that gives observed gravity values at bench marks 

along a first-order loop in West Germany. Both the line and the 

loop are of medium elevation. 
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To incorporate also some levelling routes of high elevations, 

two lines from a first-order levelling loop in Alberta have been used. 

Since observed gravity values at the bench marks are not available 

for the Alberta loop, the predicted free-air anomalies are used 

instead. The reason behind our choice of Alberta loop is that this 

loop has been previously investigated by Vanf~ek 11970], Christodulidis 

and Van~ek [1972] and Van~ek et al. 11972). This gives us the 

opportunity of checking our results. 

The descriptions, computations and results associated with 

the selected lines and loops will be discussed in the following two 

sections. It should be noted here that even the German line and loop 

will be analysed to the Canadian standards of accuracy, since similar 

characteristics may be encountered in Canada as well. 

6.2.1 Behaviour of Gravity Corrections Along Test Lines 

The results obtained from four real test lines are discussed 

in this section. The first two are based on observed gravity at bench 

marks and the last two are based on predicted free-air anomalies. The 

computer output from LOOPGC program containing the pertinent information 

as well as detailed computations of accumulated gravity corrections and 

their standard deviations for the four lines is given in Appendix IV. 

The first line, labelled here as "Line No. 4", was selected 

in Eastern Ontario [Hamilton and-Buchan, 1965]. The location of the 

line (about 240 km long) is shown in Figure 6-1. The elevation along 

the line varies from 76 m to 402 m, and the free-air anomaly (based 

on the 1967 system) ranges between +9 mgal and -27 mgal. It should 
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SECTION 2 
31-F East 

31- C West 

3l-C Eas1 

FIGURE 6-1 

Location of Test Line No. 4 (Eastern Ontario). 

(From: Hamilton and Buchan [1965]. 
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F 
be noted here that the free-air anomalies, ~g '· given in Hamilton 

and Buchan [1965] were computed on the basis of the 1930 system. 

Thus, before using these anomalies in our computations, they have 

been converted to the 1967 new system using the GGD empirical 

formula (equation 5-2) [Valliant, 1975], i.e.: 

~g~930 + (-0.95 - 13.6 sin2cp + 0.05cp ) , (6-17) 

mgal for cp in degrees of arc. The standard deviations crg and crh 

were estimated as cr 
g 

0.05 mgal and crh = 0.03 m by Hamilton and 

Buchan. 

The graphical display of the accumulated gravity corrections 

GC . (dynamic, Helmert and Vignal) against the corresponding accumulated 
0~ 

standard error cr~h . of precise levelled height difference, at each 
0~ 

bench mark along the line, is depicted in Figure 6-2. 

The second test line, labelled here as "Line No. 8", was used 

by Rapp [1961], in his investigation of the different orthometric 

heights. The line (about 101 km long) is located in West Germany and 

extends from Munich southwards to the border of Austria. It constitutes 

a part of the UELN, and its geographical location is shown in Figure 

6-3. The free-air anomalies taken from Rapp [1961] are again based 

on the 1930 system. The corresponding 1967 values have been obtained 

from the IAG devised formula (equation 5-3) [IAG, 1971], i.e.: 

Kg~930 + (3.2 - 13.6 sin2cp) mgal. (6--18) 

There are no accuracy estimates for g and h available in Rapp [1961]. 

However, it was stated that both heights and gravity observations were 
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SCALE 1: ~1000 

. )j80~10' r-----4--'----}-----1--·----'--1-----1---~ 

FIGURE 6-3 

Location of Test Line No. 8 (Germany-Austria, 

Part of UELN) 

(From: Rapp [1961]) 
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of high quality. Hence, the values og = 0.05 rogal and oh = 0.03 ro 

have been used also in the computations of this line. The elevation 

along the line ranges between 546 ro and 950 ro, and the anomalies 

vary from -13 rogal to -36 rogal. The plot of accumulated gravity 

corrections and standard error of precise levelling for this line is 

given in Figure 6-4. 

It is worth mentioning here that the accumulated Helroert 

gravity correction of 80 rom (Figure 6-4) agrees with results given 

by Rapp. This can be considered as an independent check on the 

correctness of the formula for the Helroert gravity correction derived 

here. 

The third and fourth test lines are parts (about 40 kro and 

15 kro, respectively) of the Alberta loop. These two lines are labelled 

here as "Line No. 9" and "Line No. 10", respectively, as shown in 

Figure 6-5. The free-air anomaly and its resulting standard deviation 

at each bench roark of these two lines, were predicted using the technique 

described by Vanf~ek et al. [1972] and gravity data from the EPB 

file (Appendix II). Here again, the value of oh = 0.03 ro was adopted 

as before. The elevation along Line No. 9 varies from 1135 ro to 1314 ro 

and the free-air anomaly from -3 rogal to -18 rogal. For Line No. 10, 

the elevation ranges between 1047 ro and 1156 ro, and the anomaly is 

-17 rogal on the average. The corresponding plots of accumulated gravity 

corrections and precise levelling standard errors are shown in Figures 6-6 

and 6-7. 

Comparison of the accumulated dynamic and Vigna! gravity 

corrections (Figures 6-6 and 6-7) with the corresponding results 
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111' 

870 

950 -- -

· FIGURE 6-5 

Location of Test Lines Nos. 9 and 10 (Parts of Alberta Loop). 

(From·: ;,v 
Van1cek et al. [1972]) 
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given in VaniJek et al. [1972] (who were investigating only dynamic 

and Vigna! heights) shows the following. There is a slight difference 

in Vignal gravity correction, which can be attributed to the different 

gravity fields used in both cases. Here we are using the new EPB 

gravity file, while Vanidek et al. used the old gravity file (see 

section 5.2.3). On the other hand, the disagreement in the dynamic 

gravity correction is found significant (one order of magnitude). 

According to Appendix V and the discussion given at the end of section 

4.2, we have made sure that our formulae for the gravity corrections 

are correct. This suggests that the values of either kind of dynamic 

heights of Alberta loop reported in Vani~ek et al. [1972] are in 

error. 

From the graphical display of the obtained results (Figures 

6-2, 6-4, 6-6 and 6-7), we can notice the following about the behaviour 

of the gravity corrections along the tested levelling lines: 

1. The accumulation of the gravity corrections along levelling lines 

do not generally cancel out~ 

2. The behaviour of both the accumulated dynamic and Vignal gravity 

corrections, Gc0 . and GCv., along levelling lines is almost the 
0~ 0~ 

same, with the former being larger in magnitude than the latter. 

Both corrections are, however, within the allowable limits of 

accumulated standard error crfl.h . in precise levelling~ 
0~ 

3. The behaviour of the accumulated Helmert gravity correction, GCH. 
0~ 

4. 

is the most abrupt and most pronounced, compared to the dynamic 

and Vignal systems; 

H 
At several locations along levelling lines, the GC . is much larger 

0~ 

in magnitude than the corresponding crfl.h . 
0~ 
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s.. In spite of the fact that accumulated gravity correction over the 

entire levelling line may be less than cr over the line, it is 
llh 

obvious that the heights of several intermediate bench marks are sig-

rrlficantly influenced by the gravity correction. Such influence 

is more pronounced again in case of Helmert system. This can 

be easily noticed from the differences in slope of the two curves 

representing GC0 i and crllh . . In other words, for some levelling 
0~ 

sections along the line, the gravity correction is larger than 

the expected crflh" Thus relying only on the heights of the two 

ends of a levelling line (which may not be significantly affected 

by the irregularities of the gravity field) and neglecting what is 

happening along the entire line is not a valid argument. A 

levelling line could be several hundred kilometres long, and new 

levelling extensions could be initiated f~om one of the inter-

mediate bench marks of the line whose height could be significantly 

affected by the lack of application of gravity correction. 

From the numerical results tabulated in Appendix IV, the 

following remarks apply to the standard deviation of the accumulated 

gravity corrections: 

1. For test lines No. 4 and No. 8 (computed on the basis of observed 

gravity) , the reliability of the accumulated gravity corrections 

is high (having very small standard deviations). Even at the 95% 

probability level, the accumulated gravity correction is signi-

ficantly different from zero, and thus must be taken into account. 

This holds true for all three kinds of gravity corrections. 
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2. The test lines No. 9 and No. 10 (computed on the basis of predicted 

anomalies) show adequate reliability of the accumulated dynamic 

and Vignal gravity corrections even at the 95% probability level. 

For most sections of the two lines, the accumulated Helmert 

gravity corection is different from zero at the 68% probability 

level. Few sections indicate, however, a questionable reliability 

of the corresponding GCH. Nevertheless, on the basis of the 

discussion given in section 6.1.2, these results may be still 

considered satisfactory since the predicted anomalies are 

F 
obtained with adequate precision (cr~gF <~g). 

At this stage, we can see that the EPB File (Appendix II) 

proved to be adequate for prediction of free-air anomalies at the 

bench marks, of the two investigated lines in Alberta loop, for the 

evaluation of gravity corrections with sufficient precision. This 

may be or may not be the case in other parts of the country. The 

investigation of the quality and adequacy of the EPB File for such 

an application is a major task that needs to be carried out in the 

future. As mentioned earlier, the use of predicted gravity is not 

as accurate as using observed gravity values, but still renders the 

accuracy of heights better than neglecting the gravity corrections 

altogether. This implies that for the levelling lines running into 

areas covered by sufficiently dense and reliable point gravity and 

height information, the observed gravity values at bench marks are 

not necessarily required. The predicted anomalies with adequate 

reliability can be used instead. 
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6.2.2 Behaviour of Gravity Corrections Along Test Loops 

The results obtained from two real levelling loops are 

presented in this section. Both loops have been computed on the basis 

of gravity values observed at bench marks. Details about the pertinent 

data as well as the accumulated gravity correction computations are 

tabulated in Appendix IV, ··for both loops. 

The first test loop (about 254 km), labelled here as· "Loop 

No. 5" is located in Eastern Ontario [Hamilton and Buchan, 1965], as 

illustrated in Figure 6-8. The anomaly varies from -2 mgal to -30 mgal, 

and the elevation from 42 m to 424 m along the loop. The plot of 

accumulated gravity corrections and standard error in levelling is 

shown in Figure 6-9. 

The second test loop (about 389 km) is labelled here as "Loop 

No. 6". It is a part of the UELN in West Germany and was used by 

Krakiwsky [1966] in his analysis and comparison of various systems 

of orthometric heights. The loop (see Figure 6-10) is located at the 

s-w border of East Germany and the N-W border of Czechoslovakia, and 

extends southward towards Austria. Along the loop, the anomaly 

varies from -12 mgal to +70 mgal, and the elevation ranges between 

237 m and 560 m. Figure 6-11 depicts the accumulated gravity 

corrections and standard error in precise levelling along the loop. 

All the comments and remarks stated in the previous section 

about the behaviour of the gravity corrections along levelling lines 

hold true as well for the levelling loops. In addition, the following 

can be noticed. The gravity corrections do not cancel out round a 

closed loop, and they generally produce a loop closure. The obtained 

loop closures (see Figures 6-9 and 6-11) for the dynamic,Helmert 
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Location of Test Loop No. 6 (West Germany - Part of UELN) 

(From: Krakiwsky [1966]). 
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and Vignal systems are all exactly the same. Such a result is not 

surprising. It illustrates the fact that all.systems of height, 

which take into account the actual gravity have the same character

istic quality of defining the heights of terrain points uniquely. 

This implies that such rigorous height systems theoretically 

produce zero closure round a closed loop. Hence, the loop closures 

of approximately 2 mm (Figure 6-9) and 4 mm (Figure 6-11) are solely 

due to the influence of actual gravity irregularities round the 

tested loops. 



CHAPTER 7 

PREDICTION OF GRAVITY CORRECTIONS 

The questions concerning the practical computation and influ

ence of the gravity corrections, as applied to actual levelling lines 

and loops, have received attention in the previous chapter. The last 

question now is: where in Canada are these corrections significant and 

hence should be taken into account? To answer this question is the 

second main objective of the present study, and is dealt with in 

this chapter. A significance criterion is set-up first. Then a 

computational technique is presented which allows one to identify the 

areas of significant gravity corrections. Finally, sample results and 

conclusions based on actual data are given. 

7.1 Significance of Gravity Corrections 

The decision as to what is and what is not significant is of 

course always open to discussion. As an illustration of an arbitrarily 

selected criterion for the significance of the gravity corrections, we 

can cd:te, for instance, Weidauer [1963] who has chosen a limiting 

value of the GC of 1 mm per 1 km (i.e.~= 1 mm/km). As a result of 

this choice, most of his computations and comparisons showed that the 

gravity corrections are insignificant. This finding had justified, in 

his view, the neglect of actual gravity in his simplified expressions 

for the normal heights. 

154 
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It seems more logical to us :to compare the accumulated gravity 

corrections along a levelling line with the corresponding accumulated 

standard error expected in precise levelling, as we have done in 

section 6.2. Thus we shall follow thi?line of reasoning in our study. 

It is well known that the standard error, crAh' in precise levelling 

propagates with the square root of the distance along the line. On 

the other hand, the gravity correction, as a systematic quantity, 

propagates differently. From our limited experience with actual 

levelling lines and loops, computed in the previous chapter, it seems 

rather difficult to predict how the gravity corrections are going to 

accumulate. In a very long run, the gravity effect accumulates 

randomly, but in short runs it does so linearly. ln o~4e~ to be on the 

safe side for all cases, we must assume a linear accumulation. Thus, 

considering only a part of the levelling line, the accumulated GC may 

be smaller than the corresponding crAh" However, dealing with the entire 

line, the accumulated GC along the line could be significantly greater 

than crAh" Therefore, the significance criterion for the gravity correc-

tion should be taken as a fraction of dAh' above which the gravity 

correction is considered significant. 

In our present study, the significance criterion for the 

gravity corrections will be taken as equal to 10% of the standard error 

crAh' which is consistent with the widely spread custom. This criterion 

was originally set-up by Baeschlin [1960a], where he stated that the 

error in the actual geopotential number due to the gravity error should 

1 
not exceed 10 of the standard error in precise levelling. The same 

criterion was further used by Levallois [1964] and Ramsayer [1965a] in 

investigating the frequency of gravity measurements along the levelling 
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lines for the European levelling networks. 

we recall from section 6.2 that the standard error d~h = 1.33 

mm per 1 km (see equation 6-11) is typical for the CPLN. Using the 

above criterion, 10% of o~h is 0.133 mm/km, or approximately 0.14 mm/km. 

Consequently, the absolute value of the gravity correction greater than 

0.14 mm per 1 km will be considered significant in Canada, and should 

be thus added to the existing height differences (based on normal 

gravity) • 

It should be noted here that the statement "Gravity correction 

greater than 0.14 mm/km must be considered significant" is not to be 

confused with the statement "It may be questionable to look for a 

gravity correction whose resulting standard devia±ion is larger in 

magnitude than the correction itself" (see sections 4.4 and 6.1.2). 

In the former, we are comparing the magnitude of the gravity correction 

against the corresponding standard error in precise levelling, and we 

are talking about "significance" of the gravity correction which 

depends on the magnitude of gravity. In the latter statement the 

gravity correction is compared with its own standard deviation resulting 

from propagating the standard deviations of the quantities involved in 

the evaluation of the correction. Here, we are talking about the 

"reliability" of the gravity correction, which depends basically on the 

gravity coverage available. 

7.2 Computational Technique 

It was decided to develop the computational technique for 

predicting the gravity corrections using the rigorous rather than the 
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approximate expressions derived in Chapter 4. The reason for this 

decision is to be able to use this technique also in other parts of 

the world without much modification. If the technique was to be used 

outside North America, the values of some constants, coming from the 

difference oy between the actually used and the 1967 International 
0 

formulae for normal gravity, in the developed software have to be 

changed. Outside North America, the actual oy may seriously affect 
0 

the Helmert and Vignal gravity corrections. 

The computational technique presented herein was first 

proposed by Nassar and Van{dek [1975], and tested further by Nassar 

[1975b] using gravity data based on the 1930 International system. 

Before outlining the technique in detail .. , we introduce some con-

venient approximations in the rigorous formulae for the gravity 

corrections by using approximate expressions for the quantities oy 
0 

and Aoy . 
0 

We have seen that the quantity oy can be approximated by 
0 

equation (4-39), i.e.: 

(7-1) 

The coefficients a0 , a1 and a 2 are given for Canada (and the United 

States) by equations (4-40) in mgal. For other countries, where the 

actually used normal gravity formula can be reformulated in the same 

form as the 1967 International formula, an expression for oy similar 
0 

to equation (7-1) can be obtained. The resulting values of the 

coefficients a 0 , a 1 and a 2 , in this case, may of course differ from 

those given by equations (4-40). The change of oy with latitude can 
0 

be obtained by differentiating equation (7-1) with respect to ~- We get: 
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day 
---0- = 2a sin ~ cos ~ + 4a2sin 2~ cos 2~ , 

dcfJ 1 

which can be rewritten as: 

(7-2) 

For a levelling section between two sufficiently close points i and j, 

equation (7-2) can be approximated by: 

My .. - (a1sin2~. . + 2a2sin 4~ .. ) ll~ .. 
o,1J 1J 1J 1J 

(7-3) 

where lloy .. is defined by equation (4-26) and ll~ .. = ~-- ~-· Equa-
o, 1J 1J J 1 

tion (7-3) can be viewed as transforming the difference of normal 

gravities to the corresponding difference in latitudes of i and j. 

The convenient~ expression for the dynamic gravity correction 

D 
GC .. has already been given by equation (4-41). However, for the 

1J 

reader's convenience we copy it here again, i.e.: 

D 
GC .. 

1J 

The corresponding expressions for the Helmert and Vignal gravity 

corrections can be obtained by substituting equation (7-3) into 

equations (4-27) and (4-36) respectively. We get: 

H 
GC .. 

1J 

v 
GC .. 

1J 

1 -F - - -
G [llh .. llg .. - (a1sin 2~ .. + 2a2sin 4~ .. )ll~ .. h .. ] 

1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 

7.2.1 Outline of the proposed technique 

(7-4) 

(7-6) 

We have seen that the gravity corrections are dependent not 

only on the characteristics of the height and gravity fields within 
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the area of concern, but also on the direction of the levelling line. 

Hence, the main idea here is to compute the accumulated gravity correc-

tion along simulated levelling lines in different directions within the 

area of interest. In each direction, the results are then to be 

compared to the predetermined significance criterion of 0.14 mm/km. 

To start with, let us consider a 1° x 1° block as the (unit) 

area of interest. The choice of the appropriate size of the block will 

be discussed in the next section. This block is frequently referred to 

here as 1° x 1° cell or, for brevity, a "cell". Moreover, we shall 

deal only with straight simulated levelling lines AB of length s and 

azimuth a radiating from the centre of the cell. This implies that A 

will coincide with the centre of the block, whose latitude and longi-

tude is denoted by ~ and A , respectively, and B will be the end of 
0 0 

the line running across the cell (see Figure 7-1). 

The position of any point, e.g. "i", within the cell may be 

expressed in geodetic coordinates (~, A). However, as it has been 

customarily found convenient, the local orthogonal Cartesian 

coordinates (x, y), shown in Figure 7-1, are used instead of (~, A) 

in the subsequent developments. It is worth pointing out here that 

the final results do not depend on the adopted coordinate system. 

The mathematical relationship between the two systems , mentioned above, 

will be defined as: 

X. 
l 

y. = p cos ~ (A -A.) , 
1 om o o 1 

(7-7) 

(7-8) 

where A is taken positive west and p is the mean radius of curvature 
om 

of the reference ellipsoid (Clark 1866 for the North America) computed 
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at the centre of the cell. p0 m is usually computed from the following 

formulae [e.g. Krakiwsky and Wells, 1971]: 

M 
0 

N 
0 

pom ~ 0 0 

2 
e 

2 a(l-e ) 
2 . 2 3/2 

(1-e s~n <P ) 
0 

a 

(1 2 . 2 A, ) 1/2 -e s~n 'I' 
0 

(7-9a) 

(7-9b) 

(7-9c) 

(7-9d) 

where, for Clark 1866 ellipsoid, a = 6378.2064 km and b = 6356.5838 km. 

It should be noted here that equations (7-7) and (7-8) are the simplest 

mapping (<j> 1 A)+ (x, y). These two relationships can be further 

simplified by using a mean value for the radius of the earth instead 

of p • 
om 

At this point, one more convenient approximation can be used. 

This is to replace <P • • by <P in equations (7-4), (7-5) and (7-6), 
~J 0 

for all the points i and j within the cell. This approximation will 

result in negligible error whose extreme value is less than 5% of 

the corrective terms ED (equation 4-38) or EH (equation 4-42). Hence, 

the gravity corrections for a levelling section between i and j can be 

rewritten as: 

D 
GC .. 

~J 

h.. F 
GC~. = G~J [-~~g .. + k2~cp .. + 0.2238 ~h .. ] , 

~J ~J ~J ~J 

(7-10) 

(7-11) 



Here kl and k2 

kl 

k2 

v 
GC .. 

~J 

are 

a 
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1 -F -
G [Llh .. Llg .. + k2 M . . h .. 1 

~J ~J ~J ~J 

constant for each cell given 

. 2<1> sin 2 
2<P + al s~n + a2 

0 0 0 

-(a1sin 2<1> + 2a2 sin 4<1> ) ., 
0 0 

(7-12) 

by: 

(7-13) 

(7-14) 

It is important for the subsequent developments to keep in mind that 

the physical units of the gravity corrections computed from equations 

F 
(7-10), (7-11) and (7-12) are metres for hand L'lh in metres, &g, G, k1 , 

k 2 in mgal and L'l<P in radians. 

The gravity corrections accumulated along an entire hypothet-

ical levelling line, between points A and B, composed of several 

sections ij are expressed by equation (6-9) • These accumulated 

gravity corrections can be more exactly evaluated by replacing the sum 

in equation (6-9) by an integral so that we obtain (see equations 4-15, 

4-28 and 4-37): 

D 
GCAB 

J.s D F F 
f (L'lg., 11g., h., hJ., <P;' <P.> ds, 

0 ~ J ;!:. .... J 

s 
r 

0 

H F F 
f (11g., 11g., h., h., <P;' <P.> ds, 

~ J ~ J .... J 

J s v F A F ) 
f (6g., og., h.' h]., <j>.' <PJ. d.s • 

0 ~ J ~ ~ 

(7-15) 

(7-16) 

(7-17) 

Along the simulated levelling profiles, we further formulate 

h 1 . . D fH V . 1 d' t e ana yt~cal express~ons f , and f ~n terms of po ar coor ~nates 

s and a. Once this is done, the evaluation of the integrals for a 

particular azimuth and distance is straightforward. To express the 

subintegral functions in terms of a and s, we take the following 

steps: 
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1. Using the free-air anomalies and heights within the cell extracted 

from the EPB File, we seek the best least-squares fitting surface 

-F 
(2-D polynomial) ~g to the free-air anomaly field and another 

surface h for the height. This step produces a vector of coeffi-

cients, B or C, for each surface; 

2. Then, the variations of the free-air anomaly and height along a 

straight levelling line of azimuth a are approximated by 1-D 

polynomial, whose coefficients are functions of the corresponding 

coefficients B or C determined in (1); 

3. Inserting the 1-D polynomials for ~gF and h into the analytical 

formulae for the gravity corrections (equations 7-10, 7-11 and 

7-12) and transforming the geographic latitudes into distance and 

azimuth, we end up with differential formulae for the f's, in 

equations (7-15), (7-16) and (7-17), ready to be integrated. 

A separate section will be devoted to the discussion of 

each of the above steps in detail. 

7.2.2 Approximation of gravity anomaly and height fields 

The least-squares approximation is known to be the best 

method of prediction [Ch.eney., 1966] in the sense that it yields the 

smallest mean-square error. Throughout this section we will be 

talking only about the prediction of the free-air anomaly field and 

only state the corresponding formulae for the prediction of the height 

field. 

If there is a sufficient number of observed data within the 

cell, the free-air anomaly (or height) field can be approximated by a 

surface. This surface can be described by, for instance, a 2-D mixed 
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algebraic polynomial whose coefficients are determined in such a way 

as to best fit the observed data in the least-squares sense. This 

technique was proposed by Nagy [1963] and further used in [Nagy, 1973; 

,v 
Merry and Van1cek, 1974; Merry, 1975] to predict anomalies within 

cells of different sizes and using different orders of the approxi-

mating polynomials. A variation of the same technique was used in 

[Van~ek et al., 1972] to represent a reduced gravity field, from 

which the reduced gravity at any point in the interpolation area can 

be predicted and the corresponding surface gravity obtained. The 2-D 

algebraic polynomials are used for smooth surface approximation 

because they combine the advantages of simple computations with high 

flexibility [Kubik, 1971]. 

Using the above technique, the free-air anomaly at any point 

i within the cell can be predicted by the following polynomial: 

m 

E bJ.I/Jj (xi, yi) , 
j=l 

(7-18) 

where 1/J's can be arbitrarily chosen linearly independent functions 

(base functions) of the position of i, and b's are the sought best 

fitting coefficients [Cheney, 1966; Vanf~ek and Wells, 1972]. Since 

k !/, 
the mixed algebraic functions x y , k, !/, = 0, l, ••• , rare particu-

larly simple to deal with, they are used here, where r is usually 

referred to as the order of the approximating polynomial. 

The smaller the order "r" is, the smoother the approximating 

surface; it then indicates only the general trend of the approximated 

field. On the other hand, a higher order surface depicts the local 

irregularities of the field, and as such is more precise in estimating 
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the gravity correction in the desired direction. Unfortunately, the 

higher order polynomial is seldom usable due to the amount of data 

needed to solve for the polynomial coefficients. The data coverage 

in the EPB file is usually not sufficiently dense. However, as our 

purpose here is to predict areas with significant gravity corrections, 

and not to produce accurate values of gravity corrections for pract-

ical use, a higher order approximation of the gravity (or height) 

field is not necessary. For simplicity, the subsequent developments 

of the prediction technique will be shown for a third order poly-

nomial, i.e. r = 3, that has m = 16 coefficients. Also, as mentioned 

before, a 1° x 1° cell is taken as the interpolation area. The choice 

of the appropriate order "r" and the size of the basic cell will be 

discussed later on the basis of actually obtained results. 

Taking the above restrictions into account, equation (7-18) 

becomes: 

(7-19) 

where the b's are, again, the 16 coefficients to be determined. A 

similar expression can be then written for the approximating polynomial 

to the height field, i.e.: 

3 k !/, -h (x.' yi) I: ckJI. X. y, 
~ k=O ~ ~ 

(7-20) 

J/.=0 

where c's are another 16 coefficients, generally different from the 

b's. 

It will be found handy to rewrite equations (7-19) and (7-20) 

using matrix notation: 
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-F { ) = '¥T f:l.g X. 1 y. .; B 1 
~ ~ ... {7-21) 

h {x., y.) = '¥7 C, 
~ ~ ~ 

{7-22) 

where'¥. is the vector of the mixed algebraic base functions evaluated 
~ 

for {x., y.), and Band Care the vectors of coefficients. The super
~ 1 

script T indicates the transposition operation in matrix algebra. We 

thus have: 

'¥7 [1, 2 3 2 3 2 2 
yi, yi, y., X.' X. yi, X. yi, X. yi, x., X. y i' 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ 

2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 
] , X. y i, X. y., X.' X. y i' X. y., X. yi 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 
{7-23) 

{7-24) 

{7-25) 

To determine the unknown coefficients B and C, observation 

equations of the following form can be written for each point i within 

F the cell for which the anomaly l:l.g. and the height h. are known: 
1 1 

-F 
{xi' y.) F 

l:l.g + v l:l.g. 
~ g. 1 

~ 

(7-26) 

h {xi' y i) + vh. 
~ 

hi {7-27) 

Here v and vh are the residuals. Substituting equations {7-21) and 
gi i 

{7-22) into {7-26) and {7-27) , for all the "n" data points within the 

cell, we get: 
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L - AB , 
g 

(7-28) 

(7-29) 

where: Vg is the vector of anomaly residuals, Vh is the vector of height 

residuals, Lg is the vector of known anomalies and Lh is the vector of 

known heights - all having n elements. The matrix A, known as Vander-

monde's or design matrix, is composed of 16 column vectors of functional 

values for each of the 16 base functions evaluated at the known n data 

points. h d h f h mT . b . In ot er wars, ten rows o A are t e r. g1ven y equat1on 
1 

(7-23) fori= 1, 2, .•. , n. 

The systems (7-28) and (7-29) can be solved for the unknown 

coefficients B and C using the least-squares technique [Van{lek and 

Wells, 1972], providing that the number "n" of available data points 

is equal to or greater than 16. However, before doing that we have to 

decide what weights are to be assigned to the observed quantities L 
g 

In the least-squares approximation, the weights are character-

ized by an arbitrarily selected weight function, w(x, y) , which has to 

be non-negative over the interpolation area. This w is usually chosen, 

as a function of position of data points, to serve as a measure of the 

degree of precision or relative importance of the observed values in 

determining the coefficients of the approximating polynomial. This 

means that w can be selected in such a way as to provide different 

degrees of goodness of fit in the desired regions within the interpola-

tion area. 

For our purpose, however, we seek a uniform (homogeneous) 

least-squares fitting to the approximated field (gravity anomaly or 
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height). Thus, from the point of view of relative importance of data 

points, the individual weights w(x., y.) could be assigned equally to all 
l l 

observed point values. On the other hand, we already have information 

about the degree of precision of the observed quantities (Lg and Lh), 

characterized by the individual standard deviations cr F and crh. In 
~g 

effect, the weights w(x., y,) can be defined in the 
l l 

following manner. 

F 
Taking the individual anomalies ~g. uncorrelated (see section 4.3), 

l 
we 

can write the weight matrix W of the anomalies L in the following form: 
g g 

The individual weights w (x., y,) are computed as: 
g l l 

w (x., y 1.) g l 

1 
2 

cr F 
~g. 

l 

(7-30) 

(7-31) 

2 
where cr F is given by equation (4-57), and the a priori variance factor 

2 ~gi 
cr [e.g.: Wells and Krakiwsky, 1971; Vanf~ek, 1973] is assumed to be one. 

0 

Similarly, the weight matrix Wh for the observed heights Lh will be: 

where: 

Wh = diag [wh(x1 , y 1 ), wh(x2 , y 2), .•• wh(xn' yntl' (7-32) 

In the above context, 

1 
2 

crh. 
l 

the 

(7-33) 

model error (lack of fit) can be 

computed point-wise as the discrepancy (residuals Vg or Vh) between the 

best-fitting polynomial and the approximated surface. The significance 

of these residuals is magnified and will be inherent in the estimated a 

posteriori variance factor &2 (to be defined later). Consequently, the 
0 

~2 
resulting value of cr can serve as a measure of the lack of fit (i.e. the 

0 

degree of roughness of the approximated field) . 
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It may be worth noting that, when taking the standard 

deviation of the observed gravity values as 0.05 mgal, the following 

equation is valid: 

-1 
w 

g 

2 2 -1 
(0.05) I + (0.3086) wh , (7-34) 

where I is the identity matrix and w;1 is in mgal-squared for w~1 in 

metre-squared. More sophisticated models for correlated anomalies and 

heights could be also treated [Moritz, 1963; Rapp, 1964; Heiskanen and 

Moritz, 1967; Moritz, 1969; Wilcox, 1974], but such a treatment would 

not be warranted within the present context. 

The application of the least-squares condition on equation 

(7-28) yields the following normal equations for the least-squares 

"' estimate B: 

where: 

N 
g 

u 
g 

N B = U g g 

A 

Analogously, we obtain the normal equations for C as: 

where: 

(7-35) 

(7-36) 

(7-37) 

(7-38) 

(7-39) 

(7-40) 

Both matrices Ng and Nh (known as Gram's matrices) are positive definite 
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and regular if the mixed algebraic base functions are linearly indepen

" dent on the data set within the cell. We then get B from: 

B (7-41) 

1\ 

Similarly, the least-squares estimate C is given by: 

A 

c (7-42) 

In accordance with adjustment convention [e.g. Wells and 

,.v 
Krakiwsky, 1971; Van1cek, 1973], computing the weights from equations 

(7-31) and (7-33) implies that the a priori variance factor a2 is equal 
0 

to l. 
A2 

The corresponding a posteriori variance factor a can be evalu
o 

ated in case of the anomalies from: 

VT W V 
g g g 

df 

where df is the number of degrees of freedom given as: 

df = n - 16 • 

In case of the heights we get: 

(7-43) 

(7-44) 

(7-45) 

Finally, we can compute estimates for the covariance matrices E~ and E; 

A A 

of the estimated vectors B and c. The following expressions apply: 

-1 
N 

g 
(7-46) 

(7-47) 

A 

We may remark that the first element in the vector B is nothing 

else but the estimated (predicted) value of the free-air anomaly at the 

centre of the cell. Its estimated standard deviation is given by the 
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square-root of the first element on the diagonal of EB. A similar state-

ment holds true for the predicted height. 

A subroutine called APPROX, based on the formulations presented 

in this section, was written to solve the least-squares approximation 

problem using the 2-D mixed algebraic approximating polymomial of an 

arbitrary order "r". More information about this subroutine will be 

given in section 7.3.1. For complete documentation, see Nassar [1975a]. 

Tables 7-1 and 7-2 respectively show the predicted free-air anomaly, 

-F -
~g , and predicted height, h, at ten bench marks where gravity and height 

had been observed. These results were obtained using r = 3 and a 1° x 1° 

cell. The used data were extracted from the EPB File. 

The examination of Tables 7-1 and 7-2 would indicate that 

the predicted values of the anomaly and height have adequate reliability 

characterized by small estimated standard deviations. However, the 

differences between the observed and the predicted values differ consid-

erably from one location to another. 

"2 Also, the values of the a posteriori variance factor cr , shown 
0 

in the last column of Tables 7-1 and 7-2, seems to be quite large. Ideally, 

"2 the cr being an a posteriori variance of a unit weight should come close 
0 

to one. "2 We have seen (equations 7-43 and 7-45) that the value of cr 
0 

depends not only on the estimated residuals, V, but also on the a priori 

weights, W of the observed quantities. In our case, however, the effect 

of a priori weights on &2 is minor compared to the effect of the resulta 

ing residuals. In other words, there is an "overflow" into the predicted 

-.2 
residuals which produces very large values of cr • 

0 

The large values of the residuals could be attributed, in 



<ll 

44° 

44 

44 

44 

45 

45 

49 

51 

51 

51 

TABLE 7-l 

Comparison of Observed and Predicted Anomalies. 

Location of Bench Mark 

(N) A. (W) 

00!32 77° 30!51 

08.96 77 34.84 

09.96 77 22.60 

31.57 77 20.14 

02.69 77 46.40 

16.16 77 59.07 

36.40 114 25.80 

02.30 114 05.60 

02.30 114 04.30 

02.50 114 04.10 

Free-air Anomaly (mgal) 

observed predicted 

!J.l 
-27.01 

-24.58 

-23.39 

-13.57 

- 2.70 

- 3.22 

-15.78 

-20.28 

-24.45 

-24.77 

F * Mg 

-F 
!J.g 

-21. 7l 

-21.44 

-21.88 

-13.18 

- 2.49 

- 3.46 

-11.20 

-17.37 

-17.39 

-17.41 

F -p 
/J.g - !J.g 

difference 

MF 
*g 

-5.30 

-3.14 

-1.51 

-0.39 

-0.21 

0.24 

-4.58 

-2.91 

-7.06 

-7.36 

NO. of 
cr -F Data /J.g 

Points 
(mgal) 

1.20 280 

1.07 377 

1.24 374 

0.35 410 

0.39 660 

0.41 725 

3.07 84 

0.72 166 

0.72 165 

0.72 167 

(02) 
0 g 

(unitless) 

608 

435 

471 

64 

34 

21 

1098 

214 

210 

210 

I-' 
-...) .._. 



TABLE 7-2 

Comparison of Observed and Predicted Heights. 

Location of Bench Mark Height (metres) 

Observed Predicted Difference 

-
<P {N) A. (W) h h oh* 

44° 00!32 77° 30!51 76.75 74~91 1.84 

44 08.96 77 34.84 95.40 94.73 0.67 

44 09.96 77 22.60 93.27 93.54 -0.27 

44 31.57 77 20.14 156.09 174.76 -18.67 

45 02.69 77 46.40 328.91 341.77 -12.86 

45 16.16 77 59.07 401.54 406.75 -5.21 

49 36.40 114 25.80 1287.41 1351.24 -63.83 

51 02.30 114 05.60 1051.07 1121.70 -70.63 

51 02.30 114 04.30 1050.83 1113.15 -62.32 

51 02.50 114 04.10 1048.82 1111.99 -63.17 

-
* oh = h - h 

cr- No. of 
h 

Data 
(metres) Points 

1.23 280 

1.45 377 

1.66 374 

1.23 410 

2.63 660 

2.83 725 

26.50 84 

5.94 166 

5.90 165 

5.88 167 

A2 
(cr o) h 

(unit1ess) 

65 

79 

84 

77 

155 

99 

8009 

1415 

1390 

1386 

I 

I 

I 

J 

I-' 
--.] 
N 
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this context, either to systematic errors (blunders of some kind) in the 

used point anomaly and height data, or to "model errors" due to too 

high a degree of smoothness of the selected surface for approximating 

the anomaly (or height) field. The former reason may be ruled out 

since it is reported [Buck, 1975; John, 1976] that all the possible 

detectable blunders have been eliminated from the observed data on the 

EPB File. Even if there are some undetected blunders in the file, they 

A2 
are not going to contribute significantly to the obtained values of a • 

0 

This leaves us with the latter explanation, i.e. the model errors, 

which must be considered the main cause of the resulting large values 

A2 
The value of a can in effect be regarded as a measure of the 

0 

roughness of the approximated field (anomaly or height) • 

The above discussion indicates that the chosen third order 

2-D polynomial is too smooth a surface to approximate either the 

anomaly or the height fields. This suggests that the order "r" of the 

approximating polynomial should be increased. Table 7-3 shows the 

A2 
values of a for both the anomaly and height fields, as obtained from 

0 

six typical 1° x 1° cells, using r = 3, 4 and 5, respectively. From 

these results, we notice that in most cases there is an average decrease 

A2 
of about 30% in the value of a when the order "r" is increased by one. 

0 

Unfortunately, we practically cannot increase r for 

two main reasons: the lack of data and the computer cost to solve for 

the polynomial coefficients. The best way to overcome the first 

problem would be to use a different value of "r" for each individual 

cell, depending on the number and distribution of available data points. 

This was not done in the present study because the increased computer 



Location of the l 0 xl 0 

Cell 

cj> (N) 
0 

A. (W) 
0 

50~5 70~5 

51.5 72.5 

52.5 71.5 

47.5 81;5 

52.5 104.5 

53.5 103.5 

--- ---------- --

TABLE 7-3 

Variation of the A Posteriori Variance Factor 

With the Order of the Approximating Polynomial. 

(~2) 
No. of 

0 g 

Data 
Points r = 3 r = 4 r = 5 r = 3 

49 4.65 3.38 l. 76 22.74 

52 5.78 5.16 4.47 23.09 

50 14.23 12.00 10.54 30.29 

50 8.67 5.03 5.48 2.44 

99 62.81 50.14 41.12 163.70 

58 107.20 69.87 56.54 194.80 

--------- -- -- --- --

A2 
(cr o)h 

r = 4 

14.92 

12.12 

22.38 

2.19 

155.17 

110.40 

r = 5 

8.52 

4.21 

24.62 

1.41 

97.50 

70.61 

...... 
-..J 

""' 
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cost was not deemed warranted. It was decided to seek only the smooth 

features of the anomaly and height fields (by using r = 3) and hope 

that the predicted gravity corrections willstill be. meaningful, 

because of the averaging power of the polynomial. 

Moreover, in order to obtain a reliable solution [Vanf~ek et 

al., 1972; Merry, 1975] it is necessary to have at least one data point 

in each quadrant around the centre of the cell under consideration. If 

this condition is not met, no matter how many data points are available 

within the cell, no solution is performed. Such a situation may occur, 

even for cells larger than 0~5 x 0~5 in size, since the present dis-

tribution of point gravity data is, in some cases, very irregular 

[Nagy, 1973; Merry, 1975]. The adverse distribution of data points 

A2 
within the cell could be one of the reasons influencing a [John, 1976]. 

0 

In order to decide upon the appropriate size of the basic 

cell, the third order polynomial was fitted to the anomaly and height 

fields within selected 2° x 2°, 1° x 1° and 0~5 x 0~5 cells. The 

A2 
resulting values of a are given in Table 7-4. From these results, we 

0 

A2 
notice that, in most cases, the value of a is decreased by almost one 

0 

order of magnitude when the size of the basic cell is halved. This 

is consistent with the results given in Table 7-3, since the effect of 

halving the size of the cell is approximately equivalent to doubling 

the order "r" of the polynomial. Thus, from Table 7-4, it can be seen 

that the third order approximating polynomial seems to be well suited 

for cells of 0~5 x 0~5 or smaller. However, in several areas the 

number of available data points within 0~5 x 0~5 cells is not sufficient 

to get a solution. Because of the insufficient data coverage and 



TABLE 7-4 

Variation of the A Posteriori Variance Factor 

With the Size of the Cell Using r = 3. 

Size of the Cell 
Location of 

the Cell 2° X 2° 1° X 1° 

<j> (N) A (W) #df* 
,, 2 "2 <&2> "2 

(a ) (ao)h #df* (a o)h 
0 0 0 g 0 g 

47~5 80~5 2260 400 8100 98 30 15 

48.5 82.5 746 326 407 193 30 21 

49.5 82.5 731 136 276 359 34 17 

50.5 100.5 420 1064 4542 66 151 522 

52.5 104.5 395 289 648 83 63 164 

53.5 103.5 270 199 467 65 95 81 

* #df = No. of degrees of freedom 

= No. of data points - 16 (polynomial coefficients). 

0~5 X 0~5 

(02) #df* 
0 g 

2 2.5 

43 4.3 

151 12.6 

4 4.3 

5 10.3 

4 19.0 

"2 
(a o)h 

39.0 

7.3 

8.5 

75.3 

10.3 

13.0 

' 

...... 
--.1 
(jl 
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irregular data distribution in some cases, we have decided to stay with 

the 1° x 1° cells in this study. 

In summary, the third order 2-D polynomial and 1° x 1° cells 

are used in the subsequent developments. We should keep in mind, 

however, that because of this choice, the resulting surface fittings to 

the free-air anomaly and height fields must be regarded as indicative 

of the general features only. This seems to be adequate for the purpose 

of predicting the areas with significant gravity corrections, using 

the present EPB File. 

7.2.3 Profiles of gravity and height fields 

In the previous section the equations (7-21 and 7-22) for 

predicting the values of free-air anomaly and height at any point i, 

given by Cartesian coordinates (x., y.), within the 1° x 1° cell have 
1 1 

been given. Now these equations will be reformulated to give the 

predicted values of ~gF and h along a profile, i.e. the simulated 

levelling line (see Figure 7-1), as a function of the distance 

from the centre of the cell in a selected azimuth a. 

s. 
1 

Such reformulation is aided by using the polar coordinates 

obtained through the following transformation from Cartesian coordinates: 

X. 
1 

s. sin a . 
1 

(7-48) 

(7-49) 

Substituting for xi' y. in equations (7-21) and (7-22), we find terms 
1 

containing up to 6th power of s .• Since we are only looking for the 
1 

general features of the profiles of anomaly and height fields, it was 

felt that polynomials of the 4th order in s. would be adequate. 
1 
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Consequently, equations (7-21) and (7-22) are then expressed as follows: 

-F -F 4 
s~ l:::.g (xi, y.) l:::.g (s. , a) - L p. (a) (7-50) 

]. ]. j=O J 
]. 

4 
s~ - (7-51) h (x., yi) h (s. , a) - E q. (a) 

]. ]. 

j=o J ]. 

where p's and q's are some new coefficients, functions of only a in the 

cell. In matrix notation, we can rewrite equations (7-50) and (7-51) 

as: 

where: 

-F T 
!:::.a (s., a)= S (s.) P(a) , 

J ]. ]. 

T 
h (s., a) =S (s.,) Q(a), 

]. ]. 

T s (s.) 
]. 

T 
P (a) 

2 
S, I 

]. 

3 4 
S, 1 S,] 

]. ]. 

(7-52) 

(7-53) 

(7-54) 

(7-55) 

(7-56) 

The vectors P and Q can be expressed in terms of vectors B 

and C (see equations 7-41 and 7-42) and the chosen azimuth a. Substit-

uting equations (7-48) and (7-49) into equations (7-21) and (7-22), 

rearranging the terms and neglecting higher powers of si' we obtain: 

P (a) M(a) B (7-57) 

Q (a) M(a) c (7-58) 

The matrix M is given by: 

0 0 0 0 (l 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 sin a 0 0 cos a 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0 

M(a) ~ 0 0 
. 2 

0 0 COSL~ Si:ta 0 Sl.n IX 0 
2 

0 0 0 0 co;:.; a 0 

0 0 0 
3 

sir~ o. 0 c . 2 cosa s~n o. 0 0 cos2~ sinu 0 0 cos~a 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. 3 

C'CS..l Sln !J 0 0 
2 . 2 

cos a s~n a 0 0 
3 

co3 a sin:t 

(7-59) 

" 0 

I) 0 

;; 

C• D 

0 0 
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We note that B and C are functions of the anomaly and height 

data within the cell, and as such they differ from one cell to the 

other. On the other hand, M is a function of azimuth a only, and 

thus remains the same for all the cells. 

7.2.4 Differential formulae for the gravity corrections 

Let us now take the following differential relations to hold 

at point i on the levelling line (Figure 7-2): 

ds - s. - s. (7-60a) 
J l 

d~ - ~· J 
- ~i (7-60b) 

df..gF -F -F (7-60c) - f..g. f..g. 
J l 

dh - h. - h. (7-60d) 
J l 

for j = i+l. Differentiating equations (7-7), (7-48), (7-52) and 

(7-53), we can write: 

dx 
Clx(~)/Cl~ 

and for a fixed azimuth a: 

-F 
dllg 

-dh 

-F 
Clf..g (s) d 

dS S 

(cos a) d 
S I (7-61) 

Porn 

(7-62) 

(7-63) 

Referring to equations (7-10), (7-11) and (7-12) and using 

equations (7-61), (7-62) and (7-63), we can write: 

F 
Mg .. 

l] 

(7-64) 

(7-65) 



h (predicted) 

-F l'!.g (Predicted) 

------ --
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h. 
1 

i 

--------------

l'!.gF = 0 ------- --
----------

~ 
ds 

FIGURE 7-2 

h. 
J 

Differential Environment of Point i on 

The Levelling Line. 

----

----
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~<P . . ,; d<jl = k3 ds , 
1J 

h .. 
1] 

-F 
~g .. 

1] 
_ • -F + .!_ d •g-F 

ugi 2 Ll 

In these expressions, we have: 

h. 
1 

k 3 = cos a/p om 

-F 2 3 4 
~gi = [po + plsi + p2si + p3si + p4si] ' 

(7-66) 

(7-67) 

(7-68) 

(7-69) 

(7-70) 

(7-71) 

and dh, d~gF are given by equations (7-63) and (7-62), respectively. 

Substituting now the above differential expressions (equations 

7-64 to 7-71) into equations (7-10), (7-11) and (7-12), and neglecting 

terms with second order differentials ds 2 , we get the following linear 

differential equations for the three kinds of gravity corrections under 

investigation: 

f 0 (s) ds, (7-72) 

(7-73) 

(7-74) 

Here D, H and V are vectors of eight components each, and J is given 

as: 

0, 1, ..• ' 7] • (7-75) 

The vectors D, H and V are obtained from the following 

expressions: 

D (7-76) 
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H (7-77) 

(7-78) 

where P and Q are given by eqautions (7-57) and (7-58), respectively. 

Note here that V is a vector of coefficients, and thus is not to be 

confused with the vectors of residuals V and Vh (equations 7-28 and 
g 

7-29). 

E in equation (7-77) is expressed as: 

(7-79) 

a function of the azimuth a and the central latitude ~ of the cell 
0 

(see equations 7-14 and 7-69) • G, in the above equation, is the 

reference normal gravity value used throughout the thesis. The 

matrices z1 and z2 in equation (7-76) are given as: 

0 p 0 0 0 
0 

0 pl 2P 0 0 
0 

0 p2 2Pl 3P 0 
0 

z1 (a, t:,.l) 0 p3 2P2 3P1 4P 
0 

(7-80) 

0 p4 2P3 3P2 4P1 

0 0 2P4 3P3 4P2 

0 0 0 3P4 4P 3 

0 0 0 0 4P 4 
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0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 2 0 0 

0 0 0 3 0 

Z2(cjlo) 
kl 

G 
0 0 0 0 4 ( 7-81) 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

W~ can see that the matrix z1 is a function of the free-air anomaly 

field within the cell and the azimuth of the profile, whereas the 

matrix z2 is a function of the latitude cjl0 only. The matrices z3 , z4 

and z5 , in equation (7-77) are expressed as follows: 

qo 0 0 0 

ql 2q 0 0 
0 

q2 2ql 3q 0 
0 

z3 (a., h) q3 2q2 3ql 4q 
0 

(7-82) 

q4 2q3 3q2 4ql 

0 2q4 3q3 4q2 

0 0 3q4 4q3 

0 0 '0 4q4 

0 .:;1 0 0 0 

0 0 -1 0 0 (7-83) 

0 0 0 -1 0 

0 0 0 0 -1 
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z5 = -0.2238 z4 • (7-84) 

we note that matrix z3 is a function of the height field within the 

cell and the azimuth of the profile, while matrices z4 and z5 are 

constant for all cells. Finally, the matrix z6 , in equation (7-78) 

is given as: 

1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

Z6(a., <jlo) 
k2k3 

0 0 0 1 0 (7-85) =--
G 

0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 o_j 

which is, again, a function of a. and <P • 
0 

7.2.5 Integration of the gravity corrections 

The purpose of this section is to develop expressions for the 

accumulated gravity corrections over the length s of the profile 

(simulated levelling line) in the desired azimuth a.. This can be done 

by integrating the differential equations for the gravity corrections 

over the distances. We start with rewriting equations (7-15), (7-16) 

and (7-17) as follows: 

s 
GCD f 

D -F 
h(s), cp(s)) = f (llg (s) , ds I AB 0 

(7-86) 

GCH 
s 

H -F 
f f (llg (s) , h (s), <P (s)) ds I 

AB 
0 

(7-87) 
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s V -F 
I f ( llg ( s) , h ( s) , <P ( s) ) ds • 
0 

These equations can be further simplified as: 

H 
GCAB 

v 
GCAB 

s D 
I f (s) ds , 
0 

s 
f fv (s) ds , 
0 

(7-88) 

(7-89a) 

(7-89b) 

(7-89c) 

where, of course, the subintegral functions depend on the cell and on 

the azimuth of the profile. 

Substituting from equations (7-72), (7-73) and (7-74) into 

equations (7-89), and integrating with respect to s, we get the 

following final expressions for the accumulated gravity corrections 

as functions of s: 

GCD 
AB 

(DT F J)s , (7-90) 

H 
GCAB 

(HT F J)s , (7-91) 

GCV T F J)s (7-92) 
AB 

= (V . 
Here, F is a constant diagonal matrix resulting from the integration, 

given by: 

F = diag [1, 
1 1 1 1 1 1 .!.] (7-93) 2' 3' 4' s' 6' 7' 8 

. 

We should keep in mind that the heights must be expressed in 

metres, the anomalies in milligals and the integration distance in 

kilometres. The units of the gravity corrections computed from 
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equations (7-90) to (7-92) are metres. The examination of these three 

equations reveals that the product (F J)s, a column vector of eight 

elements and a function of the distance s only, is common to all of 

them. Let us denote this product by R and write: 

R = (FJ)s = s(FJ) • (7-94) 

By substituting in equations (7-90) to (7-92), we obtain: 

GCD DTR =: RTD 
AB 

(7-95) 

H 
GCAB 

HTR RTH (7-96) 

GC V 
AB 

VTR RTV (7-97) 

From the above development, we notice that the thre·e vectors 

D, H and V, of eight coefficients each, are functions of the following: 

l. The mean latitude "cf>o" of the 10 X 1° cell; 

2. The estimated coefficients "B" of the best-fitting surface to the 

free-air gravity anomaly field within the cell; 

A 

3. The estimated coefficients ncn of the best-fitting surface to the 

height field within the cell; 

4. The direction in which the simulated levelling line runs, i.e. the 

azimuth "a.". 

We note also that these three vectors are all independent of the length 

"s" of the levelling line. 

Putting together now all the pertinent equations and denoting 

the variables in subscripts, we get the final set of equations for the 

accumulated gravity corrections as follows: 



GCD 
AB 

H 
GCAB 

v 
GCAB 
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T 
(Zl F + z2 R{s} 

{llg } {<J> } 
a. 0 

T 
R{s} z 3 (Z4 M{a.} B 

{ill} {h} 
a. 

M{a.} c{h} (7-98) 

" + z5M{a.}C{h} + E <I> ) I (7-99) 
{ o} 

a. 

(7-100) 

For better orientation, we give below the equation-number for each of 

the above involved quantities: 

R . • • . • • . • • . • (7-94) 

zl .......... (7-80) 

z2 .......... (7-81) 

z3 .......... (7-82) 

z4 .......... (7-83) 

z5 .......... (7-84) 

z6 .......... (7-85) 

M ........... (7-59) 

B • . . • • . • • . • . (7-41) 

c .....•..... (7-42) 

E ...•....... (7-79) 

7.2.6 Remarks on the gravity corrections 

Let us now examine the final expressions for the accumulated 

gravity corrections, as derived in the previous section, (equations 

7-98 to 7-100). Two remarks seem worth mentioning here: 

1. The difference between the dynamic and the Vignal gravity corrections 
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is due to the difference of matrices z2 and z6 • This difference 

arises only from the difference oy between the USC&GS formula 
0 

and the 1967 International formula for normal gravity, and is 

relatively small. From equations (7-13), (7-14), (7-81) and 

(7-85) , we can see that both z2 and z6 will be null matrices if 

oy = 0. This would result in the equivalence of the dynamic and 
0 

Vignal gravity corrections, which again confirms what we have stated 

in section 4.2; 

2. The Helmert gravity correction seems to be more sensitive to the 

variation of height along the levelling line than the dynamic and 

Vignal gravity corrections. This can be verified by referring to 

the expressions for the gravity corrections developed in Chapter 4 

where Helmert gravity correction is a function of average height as 

well as height difference, while the Vignal and dynamic gravity 

corrections are functions of height difference only. This also 

confirms our findings in section 6.2 concerning the behaviour of 

Helmert gravity correction along actual lines and loops. 

A subroutine called GCAFAZ (see [Nassar, 1975a] for documen-

tation) was written to evaluate the accumulated gravity corrections 

from equations (7-98) to (7-100) . In designing this subroutine, the 

intention was to evaluate the variations of gravity corrections with 

azimuth for each cell under consideration. Realizing that matrices 

z1 and z3 are functions of vectors B and C, we can see (equations 7-98 

to 7-100) that the basic input to GCAFAZ are the vectors B and C of 

coefficients of best-fitting surfaces to the free-air anomaly and the 

height fields. All the other terms can then be computed within the 
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subroutine for a given ~ and azimuth a. B and C are evaluated by the 
0 

subroutine APPROX. 

As a final remark here, the gravity correction for a line B'B 

across the entire 1° x 1° cell through its centre A (see Figure 7-3) 

is given by the following expression: 

GC, = GC (a) - GC ,(a+l80°) , 
BB AB AB 

where both terms on the RHS are furnished by GCAFAZ subroutine. 

7.3 Results 

In this section, the programming considerations associated 

with the proposed technique for predicting the grav'ity corrections are 

discussed. Graphical display of sample results showing the variation 

of gravity corrections with azimuth are presented. These results are 

based on actual data from the new EPB File. 

We have seen in section 5.2.3 that the old EPB File (used 

in previous investigations, e.g. [Nassar and Vanflek, 1975]) contains 

about 90,000 point anomaly values. On the other hand, the new File, 

used in the present study, has about 270,000 values. Thus, we were 

hoping that the new file would better serve our investigation and 

would provide refined results. However, it was discovered that about 

two-thirds of the point anomaly values on the new file are associated 

with gravity observations made at sea. Realizing that there are not 

and will not be any levelling lines at sea, the use of the aforementioned 

sea data is irrelevant for our purpose. Consequently, we decided to 

extract and file only the data on land from the EPB new file (see 

section II-2) to generate a master file (containing about 110,000 
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Gravity Correction Across The Entire 

Cell. 
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point anomaly values) for our use here. 

The above arrangement implies that the computations within 

cells which are located around Canadian coasts or inland waters could 

be affected in either one of two ways. First, the cell may be 

dismissed altogether because of insufficient number of land data 

points remaining. Secondly, the land data points within the cell 

may have adverse distribution which may influence the results. 

However, realizing that the aforementioned master file contains only 

about one-third of the entire data points on the EPB new file, the 

computer time needed for reading and handling the associated data 

sets is reduced significantly. 

7.3.1 Programming considerations 

A computer program package AREAGC has been developed by 

the author for the purpose of studying the variation of gravity 

corrections (dynamic, Helmert, Vigna!) with azimuth at any desired 

location in Canada.. This program is a modified version of the earlier 

program LEVAGRAV [Nassar, l975b]. The program has been written in 

standard FORTRAN [Cress et al., 1968; I.B.M., 1970]. The algorithms 

used in the program are based on the technique presented earlier in 

this chapter. AREAGC program expects to find available, on tape 

or on disc, the seven overlapping data sets discussed in Appendix II. 

These data sets contain the free-air anomaly and height data as well 

as other information relevant to the present study. Details and 

documentation of the program are available at the Surveying Engineering 

Computer Library, U.N.B. 
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AREAGC program package is composed of the main program and 

several subroutines. Of these subroutines, there are two main ones: 

the first, APPROX, is for approximating the anomaly and height fields 

within the cell; and the second, GCAFAZ, is for approximating the 

anomaly and height profiles and computing the gravity corrections in 

different directions within the cell. 

The main program reads the geodetic coordinates (~ , A ) of 
0 0 

the centre of the cell under consideration. It then seeks the 

appropriate data file and stores the relevanb information needed 

for the prediction of both the anomaly and height fields. 

APPROX has been developed as a general subroutine for 

performing a least-squares approximation to any data set, using a 

2-D mixed algebraic polynomial of an arbitrary order. The outcome 

is the best-fitting coefficients, their covariance matrix and the 

resulting a posteriori variance factor. The basic algorithm of this 

technique is given in section 7.2.2; however, a few particular 

programming considerations should be mentioned here. First, the 

Vandermonde's matrix A can attain a few thousand rows, depending on 

the number of available data points within the cell. Thus, to save 

storage, the individual elements of matrix A are generated, one at 

a time, whenever needed in the computation without the necessity of 

storing them, using a function subprogram. The normal equations 

matrix is inverted using Cholesky decomposition technique [Wells, 

1973]. 

The use of mixed algebraic polynomials with (x, y) coordinates 

being expressed in kilometres, results in a matrix of normal equations 

that displays: 
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1. Elements of very large numerical values that may cause an over-

flow in the inversion process, i.e. the value of its determinant 

exceeds the maximum permissible value in the available computer; 

2. Sizeable magnitude differences among its elements, which may 

cause the matrix to become ill-conditioned. 

In order to keep the computational errors low, it is better to work 

with elements which are close to unity [Faddeev and Faddeeva, 1963; 

Wilkinson, 1963]. This is achieved by introducing appropriate scale 

factors. 

The first problem mentioned above has been overcome by seal-

ing the normal equations matrix as a whole, i.e. by using only one 

scale factor. This is done in the subroutine APPROX. The second 

problem can be solved by performing a column scaling of the design 

matrix A before setting-up the normal equations [e.g.: Nassar, 1972]. 

This has been accomplished, in our case, by scaling the local plane 

coordinates (x, y), i.e. by changing the coordinate units. This is 

done in the main program. In such a case, we have to apply the same 

coordinate scale factor to the integration distance s of the simulated 

profiles and to the mean radius of curvature p • This is taken 
om 

care of in the subroutine GCAFAZ. The choice of appropriate scale 

factors depends mainly on the number "n" of available data points in 

the cell and on their distribution relative to the centre of the cell. 

The scale decreases with increased n and the distance from the centre. 

From our experience, it was found practically impossible to 

come up with a unified scale factor for the coordinates of data 

points that could be used for all cells having different characteristics. 
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Instead, the appropriate scale had to be determined for each cell by 

trial and error. To overcome this problem of scaling, we decided to 

replace the subroutine APPROX by another called ORTHO. The latter 

subroutine uses the Gram-Schmidt's orthogonalization process [e.g. 

Cheney, 1966; Thompson, 1969; Vanf~ek and Wells, 1972] to solve for 

the coefficients of the best-fitting approximating polynomial. This 

process involves three main steps: orthogonalization of the 16 

column vectors of matrix A; computing 16 auxiliary coefficients 

(known as Fourier coefficients) along with their variances; and 

finally evaluating the sought original 16 coefficients of the 3-rd 

order approximating polynomial along with their covariance matrix. 

The subroutine ORTHO is available at the Surveying Engineering Computer 

Library, U.N.B., and was used in several previous studies [e.g.: 

/V 
Christodoulidis, 1973; Merry and Van~cek, 1974; Merry, 1975]. For 

reasons mentioned earlier, we also use one scale factor for the (x, y) 

coordinates such that they are expressed in units of tens of 

kilometres. ORTHO eliminates the need for inverting the normal 

equations matrix, and thus overcomes the scaling problem; however, 

it is at least 50% slower than APPROX. 

The subroutine GCAFAZ computes the coefficients of the 

polynomials approximating the free-air anomaly and height profiles. 

It then computes the accumulated gravity corrections (dynamic, 

Helmert, Vignal) over the distance of 40 km.and standardizes them for 

1 km. It repeats these computations for simulated levelling profiles 

with azimuth increasing from 0° to 360° by 5°. All the computations 

in GCAFAZ subroutine are performed by elements rather than by matrices 

to save storage, since most of the involved matrices (see sections 
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7.2.3 and 7.2.4) are relatively sparse. 

The main output of GCAFAZ is a plot, generated via a sub

routine named GCPLOT, showing the pattern of the value of the gravity 

correction vs. azimuth for all three height systems. In order to 

achieve a uniform size for all patterns, the scale of these plots, 

computed automatically in the subroutine, differs according to the 

maximum value of the gravity correction. In addition, GCAFAZ prints 

out a summary of results indicating the magnitude and orientation 

of both the maximum and minimum absolute value of all three kinds 

of gravity corrections within the cell. Finally, the main program 

plots (via GCPLOT subroutine) a sketch showing the distribution of 

data points within the computed 1° x 1° cell. 

It should be noted here that the subroutine GCPLOT has 

been written on the basis of the U.N.B. Computing Centre Library 

plotting routines [Gujar, 1972]. Hence, before using this subroutine 

elsewhere, it should be modified to suit the available system. We 

should also mention that several error messages are issued by the 

AREAGC program. The user is notified of any insufficiency or poor 

distribution of data points, or the non-existence of gravity data on 

files for a particular cell. 

7.3.2 Numerical results 

In this section the results obtained from AREAGC program 

are discussed. The intention was to predict the gravity corrections 

for the Canadian territory within each 1° x 1° cell using our 
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technique. However, because there are no precise levelling lines in 

Northern canada (see Figure 5-l), areas north of latitude 65°N were not 

considered. 

In section 7.2.2 we have commented upon the choice of 3rd-

order approximating polynomials (i.e. r=3), and upon the. use of the result-

~2 
ing a posteriori variance factor, a . This factor reflects the model 

0 

error, as a measure of the roughness of the approximated field (anomaly 

or height). By having selected r = 3 and 1° x 1° interpolation area, we 

seek only the smooth features of the anomaly and height fields, hoping 

that the predicted gravity corrections will be still meaningful. We 

have seen from Tables 7-l and 7-2 that the error was in average less than 

20% for the predicted free-air anomaly and less than 10% in case of the 

predicted height. Such results (using r = 3) are satisfactory for 

predicting point values centred at the origin of the cell. On the 

other hand, the accumulated gravity corrections along simulated levell-

ing lines are computed using the same approximating surface for the 

entire cell. This means that model errors could influence the computed 

gravity correction significantly. 

Consequently, the performance of our technique for predicting 

gravity corrections in areas with different degrees of roughness (i.e. 

~2 
with different values of cr ) had to be tested. The following procedure 

0 

had been used. Several cells at different locations across the country 

have been selected such that they represent flat, gently rolling, hilly 

and mountainous regions. In each cell a hypothetical levelling line 

running through its centre at a different azimuth was considered. Bench 

marks along each line, equidistant at intervals of 0.05 degrees of arc in 

latitude and/or longitude were then simulated. The free-air anomaly, 
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F 
~g , and the height, h, were predicted {using subroutine ORTHO) at each 

bench mark. The predicted ~gF and h values for each line were used as 

input to the LOOPGC program {see section 6.2) to compute the accumulated 

GC along the whole line by summation over all the segments. Finally, 

the results from LOOPGC were compared against the corresponding values 

obtained from the AREAGC program as depicted in Figure 7-4. In this 

A2 A2 A2 
Figure cr is taken to equal to either {cr ) or {cr0 )h whichever is 

0 0 g 

larger - usually the latter. Also, the differences oGC are taken as the 

average difference for the three systems of heights under consideration. 

Since we are looking for the order of magnitude of the GC, 

we can accept discrepancies in the predicted GC up to 50%. The exam-

ination of Figure 7-4 reveals that this percentage corresponds to 

&2 ~ 300. The actual results from several cells indicate that large 
0 

A2 
values of cr > 300 occur only in mountainous areas. For flat terrain 

0 

A2 A2 
cr is usually less than 10; for gently rolling terrain cr < 100; and 

0 0 

A2 
for moderately hilly terrain cr < 300. Hence, we can say that the 

0 

technique for predicting the areal pattern of the GC {using r=3) gives 

satisfactory results for flat and gently rolling terrain which is 

A2 
characterised by cr < 300. The technique is not successful for mountain

a 

ous areas, due to the resulting large model errors. Since the necessity 

of applying gravity corrections in mountainous areas has been well 

established already [e.g. Helmert, 1890; IAG, 1950; Rune, 1950a; 

Ledersteger, 1954; Vigna! and Kukkamaki, 1954; Bursa, 1958; Baeschlin, 

1960a; Krakiwsky, 1965; Ramsayer, 1965a; Holdahl, 1974; Holdahl, 1975a], 

this should not be considered as a major hinderance. However, if needed, 

the performance can be improved by selecting a higher order approximating 

surface for mountainous areas wherever there is enough data points to do 

so. 
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All three kinds of GC's were then predicted within the l 0 Xl 0 

cells across the entire country up to latitude ~ = 65°N. The number of 

cells, having sufficient number of data points, is about 1000. One-

hundred cells were not processed by the AREAGC, because they do not have 

the required distribution of at least one data point, in each quadrant 

around the centre of the cell. Fifty more cells were rejected after 

the computation due to small number of data points (less than one and 

half times the number of best-fitting coefficients) or due to adverse 

distribution of data points that resulted in unreliable estimates of 

predicted point anomaly or height values. Resulting standard deviation 

is larger than the predicted point value itself. Many of the above 150 

cells are along the eastern and western shores and around Hudson Bay. 

Some of them are affected by the neglect of sea data in our files as 

mentioned earlier. 
A2 

The histogram showing the values of a in the 
0 

remaining 850 cells is given in Figure 7-5. 

Considering the cut-off limit of &2 = 300 (see Figure 7-4), 
0 

the results indicate that the performance of the prediction technique 

has been successful in 88% of the cases (750 cells). Consequently, the 

A2 
100 cells with a > 300 covering mountainous regions are excluded from 

0 

the listings in the external Appendices VI-X. Most of them are concen-

trated in Western Alberta, British Columbia and the Yukon Territory; the 

/ rest is scattered in the Maritimes, Labrador, Newfoundland and N-E Quebec. 

Since the results and plots for the remaining 750 cells are 

voluminous, they are filed as a series of five external Appendices (each 

of several volumes) to this thesis. 

Also, because of the nature of the gravity correction to vary 

with azimuth (within each cell), there was not an easy or even practical 
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way of depicting all the gravity corrections in a single summary map 

for the whole country. Thus, here we give only some quantitative 

statistics about the significance of the gravity corrections for the 

different systems of heights. For illustration, some sample results, 

as extracted from the aforementioned external Appendices, are shown. 

Figure 7-6 shows the histogram of the maximum absolute value 

of Helmert gravity correction in each cell. A similar plot is given in 

Figure 7-7 for both Vignal and Dynamic gravity corrections. These 

results indicate that the maximum GCH is significant (> 0.14 mrn/km) 

in 98% of cases and exceeds the standard error of precise levelling, 

cr6h, in 55% of cases. Further, GCV and GCD are significant in 92% of 

cases, and exceed cr6h in 22% of cases. 

Let us now, for illustration, show some of the obtained results. 

Areas (blocks) with different gravity anomaly and height characteristics 

are selected, so as to show different possible combinations of low or 

high values of anomaly and/or elevation. Four locations of such blocks 

of 5° x 5° containing 25 cells each, are illustrated in Figure 7-8. The 

first block, located in Western Ontario, covers the area of ~ = 50°N-55°N 

and A = 90°W - 95°W, and possesses relatively low anomaly and low 

altitude values. The patterns of the predicted gravity corrections for 

Helmert, Vignal and Dynamic systems are depicted in Figures 7-9, 7-10 

and 7-11, respectively. 

The second block, located in Southern Qu~bec, covers the area of 

~ = 45°N - 50°N and A = 7l 0 W - 76°W, and is characterized by a relatively 

high anomaly and low elevation. The corresponding plots of the three 

kinds of gravity corrections are given in Figures 7-12, 7-13 and 7-14. 
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Helmert Gravity Correction in Western Ontario. 
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Vignal Gravity Correction in Western Ontario. 
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Dynamic Gravity Correction in Western Ontario. 
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Helmert Gravity Correction in Southern Qu~bec. 
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Vignal Gravity Correction in Southern Quebec. 
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The third block, located on the border of Manitoba and Saskatchewan, 

covers the area of ~ = 55°N - 60°N and A = 101°W - 106°W, and has a 

relatively low anomaly and high elevations. The obtained patterns of 

the gravity corrections are shown in Figures 7-15, 7-16 and 7-17. The 

last block, located in the Northwest Territories, covers the area of 

~ = 60°N - 65°N and A = ll8°W - 123°W, and possesses both relatively 

high anomaly and elevations. The resulting plots of the three gravity 

corrections are antained in Figure 7-18, 7-19 and 7-20. 

From all these Figures, it seems as if the pattern of the 

gravity correction, for all systems, is essentially composed of several 

ellipses overlapping around the centre of the cell with their major axes 

radiating from the centre. It is also obvious that the size and orientation 

of these ellipses vary among the different height systems, and from one 

cell to another. 

In order to be able to visually inspect the significance of 

the gravity corrections from their pattern, a circle with radius 0.14 

mm/km (refer to section 7.1) is drawn around the centre of the cell to the 

same scale as used for the pattern plot. The size of the circle thus 

varies from one cell to another. The difference between the pattern of 

the gravity correction and the "significance" circle along any radial line 

represents the amount by which the gravity correction exceeds or fall below 

the specified significance limit. 

From the given results we can notice the following: 

1. GCH is generally larger than the other two corrections, and is signifi

cant in almost all directions within each cell. This is the case 

for all selected areas. In particular, in region No. 4, i.e. with 
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Helmert Gravity Correction in Manitoba - Saskatchewan. 
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Hel~ert Gravity Correction in Northwest Territories. 
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Vignal Gravity Correction in Northwest Territories. 
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large ~gF and h, the resulting GCH is significant practically 

everywhere; 

2. The patterns of both GCV and Gc0 are similar in shape, differing 

however in magnitude in some directions. This confirms the conclu-

sions about the two systems given in Sections 4.2.3, 6.2.1 and 7.2.6; 

3. About two-thirds of the region No. l (with low ~gF and h) shows 

. . "f" V d D 1ns1gn1 1cant GC an GC All the remaining regions indicate 

significant corrections in many directions within each cell, 

especially again within these of high ~gF and h; 

4. GCH seems to be more sensitive to high elevations than the other two 

corrections, whereas GCV and Gc0 are more sensitive to high gravity 

anomaly; 

5. In several cells, the magnitude of the maximum gravity correction, in 

particular for the Helmert system, exceeds even the value of the 

standard error of the CPLN (1.33 mm/km). This can be seen on the GC 

patterns wherever the significance circle (0.14 mm/km) degenerates 

to almost a point around the centre of the cell. 

On the basis of these results, it can be concluded that, in 

practically all the cases, the gravity correction for all the three 

investigated height systems is significant in the direction of its max-

imum value. Furthermore, the four selected areas can be considered 

representative as to the general situation of flat, gently rolling and 

moderately hilly terrain in Canada, and thus we can generalize the above 

conclusion for all the Canadian territory. This in fact can be verified 

from Figures 7-6 and 7-7. Finally, judging from region No. 4, which is 

not exceedingly high or even exceedingly gravitationally disturbed, one 
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would expect the gravity corrections to be even larger in the mountainous 

areas in Western Canada, and in the gravitationally disturbed areas in 

Eastern Canada as well as in higher latitudes (refer to Figure 5-2). 

7.4 Conclusions 

The patterns of predicted gravity corrections provide a means 

of depicting the variation of GC with location and direction of levelling 

lines. These patterns could be also useful, at least theoretically, 

for planning new levelling lines so that they will follow the directions 

of insignificant GC. However, practically almost all real levelling 

lines follow the roads, railways and other accessible routes. Thus, 

the direction of levelling lines would be governed in reality by access

ibility in the region of interest. 

The GC plots can be used in practice to determine whether the 

GC is significant and hence should be applied in any specific direction 

anywhere in Canada except mountainous areas and latitudes larger than 

65°N. Considering this application one can see the advantages of treat

ing the GC's in two-dimensions as opposed to the standard one-dimensional 

treatment. The technique used here enables one to scan the GC's as 

accumulated in any direction within certain area, and thus determine the 

magnitude and direction of the maximum value of GC in the area. 

Evidently, this is superior to the hap-hazard (not systematic) investi

gation of individual lines in arbitrary directions, which may or may 

not show significant GC but hardly can show any conclusive evidence one 

way or the other. 

It should be reiterated here that the developed technique for 

areal prediction of GC's is not meant for computing gravity corrections 
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that can be readily applied to a particular levelling section. As stated 

before, this has to be performed properly using the computational methods 

discussed in Chapter 6. 

It must be noted that the predicted GC's are computed in the 

"mean sense", i.e. accumulated over 40 km lines. On the other hand, in 

our limited experiments with actual lines and loops (Chapter 6), we had 

some cases where although the accumulated GC was insignificant, the 

influence on intermediate sections was significant. Therefore, it 

would appear safer to consider the maximum rather than an average value 

of GC as an indication of significance within any cell. We can thus 

say that the gravity corrections are significant almost everywhere in 

Canada, and should be taken into account in the forthcoming new adjust

ment of the CPLN. 



CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this study, the influence of actual gravity irregularities 

on the orthometric (Helmert) and dynamic height differences, as currently 

used in Canada, is investigated. This influence is referred to as 

"GRAVITY CORRECTION". For possible future applications, the normal 

(Vignal) height system is also included in the study. 

First, the basic foundations of the theory of rigorous heights 

(based on actual gravity) and their counterparts, the approximate heights 

(based on normal gravity, as used in Canada) are laid down. Then, the 

gravity corrections, GC's, for dynamic, Helmert and Vignal systems, along 

with their accuracy estimates, are modelled in terms of routinely available 

quantities. A general discussion of precise levelling and gravity data 

coverage in Canada is given. The practical evaluation of the GC's for 

actual levelling lines and loops using real data is investigated. Tables 

are also provided to simplify the evaluation of GC. 

A technique for predicting the GC's in two dimensions is 

developed to identify the geographical areas of significant GC's in 

Canada. Finally, results from this technique are presented and their 

practical implications are commented upon. 

The results and conclusions of the entire investigation are 

summarized below: 

221 
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1. The values of accumulated gravity correction around a closed loop 

for dynamic, Helmert and Vigna! systems are shown to be identical. 

This illustrates the fact that all systems of heights which take into 

account the true gravity field, have the same characteristic quality 

of defining the heights of terrain points uniquely; 

2. The difference between the dynamic and the Viqnal gravity corrections 

is due solely to the effect of the difference oy between the normal 
0 

gravity used in the evaluation of approximate height corrections and 

that used for computing the free-air anomaly. This implies that the 

D V 
expressions for both GC and GC are the same when oy = 0; 

0 

3. The gravity corrections are not negligible when compared to the 

accuracy actually achieved in precise levelling. Moreover, these GC's 

do not cancel out around a closed loop, but generally produce a 

misclosure. This implies that disregarding the actual gravity 

irregularities in computing the heights will in many cases cause 

errors of the same size, if not larger, as the accumulated standard 

errors in precise levelling, especially in case of Helmert system; 

4. The gravity corrections can be readily evaluated with sufficient 

accuracy, using either the developed formulae or the provided Tables. 

If the required values of free-air anomaly are not available from 

observed gravity at bench marks, the interpolated values (from anomaly 

contour maps) or predicted values (from surface fitting techniques) 

can be used; 

5. Given the Canadian gravity data coverage, the program package AREAGC 

(using data sets extracted from the EPB gravity data bank) is capable 

of predicting the free-air anomaly at any bench mark along any 

levelling route in Canada with the exception of mountainous regions. 
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It also provides the accuracy estimate of predicted anomaly. The 

only input needed are the geographical coordinates (latitutde and 

longitude) of the bench mark in question; 

6. The behaviour of Helmert gravity correction along levelling routes is 

more abrupt and its magnitude is more pronounced than that of either 

of the other two corrections; 

7. When the free-air anomaly contour map for Canada becomes available, it 

should, along with the provided GC Tables, further simplify the 

evaluation of the gravity corrections in the field; 

8. The developed technique for areal prediction of GC's, using a 2-D 

3rd order approximating polynomial and a 1° x 1° interpolation area, 

appears to give satisfactory results for flat and gently rolling areas 

which are not gravitationally disturbed. These areas are recognizable 

A2 
by the a posteriori variance factor a < 300 associated with the 

0 

approximated field (gravity anomaly or height). The performance of 

the prediction technique, based on the averaging power of the 

polynomials, has been tested against the standard approach of com-

puting the gravity correction segment by segment. The two results 

A2 
differ by less than 50% for a < 300. However, the differences grow 

0 

unreasonably large in mountainous areas (where &2> 300); 

9. The gravity correction plots, which have been generated for Canadian 

areas up to ~ = 65°N, show the direction in which they are significant 

and should be then taken into account. The obtained results indicate 

th~t the gravity corrections are significant within more than 90% of 

the computed 1° x 1° cells, at least in the direction of the maximum 
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value. The regions with large gravity anomaly and high elevations 

show significant GC in almost all directions; 

10. The accuracy estimates of the predicted free-air anomalies at the 

centre of each cell considered in this study, can be taken as an 

indication that the present gravity data coverage in Canada is 

sufficiently dense for the purpose of evaluating the GC, except in 

the mountainous and gravitationally disturbed areas. 

Generally the above results should help in bringing to the 

attention of the Canadian, and the American, geodetic communities the impor

tance of proper treatment of heights. It should prompt an action towards 

incorporating gravity corrections in the routine of height computations, 

in order to achieve the standard of accuracy required for the first-order 

levelling network. Since the coverage of most of the Canadian territory 

with gravity observations has become sufficiently dense, it appears 

realistic to redefine the CPLN in such a way as to have the heights 

based on actual gravity as recommended by the International Association 

of Geodesy. The advent of superior automatic levels with the anticipated 

reduction of observational error magnitude will further justify the 

routine incorporation of gravity corrections in the computational process 

for height determination everywhere in Canada. 

An important use of the dynamic gravity correction should be in 

the present IGLD-55 (International Great Lakes Datum of 1955). This 

network, so far, utilizes the dynamic height system based on normal 

gravity. 

The following suggestions are made for future work: 
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1. Gravity corrections along the same actual levelling lines and loops 

should be computed using "observed" anomalies and "interpolated" 

anomalies from contour maps. The comparison and analysis of the 

obtained results would help assessing the feasibility of using 

anomaly maps instead of observed gravity at bench marks; 

2. The gravity field in the Rockies, British Columbia and Yukon 

Territory should be densified. The existing gaps should be eliminated 

so that the gravity corrections to levelling routes within these 

regions can be evaluated. A similar statement holds true for the 

Canadian Arctic in the regions of possible future extensions of the 

CPLN. Blocks with adverse distribution of gravity data should be 

densified; 

3. The present technique for areal prediction of gravity corrections 

could be generalized to work with approximating polynomials of a 

higher order. This would involve a major rewriting of the subroutine 

GCAFAZ of AREAGC program, in addition to other minor modifications in 

the software. Such a step would be essential for minimizing the 

model errors by optimizing the order of the approximating polynomial 

according to the character of the field in the approximation area. 

This would help in investigating the gravity corrections in the 

mountainous and gravitationally disturbed area; 

4. Other systematic errors inherent in the precise spirit levelling, 

which are now known and modellable, should be modelled and accounted 

for in the CPLN. This includes in particular, the tidal effect; 

residual refraction; and vertical crustal movements. Also it is 

recommended that future investigations should involve the sea surface 

topography and the suspected errors in precise levelling that cause 
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the systematic discrepancies between oceanographic and N-S running 

geodetic levellings. 
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APPENDIX I 

THE 1967 INTERNATIONAL AND THE USC&GS 

NORMAL GRAVITY FORMULAE 

The purpose of this Appendix is to discuss the differences 

between the normal gravity values (on the ellipsoid) obtained from the 

1967 International formula and from the formula used in Canada and the 

United States (which is called here the USC&GS formula). 

The 1967 International formula for normal gravity on the 

;V 
ellipsoid is given by [I.A.G., 1971; Van~cek, 1971; Levallois, 1972]: 

(I-1) 

where Yo,Eq is the normal gravity on the ellipsoid at the equator 

(Yo,Eq = 978031.8 mgal), ~is the latitude and c1 , c 2 are coefficients 

given by: 

c1 = 0.005 3024 unitless, 

c 2 = 0.000 0059 unitless. 

The USC&GS reads [Bowie and Avers, 1914; Cannon, 1929]: 

* Y0 , 45 o [1 - a cos 2~ 
2 

+ s cos 2~] ' 

(I-2a) 

(I-2b) 

[I-3) 

where y 0 , 450 is the normal gravity on the ellipsoid at latitude ~ = 45° 

* (Y0 , 45 o = 980 624 mgal) and a, S are coefficients given by: 

a = 0.002 644 unitless, (I-4a) 

0.000 007 unitless. (I-4b) 

* To derive an '.expression for the difference between y 0 and y 0 , 

we first reformulate equation (I-3) to have the same form as equation 

(I-1) • 
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We can write: 

2cp 
2 

cp - sin 
2 

cp 1 - 2 sin 2 cp, cos cos 

and 
2 

2<P = 1 - sin 2 2<jl. cos 

By, substituting (I-5a) and (I-Sb) into (I-3), we get: 

* 
Yo,45° 

[(1 - a + S) + 2 a sin2 <P - S sin2 2<jl] . 

* We then compute y from equation (I-6), for <P 
o,Eq. 

o 0 , and get: 

* * y 
o,Eq. Yo,45o (1- a+ S), 

from which 

* * y = y 
o,45° o,Eq. 

a + S). 

Substituting (I-8) into (I-6), we obtain: 

* 2a 2 S 2 
Yo,Eq [1 + (l-a+S) sin <P - (l-a+S) sin 2<jl]. 

* 

(I-5a) 

(I-Sb) 

(I-6) 

(I-7) 

(I-8) 

(I-9) 

Evaluating Yo,Eq from equations (I-7), (I-4a) and (I-4b), we get: 

* Yo,Eq = 978 038.095 mgal. (I-10) 

Substituting (I-10), (I-4a) and (I-4b) into (I-9), we find that: 

y* = 978038.095 [1 + 0.005302 sin2 <P - 0.000007 sin2 2<Pl mgal. 
0 

(I-ll) 

We can now also rewrite equation (I-1) as: 

y = 978031.8 [1 + 0.005 3024 sin2 <P - 0.000 0059 sin2 2<jl] mgal, 
0 

* The difference between y 0 and y 0 , denoted by oy0 , i.e. 

* oyo = yo - yo 

is then found to be 

oy 
0 

[-6.295 + 0.358 sin2 cp + 1.076 sin2 2 <Pl mgal. 

(I-12) 

(I-13) 

(I-14) 
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The remaining part of this Appendix contains Table I-1 

(computer output) showing the values of y , 
0 

and oy , as computed 
0 

from equations (I-1), (I-3) and (I-14) respectively, for different 

latitudes. The results indicate that for Canadian latitudes 38° - 82° N 

the difference oy is always negative, and ranging between - 5.005 mgal 
0 

(for$~ 47°N) and- 5.843 mgal (for$= 82°N). 



TABLE I-1 

D[F~E~ENCES OF NO~MAL GRAVITY VALUES BETWEEN: THE 1967 AND THE USC&GS FORMULAS 
=:====================:======================================================= 

LA Tl TUDE: 
DEGe ( -t-VE N) 

GA~A-1967 
. (MGALS) 

GAM.e. -'JSC&GS 
( fJ; G.\LS) 

DEL TA-GAMA 
(MGALS) 

38.00 979992.032 9799~7.154 -5.122 
3~.25 96(1013e968 980019e104 -5e116 
38.50 980035.991 980041.101 -5.110 
3~75 980058.039 980063.143 -5.104 
39e0~ 980080e131 98(055.230 -5.099 
39e25 98C102.264 98,1J7.358 -5el~3 

· 39. so····---- 9BC' 124.43 8 ·--- 98~ 129.526 ·--------~5. os 3-----------------
39.75 9801~6.650 930151.733 -5.J83 
4~eDO 980168.899 98~173.977 -5.178 
40.25 98~191.183 9901;6.257 -5.)73 
4~o50 980213e5~1 98~218e569 -5oJ6J 
40e75 980235e85C 98:2l0o914 -5.064 
41.00 98(258.229 98t2~3.289 -5.060 
4le?5 99128Ce637 98~285e693 -5.056 

------------------41. 5o·-----9803T3.D71 _____ 93c 3)84123 -s•os-:>-------
41.75 98~325e53n 98C330o578 -5.048 
42.00 9e0348o013 93~353.057 -5.044 
42.25 990370.517 93J375.557 -5.041 
42o5~ 980393.040 98C398o077 -5.037 
42o75 930415o582 99~42Ce616 -5.034 
43o00 980438o140 9~'443o171 -5oJ31 
43o25 9804o0.713 <;AC"•465o741 -5.~28 

--------------------- 4 3. 50 ------ 98 0 43 3. 2 9 8 ----- gg:, 4 8 8. 32 •. - ------ ;..5. 0 25 
43o75 9A05,5o995 98C510o918 -5o023 
44o,O 980528e5~2 98~533o522 -5e020 
44.25 980551.116 98~556.134 -5.018 
44.50 980573.736 98~578.752 -5.016 
44.75 980596.360 93~601.375 -5.)14 
45.0~ 98061~o988 98~o24e000 -5.012 
45o25 9A0641e615 990646e626 -5o011 

--.s.so ----- 980664.243 ____ ·gac· 6-59.252 --;..s•o 10·---------
45.75 9806B6e867 9B~691o876 -5.008 
4~oOJ 980709e487 98~714o495 -5.007 
46o25 980732.1~2 98)737•1'8 -5e006 
46o5C' 980754o708 91W759o714 -5.006 
46.75 980777.305 <;l81•7B2.310 -s.oo5 
47.00 980799.891 98~804.896 -5.005 
47o25 98JA22o464 99~827o469 -5oOD4 

·- 47.50 980845.023- 30850.027 -5.004 
47o75 980867e565 98,872e569 -5.005 
48e00 980890o088 98~895o093 -5o005 
48.25 98~912.593 980917.598 -s.oos 
48o50 980935e075 981940o081 -5oOD6 
4~e75 980957e535 988952o541 -5e007 

··------ ----- ---------

N 

"" 0' 



TABLE I-1 (contAd) 
--- ·-------------------------· 

DIFFE~ENCES OF NORMAL GRAVITY VALUES BET•EEN: THE 1967 AND THE USC&GS FOQMJLAS 
===================:===============-===============:===============:========== 

LATITUDE GAMA-1957 GAM~-USC&GS OELTA-GAMA DEGe (+VE N) _____ (MGALS) ______ ('~GALS} _____________ (MGII.LSJ-

49.00 980979.969 93~984.977 -5.007 
49.25 9R10n2.377 981~07.385 -5.009 
49o50 981024e757 98!C29o767 -5.010 
49o75 981047e106 9~1052o117 -5.111 
50o00 981069e424 9~1C74e437 -5.~13 
50e25 981091e708 931096e723 -5.~15 so. 50-----981113. 957 _____ 9!31 118.974-------5.016 ----------
50e75 931136el7C 98114le188 -5.018 
51o00 981158e343 981163e364 -5.~21 
51e25 98118~o477 9Rll85e500 -5e023 
51.50 0812~2.568 981207.594 -5.026 
51.75 981224.616 981229.644 -5.028 
52.~0 981246.619 981251.65~ -5.031 
52e25 981268e574 98l273e608 -5e034 
s:>. so---- 981290. 4'H ------·gat 295.518 -------5.037 
52o75 981312e337 93tJ17e378 -5o040 
53e00 981334e142 98l339e186 -5.044 
53o25 981355o893 98l~50e940 -5.~47 
53.50 981377.588 981382.639 -5.051 
53,75 981399e227 981c04e282 -5,055 
54e0C 981420e807 981~25o865 -5.~59 
54o25 981442e326 981447e389 -5,053 

-54e 50 ----981463.784--- 98l468e851 ·..;5e067 --------·-- ·-----·-·--·-- -------
54e75 98148oe178 981490.249 -5.072 
55.0~ 9815J6e5~6 981~11,582 -5.076 
55.25 981527.768 981532.849 -5.081 
55.50 981548.962 98:554,047 -5.~86 
55e75 981570e085 981575el75 -5e091 
56 0 00 981591e136 991596e232 -5.)96 
56e25 981612e115 981617e215 -5.101 
56.50 -----981633.01 s----981 638e124 _______ --5.11)6-
56.75 981653.845 981658.956 -5.111 
57.00 981674.593 981679.710 -5.117 
57.25 981695.262 931700.385 -5.123 
57e50 981715e850 981720.978 -5.128 
57e75 981736.354 981741e488 -5.134 
58.00 981756.774 981761.915 -5.141) 
58.25 981777.109 981782.255 -5.146 
58.50 ------- 981797,355 9'31802e~oa ------.5,153- -------·--· ------

58.75 991817.513 981822.671 -5.159 
59e00 981837e579 981842e745 -5.165 
59o25 981857e554 9dl862e726 -5.172 
59,50 981877.435 981RR2e613 -5.178 
59o75 981897e220 981QJ2e405 -5,185 
60e00 981916e909 98~~22o1~1 -5.192 

[\) 

.t:> 
-.J 



TABLE I-1 (cont'd) 

DIF~E~ENCES OF NOR'-1AL GRAVITY VALUES BET•~EEN: THE 1967 AND THE USC&GS FORMULAS 
============================================================================== 

LATITUDE 
----------- DE Go ( f-VE N) -

GAMA-1967 GAMA-USC&GS DELTA-GAMA 
( MGALS} -----------01 GALS l ------------TMGALS) -------------

60o25 981936o5~0 93!941o~98 -5o199 
6Co50 981955o990 981961o196 -5o206 
6~o75 981975o380 98198~o593 -5o213 
6lo00 981994o666 981999o886 -5o220 
61o25 982013o849 982019o076 -5o227 
61o5~ 982032o925 98?,38o160 -5o235 

- 6lo 75 -------982C51 o895 ----- 982057o13T-----·;;.;so 242 --------· 
62o00 982070o756 982076o)05 -5o249 
62o25 982089o5~6 9~2C94o763 -5o257 
62o50 9d2108o145 98?113o410 -5o265 
62o75 982126o672 932131o944 -5o272 
63oDO 982145o084 98215Co363 -5o230 
63.25 9B2163o380 932168o667 -5.288 
63o50 98218lo558 9g21B6o854 -5o296 

--------63.75 --982199.619 -----982 :=otfo 922--------5. 303 ______________ _ 
64oOO 982217o559 98~222o870 -5o311 
64o25 982235o378 9B2240o697 -5o319 
64o5~ 982253o074 982258o402 -5o327 
64o75 982270o646 93?275o932 -5o335 
65o00 982288o~93 992293e437 -5o344 
65o25 9823~5o413 982~10o765 -5e352 
65o50 982322o!:>05 98.~327o965 -5o350 

~ 
::. 
(J) 

65o75 ------ 9'32339o66T ________ 9'3,: :..45e 035 --------5o368 ------------------
66o00 962356o599 98236lo975 -5o376 
66o25 982373o39e 9'3:~)78.783 -5o385 
66e50 98239Co064 982395o458 -5o393 
66o75 9824ry6o596 982411o998 -5o401 
67o00 982422o992 98242Bo402 -5o410 
67e25 982439o251 982444e669 -5o41S 
67o50 982455o371 982460o797 -5o42o 
67o75 98247lo351. <;82476o786 ··--·------- -5o435 
68.00 982487.191 982492.635 -5.443 
68o25 982502o889 982508e341 -5o452 
68. so 9825te. 443 982 523.903 -5.460 
68o75 992533o853 982539e322 -5o463 
69o00 982549o118 982554o594 -5.477 
69o25 982564e235 982569e72Q -5o485 
69e50 982579o204 982584e698 -5o494 

--69. 75· 982594. 02s- 982599i527 -'5i5ir2 
70o00 982608e695 9~2614o205 -5o510 
70.25 9B2623o213 982c28o732 -5.519 
71'o50 982637o579 <;82643o106 -5.527 
7Co75 982651o792 982657o327 -5o535 
71oCO 982665o849 982671o393 -5.544 
71o25 982679o751 992685e303 -5e552 



TABLE I-1 (cont'd) 
----------------------------------- ---------------

DIFFER~NCES OF NORMAL GRAVITY VALUES BETWEEN! THE 1967 AND THE USC&GS FORMULAS 
=============================·===-=========:======================::============== 

LATITUDE 
DEGo (+VE 1·JJ 

GAMA-1967 GAMA-USC&GS DELTA-GAMA - ( MGALS J -------- 01GALS l ------------1MGALS' ___________________ _ 

71.50 982693.496 982699.056 -5.560 
71.75 9827n7.n83 982712.651 -5.568 
72.00 982720.511 982726.088 -5.576 
72o25 982733.779 982739e364 -5.584 
72.50 982746.886 ~82752.479 -5.593 
72o75 982759e831 982765.432 -5e6J1 
73. oo 982772.613 -----<Je2 778.222 ------""5o60a -----------
73.25 982785.231 982790.847 -5.616 
73o50 932797o684 98c'803o308 -5.624 
73o75 982809o971 982815o603 -5o632 
74.,0 982822.091 982827.730 -5.640 
74o25 982834oC43 982839o690 -5o647 
74e50 982845o826 93c~851o481 -5.655 
74o75 982857o440 982863o102 -5o663 

--75. ocr---- 982868.883 9Fl? 874.553 -s .• 67n------- ---- ---
75o25 98288Co1~4 982885o832 -5o673 
75o50 992891o254 98?896e939 -5o685 
75.75 982902.180 9d2907.872 -5~692 
76o~O 982912o932 99~918o631 -5o699 
76o25 982923o509 982929o216 -5o706 
76o50 982933o911 982939o624 -5o713 
76o75 982044ol36 S92949o857 -5o720 
77.00 982954. 184 ____ - 93? 959.911 ________ ;..5. 727 ---- -~~----~~---· ------

77.25 982964o054 S~969o7R8 -5.734 
77o5n 932973.745 93~979.486 -5.741 
77o75 9829R3o257 982989o004 -5.747 
7Ro0~ 982992o5R8 98?998o342 -5o754 
78o25 983001o739 983007o499 -5o76J 
78.50 98301Co7C7 983~16o474 -5~766 
7Bo75 983019o494 98J025o266 -5o773 

-79o 00 --- 983:l28o097 -----983 033o 875·-------5. 779 
79.25 983n36o516 933~42o301 -~.785 
79o50 983044o752 ~83050o542 -5.79) 
79.75 983052.802 993058.598 -5.796 
s~.oo 98306Co666 98J~66o468 -5o8D2 
80 0 25 983068o345 9fU074o152 -5o807 
80o50 983075o836 983081o649 -5o813 
8t'o75 983083o140 983C88o958 -5o818 
81o0':l --- 98309:)o256 981096o080 '"'5o823 -------
81o25 983097o184 98JlC3o012 -5.823 
8lo5~ 983103o923 93:1109.756 -5o333 
81o75 993110o472 93J116o310 -5o838 
82o00 983116o831 99J122o673 -5o843 

N 
~ 
\.0 



APPENDIX II 

EPB POINT GRAVITY DATA FILE 

II.l Descriptian of the File 

In this section, the new EPB point gravity data file (see 

section 5.2.3) is described. For brevity, it is referred to here as the 

"EPB File". 

The EPB file is of a sequential type and is residing on an 

unlabelled, 9track, 1600 bsi (Bytes per square inch) tape. This tape 

is called "BUCK02" and is stored in slot number 1304 at the UNB Computing 

Centre. The data set name is "GRAV", and its pertinent characteristics 

are given in the following data definition (DD) cards [IBM, 1970] : 

II GO.FTxx FOOl DD DSN=GRAV, UNIT=TAPE, 

II LABEL (1, NL), VOL=SER=BUCK02, 

II DCB = (RECFM = FB, LRECL=80, BLKSIZE=3200, DEN=3), 

II DISP = (OLD, KEEP) 

where xx should be replaced by the desired unit number (data reference 

number), which can be any integer between 01 and 25 except 5, 6, and 7 

at the U.N.B. installation system. 

GRAV contains 272, 567 records, one per each gravity station 

including data from both land and sea. The records are 80 characters 

long, and the data is blocked as 40 records per block. Each record 

contains information about the station identification, its geographical 

position (latitude and longitude), its elevation above M.S.L., observed 

gravity and free-air gravity anomaly. Table II-1 is a detailed description 

of the contents of one such record (80 columns). 

250 
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TABLE II-1 

Description of 80 Column Records of EPB File 

Columns Description Format 

l Record Identification code, as follows: Al 
+ = standard record 

* = header record 
D = deleted record 

2-6 Station number IS 

7-8 Year of observation [l9xx] I2 

9-ll Project number I3 

12 Assumed Blank 

13-20 Latitude in decimal degrees (+ve North) F8.5 

21 Assumed Blank 

22-30 Longitude in decimal degrees (+ve West) F9.5 

31 Coordinate Factor, which gives the scale of the Il 
map from which the station coordinates were 
scaled, as follows: 
For Pre - 1969 Data For Post - 1968 Data 

0 = unknown· l = < l/25,000 
l = l/25,000 2 = l/25,000 
2 = l/50,000 3 = l/50,000 
3 = l/125,000 4 = l/125,000 
4 = l/250,000 5 = l/250,000 
5 = l/500,000 6 = l/500,000 
6 = Decca Survey 7 = l/1,000,000 
7 = Other sources 8 = > l/1,000,000 

9 = unknown 

32-38 Elevation of station above MSL, in Feet F7.l 

39 Assumed blank 

.•. Cont'd 



Columns 

40 

41 

42-48 

49 

50 

51-59 

60-66 

67-73 

74-78 

79 

80 
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TABLE II-1, Cont'd 

Description Format 

Elevation Accuracy factor, which defines the Al 
accuracy of the station elevation, relative 
to the elevation datum, as follows: 
For Pre - 1969 Data For Post - 1968 Data 

0 = unknown 0 = unknown 
1 = :!: 3 ft 1 = :!: 0.1 ft 
2 = :!: 10 ft 2 = :!: 1 ft 
3 = :!: 25 ft 3 = :!: 3 ft 
4 = :!: 100 ft 4 = :!: 10 ft 

5 = :!: 25 ft 
6 = :!: 100 ft 

Elevation Datum factor, as follows: Il 
1 = spirit level 
2 = altimeter 
3 = arbitrary 

Depth in feet (of water or ice at the station) F7.1 

Depth indicator, as follows: Al 
Blank = no water or ice present 

I = depth of water for surface measurement 
U = depth of water for underwater measurement 
X = depth of water or thickness of ice is 

unknown, i.e. Bouguer anomaly will be 
incorrect. 

Depth accuracy factor, same definition as the Al 
elevation accuracy factor in column 40. 

The observed gravity in gals F9.5 

Free-air anomaly in mgals F7.2 

Bouguer anomaly in mgals, including the terrain F7.2 
correction 

The terrain correction in mgals, which has been F5.2 
added to the simple Bouguer anomaly 

Terrain correction uncertainty, as follows: Il 
1 = 10% 
2 = 20% 
3 = > 20% 
5 = not coded 

A code indicating the release status of the station Al 
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The land gravity data on the EPB file is already sorted out 

by latitude first and then by longitude. The sea gravity data is not 

sorted. The current version of this file has been also used by John 

[1976], and some of the errors and ambiguities in the originally 

received tape from the EPB has been already removed by him. The 

clean-up of the file was executed in summer 1975, while Mr. John was 

working at the EPB Gravity Division, in Ottawa. 

The following suggestions, concerning the EPB file, were 

recommended by the Gravity Division [communications with Ron Buck, 1975]: 

(i) Records with a record identification code equals "D" (Column 1, 

see Table II-1) should be deleted; 

(ii) Records with free-air anomaly values of -0.0 mgal (columns 

60-66, see Table II-1) should not be used; 

(iii) Records with elevation accuracy factor (column 40, see Table II-1) 

given as a minus sign "-", should be changed so that this factor 

will read one ("1"). 

To solve the third problem above, each elevation accuracy 

factor value, say CH, should be read from the EPB file using the character 

format "Al" as indicated in Table II-1. This value is then converted to 

a numerical value, say N, by using the following "magic" formula (as 

called by Buck) : 

N (CH - IZ) I 16 777 216 (II-1) 

where IZ is a character variable that has to be defined, using a DATA 

statement, as: 

DATA IZ I lHO I ' 

which must be executed before the conversion takes place. Now, if CH 
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takes the value"-", the formula (II-1) cannot be applied. In this case, 

we have to use the following two statements: 

DATA MINUS I ,_, I 

IF (CH. EQ. MINUS) N=l 

before applying the conversion formula (II-1). 

The formula used by the Gravity Division for Computing the 

f . . 1 AgF ree-a~r grav~ty anoma y, u is: 

f:J.gF = g - (y - ~ h) - (dg - 4TI K p ) d 
o dz dz -w w (II-2) 

where: g is the observed value of gravity at the station, based on the 

1974 adjustment of the National Gravity Net and the recently adopted 

IGSN 71 (International Gravity Standardization Net 1971) [Morelli et al., 

1974]~ y is the normal gravity value on the ellipsoid, based on the 1967 
0 

International formula [IAG, 1971] which reads: 

y = 978.031 85 [1 + 0.005 278 895 sin2 ~ + 
0 

+ 0.000 023 462 sin4 ~] gals; (II-3) 

~is the vertical gradient of normal gravity dgldz = + 0.09406 mgallft 

= 0.3086 mgallm of the station elevation above sea level), and his the 

elevation of the gravity station above sea level. The second term in 

equation (II-2) applies only when g has been observed on the ocean or 

lake floor with an underwater gravimeter. There, K is the universal 

constant of gravitation; p is the density of the water (1.03 gmlccm); 
w 

and d is the depth of water in feet. 
w 

It should be noted that the EPB File format is fixed-blocked, 

which implies that this tape has to be read with the appropriate format-

control statement as indicated in Table II-1 (last column). 
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It is worth mentioning here that the version of the 1967 

International formula for normal gravity used by the EPB (equation II-3) 

is the Chebychev's approximation to the closed form of normal gravity 

[IAG, 1971]. Equation (II-3) is claimed to be accurate to 0.004 mgal. 

It differs, however, from the conventional version used for the develop

ments in Appendix I (Equation I-l) and throughout the present study. 

The accuracy of Equation (I-l) is limited to 0.1 mgal [IAG, 1971~. 

However, the differences of normal gravity values given by Equations 

(II-3) and (I-l), as computed by the author, were found to range 

between 0.01 mgal and 0.06 mgal over the Canadian latitudes. 

Based on the discussion given in section 4.3, it is obvious 

that the aforementioned discrepancy between the two versions of the 1967 

formula c~ 0.03 mgal on the average) has negligible effect on the compu

tation of Helmert and Vignal gravity corrections, GCH and GCv, respect

ively. In the case of Dynamic gravity correction, GC0 , the corresponding 

effect on the computed value of GC0 will be, in the extreme cases, in 

the order of 0.006 mm for a 1 km levelling section. This is again 

negligible, in accordance with section 4.3. 

Two main reasons, however7were behind the use of the conventional 

version in this investigation. First, it is in the same form as the 

familiar 1930 International formula except with different values for its 

coefficients. Secondly, it is formable in the same form.as the USC&GS 

formula for normal gravity (Equation I-3) under investigation. The 

latter reason helps providing a simple model for the difference between 

the 1967 International and the USC&GS formulae for normal gravity 

(Equation I-14). Such a simple model was found convenient in the develop

ment of the technique for aerial prediction of gravity corrections 

(Chapter 7). 
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II-2 Use of the File 

As can be seen from Table II-1, there are lots of inflormation on 

the EPB file for each gravity station. Only part cif this information is 

relevant to the current study. In addition, the point gravity data on 

the file are collected for both land and sea. Therefore, this section 

discusses the way of using the EPB file to extract and file only the 

necessary data at each gravity station on land (as stated in Chapter 7) 

pertinent to the study of actual gravity influence on levelled heights. 

For our investigation herein, we deal with data on land only, 

and we need the following information at each gravity station: geogra-

phical position (latitude and longitude); elevation above sea level; 

feee-air anomaly; accuracy of elevation and accuracy of free-air anomaly. 

It was decided to extract also the observed gravity for possible future 

needs. 

To get the elevation accuracy oh, from the file, we have to 

compute it from the elevation accuracy factor N"(explained in section 

II-1) along with the year of observation, according to the categories 

listed in Table II-1 (pertaining to column 40). 

It is clear from the description of the EPB file (Table II-1) 

that no individual estimates for the accuracy of the gravity anomalies 

are readily available. 

devised by Van~ek et. 

air anomaly 

2 
a F 

6g 

F 6g , which 

Therefore, 

al. [1972] 

reads: 

it was decided to use the formula 

for the variance a 
2 

of the free-
AgF 

(II-4) 

for oh in metres. The first term accounts for the measurement error in 

observed gravity g [Hamilton and Buchan, 1965; Tanner and Gibb, 1971]. 
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The second term is a function of the error oh in the elevation h, which 

depends on the way the elevation was acquired (spirit levelling, altimetry 

or other). 

A program called "EXTRAC" was written to read the EPB tape and 

extract the above discussed information, considering the data on land 

only. Also EXTRAC deletes the suspected records, following the suggestions 

of the Gravity Division as explained in the previous section. EXTRAC 

thus creates a new relevant data file, referred to here as the "master 

file", by filing, on tape, one record per each gravity station containing 

the following information: latitude ~ and longitude A in degrees and 

decimal fractions of degrees, positive north and west respectively; 

observed gravity g in gal; free-air anomaly ~gF in mgal; elevation h 

above MSL and elevation accuracy oh in feet (same units as the EPB File). 

Then the first 4000 records, as well as the total number of records 

stored on the created master file axe printed-out. Listings and sample 

output of EXTRAC are shown at the end of this Appendix, which indicate 

that a total of 110,171 point gravity values on land are available 

on the EPB file. 

The created master file is of a sequential type, residing on a 

standard-labelled, 9 track, 1600 bpi tape, called "SL1285", and stored 

in slot number 1285 at the U.N.B. Computing Centre. Each record is 

48 characters long, and the data is blocked into 150 records per block. 

Table II-2 describes the contents and format of each record. The 

complete pertinent characteristics of the master file are given in the 

following data definition (DD) cards [IBM, 1970] : 

II GO.FTxxFOOl DD DSN = NEW.PTFA.CANADA.LAND.TEMPOR, 

II UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(9, SL), VOL=SER=SL1285, 
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TABLE II-2 

Description of 48 Columns Records 

of the Master File 

Columns Description Format 

1-9 Station latitude cp, in degrees and decimal F9.5 
fractions of degrees - + ve North 

10-19 Station Longitude A, in degrees and decimal Fl0.5 
fractions of degrees-+ ve west. 

20-28 Observed gravity g, in gals F9.5 

29-35 Free-air gravity anomaly 
F 

!::.g , in mgals F7.2 

36-42 Elevation h of station above sea level, in F7.1 
feet 

43-48 Elevation assigned - accuracy oh, in feet F6.1 
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II DCB = (RECFM=FB, LRECL=48, BLKSIZE=7200, DEN=3), 

II DISP=(OLD, KEEP) 

where xx is explained in the previous section. Note here, also, that this 

master file has to be read using the appropriate format - controlled 

statement as explained in Table II-2 (fi~st and last columns). 

For further use, the master file was partitioned to seven, geo-

graphically overlapping, subsets of data. A program called "SUBSET" 

was written for this purpose, whose listings and sample output are not 

given in this Appendix. The geographical extent of each created subset 

is shown in Table II-3, as well as its name and FORTRAN reference number. 

All the new seven data sets are of sequential type, and they 

have to be read without format - controlled statements. They are 

residing on tape "SE 1309" in slot number 1309 at the UNB Computing Centre. 

The required DD cards for these sets are listed as follows [IBM, 1970]: 

000(1 //GCeFT21FOfl CC CS~=~ASS~~.~F~e~TF~eLA~CeEAST, 
00002 // UNIT=TAPl,VCL=SEF=SF1~0q,LAl~l=(2~SL), 
OCC03 // CCO=(~ECF~=~ES,LFfCL=4E,EL~SIZE=3~CC,CE~=~), 

__ _____Q_Q_QC4 // ClSE=lOLC.Kt;(F 
0 C C. (: 5 I / G C • F T 2 2 F 0 C 1 C C C--'S:-c~c-=--:-~--:A--:S=-s""· """~-=!="'" .• -N-, =E W • r: T F 1\ • L A !\ C • C E 1\ .Tff , 
00006 // UNlT=TAPf,VCL=SE~=~Fl~0S.LAcf.L=(3,SL}, 
0(;007 // CCB=(f;ECFI>I=Vt:SolFFCL=48,PLKSIZ~"=.-:;fc::,( ,CEf'.l=:3l, 
OCCOe // CISP=CCLC,KEEF) 
OOC09 //GOeFT23F001 CD CSf\=~~SSA~a"Ew.~lFAeLA!\CeP~Al~J, 
OCClC // UhiT=TAFE,VCL=St~=SEl~C~,LAEfL=(4,SL), 
00011 /1 CCB=(RECF~=VeS,L~ECL=48,flKS17F=3~LC,Cf~=3), 
CO C 12 __ L.L_____L_lSP= C CLC • K >" E F) . ·- ---·-
C C C 1 3 / / G C • F T 2 4 F C (' 1 C C C S 1\ = 1\ A S S A r. • ~ E V. o r: T f- A • L A r\ C~.\~·~~ T C () , 
0~014 // UNIT=TAPE.~CL=Sf~=SF13CS.LA~El=C~oSL), 
GOC15 // CC8=(~ECF~=VEStL~ECL:4PoPLKSIZf=3~0G,Ol~=3), 
OOClf // CISP=(CLC,KEfF) 
OOC17 //GCoFT25FCC1 CC D5N=NASSARa"E~oPTFAalAI\loN•7• 
OCClE // UNIT=TAFf,VCL=SF~=~Fl~09,LAlEL=CfeSLio 
CCClS /1 CCB=C~ECFN=VeS,L~ECL=48tPLK5!ZE=3~0C.CE~=2), 
OCC20 // CISP=(OLD,KEEF) 
OOC 2 1 I /GOoF T 16FC 01 CO CS 1\= 1\ ,t. S SA I=< oi\E IN • P T f= A eLA-r':C;.Ff:':A-i\Y;--
00022 // UNIT=1APE,VCL=SE~=SE130~,LAA~L=(7,5Lio 
00023 // CCU=(~ECF~=VBSoLPFCL=4Po~LKSIZc=36G~,G~I\=3)o 
OOC24 // CISP=CCLC,KE~P) 
OC02~ //GCeFT17FCCl CO DSf\=1\ASSADeNE~oFlFAolAI\CeG~fEN, 
00026 // UNIT=TAPE,VCL=SfR=SE13C~,LABEL={e,SL), 
OOC27 // CCB=CPECFI>I=VES,L~ECL=48,~LK5IZE=2~CC,DE!\=~), 

__ c_o C 21L __ .. m L L ___ . __ .Ias E =...LC L c_.._K..Ef.El_ _______ . --· --·-----·-~ .. ---·----·- ___ ... 
00029 
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TABLE Il-3 

Geographical Extent of Data Subsets 

DATA SUBSET EXTENT 

Ref. No. NAME <j>(+ve N) A.(+ve W) 

21 NEW.PTFA.LAND.EAST 40°-65° 51°-75° 

22 NEW.PTFA.LAND.CENTRE 42°-65° 72°-93° 

23 NEW.PTFA.LAND.PRAIRI 47°-65° 90°-120° 

24 NEW.PTFA.LAND.WESTCO 47°-65° 117°-142° 

25 NEW.PTFA.LAND.NWT 62°-72 ° 60°-144° 

16 NEW.PTFA.LAND.FRANK 69°-82° 65°-144° 

17 I NEW.PTFA.LAND.GREEN 79°-84° 50°-80° 

I 
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For convenience, the seven data sets, explained above, are 

also duplicated on the disc "SEGEOP", at UNB Computing Centre, according 

to the following listed DD cards [IBM, 1970] : 

00030 I/GOeFT21FQ01 CO CS~=~ASSA~eNEW.~TFAeLA~C.~ASTo 
00031 // U~IT=~2314,VCL=(F~IV~TF,5Ek=SEGECP), 
00032 // DISP=(OLC,KEF~), 

__ __,0~0_,0._.3~3 __ _L_/_L/ __ _c_U3 = ( E£ _C_F~~V >:; S ~ L h F C L = 4 f. , E l K S I Z 1: = :3 (. C C ~l --,--------~ 
00034 I/GOeFT22F001 CO C~~=~ASSAPeNEweFTFAeLA~CeCE~TrE, 
0003~ // LNIT=~2~14,VCl=(~RIVATE,SEF=SfGECF), 
00036 // CISP=(CLCoKEtr), 
00037 // CCB=(~ECF~=VES,L~LCL=4B,eLKSlZE=360r) 
00038 //GOeFT23FOC1 CD OS~=~ASSAR.~E~ePTFAeLA~CePRAIPJ, 
00039 // U~IT=~23tq,VCL={F~IVATF,SEP=SfGECF}, 
00040 // ClSP={CLC.KE~r), 

____ _....Cc.~oOLJo.., • .,.4c.~1 __ __....L/'--'/"------kC_..c .... B==__LF<_Ec_fr.<= Vfl.5_._L F t:: ( L= 4 € , t3 L K S r Z E_.=_;; t;.S C_} __________ _ 
00042 //GCeFT24FOCl CC CS~=~ASSARe~EWePlFAeLA~C.WCSTCr, 
00043 // LNIT=~2314,VCL=(F~lVATE,SER=SrCECF), 
00044 // CISF=(OLDoKCEF), 
00045 // CCR=(~EC~~=VES,L~ECL=48,8LKSIZE=260C) 
00046 //GOeFT2~FCCl LD D~~=~A~SAReNE~e~TFAelA~C.~~T, 
00047 // UNIT=~2314,VCL={~hiVATE,~ER:SFCcCP)o 
OOC4E // CIS~=(OLCtKE~F), 
00049 // 0Cd={RECF~=V~5,L~ECL=48 1 8LK5!ZE=3t0r, 
00050 //GGeFT16FCC1 CC ~S~=~ASSA~eNE~ePTFAeLA~CeFPANK, 
OCO~l // LNIT=N?~14,VCL=(F~I~AlE,SEP=SfCEGF), 
00C52 // CISP=(CLG~K~FF), 
00053 // CC~=(~ECFN=VPS,L~ECL=42oPLKSIZE=3tGC) 
00054 //GOeFT17FCCl CD CS~=~ASSAR.NF~eFT~~elA~CeGR~F~, 
00055 // UNIT=N2314,VCL=(PhiVATEoSE~=SE~EC~), 
00056 // CISP=(CLC,KFf~), 
C 00 57 __ LL __ .CC~= { R EC: FY::= v_p 5 ,t.J<E_C_l, =_4_t:j_, E 1,. t<~_1l_f _ _:=_:3f.9_0 ) _ 
00058 
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C*************************************************************************** 
C* * 
C* FRCGJ;AM 'EXTR"C.' : * '* ------------------- * C* THE PURPf')5E Df' THIS PROGRAj\1 15 :- * 
C* 1-TO NE-C T~E N~W lPB POINT GRAVITY TAP~ (WHICH WAS SUPPLIED EARLY * 

-------c*--rN1975~~-0-EXT~ACT-T~--RE-Lt:"\ii\i-i -INfCJR~AT 1 CN-FOR INVEST IGAT:=:--=-I""NC::G:-----.o--------------
C* THF EFF[CT OF THC EAf<TH'S GRAVIT~ FIELD CN THE LEVELLED HEIGHTSo * 
C* ~A,~LY :- * 
C* 1-YE:AR CF CASERVATICNo * 
C* 2-LATITUDC IN OECIMI\L OEG!;FE:So * 
C* 3-LCI\GITUDC II\ OC(lj\1/IL CEUFES, * 
C* 4-ELEVATICI\ Ac3CVE ~.SoLo II\ FEETo * 

---------~*-___ ___5_::J::.E.lG.I:ii._;\(_GJ f:' AC Y _ _E.A_C..I~B-1 .!L~J:iAEA.C TE8___EQ8.!!l_, * 
C* 6-Cfl';cRVf~O GI<AiiilY It\1 GAL'', * 
C* 7-rRCC-AlR ANCI<'ALY IN MGAI.~i. * 
C* * C* 2-TO ASSIGI\ THE ~PPROPRIATE ACCURA(V (IN FCFT) C~ TH~ ELEVATION, * 
C* ACCURCING TO TrF YEAR OF 08SEPVAilCN AN0 TH~ HEIGHT ACCUPACY FACTCR * 
C* (AFTER TRAI\SFORMII\G IT FRO~ THE C~ARACTER TU THE NUMERICAL CODE). * 
C* * 
C* 3-TO pq INT OUT t=CP SCME POINTS: THf LAT !TUDE o LOI\G! TU!)f= • OBSf RVF:D * 

______ __,c*~RAVf~Rr:: t- -A IRANUMAL Y • H:'-I GI-'T -;; BUVE M SL-AND HE I GHT~CUR:-'A-i-:C~v""'.'-----;;*-------------

C* * 
C* 4-TO WRITE ~LL Trf IN~C~~ATICN MEN 'JONEO IN (3) ABOVE ONTO A DATA * 
C-* FILL WHflSE APPROPJ<IATE NUM!3"'R IS INPUTTED, FOR FUTURE USAGE'. * 
C* -CG~SID~RII\G O~LY THE POINT GRAV rv OATA 01\ LA~O, AND EXCLUDING * 
C* THE DATA C~ SE:A- SINCE IT IS IRRI:L.£.VANT TO OUR INVESTIGATION. * 
C* * 

_____ _:C * * ** ** *** * ** ** **** ** **** ** "'******* **"':· ****** ************* ******** ********** c ·----·-----------··--·------------- ---
0001 [j\IFLICIT REAL*A(A-H,C-Z) 
0002 CC~MON/SAVE/ PoALoGRAVoDGoAHToH;~CC 
0003 OI~LI\SION RWVEC(6) 
0004 EC~IVALE~CE (P,RwVEC(l)) 
0005 O~TA lChAR/ 1 - 0 / 

0006 DATA INU~/1~0/ 
0007 _ DATA IDCkET/'P~'~/ __________ _ 

oooe 
0009 

c 
C RE:AC-I~ THE C~TA REFERENCE NU~BER (JNIT NUM3FRI ASSIGNED TO THE EPB NEW 
C PCINT G~AVITY FILEo FRO~ wH1CH ~E WILL EXTRACT THE NEEDED INFOPMATIONo 
C TriS CAN BE A~Y INTEGER rRCM I TO 23 EXCEPT 5,6 & 7, AT UoNoBo SYSlf.Mo 
c 

READ(!Oo~C) IEP8 
~0 FC!';MAT( 12) 

N 
0'1 
1-' 

------------'f--f;f:-AD_-i-r...-THE O~TA Rf-r'ERE.I\CE I'<UtJI3F.R (]dT NUMFIER) DF.SIRED To RE ASSIGc:-N.,.'l,--,·D,_--------------
C TO TH[ DATA SF.T TO HE CRf:ATED ON Tt·-,1: (OR DISC) FPOM IF!PH AS EXPLAINED 

0010 

C "BOVt, A"'O IS GCII\G TC EE THE MASTf~ FILE OF INFORMATION FOP THE CURRENT 
C INVESTIGATION. 
c 

READ(5o30) MASTER 
c 

----------''::--"'B I NT -C i IT A T UL ~'= A NO SO !V_E__HE.AD.LI'I G.S --~ C R THE C U_'[E_l.lL_Du.LF___,TuH::!.E"'-~IuO.uR"-L•------------------
C 

0011 
0012 

wRITE(6ol5) 
15 FGRMAT( 1 1 1 //10Xo 1 PL•NT GRAVITY AND PCINT FREE-AIR Ar...OMALV VALUES 

li" CAhACA (FROM TI-'E EPe NEW FILE)'/) 
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0013 
0014 

W~ITE(6,2!:) 
25 FCFMAT(/,2X, 1 LAT,(OE~.)+VEoN',?~,•LO~~.{DEG.)+V~oW',2Xo 1 GRAVo(GALS 

1)',2X,'FRE'=-AH< ANOMALY (MGALS} 1 o2X, 1 HEIGHT (FEET) 1 o2Xo 1 HEIGHT ACC 
2U~ACY (FEET)'/) 

0015 J=O 
-~0~0~1 . .6__ EW l_Nc_r_8'8 . _ 

0017 1 "E:AO(If:PEo4oEII.D=2)IOoNUM,IVolP,=>,-A-:-:-L-,---=-I-=c-,-Ac-H:-=T-,IT,IHToiDAToDEP,IDEP,IDF 
*FoGRAV,DG,BA,TCoTCU,IRS 

0018 4 FCF;MAT( Alo I5ol2o I3,:-9o5oF10o5o I 1oF7o1o2Alo I 1,F7,1oA1,A1,F9o5oF7o2o 

OC19 

0020 

*F7o2oF::io2o2A1) 
c 
C CELETING THE SEA CATAo IoEo FGR WHIC~ THE HFIGHT OF THE GRAVITY STATION 
C IS AS~IGNED A VALUE CF 0 FEET. 
c 

IF(A~T.EOoOoO) GO TO 1 
c 
C DELETING THE RECCRDS FOR WHICH T~E RECCRC IDENTIFICATION CODE EQUALS 1 0' 
C AII.O/GR T~E FREE-AIR AI\.OMALV EQUALS 1 -0.0' MGALSo 
C AS RECCMMENDEC 8V THE GRAVITY DIVISICII.o 
c 

IF( IC.ECo!DF.LET.CF,CG,f.Oo-OoO) GO TO 

------------'§--c CN V E RS I C N OF CHARACTER C C 0 E FOR t-( TG~H""T;--~.,---c=c""U,-;R,--A-=--c=y;--;F:-A-:-;;:C--.;T,-,O""P..-. ---..Tc;:O;-:N:-:cU,.,-,.,M"'E:-;R..-1;-;;C-=A-:L--------------
C CGD( FACTOR VIA Tt-E SUPPLIED FORMUl.A BY T~E EPB 

0021 
0022 

c 

c 

NCOuf.=( IHT-II\OUM)/16777216 
IF(IHToEC.lCH~R) NCOGE~1 

C ASSIGNING VALUES FC~ THE H~lGHT ACCUQACY (CONSIDF.RED AS STANDARD 

rv 
(jl 
rv 

________ C __ Cf:.V IIIT_J_Q 1>, )___I_ I\! _£_E_!; _ _-L_,_~q:pRD_I~~ __ I_9_H!; _"(_fA_ f.! __ 0 F _!lt3 ~_!;_RVA T I ON AND T'::H-'=E~---------------
C SPECIFIED N~MERICAL CCDE CN Tt-E EM~ GRAVITY FILE FOR THE HEIGHT 

0023 

C ACCURACY FACTCR 
c 

lF(lYoGEoE9) GC TO 10 
c . 
C VALUES FCR T~E DATA PR!CF TO 1 1969 1 

c 
__Q_Q2 4 I 1- lli~QQ_I;;J Eq_o...l.l__tU A~.C= 3_.._Q ____ -------------------------------------

0025 li-(~CGDEoEOo2) ~TACC=10o0 
0026 IF(NCOOEoEOo3) HTACC=25o0 
0027 I~(NCODE.EQ,4) HTACC=lOO.O 
0028 IFCNCCDE.EOoO) HTACC=l25o0 
0029 GC TC 20 
0030 10 CCNTINUE 

c 
______ _,c,_----"\1-"A"-L'-"UES FCH _ ___I_ti!;: DATA AFTER '1968' 

c 
0031 IFCNCCDE.E0.1) ~TACC=0.1 
0032 IF(NCODf..E0.2) HTACC=l.O 
0033 If(NCGOEoEOo3) HTACC=3o0 
u034 IFCNCODEoEQ.4) ~TACC=lOoO 
0035 IF(NCOO~.EOo5) HTACC=25o0 
0036 Ir(NCODE.E0.6) HTACC=lOOoO 

__Q__C__!_7 I£.i-''LCQD E • ;a • 0) 1- T ACC= 1 25.0 
0038 cO CCNTINUE 
0039 J=J+l 

c 
C ~RITE THE RELEVA~T I~FOR~ATIC~ ON ~~ INTERNAL MEDIA (TAPE OR DISC) • 
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0040 
0041 

C •HOSE ~EFERE~CE ~UMBER IS 1 MASTER 1 • 

c 
3 

c 
i!IRITE(MASTERo3) (RWVEC( I), I=lof) 
FORMAT(F9.5oFlCo5oF9o5oF7.2oF7oloF6.J) 

_________ !';_ FRINT-CUT TI-E FIRST 4000 RECORDS (F{,IINTS) ON THE CREATED MASTER FTLEo 

0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 

c 
IF(J oLEo4000) WRITE(Eo3Sl (RW'\IEC( I) .1=1 ,6) 

35 FU~MAT(5XoF9o5o8X,F10.5o6XoF9.~o12XoF7o2oi3XoF7.1,13X,F6.1) 
GC TC 1 

2 CCNTINUE 
c 
C FRINT-OUT THE TOTAL ~UMBER OF PCl~TS (RECORDS) ON THE MASTER FILE 

PAGE OOJ3 

----------'!C:-'W"-'H'-'-"I . ..Q:!__I_S THE TOTAL NU MfJ E R OF AVA I L ,l f!L F OAT A PC I NTS n N C AN AD A L.A'-'N_,_,' 0~5___,.0'-"N"'L"-'Y'--Lo -----------
C 

OC4c 
0047. 
0048 
CC4<;; 

5 
~RITE(6,5) J 
FCRMAT(//o5Xo 1 TOTAL NO. OF POI~TS ON THIS FILE =•,IS) 
STCP 
END '· 

(\.) 

-0'1 
w 
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PUINT GRAVITY AND PCTNT.FREE-~tR ANCM4LY VALUfS IN CAN~OA (FROM THE EPB NEW FILE) 

LATo(DEG,)+VEeN LONGo(DEG.)+VEoW GR4Vo{GALS) FREE-Aiq ANQ~ALY (MGALS) HEIGHT (FEfT) H~IGHT ACCURACY CFEF.T) 

____ 40.64333 7j,78333 Q~0.20900 -l 0i,q'5 15.0 1::?5.1) 
40.341'.:>67 74.65500 9AO.t6262. ·-.;,:;>1\.,u, flA~O t?.<;~-,~-------
40.44333 7Q.94~oo gqo.09798 -2.52 tt4o.n 12-;., 
40.cooor f<2.t\on67 <;180.07900 ; -sg,.qr:; 3?0.0 t25.'J 
40o00333 1C5.2A167 979,5A857 -72.11 ~4~6.8 . 125o0 
40o7b333 111,01'>667 979,7<;928 -t~2o?'l 4?.2'5,0 ---·-· ·--·-·-· 125o'l ----------
41oY18]3 f1.HQOOO 980.27200 -2~.~2 517.0 J,l) 
41o99667 fl0o641€7 9e0.?8040 -17.54 571,0 ~.1) 

____ 4le55282 81o8?.3~2 ___ gq'),241\.f>8_ _ __ -llo21; 57l.Q lo'll--------
4lo55282 el.94166 980.24338 -14.76 571.0 1.0 
41o55332 Alo7C'f'(:6 980o24178 -13o16 57lo0 lo'J 
41.64('83 ~1.941Fif. 9i'l').25098 -15.47 571.0 t.'l 
41.64116 81.82332 930.25258 -t:!."-7 571.0 1.0 
41o64166 1:11o5'P~I:l~ 9'!0,24178 -- ·-23.'57 571o0 -·-- lo'l 
41.64166 81.70666 9f.I0,?54R8 -11.37 <;7J.O 1.1) 
41o7249~ 81o82332 9~0.26189 -12.29 57lo0 leO 
41.72916 81.94166 9P0.2cOI'i9 -14.29 57t.o t.~n _______ _ 

--.---41.73016 -P:t.5'3">49 93i.::>c;s39 -i1.tQ ·5n;o 1~ 
41.73449 81o4699'i <;ROo25119 -?.?.A9 571,0 lo'l 
41o74732 Bl.72YI6 980.26779 -B.?9 571.0 1.') 
41.8?.332 61.23416 98').?5989 ·- -2?.1 .. 1 - 571.1) ---··- -·--- t.'J -··----------·--
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APPENDIX III 

GRAVITY CORRECTION TABLES 

The aim of this Appendix is to provide tables to facilitate 

the application of the gravity corrections for any of the three 

height systems considered in this investigation - as applied to the 

height differences currently used in Canada. These tables are 

based on the approximate formulae for the gravity corrections devel-

oped in section 4.3 of this thesis. Two principal quantities 

are needed to get a gravity correction from these tables. The first 

is the levelled height difference (and/or the corresponding heights), 

which can be easily picked up from the precise levelling field book. 

The second is the free-air gravity anomaly, which can be obtained 

from any of the sources discussed in section 6.1.1~ e.g. from a 

free-air anomaly contour map. 

According to the characteristics of the expressions for 

the gravity corrections, it was found convenient to present the 

tables in the sequence: Vignal, dynamic and then Helmert. A 

separate section of this Appendix is devoted to each respective 

system. 
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III-1 Vignal Gravity Correction 

v 
The Vignal Gravity Correction GC .. to the height diff-

1J 

erence ~h .. of a levelling section between the two bench marks i 
1] 

and j - corrected for the effect of normal gravity only - is com-

puted from the expression: 

v 
GC .. 

1] 

-F 
l'lh .. • ~g .. /G 

1] 1] 
(III-1) 

-F where l'lh .. is the levelled height difference and l'lg .. is the 
1] 1] 

average free-air gravity anomaly between bench marks i and j. G 

is the reference gravity which is taken here to be the normal 

gravity value on the ellipsoid, computed from the USC&GS 

formula, at latitude ~ = 45°. This value is the presently used 

reference gravity in Canada, which is given as: 

G = Y~, 45o = 980624.0 mgal. (III-2) 

The tables for Vignal gravity correction (Table III-1) are 

computed for different values of l'lh and l'lgF as follows: ~h from 

1 m to 10 m with 1 m interval, from 10 m to 100 m with 10 m 

interval and finally from 100 m to 1000 m with 100 m interval; 

-F l'lg from 1 mgal to 200 mgals with 1 mgal interval. Such arrange-

ment, allows one to interpolate in the tables and get GCv, in 

millimetres, for any value of l'lh, in metres and ~gF, in milligals. 

It should be noted here, that the tabulated values for 

v 
GC are all positive, i.e. corresponding to positive l'lh and 

-F positive l'lg • Therefore, recalling that: 

l'lh .. = h. - h. , 
1] J 1 

-F 
l'lg .. 

1] 

(!II-3) 

(III-4) 
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v 
one can determine the appropriate sign of GC ..• The correction 

~J 
_o 

has to be added algebraically to the height difference 6h .. to 
~J 

v 
obtain the appropriate Vignal height difference 6h .. based on 

~J 

actual gravity. 



TABLE III -1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE OF V I G N A L GRAVITY CORRECTION (IN ~TLL:METRESI F~R A DIFFE~ENTIAL LEV~LLING-SECTIDN 
WITH DIFF!RENT VALUES OF HEIGHT-OIF=ERENCE AND AVERAGE FREE-AlR ANOMALY 
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_____ T~A_BLE III-1 (cont'd) 

TABLE OF V I G N A L GqAVITV CORRECTION CIN MILLI~ETRES) FOR A DIFFE~ENTIAL LEVELLING-SECTION 
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF HEIGHT-DIFF~RENCE AND AVERAGS FREE-AI~ ANQMALY 

-AV~i:fAGE f'~F:E-
A I R AN'JMALY 
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TABLE III-1 (cont'd) 

TABLE OF V I G N A L GRAVITY CORRECTION (!N MILLIMETRE$) FOR A DIFFERENTIAL LF.VELLING-SECTION 
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF HE!GHT-DIFFE~ENC= AND AVERAGE FREE-AI~ ANOMALY 
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102 Co104 Oo2<'8 Oo312 0o415 o. 520 0.624 c.72s o. 832 o. 936 lo040 
10 3 Oel05 C'o210 Oo315 o. 420 o. 525 Oof>3') Oo735 Oo840 o. 945 1o 0 50 
tr'' 4 ~.lli6 Go212 0o318 Oo424 o. 530 Oo636 o. 742 Oo848 o. 954 1o 0 61 11)5 ______ OolCT-- Oo214 - ..,.321 Oo428 Oo5.35 Oo642 Oo750 0.857 o. 964 •• 071 
106 Co108 o. 216 Oo324 Co432 o. 540 Oo649 Oo757 0 o865 Oo97 3 1o 0 81 
107 Oo109 Oo218 ..,.327 '). 4 36 o. 5·~6 o. 6!:5 Oo764 Oo873 Oo982 1o 0 91 
108 Ool1f) Oo220 o. 3 30 0. 441 o. 551 0.6 61 Oo771 0. 8 81 Oo991 1o 101 
1~ 9 'Jo111 0.222 0.333 0. 445 "· 556 Oo667 Clo778 Oo389 1o 00 J 1o 112 
110 0.112 Oo224 Oo337 0 e 41!9 o. 561 Oo673 Oo785 Oe897 lo 01 0 1o122 

-----. 1 {'I el 13 ----o. 2 2 6---o. 31~ a--~ o4 53 -.,-. 5n5---oe-679 0 .-,gz----.,-. g 0 6--- 1 • 01 9 ------.. 13 z-----
112 Ool14 Oo228 Oo343 Oo457 Oo571 Oo685 Oo799 Oo914 1.028 lo142 
113 Oo115 Oo230 1o34o Oo461 'lo516 Oo691 Oo807 Oe922 1o037 1e152 
114 Oo116 Oo233 Oo349 Oo465 Oe5·'3l Oe6<;8 Oo814 Oo930 1e046 1o163 
115 Oo117 Oo235 Oo352 Oo469 Oe536 Oo704 Oo821 Oo938 1o055 lo173 
116 Oo118 C'o237 .).355 0o473 Oo5'Jl l')o710 Oe828 Oe946 lo065 1o183 
117 0 0 119 Oo239 0o358 Oo477 Oo597 Oo715 Oo835 Oo954 1e074 1o193 
118 Ool20 Oo241 Oe361 Oo481 Oo5C2 Oo722 Oo842 Oo963 lo183 lo203 

----11 ~----- I) ol21 -----0.243---0. 364----n. 485 ___ -o. 6'17----o. 728- o. 849---o. 971-----1.092------1. 214 ______ _ 
120 Oe122 Oo245 Oe367 Oo489 Oo612 Oo734 Oo857 Oo979 1o101 1o224 



TABLE III-l (cont'd) 

TABLE OF VI ~ N A L GRAVITY CORRECTION (IN MILLIMETRE$) FJR A DIFFEqENTIAL LEVELLI~G-SECTIDN 
wiTH DIFFEqENT VALUES OF HEIGHT-DIF~ERENCE AND AVERAGE FREE-AI~ ANOMALY 

============================== 
-AVERAGE FREE;;;------------~-----~-~-·---r1T--r-G H T-"- ~u-r ~~,.--£-q-c-r..rrc-.:Ec--.:s:-----· 

AIR ANOMALY {!~ MET~ESl 
(IN MGAL) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 d 9 10 

12 1 Oo123 Oo247 Oo37(1 0 o494 o. 6 t 7 o. 74:) o~s64 Vo 987 lo 11 1 lo 234 
122 'Jo124 Clo249 Oo373 Oo498 'loS22 Oo746 Oo371 Oo995 1o 12 0 lo244 
123 0.125 o. 251 1).376 <)o502 1). S,2 7 Oo753 Uo87d loOv3 1o129 lo 254 
124 '1o126 0. 253 0o379· c. 506 o. 632 Oo759 o. 385 lo 0 12 1o138 lo265 
12 ~--------- o. 1 2 r- ~ o. 255 ---'J. 382-~---o. 51 o--~'J • 5:37 ·~---o 4i7 os---u e39 2 ~---t•o 2o-~--1. t 47-- 1. 275 
126 Co128 Oo257 Oo3'l5 \'o514 ')o ?42 o. 771 Oo899 1o 0 28 lo156 lo285 
127 0ol30 Oo259 Oo389 Oo518 'lo 61+8 0. 7 77 Oo907 lo J 36 1. 16 6 lo295 
128 0. 1 31 :J. 261 Oo392 Oo522 'lo 5!) 3 o. 7 83 Oo914 lo 0 44 lol75 lo 305 
129 Ool32 0o263 Oo395 Co526 0o 6'j8 0. 7 sq o. 921 lo 0 52 lol84 lo315 
130 C'o133 0&265 Oo398 0 o530 Oo663 o. 795 Oo928 1 • i) 61 1o 19 3 1o 326 

----~~I :n------n .;r 3 4-- -~~-a • 2 57--·o •. 4'"' r--~c., S34---o.o 5~13"--..,.soz-----o.-"935 ___ 1. o 69 ---r. 20 2---1. 336~----
132 ':lo135 C'o269 Oo404 Oo533 Jo 6"f 3 J .s ')8 Oo942 1o 0 77 lo 211 lo 346 
133 Oo136 o. 271 0o407 0. 543 f)o 618 "·814 0$949 1o0 85 1. 221 1o 356 
134 ?ol37 Oo273 <'o410 0 o547 Oo533 '). 8 2'.) o. ~57 1. 0 93 lo230 lo366 
135 Oo138 0o 275 Oo413 o. 551 o. 5i3 8 0 o826 Oo96~ 1o1v1 1.23~ lo 377 
136 0o139 Oo?77 Oo416 "· 555 ;).C>93 0. '3 32 o. •}71 lol09 1o 24 3 lo 387 
137 '.).,140 Oo279 Oo419 Oo559 '· ..;qq 0. 8 33 Oo978 1. 1 18 lo 25 7 t. 397 
138 Oo141 Oo2'31 Oo422 Oo563 o. 7·)4 Oo84~ Oo985 1o126 1o 26 7 1o 407 

---139---~- ~- J ol42 0 ~ 2 8 3--- · 0 e 4 2 5 -·- 0 o 56 7 · ~~--· Oo 7·19 ·- ~ ') o 9 ::·1 -·-~- 0 o 9 92---- la 1 34 1o276 1 • 4 1 7 ~----~ 
140 Ool43 Oe2'36 c. 428 ').571 Oo714 0. 857 Oo999 1. 1 42 lo 2d5 1.428 

141 ')o144 Oo288 Oo431 Oe575 ?o719 Oo863 1o007 lo150 1o 294 1o 438 
142 0o145 Oo290 t:lo434 ':'o579 Oo7;~4 Oo369 1o014 1ol58 1. 3:> 3 1o 448 
143 0o146 Oo292 Oe437 Oo583 Oo729 Oo875 1o021 lo167 1o 312 1.458 
144 Ool47 Oo294 Oe441 Oo587 OoTl4 Oe881 lo028 lo175 lo 322 1. 468 

----I 45 ')o 149----~0 o 296--~ l"lo 4 44"---~o. 59r--· Oo 739 -·--o o ssr---r e035--1. I 83 __ _ lo331-·-lo479 
146 0o149 Oo298 Oo447 Oo596 Oo744 Oo8J3 1o042 1ol91 1. 340 t. 489 
147 Oo15') Oo300 <'o450 OobCO Oo750 Oo8~9 lo049 1o199 lo 349 lo 499 
148 ':lo151 Oo302 Oo453 Oo6("14 ::lo7:i5 Oo9?6 lo'J56 lo2(;7 1o358 1o509 
149 Oo152 Do304 Oo456 D~6Cd lo760 ~o912 lo?64 lo216 1o 3~ 7 lo519 
150 Ce153 Oo306 Oo459 Oe612 ?o765 Oo919 lo?71 lo224 lo377 lo 530 

----p;t Oe154---c;308---~,.-462 ·-- T·-e616 Oo Ttv 0 o9"24 I ev7a--1.-232--Te 396 -----,e540 ____ _ 
152 ~.155 Oo310 0o465 Oo62n Oo775 Oe;3':) lo085 lo240 lo3~5 1o550 
153 Oo15~ Ooll2 no468 Oo624 Oo7BO 0o936 1e092 le243 lo404 lo560 
154 0o157 Do314 Co471 0o628 Oo7R5 Oo942 1o099 1o256 1o413 lo570 
155 Col58 no316 Oo474 Oo632 Oo700 Oo94B lo106 lo265 lo423 lo581 
156 Oo159 Oo318 Oo477 Oo636 Oo7Q5 Oo954 1ol14 1o273 lo432 lo591 
157 Oo160 Oo320 Oo480 Oo640 Oo8:l1 Oo961 1ol21 lo281 lo44l lo601 
15'l 0;.161 Oo322 Co4R3 Oo644 Oo.'l(l6 Jo9c7 lol28 lo28:) 1o450 lo611 

----159 ~·----- Oo162 ---Co 324 -~-c. 486-·- D o649·-- ~0. 811--·~u o97T---·1 ol35 --1.297 · ~~ lo 459 -- lo 621 ____ _ 
160 Do163 Oo326 Oo4~9 Oo653 0o'll6 Oo979 1o142 lo305 lo46d lo632 

N 
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TABLE III~l (cont'd) 
------------------------------------------------------

TABLE OF V 1 G N A L GqAVITY CORRECTION (JN MILLIMETRES) FOR A DIFFERENTIAL LEVELLI~G-SECTION 
~ITH DIFF!R!NT VALUES OF HEIGHT-DtF=ERENCE AND AVERAGE FREE-AIR ANO~ALY 

============================== 
---,;;v E::~TGE-FRE~----------- ------ -----------tf-~r-G--w-.--~-u- I F-F-~-~--c ce---.os,------

AIR ANOMALY (IN MET~ES) 
( IN MGAU 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

161 
162 
163 
164 

------165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 

171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 

___ 178 
17Q 
180 

Oo164 Oe328 Oo493 ,.657 Oo8~1 Oo9A.5 lo149 lo313 lo478 le642 
Ool65 Oo330 Oo496 :.661 Oo8?6 Oo991 lol56 1o322 1o4d7 1o652 
Oo166 Oo332 Oo499 Oo665 3o331 Oo997 lol64 1o33' lo496 1o662 
L'o167 Oo334 Oo5')2 Oo669 Oo836 1o0.)3 lo171 lo333 lo5J5 lo672 

----- ')e 168 _____ r'lo337---o-.s:>s----o.673 ____ 00i 8,.\.1------1 oO 10 ---1ol78 _____ Te346·---1. 514 ______ 1;, 683 ____ _ 
0ol6Q Oo339 Oo508 Do677 Oo8~6 1o~16 lo185 lo354 1o524 lo693 
Ool70 Do341 'lo511 ,.681 :)oti~51 1o~22 lol92 lo362 lo533 1o703 
,~171 Co343 Oo514 Co685 <>.857 1o028 1ol99 lo371 1o542 lo713 
Ool72 Oo345 Co517 r:lo689 3o8·)2 loi)34 lo206 lo379 1o551 lo723 
Oo173 Oo347 Oo52, Co693 Oo867 lo040 1o214 1o387 1o560 1o734 

.,--.-T74--0 .;'34"g---~-.--s23 tJ o698---o-e gn----r.-o-45 le 2z-t ___ l.e39s---te 55·~--------.-. 744 -----
:lo175 Oo351 Oo526 Oe702 Oo877 1e')'52 lo22d le403 lo579 lo754 
Oe17o Oo353 Oe52Q Oe706' Oe8'32 1e059 lo235 lo411 lo588 1e764 
!'lo177 Oe355 0.532 ':>o710 ':>o887 1o065 lo242 lo420 le597 1e774 
Oal78 Co357 OeS35 Oo714 Oo892 1o071 1o249 1o428 l.o:>6 le785 
Oe179 :le359 Oo538 'le718 Oo897 le:l77 1o256 lo435 1o615 lo795 
C'o1d0 Oo361 Oo541 Oo722 Oe9)2 1o083 1e263 1o444 lo624 lo805 
r·o182 Oo363 Oe!'>45 Oo725 ')oQ·Jfl 1o:l89 1o271 1o45:! 1e634 lo815 

-----~ .183 ____ 0.365 ------'l.548------·o. 730-- ::>. 913 ___ 1.0 gs-----1.273·----I • 460- 1• 6!1- r ---- 1. azs-------
n.t84 Oe367 Oo551 Oo734 Oo918 1e10l 1e285 1o463 1o652 le836 

181 Oe185 Oo359 Oo554 o.738 Oe9~3 lo1:l7 1e292 lo477 le661 lo 846 
lo 856 
1o 866 
1. 876 

182 Ool86 Oo371 Oo557 Oe742 Oo928 1el14 1o299 1o485 lo670 
183 Oel87 Oo373 Oo56, 0e746 Oe933 1o120 lo306 le493 lo630 
184 Oo188 Oo375 Oo563 Co751 Oo938 lel26 lo313 1o501 1e689 

-----T8 ., .• 1 39--0-.377--·o,; 56-s-----o-.,ss--o. 9'l-3---,·;;r3z-·----xe32t·--~ o509 ----1.6'18 --- lo887' _____ _ 

186 Oo190 ~.379 Oo569 :lo759 Oo948 1ol38 lo328 1o517 1o707 1o 897 
187 Col91 Oo331 Oo572 Oe763 Oo953 1o144 1o335 1o526 lo716 le 907 
18~ Co1Q2 Ce383 Oo575 Oo767 OoQ59 1o150 1e342 lo534 lo725 1. 917 
189 OelqJ Oo385 Oo578 Oo77l ~.964 1el55 1o349 1o542 1e735 le 927 
190 Oo1q4 Oe388 OoSAl Oe775 Oo9!">9 1el63 1o356 1o550 lo744 1o 938 

N -o·;-yq5--o;o390·---o•ss4----o-.779 Oo""9T4 t.l-69 1.36-3 r•ss8--1.753---,.94a-----
192 ~.1Q6 Oo3Q2 Oo587 Co783 Oo979 1ol75 1o371 lo566 lo752 1e958 
193 Oo1~7 Oo394 Oo590 C'o787 'Jo9;J4 lo181 lo373 lo575 lo771 lo968 
194 Oo198 Oo396 Oe593 Oo791 Oo989 lel87 le38S lo583 1e78J 1e978 
1Q5 Ool99 Oo398 Oo597 Oo795 Oo994 le193 le392 lo591 1e790 1o989 
196 Oo200 Oo400 Oo500 Oo799 Oe999 1o199 1o399 lo599 lo799 1o999 
197 Oo201 C'o4"2 Oo603 Oo804 1o0(')4 1o2:J5 1o436 lo607 lo808 2o009 
19A Oo202 C'o404 Oo506 Co808 1o010 1o211 1e413 lo615 1o817 2o019 

--- 199- ·c-. 20T-----o. 406. --- Oo 609- -- 0 • 812 _____ 1• 015 ______ 1 e2 13 ----·1e42 r--1. 6 23 ---- lo 826-- 2o 029 ____ _ 
200 •1o204 Oo408 Oo612 t:'o816 lo02(l lo224 le428 lo632 1oi336 2o040 
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TABLE III-1 (cont'd) 

TABLE OF V I G N A L GRAVITY CORRECTION (IN MILLIMETRES) FOR A DIFFERENTIAL LEVELLI~G-SECTION 
«ITH DIFFERENT VALJES OF HEIGHT-DIFFERENCE AND AVERAGE FREE-AI~ ANOMALY 

==========================·===== 
--"AVE::-J:H\Gt"-~RE-1:0~------------------------w-E-T G--R"-~--.--ry ·r-~r--~---.:E,--,Nrr-c.---·=----=---------

AIR ANOM~LY (IN METRES) 
(IN MGAL) 1? 20 30 40 5~ 60 70 80 90 1CI 0 

1 OoOlO Oo020 Oo031 Oo041 Oo051 Oo061 Oo07l Oo082 Oo092 Oo102 
2 ~.?20 Oo041 Oo0~1 Oo082 Ool02 Col22 Ool43 Oo163 Ool84 Oo204 
3 ~.,31 ne~61 Oo092 nol22 Ool53 Ool84 Oo214 Oo245 Oo275 Oo305 
4 ro04l Oo082 Ool22 Dol63 ~.204 Oo245 Oo286 Oo326 Oo367 Oo408 

---s----o. o s~----o•I 02---o;, tsT·---r• 2f!4·--·n• 255----o• 3'15----oe 357---o-. •oa----o e459"--oesto----
5 Oo061 ~.122 Ool84 Oo245 Oo306 Oo367 Oo428 Oo489 Oo551 Oo512 
7 Oo071 Oo143 Oo214 Oo286 Oo357 Oo428 Oo500 Oo571 Oo642 Oo714 
8 Oo082 Ool63 Oo245 Oo326 Oo408 Oo48~ Oo571 Oo653 Oo734 Oo816 
9 Oo092 ~o184 Oo275 Oo367 Oo459 Oo551 Co642 Co734 Oo826 Oo918 

10 Oo102 Oo204 Oo30o Co408 Oe510 Oe612 Oo714 Oo816 Oe918 lo020 

----r-y------o-;-IT2 o·;.-<:24-----o-.---337 o .«~uil"!>ol ry-.of3-~7e-s Oe-a--9'7'--.-.ol"---1-.--1:22,__ ___ _ 
12 not22 Oe245 Oo367 Co489 0.612 Oo734 Oo857 Oo979 lolJl le224 
13 Clo133 Oo265 Oo39B ':lo530 Oo663 Oe7-15 Oo928 lo061 1o193 lo326 
14 Ool43 Co286 Oe428 no571 Oo714 0o857 Oo999 lo142 le285 1o428 
15 Oo153 0a306 ~.459 Co612 Oo765 ~o918 lo071 lo224 lo377 lo530 
16 "•163 Oo32ft Oo499 Oo653 OoH16 Oo979 1o142 le305 lo458 1o632 
17 <1o173 C'o347 Co520 Oo693 ~).1167 le040 le214 lo387 lo550 lo734 
18 (•o184 Oo367 Oo551 :lo734 :lo'Jl8 lelOl 1o2R5 1o4613 lo652 lo836 
19·--------------0.194 Oe388 Oo581 Oe775 Oo<J69 _____ 1ol63 _____ le356 ______ 1e550 lo744 lo938 
20 Oo204 Oo408 Oo612 Co816 1o020 1o224 lo428 1o632 1o836 2o04U 

N 
---~ 

21 Oo2\4 Oo428 Oo642 Oe857 le071 1e285 1o499 lo713 lo927 2ol41 
22 Oo224 Oo449 '>o673 Oo897 lol22 le346 lo570 lo795 2o01-J 2o243 
23 Oo235 Oo469 Oo704 Oo938 lol73 le407 le642 lob76 2el11 2o345 
24 ~.245 Oo489 Oe734 Oo979 1o224 1o468 1o713 1o958 2o2J3 2o447 

------;;5---------o--. 255-- o·;o s ro·---o • 765---I-;o 2..,---x. 27s-----~;·sJo-- t•7as---2 • o 4o--- 2. 294 ___ 2. 54 g----
26 Oo265 Oe530 Oo795 lo061 lol25 1o5'Jl lo856 2e121 2o386 2o651 
27 ~.275 Oo551 Oo826 1.101 1o377 1e652 lo927 2o203 2o478 2o753 
28 C·e286 Oo571 Oo857 lol42 le429 1o713 1o99} 2e284 2o570 2o855 
29 Oo296 0.591 Oe887 1e183 le479 1o774 2e070 2o366 2o662 2e957 
30 Oo306 Oe612 ~e918 le224 1e530 1o8!6 2el41 2o447 2e753 3e059 

----3-1 _;316--0.6'32·--..,-.-9413"--r.--2"65 1t'3"8l 1e8Y7 2o213 z·-529 ___ 2i184s----"3.;-ror----
32 Oe326 Oo653 Oo979 1o305 1e632 lo958 2e284 2e611 2e937 3o263 
33 Oo337 .Oo673 1o010 lo346 1o683 2o019 2o356 2o692 3e029 3o365 
34 no347 Oo693 1e04~ lo387 1e734 2o080 2o427 2o774 3.120 3o467 
35 Oe357 Oo714 1e071 1o428 1o785 2o141 2o498 2o855 3o212 3o569 
36 ~.367 Oo734 le101 lo468 1oo36 2o2~3 2~570 2e937 3.304 3o671 
37 Oe377 Oe755 lol32 1e509 lo387 2e264 2o641 3o018 3o396 3o773 
38 Ce3~8 Oe775 1o163 1e550 le938 2o325 2o713 3o100 3o488 3o875 

-----39 J. 398·----o. 7<?5 ---lelQ3---·t• 59r---r• -',)sg·--z.-3 ao---'2.784 ___ 3el82------:3e57~-----:3. 977 ____ _ 
40 Oo4~8 Oe816 lo224 1.632 2e)4'0 2o447 2o855 3e263 3o671 4o079 



TABLE III-1 (cont'd) 

TA~LE OF V I G N A L GRAVITY CORRECTION (IN MILLIMETRES) FOR A DIFFERENTIAL LEVELLING-SECTION 
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF HEIGHT-DIFFERENC! 'ND AVERAGE FREE-AIR ANOMALY 

== = === ==== == = === =·====-= = = == =-=== 
-AVE.RAG!:. FRE:~;;.----

AIR ANOMALY 
------- --- wr-r--G--H -,.--~ n -1 -~--F-c::-.:<e-N----c--c-s----------------------

c IN r~ETRES) 
(IN MGALI 10 20 30 40 5:') 60 7:> 80 90 100 

41 
42 
43 
44 

Oo418 Oo836 le254 lo672 2o091 2o509 2o927 3o345 3o753 4ol81 
Oo428 OoB57 lo285 lo713 2ol41 2e570 2o998 3o426 3o855 4o283 
Oo438 Oo877 1e315 1o754 2.1g2 2e631 3e069 3o508 3o946 4o385 
Oe449 Co897 lo346 lo795 2o243 2o692 3ol41 3e590 4o038 4o487 

----45 Oe459----o. 918----- 1. 377----1.836 ------2. 2;;14· - ··· · 2 .753--3.212·--""3• 671--4-o13J _____ 4e 589----
46 
47 
48 
49 
5') 

"•46Q Co938 lo407 lo876 2o345 2o815 3o284 3o753 4o222 4o691 
'•479 Oo959 1o438 1o917 2e396 2o876 3o355 3o834 4o314 4o793 
Oo489 Oe979 1o468 lo958 2o447 2o9!7 3o426 3o916 4o405 4e895 
ne50" 0o999 lo499 le999 2o49a 2e998 3o498 3o997 4o497 4o997 
c.~to lo020 1o530 2o040 2o54? 3o059 3.569 4o079 4o589 5o099 

·sr ·n.; szo ---r•c4o---. •·s5o---2.o8o----z. coo------3.t2o----:h-64t----4.-16t-·----4.6!:lt·---- s. 201 
52 ~.53:1 lo061 lo591 2ol21 2o65! 3ol82 3o712 4o242 4o772 5e303 
53 Oo54~ loCI91 lo621 2e162 2o702 3o243 3o783 4o324 4o864 So405 
54 ~.551 lolOl lo652 2o203 2o753 3o3~4 3o855 4o405 4o956 5e507 
55 Oo56l lo122 lo683 2o243 2o8,~ 3o365 3o926 4o487 5o049 5o609 
56 Oo571 lol42 1o713 2e284 2oe55 3e426 3o997 4e569 5ol40 5o711 
57 Oe581 lol63 lo744 2e325 2o9)6 3o4o8 4o069 4e650 5o231 5o813 
58 Oo5Ql lol83 le774 2e366 ~957 3e549 4o14~ 4e732 5o323 5o915 ----·sg --------· 0 o6')2 -----1.2<"3 ----t.eos·- 2e407 ___ 3o (\Qg----3.610"---4. 212----4.313 ·-- 5o415 ------6. 017 ______ _ 
60 Oo612 lo224 lo836 2e447 3ev5Y 3o671 4e283 4o8~5 5o507 6o119 

61 Oo622 lo244 le866 2o488 3e110 3o732 4o354 4o976 5e598 6e221 
62 Oo632 lo265 lo897 2o529 ~ 161 3o794 4o426 So058 5o690 6o323 
63 Oo642 lo285 lo927 2o570 3o212 3~855 4o497 5e140 5e782 6o424 
64 ~.653 1e305 lo958 2o611 3o263 3o916 4e569 5o221 5e874 6o526 

----·55" ::- o663---1. 326 -----~. 989-----2. 651" ____ 3o 31 4·-----3. 977 -- 4o64o--· 5,; 303 _____ 5o966 ____ 6o628·-----
66 Oo673 le346 2o019 2o692 3o36S 4o038 4o711 5o384 6e057 6o730 
67 Oo683 lo366 2o050 2o733 3o416 4e099 4o783 5o466 6o149 6o832 
68 Co693 lo387 2o~80 2o774 3o467 4o161 4o854 5o547 6o241 6o934 
69 Oo704 lo407 2olll 2o815 3o518 4o222 4o925 5o629 6o333 7o036 
70 Oo714 1o428 2o141 2o855 3o569 4o283 4o997 5o711 6e424 7ol38 

----...,r ;724--le"44B--2e172--2e89o--"3e620 4.-3~4-s·.-~53 5.792·--·6.;515 ___ 7,;24o----
72 Oo734 lo468 2e203 2o937 3o671 4o405 5ol40 5o674 6o608 7o342 
73 ~.744 lo489 2o233 2o978 3e722 4e467 5o211 5e955 6o700 7o444 
74 Oo755 1o5C9 2o264 3o018 3e773 4o526 5o282 6o037 6e792 7o546 
75 Oo755 lo530 2o294 3o05? 3e824 4o5S9 5e354 6oll9 6o893 7o648 
76 Oo775 lo550 2o325 3ol00 1e875 4e650 5o425 6e200 6o975 7o750 
77 Oo795 lo570 2o356 3e141 3e926 4o711 5o497 6o282 7o~67 7o352 
79 ')o795 lo591 2o386 3ol82 3 0 Q77 4o772 5e568 6o363 7ol59 7o954 

----- .. 79 _______ o. 8')6 ·--- ·- lo 611 ----- 2o 417 -·-···-· 3o 222 ___ 4o 028 ···-·--- 4 o814-- 5o639-- -6.445 . 7. 250 a. 056 ----
80 Co916 lo632 2o447 3e263 4o079 4e895 5e7ll 6o525 7o342 8ol58 

IV 
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TABLE III-! (cont'd) 

TABLE OF V I G N A L GRAVITY CORRECTION (IN MILLIMETRESJ FOR A DIFFERENTIAL LEVELLING-SECTION 
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF HEIG~T-OIFFER~NCE AND AV=RAGE FREE-AI~ ANOMALY 

-AVE-qAGE FReE:~ 
II.! R ANOMALY 

(IN MGAL I 10 20 

===-=====-======~========-==-==·=== 

---------H·E·--r--G---H-,---;,;--D- T F" __ F_F_R"_E_""N_C -e:- c:--------- ---------------

(I tJ METRES) 
30 4~ 50 60 70 80 90 100 

81 Oo826 1o652 2e478 3o304 ~.130 4o956 5.782 6e608 7e434 a. 260 
~2 Oe936 1e672 2o509 3.345 ~.181 5o017 5e853 6o690 7o526 8o362 
83 ~.846 lo693 2o539 3e386 4e232 5oQ78 s.g25 6e771 7. 61 a e. 464 
84 ~.857 1o713 2e57~ 3e426 4o283 Sol4J Se996 6o853 7e709 8o566 

-------95 --------~. 367 ___ -~. 7 34---2.60(1 ____ ""3_• 467 --------•• -33 4------s. 2JI ___ 6e 068 ___ 5o 934-- 7e801---a.668 
86 0o877 le754 2o631 3e509 4o3d5 5e262 6ol39 7o016 7. 893 a. 110 
87 Oo887 lo774 2o662 3o549 4o•35 5o323 6o210 7oJ99 7e985 8o872 
~8 0o897 lo795 2o6?2 3o590 4o~87 So384 6o282 7ol79 8o076 a.~74 
89 Oo908 lo815 2e723 3o630 4o538 5o445 6o353 7o261 8o168 9o076 
90 ~.918 1o336 2e753 3o67l 4o~89 s.s,7 6o424 7e342 8e26') 9e 178 

'n o;.-928--T.; 855~;;-784~-.-712 -----4.-&q:-n---s-.s-5s--------oii496---'7"e424--a. 35~ ----- 9e 2eo------
92 '•938 1o876 2oA15 3o753 4o~91 5o629 6o567 7e505 8o444 9o362 
93 Oo949 le897 2o845 3e794 4o742 5o69ry 6o639 7e567 8o535 9e484 
94 Ce959 1o917 2o876 3o834 4o793 5o751 6o710 7o669 8o627 9e586 
95 ~.969 1e939 2o906 3e875 4o~44 5e813 6o781 7o750 8o719 9e688 
96 c.~79 lo95d 2e937 3o916 4oH~5 5o974 6o853 7o832 8eBll 9o790 
97 '•989 lo978 2o967 3o957 4o946 So935 6o924 7e9ll 8o902 9od92 
9A Coqqg le999 2o998 3o997 4o997 5o996 6o996 7e995 8o994 9o994 

------9 9--------- lo 0 1 0 ·-- 2o 019 -- ----- 3o C 29 ---- 4. o3e -----5. 04 a ----6.0 57 ----- 1. 067 ----- a. o 75 · -- -- 9 .oao -1 o. 096 ------
1JO lo~20 2o040 3e059 4o079 5o099 6ell9 7ol38 8ol58 9ol78 10ol98 

10 1 
1:)2 
10 3 

___ g-c:c4 ____ _ 
10 6 
1"7 
108 
11) 9 
111'\ 

1o03~ 2o060 3o090 4e12) 5ol50 6olAO 7o210 8e240 9o270 
1e?40 2o08() 3e120 4o161 5o201 6e241 7o281 8o321 9o351 
le05(') 2ol01 3o151 4o201 5o252 6o302 7o352 8o403 9o453 
1o061 2o121 3o182 4e242 5o303 6.353 7o424 8o484 9e5~5 
Tii07y---- --2 o141 ___ 3o 212----4 ii"283----s.-354-----se4'24 _____ 7o 49s---a. 566·----g. 63 7 
1o081 2ol62 3e243 4e324 5o405 6o486 7e567 So643 9o72S 
1o091 2o182 3o273 4.365 ~A55 6o547 7o638 8o729 9o820 
1o101 2o2C~ 3o304 4e405 5o507 6o603 7e709 8e811 9o912 
1o112 2o223 3o335 4o446 5o558 6o669 7e781 8o892 10oO:i4 
lo122 2o243 3o365 4e487 5o609 6.73J 7o852 8o974 10o096 

10.300 
10o402 
10o504 
10o605 lCo 707 ____ _ 
1Co809 
10o911 
11.013 
1lo115 
lle217 

-----lTI ---le132 _____ 2o264·----3. 396----4-,; 52a--s-.-t.5 J---- 6.-79-z----7-. 924·----g.o ss-----1 Ool87 ----- 11o 319------
112 1o142 2o284 3o426 4o569 5o711 6o853 7e?95 9e137 10o279 1le421 
113 1e152 2e305 3•457 4e609 5e76~ 6e914 8.166 9o21q 10.371 l1o523 
114 1o163 2o325 3o488 4o650 5o813 6•Q75 8.138 9o30~ 10.463 11o625 
115 lo173 2o345 3•518 4o691 5eS6~ 7o036 8.209 9o382 10•55:3 llo727 
116 1o183 2o366 3o549 4e732 5•913 7eC99 8o28J 9e463 l0o646 11o829 
117 lel93 2e386 ~e579 4o772 5o966 7o159 8.352 9•545 1Co738 11o931 
118 lo2~3 2o407 3.610 4e813 6eC17 7o220 8o423 9o627 10o830 12o033 

----119 1o214 ----- 2o 427 _____ 3o641 -4. 854 ____ 6o C'o"'-----7. 28r------:-- a. 495------ 9o708 ---1 Oe922- -12el35 ______ _ 
120 1o224 2o447 3.671 4e895 6.119 7o342 8o566 9o790 11o013 12e237 

N 
....,J 
0'1 



TABLE III-1 (cont'd) 

TABLE OF VI G N A L G~AVITY CORRECTION (IN M!LLIMET~ES) FQq A DIFFERENTIAL LEVELLING-SECTION 
WITI-I DI=FERENT VALUES OF HEIGHT-DIFFERENCE AND AVERAGE FREE-AIR ANOMALY 

===============~============== 

-AV_EO_R-~GE--F-RE!::-.,;-------------- ------------------ H""-E--r·G--H--T ;;.. - D- I F -F E- q E N-e----e-s-------
A I q AI\IDM AL V II N METRES) 

IINMGAL) 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 30 90 100 

121 1o234 2o468 3o702 4e936 6el70 7o4)3 8e637 9e871 11e1'5 12e339 
122 1o244 2o4~6 3o732 4e976 6e 221 7e465 8e70':1 9e953 11e197 12e441 
123 1o254 2o509 3e763 5e017 6e272 7e526 8e780 10e034 1le289 12e543 
124 1e265 2e529 3e7CJ4 5e058 6o323 7e587 8o352 10e116 11o381 12e645 -----125 _______ fo275 ____ 2e549 ____ - 3o924 5 eC99 ______ 6e 3T3 ___ -7t;648·--a.;-923------xOoiT98 ___ 11• 4 72 ___ 12e 747 ___ _ 
126 1o295 2o570 3e855 5,140 6o424 7e70~ 8e994 10e279 11o564 12e849 
127 1e295 2e590 3e985 5e180 6e475 7o771 9e'J66 10e3o1 11e656 12e951 
128 lo3')5 2e611 3e916 5o221 6o526 7o832 9o137 10o4-'12 11e748 13e053 
129 1o315 2e631 3e946 5o262 6e577 7e893 9e203 10e524 11o339 13o155 
13~ 1e326 2e651 3e977 5o303 6a628 7e954 9.280 10e605 11e931 13e257 

----13t ______ Te336 ___ 2.;-672--;r-.-o•r-a---s•-"344----o•679 8e015~.-r:;r-----yo-.-o8r--12e023--l:h35o-----

132 1e346 2o6g2 4e'}j8 5e384 6e730 8el)76 9e423 10e769 12-,115 13e461 
133 le3"i6 2o713 4eC69 5e42<; So78l f\.138 9e49'1- l:Je851) 12o2:>7 13e563 
134 1o366 2e733 4eC99 5e466 6o832 8e19Q 9e565 l)o932 12e298 13e665 
135 1e377 2o753 4o13Q 5e507 6e933 s.2~J 9e637 11.013 12o390 13.767 
136 1o3R7 2.774 4el61 5e547 6o934 Re321 9e703 11o~95 12o482 13o869 
137 le397 2e794 4e191 5e588 6e935 Se332 9e779 11el77 12e574 13e971 
138 le4'7 2e815 4e222 5o629 7e036 8e444 9e351 11e258 12e665 14e073 

----139- 1. 417--- 2e 835--- •• 252 ______ 5.0 670---7. 037 --3.5 vs·-----9. ')22 ----11.3 40------12.757 -- "14e175 ______ _ 
140 1o428 2e855 4o2t33 5o711 7e138 8e56') 9e994 11.421 12e849 14e277 

141 1e438 2o876 4e314 5e751 7e189 8e627 10e065 11e503 12e941 14e379 
142 le449 2e896 4o344 5o792 7e240 8e6~3 10e136 11e5~4 13e033 14e481 
143 1e4:>~ 2e917 4e375 5e833 7e291 8o750 De20d llo666 13e124 14o583 
144 1e46R 2e937 4e405 5e874 7e342 8o811 10e279 11e748 13e216 14o685 

----~-4- 1. 47'1---z. 957 ------ 4e 436----s;;-y1s--7• 393-- 8.;872·--loo 351---11. o29--13. 30 a ---14.787 ___ _ 
146 1e439 2e978 4o467 5e955 7e444 8o933 10o422 11e911 13e400 14o883 
147 1e499 2e998 4o497 5o995 7e495 8e994 10e493 11e992 13e491 14e990 
148 1o51g 3e018 4e528 6o~37 7e546 9e0j5 10e565 12e074 13e583 15e092 
149 1e519 3e039 4e553 6o078 7e597 9el17 10o636 12el56 13e675 15o194 
15: 1e53~ 3e059 4e589 6e119 7e648 9o178 10e707 12a237 13e767 1~296 

---151 1. 540 --- . -3.(\80 4 • 5 ~0 --- 5 el59 ---,. 699 -----ge 2 39 ___ 1 0 o 779 ---- 12e 319 
152 1o551) 3el00 4o650 6o200 7o75J 9e300 10e35) 12e400 
153 1o561 3e120 4e68l 6e241 7o801 9e361 10o922 12e482 
154 1 .. 570 3e141 4e711 6e282 7e852 9o423 10e993 12o563 
155 1e581 3o161 4o742 6o323 7o9J3 9o484 11o064 12e645 
156 1e59l 3el82 4e772 6o363 7e954 9e545 11e136 12e727 
157 1e601 3e202 4e803 6o404 ~.)05 9e6)6 11o207 12e808 
158 le611 3e222 4e834 6o445 8o056 <J.667 11e279 l2o89'1 

-----159 1.621--3.243 -- 4. 864 _____ 6 o486----a. 1() 7 --g. 7 23 _____ 11. -:350--12. 971 --
160 1e632 3e263 4e895 6s526 9o158 9e79) 11o421 13ev53 

13.359. 
13e950 
14e042 
14e134 
14.226 
1 4. 31 7 
14.4:>9 
14.5')1 
14e593 
14e685 

1 s. 398 -----
15· 500 
15.602 
15.704 
15.806 
15. 908 
16e 010 
16· 112 
16.214" 
16. 316 

N 
--1 
--1 



TABLE III-1 (cont'd) 

TABL~ OF V 1 G N A L GR~VlTV CORPECTION (IN MILLIM~TR~S) FOR A DIFFERENTIAL LEVELLI~G-SECTION 
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF HEtGHT-OIFF~RENCE AND AVERAGE FREE-AIR ANOMALY 

----x'TE~A c;e·-FRIO~~-,------· 
AIR ANOMALY 

(IN MGAL) 10 20 

~======~====================== 

-------,-Tll>W_T_~· --J-r-r---~~1'1\; . .,E,_,s,-----
(IN MEnES) 

Jo 40 =o 60 10 so 9J 100 

161 lo642 3o284 4o925 6o567 8o2J9 9o351 llo493 13ol34 14o776 l6o418 
16?. 1o652 3o304 4o956 5o608 8o260 9o912 11o564 13o216 l4o868 16o520 
163 lo662 3o324 4o987 6o649 8e3ll 9o973 1lo635 l3o298 14o9o0 16o622 
164 1o672 3o345 5oJ17- 6o690 9o3':>2 10o034 llo707 l3o379 15o052 l6o724 

----165-------1.633----3, 365---s. o 48-----'-e;-;. T3o----a• 413---ro ;.o 95--n--•77o--,3;. 46r-----l5oi4T--·--H).; 826·-----
166 lo693 3o386 5o~78 6o771 8o464 10o157 1lo350 l3o542 15o235 l6o928 
167 lo7~3 3o406 5ol09 5o612 9o515 10o218 1lo921 13oo24 l5o327 17o030 
168 lo713 3o426 5ot4n 6o853 do5~6 l0o279 llo992 13o706 l5o419 17o132 
169 lo723 3o447 5ol70 6o894 8o617 10o340 12o064 13o787 15o511 17o234 
11n lo734 lo467 5o2~1 6e934 9e658 10o402 12e135 l3ed69 15o602 17o336 

----T71 ;7 4·4---3 • 4'3 a s. 2 3 I 6t....,.75 a.rn.--1 u-ti-"463--------r2e20r--.Se95?--t s. 694 .. ---·1 7i 4 38 
172 1o754 3e508 5e262 7e016 Se7?0 10o524 12o278 14o032 15e736 17o540 
173 1e764 3o528 5o293 7e057 8o821 10o585 12e349 14e113 15o378 17e642 
174 1e774 3e549 5o323 7o098 8eS72 10e646 12e421 14e195 15o969 17e744 
175 1o785 3e5o9 5o354 7ol3S 8o923 10e707 l2o4~2 l4e277 16o061 l7o846 
176 lo795 3e590 5o384 7e179 fu974 10e759 12•563 14o358 l6ol53 l7o948 
177 1o805 3e610 5e415 7e220 9o025 10o830 12.635 l4o440 l6o245 18o050 ~ 
178 le815 3e63C 5o446 7e261 9oi)76 11o891 12~706 14e521 16e337 18ol52 ~ 

---179 1.325--3.651 ----s. 476--7• 3"ll ___ 9o l.Z7--1 Oo9sz--r2<t77a---!4io 603--15. 42a---18o 254 _____ oo 
180 1e836 3e671 5o507 7o342 9ol78 1le013 12ed49 14o685 16e520 18e356 

181 le846 3•692 5e517 7e383 9.229 11o075 12e92J 14e766 
182 1e856 3o712 5o568 7e424 9o2~0 lle136 12o~92 14o84S 
183 1o366 3o732 5o598 7o465 9o331 1lo197 13e063 14o929 
184 1o876 3e753 5e629 7e505 9o332 11o258 13o134 15o011 

----tes·· r.as7 ___ 3• 773-·--s. oon----7;. 546~--'9. 433--lle319 ____ 13o2:> 5 -·-·--15.092 -
186 lo897 3o794 5e690 7e587 9o434 llo381 13o277 15el74 
187 lo907 3o814 So721 7e628 9o535 11•442 13o349 15e256 
188 le917 3o834 5o751 7e669 9o586 11e5~3 13e420 15e337 
1~9 lo927 3o855 5o782 7o709 ~.637 llo564 13e491 15o419 
190 lo938 3e875 5e813 7o750 9o638 11o625 13e563 15o500 

16o612 
16.7:)4 
16o795 
16o 88 7 
16· 979 
17o011 
17o163 
1 7o254 
17.346 
1 7o438 

18o 458 
18.560 
18o662 
18.764 ·--- 18.866 ____ _ 
18.968 
19.0 69 
19. 171 
19.273 
19e375 

-----rg-1 1o948-~e-895 Sii-8'0q.~----r'-e791 9e739 llob8o 13i1>3q;----t5eS82--17e530--t'9ii~77 ____ _ 
192 lo953 3o916 5o874 7o832 9o790 llo748 13o706 15.~63 l7e621 19o579 
193 1o968 3e936 5e904 7o873 9e841 11o809 13o777 15e745 17o713 19e681 
194 le978 3o957 5o935 7o913 ~.8~2 11o870 13o848 15e827 17o805 19o783 
195 lo989 3o977 5o966 7e954 9o 9·~3 lle9~1 13e920 l5o908 17o8~7 l9o885 
196 1o999 3e997 5o996 7o995 9o9~4 1lo992 13o991 15o990 17o989 19o987 
197 2o0~9 4o~l8 6e027 8o036 l?o045 12on54 14o)62 1oo071 16o03? 20e089 
198 2o~19 4o03~ 6e057 8e076 10o096 12o115 l4ol34 l6ol53 18e172 20o191 

---199 -2. o 2 9 ---4. os ,r--6. o s8·--a oT17--Ioe r4T ___ l 2 e'l7o---t4e 2as---x o ;,;-z 35- 1 a. 264 ---2 o. zg~----
200 2e040 4o079 6o119 8o158 10ol98 l2e237 l4e277 16o316 18o356 20o395 



(~ABLE III-1 (cont'd) 

TABLE OF V I G N A l GRAVITY CORRECTION (IN MILLIMETPES) FOR A DIFFERENTIAL LEVELLI~G-SECTION 
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF HE!GHT-DIF~E~~NC~ AND AVERAGE FREE-AI~ A~OMALY 

=:========~=====~============= 

--AV E~lrGE-FPEE~------------------------- -----
AIR ANOMALY 

(IN MGAL) 100 200 300 

1 .... 102 Oo 204 Oo306 
2 ').2':14 Ce408 Oo612 
3 ':'.3~6 Co612 o. 918 
4 1Jo408 CoR16 lo 2 24 

H--E --y--G--w -,.---- D --rr-F -E -R--E-N- c· E-s
(IN METRES) 

400 s:c 60 0 700 

C e408 Oo !:; 1 0 Oo612 Oo714 
'). 816 1o C· 20 lo224 1s428 
1. 224 lo 53') 1o 936 2sl41 
1. 632 2· ('4' 2o447 2o955 

800 900 1000 

Oo816 o. 918 lo020 
lo632 1o .33 6 Zo 040 
2e447 2o753 3o 059 
3o 263 3o671 4o079 -- !:r --------- 0 o 51 '.1 ---- .. lo 0 2 0--- - 1e 5 30 -2o04J·-- 2o :;4 9· --------3. J 59 ---~. 559-------4. c 79·-- --- -4o sag----s. o 99-

6 Oo612 1o224 1o 8 36 2o447 3o t)5 9 3o6 71 4o 2 '33 4. ti 95 5o5J 7 6o 119 
7 1).714 lo428 2o141 2o855 3o 569 4o2e3 4o997 So 711 6o424 7o138 
8 Oo816 1o632 2o 447 3o263 4o 079 4o'3 95 5o711 6o526 7o342 So 158 
9 ~o91q 1. 8 36 2o753 3o 671 4o 589 5o507 6o424 7o342 8o260 9o176 

10 lo 0 20 2o040 3o059 4 e'} 79 So (:9·~ 6ol 19 7o 138 8o158 9o178 1 Oo 198 

Tl Yerzz--2o 2 43--3•-::~ss-----4 e4s7·---".- 6'1 9----.:; • 7-:!0 7 o·ss2- --;3-.-9 7tr--1 o o 09 5----1 t-.• 2t ?-----
12 1o224 2o447 3o671 4e895 6o11~ 7o342 Ss566 9o790 11o013 l2o237 
13 1o326 2o651 3o977 5o31)3 5o628 7e954 9o280 10o605 11o931 13o257 
14 1o428 2o855 4o283 5o711 7ol38 8o566 9o99~ 11o421 12od49 14o277 
15 1o531 3o059 4o589 6e119 ~64'3 9o178 1Co7~7 12o237 13o767 15e296 
16 1o532 3o263 4o895 6o526 8ol5'3 9o7SO llo421 13o053 14o6'35 16o316 
17 1o734 3o467 5o2')1 6o934 8o669 10o402 12o135 11o869 15o502 17o336 
18 lo336 3o671 5o507 7o342 9o :.78 11o013 12o849 l4o685 l6o52•) l8o356 

---- 19 ______ 1 o9CIFI ----3 o 875 - - So 813--- ·- 7o 750 -~---- 9o 688 -llo5 25 _____ 13o 563-15o 500 -----1 7o43 8 19o 375 -----
2C 2c040 4o079 6oll9 8ol58 10ol98 12o2!7 14o277 16o315 18o356 20o395 

21 2o141 4o283 6o424 8o566 1Jo707 12o349 l4o990 17ol32 19o273 
22 2o243 4o487 6o730 8o974 llo217 13o461 15o704 17o948 20ol91 
23 2o345 4o691 7o036 9o382 1lo727 14eD73 15o418 18o764 21o109 
24 2e447 4o895 7o342 9o7g!) 12o237 14o585 17o132 19o579 22o027 

------25 -2o549 ____ 5o ('99 ··---- 7o 648 _____ 10 o19~ ---l2o 74 7---1 5o2 95 ---- 17o 846 ___ 2:)o 3 95 ----- 22o945 
26 2o651 5e303 7o954 1Co605 13o257 15o908 18o56~ 21o211 .23o862 
27 2o753 5o507 8o260 11o013 13o767 16o520 19o273 22o02 7 24o780 
28 2o855 5o711 8o566 11o421 14e277 17o132 19o9'37 22o84.3 25o698 
2? 2o957 5o915 8o872 11o829 14o787 17o744 20o7J1 2Jo658 26o516 
30 3o059 6o119 9ol78 12o237 15o296 18o356 21o415 24o474 27o533 

21o415 
22o435 
23o454 
24o 4 74 
25o494 
26o 514 
27o533 
28o 553 
29o573 
30o593 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

3el61 ---6.t323---g;,;·4a4---r-z ,;;6-4s----ls-.--Bo-t> 1 ao-g-5s------zz.-t-z-g----zso 2 9?--2a. ~s1·--31o o13 
3o 263 6e526 9o 790 13o053 16o 31 6 19o579 22o843 26o 1 06 29o369 32.632 
3o365 6o730 10o096 13 o461 16o B26 20a1'11 23.556 26o922 30o287 33o652 
3o 467 6o934 1 o. 402 13o869 17. 336 20o'303 24o27'> 27o737 31 o2C 5 34o672 
3o569 7o138 l0o707 14o277 17o ;:146 21o415 24o984 28o5S3 32o122 35o692 
3o 671 7o342 11o013 14o685 1 3o .35 6 22o0 27 25ot>')8 29o369 33o040 36o 711 
3o 773 7o546 llo319 15o "<J2 18o B66 22o639 26o412 30ol 85 33o958 37o 731 
3.87'5 7o750 11o625 15 0 5<'0 19o 375 23o2=1 27.126 31oU01 34oB76 38o 751 

----- 3•;r------ 3.977 7o954 ____ 1lo93l 15o9GB 19oB85- 23o'362 ----:-27o339 31.816 3 5o 794- - 39.771 
40 4o079 Sol 58 12o237 16o316 20o 395 24o4 74 28o553 32o6 32 36o 711 4l1o 790 

(\.) 

.....:1 
10 



TABLE III-1 (cont'd) 

TABLE OF VIGNA L G~AVITY CORPECTION (IN ~ILLIMETRES) FJR A DIFFE~ENTIAL LEV~LLI~G-SECTION 
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF HEIGHT-D!FFE~~NCE AND AVERAGE FREE-AIR ANO~ALY 

============================== 
-AVERAGE-F~EF---------------------------.-,E 1CJH-.--------~ -1-r-F F.-""R-c:-1\l-c-"E·-ec------- -----------------

AIR ANO~ALY (IN MET~ESI 
(IN MGAL) 100 200 300 40~ 50J 600 700 800 900 1000 

41 
42 
43 
44 

4o181 
4e283 
4o3'35 
4-o487 

8o362 
8e566 
8e770 
8e974 

12o 543 16.724 
12.849 17.132 
13ol55 17.54) 
13.461 l7o948 

20o 9l)5 2 s. ') 86 29o267 
2lo415 25.698 29. ~81 
2lo g25 25o310 3C'o695 
22o 4:35 26o922 3lo 409 

33.448 
34o 264 
35o0 8() 

.35o 896 

37.629 
38o 54 7 
39o465 
40.3'32 

4lo610 
42o 830 
43.850 
44o869 

----45 4o 58 9-------- 9o 1 78 -- -13o 7 6 7 --- 1 8 o 356----- 2 2o 94 5 ----- 2 7 o 5 33 -----32e 12 2 ---36o 711 - · 41e 30 0 --- 45o 389 _____ _ 
45 
47 
43 
49 
50 

4e6'J1 
4o793 
4.8,5 
4o997 
5o ~99 

9o 382 
9e586 
9o 790 
9. 994 

10ol98 

14o073 1 a. 764 
14o379 1'1ol71 
14o685 19o579 
l4o990 19.987 
15o296 2ao395 

23.454 2 8el 45 32e836 37.5 27 42o218 46o909 
23o'ln4 2i3.757 33.550 38o 343 43ol36 47o929 
24o474 29o 369 34o264- 39o159 44-.054- 48o 948 
24o 984 29o9e1 34o <Hd 39o975 44o971 49o968 
25o 4~4 30.593 35o692 40. 7 90 4So889 5Co988 

---- ST ·s4.-2::>1 ---,.c.; 402 ---15e60 2-- 2? • B03--""26oi U'lt~----:31. 2os--"36e 4,s--4t. 6oe,---¢ 6o 8:>7--52o ;)Oa------
5~ 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
53 -----so 
60 

5o 3') 3 
5o4C5 
5o507 
So 609 
5o711 
s. 81 3 
5o915 
6e017 
6o 1 1 9 

1 o. 605 
1Ce3C'9 
11oC'13 
11o217 
11o421 
l1o625 
11oR2Q 
12.,33--
12.237 

15o908 
16o214 
16o520 
16.826 
17. 1 32 
17o438 
17o744 
13o050--
18o 356 

21o211 26o514 3lo816 37o119 42o422 47o725 
2lo619 2~02~ 32o428 37o833 4le238 48o642 
22o027 27o533 33o040 38o547 44o054 49o560 
22o435 2Ao?43 33o652 39o261 4~o8o9 50o478 
22o843 28oS53 34e264 39o975 45o685 51o396 
23o251 29o?63 34o876 40oS38 46o501 52o314 
23o658 2~573 35o488 4-1o4?2 47o317 53o231 
24 •!) 66 ---- 3:'lo ~ 33---- 3 6 o ') gg----4-2o l te.---- 4-8.; 1 33----- 5.1;. o 14 9 
24o4-74- 30o59-3 36o71l 42o330 48o948 55o0t:>7 

53o027 
54o::l47 
55.067 
56.087 
57o106 
58. 1 26 
5Qo146 
6Co166 --------
61ol86 

61 6o221 12o44l 18o662 24o882 31ol)J 37o323 43o544 49a764 55o985 62o205 
62 6.323 12o645 18o968 25e290 3lo613 37o935 4Ao253 50o58J 56o903 63o225 
63 5o424 12o849 19o273 25o698 32o122 3Se547 44o971 5lo396 57o820 64e245 
64 6o526 13o053 19o579 26o106 32o632 39e159 45o6e5 52o212 58o738 65o265 

---- 65- --6.628--- 13.257 _____ 19. 3'3s--- -2 6. sr4 ---"33o 142 ___ --3 9e 771" _____ 46.399--- 53o 0 z-r---- 59o65 5 - --66o 2 gq.-----
66 6o730 l3o46l 20ol91 26o922 33o652 40o382 47o113 5.3o843 60o574 67e304 
67 6o832 13o665 2~o497 27o33C 34o16Z 40o994 47o827 54-o659 6lo491 68o324 
58 6o934 13o869 20o803 27o737 34o672 41o6)6 4-de541 55o475 62o4J9 69o344 
69 7on36 l4o073 21o109 28ol45 35ol&2 42o218 49o254 56o291 63o327 70o363 
7' 7e13~ 14o277 21e415 28o553 35o692 42o830 49og63 ~7o106 64o245 71o383 

T --7.124Q ____ l4o481 ___ _ 21;, 72r--2Bi-96l ___ 36e?.'Yr--4:3e-442---sc ;;saz---57o9 22-- 65olt;:3--72o 4-03 ___ _ 
72 7o342 14-o685 22oJ27 2?e369 36o711 4-4o054- 5lo396 53o738 66o080 73o423 
73 7o444 14oR88 22o333 29o777 37o?.21 44o665 52o110 59o554 66o998 74o442 
74 7e546 15o092 22e639 3~o185 37o731 45o277 52od24 60o370 67o916 75o462 
75 7o64-3 l5o296 22o945 30e593 3~24-1 45o889 53o537 61o186 68o834- 76o482 
76 7e75? 15o50? 23o251 31e0?1 3do751 46,5?1 54o251 62o001 69o732 77o502 
77 7oq52 15o7~4 23o556 Jlo4C9 3~261 47ol13 54,965 62e817 70o669 78o521 
78 7o~54 1~o9:'l~ 23o~62 31o~l6 3~771 47o725 55.579 63o533 71o587 79o541 

------79----------- 8o?56 16o112 24,168 32.224 4)o2BJ 4So337 56e3?3 64o4-49 72o505 80o561 
80 5ol5~ 16o316 24o4-74 32o632 4~790 48o943 57ol06 65o265 73o4-23 ~1o581 

IV 
(X) 

0 



TABLE III-1 (cont'd) 

TABLE OF V I G N A L GRAVITY CORRECTION (IN MILLIMETRES) FOR A DIFFERENTIAL LEVELLI~G-SECTION 
WITH DIFF=:RENT VALUES OF HEIGHT-DIF=ERENC=: AND AVERAGE FREE-AIR ANOMALY 

-AV!::'<AG~---FREE

AIR ANOMALY 
(INMGAL) 

============================== 
-------------------------H~l:--1>·w.--- u·--r-F_F_E_'R-c-w--c-E-s---

( II\! MET~:OS) 
100 200 300 400 5,0 600 700 800 900 1000 

81 8o26ry 16o520 24o780 33o040 4lo300 49o5€0 57oB20 66o080 74o3'0 82o600 
82 8o362 16o72' 25o086 33e448 41.810 50ol72 58o534 66o896 75o258 83a620 
83 8o464 l6o92~ 25o392 33o856 4~320 50a784 59o248 67o712 76o176 84a640 
84 . ~o556 17ol32 25o69~ 34a264 42.830 5lo396 59o962 68o528 77o094 85a660 

-----es-------e-.668 ___ '17oT36--26e-co·•-----,4-e67z--43o 34o------s-z-.,oa---6o-•57o-o9o344--7s.otz--s6.o6Sn-----
86 8o770 17o540 26o310 35o080 41~850 52o62? 6lol39 70ol59 78o929 87a699 
87 8o872 17o744 26o616 35o488 44q360 53o231 62a103 70o975 79o847 88e719 
88 8o974 17e948 26o922 35 0 896 44D859 53o843 62o817 71o791 80o765 89o739 
A9 9o076 18o152 27o228 36o303 45o379 54o455 63o531 72o607 8lo683 90o759 
90 9o178 18o356 27o533 36o711 45o839 55o067 64e245 73e423 82e600 91e778 

91 9i2fl7---rtre-s6o---27etng---:rre-rr-r-----.r5o'399'--ss-.-079'-ot+~S~74-.-z-3B--aJ;osts----9ze--798 ___ _ 
92 9e3tl2 l8o764 2t!ol45 37 0 527 46o9:)9 56o291 65o672 75o054 84o436 93e818 
93 9o4134 lflo968 28e451 37e935 47e419 56o9:)3 66e386 75o870 85o354 94od38 
94 9.586 19o171 28o757 38o343 47o929 57o514 67ol00 76o686 85o272 95o857 
95 9o688 19o375 29o063 38o751 48o439 513ol26 67e314 77o502 87el89 96o877 N 
96 9o79n 19.579 29o369 39ol59 4~948 58.7~8 68.528 78oJ17 88o1'7 97.897 ro 
97 9e8~2 19 0 783 29o675 39o567 49o458 59o351 69o242 79o133 89e025 98o917 ~ 
98 9o994 10o987 29o981 39e975 4?o9?8 59o962 69o9~5 79o94? 89o943 99o936 

----oq··-----10oJ96 -20.191 - Jl)e2fl7 4'lo382 -----50.478 -----6'le574 ---70o669 a;J-765' 90o851 100.955 ____ _ 
100 10o198 20o395 30o593 40o791 50o9~8 6lo186 71e383 8le5d1 91o778 101o976 

101 10o300 20o59~ 30o899 41o198 51o498 61a797 72o097 82o397 92o696 102.996 
102 10o402 20.803 31.205 41.606 52o008 62o409 72e811 83o212 93o6l4 104o015 
103 1Co504 21o007 31o511 42o014 52o518 63o021 73o525 84o028 94o532 105o035 
104 1Co6~5 21e211 3le816 42o422 53oJ27 63e633 74o238 84o844 95o449 106o055 

----Y-crs 10e7:l7--2lo 4Is--32o 12z-42·e-83"J-s3e53~-64e245----r4i"152----a5e61'.>0--96o367·--t 07o 075 ----
106 10o8~9 2lo619 32o428 43o238 54o047 64o857 75o666 8oo476 97o285 108oC94 
107 10o911 2lo823 32o734 43o646 54o557 65o469 7ool80 87o291 98o203 109oll4 
1~8 11o113 22o~27 33 0 040 44o054 5~067 66e080 77o094 88o107 99o121 110o134 
109 1le115 22o231 33a346 44o461 55o577 66o592 77o808 8oo923 lOOoOJS 11lol54 
110 lle217 22o435 33o652 44o869 56o087 67o304 78o521 89o739 100o956 112a173 

rr 1 tl-e3r~-zz-.-OJcr--:rJ-. 95~-s. 2 77 so.:,s-7 6 7 .~t6 19. ns-----<J-o;o s ss~-o·t;;-87 •-u3.-193 ____ _ 
112 11o421 22o843 34o264 45o685 57ol06 68o52~ 79o949 9lo370 102o792 114o213 
113 llo523 23o047 34.570 46o093 57e616 69ol40 80o663 92o186 103o7J9 115o233 
114 11o625 23o251 34o876 46o501 58o126 69o752 81o377 93o0U2 104o627 116o253 
115 11o727 23o454 35o182 46o909 58o~36 70o363 82o091 93o818 105o545 117o272 
116 11o829 23o658 35o488 47o317 59o146 70a975 82o804 94o634 106o463 118o292 
117 1lo931 23o862 35o7q4 47o725 590 6~6 7lo587 83o518 95o449 107o381 119o312 
118 12o033 24on66 36o099 48o133 60o166 72ol99 S4o232 96o265 108o298 120o332 

----l19 _____ 12o135 ___ 24o 270 ____ 36o40 s--48e54T ___ 60. 675 ___ 72.-Bl r---a4e 946 ___ 97o0 ar--109o 215-- 12lo 351 ____ _ 
120 12o237 24o474 3oo711 48e948 61o186 73o423 85o660 97o897 110al34 122o371 



TABLE III-1 (cont'd) 

TABLE OF VI G N A L GRAVITY CORRECTION CIN MILLIMETRESl FOR A DIFFERENTIAL LEVELLING-SECTION 
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF HFIGHT-DIFFEREN:~ AND AVERAGE F~~E-AI~ ANOMALY 

============================== 
-AV!ORAGE-~PEE:.. 

AIR ANO~IALY 
(IN MGAL) 1 0 Cl 200 300 

121 12.339 24.678 37.~17 
122 12o441 24o682 37o321 
123 12o543 25o086 37o62~ 
124 12o645 25o290 37o935 

----125--~~--12. 747 ___ 25. 494 ___ 38. 241--
126 12o849 25o698 38o547 
127 12.951 25.902 33.851 
128 13o~53 26ol06 39ol59 
129 13o155 26o310 39o465 
130 13o257 26o514 39o771 

H E-T G- H -T - r> I F-F-E R E~-C~E--S --------
(I:-.1 METRES) 

400 500 60) 700 800 9JO 10 00 

49o356 61o695 74o034 86o374 98o713 11lo052 123o391 
49o764 62o205 74o646 87o087 93o528 111o970 124o411 
5~o172 62o715 75o2~8 87o801 100o344 112o887 125o430 
50o580 63o225 75o870 88o515 101o160 113o805 126o450 

- 50o9f3R ---63o 735 ___ 76e482 ____ C39o229--10lo976 ____ 114o723 ---127o470 ----
51o396 64o2•15 77o094 89o943 lv2o792 115o641 128o490 
51o804 64o755 77o706 90o657 103o607 116o558 129o509 
52o212 6~265 78o317 91o370 104o423 117.476 130o529 
52o62') 65o 714 78o929 92eJ84 105a239 118o394 131o549 
53o027 66o2U4 79o541 92o798 106e055 119o312 132o569 

----13r---~-13i> 59-~25> 711'3 ____ 4o;,o7,------:;--:3 • 435 _____ 5/So 7'74--~so•-rs,--93-o-s1-z----.o5-.; 871-----azo. 2.30 -- ·t 33.588 
132 13o461 26o922 40a382 53oR43 67o304 sno765 94•226 107o687 121.147 134o608 
133 13o563 27ol26 40o6'l8 54o251 67od14 81 0 377 94o940 103o5~2 122o~55 135o628 
134 13o665 27o330 40o994 54e659 68o324 31o939 95ob53 109o318 122o983 13oo648 
135 13o7S7 27o533 41o300 55o067 69o834 82o600 96o367 11Jo134 123o931 l37e667 
135 13a369 27o737 41a606 55o475 69a344 83o212 97o081 11Jo950 124a818 138o667 
137 13a971 27~941 41•912 55a883 69a8S3 83o824 97o795 111o766 125o736 139o707 rv 

OJ 138 14o?73 28o145 42o218 56a291 70e 363 84o436 98o5)9 112o581 125o654 140o727 
·139---~-- 14o175 ____ 28o349 42o524 _____ 56o699 ----70o873 _____ 85e~4'l--99o223 113e397 127a572 14lo746 

_____ rv 

140 14o277 28a553 42o830 57o106 71o383 85o66~ 99o936 114o213 128o490 l42o766 

141 l4a379 2Bo757 43o136 57o514 71o393 86o272 100o650 115oJ29 129o407 143o786 
142 14o481 28e961 43o442 57o922 72o403 86o88.3 10lo364 115o845 130o325 144o806 
143 14o583 29a165 43o748 58 0 330 72o913 87o495 102o)78 116o660 131o243 14~826 
144 14o685 29o369 44o054 58o738 73o423 88o107 102a792 117o476 132ol61 146o845 

---~145 1 4. 78r-- 29.573 --44o 36:r--5~ ol46--73. 933 ____ 8 'lo 719-103.50 6--118· 2 92-- 133. J7 9 . --14 7. 865 ---~ 
146 14o888 29o777 44o665 59o554 74o442 89.331 104o219 119al08 133o99o 148e8ti5 
147 l4o99J 29e981 44e971 59o962 74e9S2 39e943 1?4$933 119o924 134o914 149o905 
148 15.~92 30o185 45o277 6~o370 75o4A2 9)o555 105$647 120o739 135o332 150o924 
149 15o194 30o389 45o583 60o778 75e972 91o166 106o361 121o555 136e750 151o944 
150 15 0 296 30o593 45o889 6lo186 76o4d2 91e778 107o075 122o371 137e667 152o964 

151 15;.39 B-- 30.797 -- 45;.1 95--6Tii59Y--r5.- ~n------;z-.T-gu------r-oT•rag-•zJ. 1 87 
152 15o5~0 31oCC1 46o501 62a001 77o502 93o002 108a502 124o003 
153 15e602 3la2~5 46o807 62o409 78o)l2 93o614 109o216 124o818 
154 15o714 31o409 47o113 62a817 78o521 94o226 109o930 125o634 
155 15e8~6 31o613 47o419 63o225 79a031 94e833 110o644 126o450 
156 15a908 31o816 47o725 63o633 79o5~1 95a449 111o358 127o266 
157 16o01C' 32o02:) 4flo031 64e041 8"o0'~1 96o061 112o071 128a082 
158 16o112 32 0 224 48o337 64o449 80e561 96o673 112o785 12do898 

---159 _______ 16o214 --32o428 48.642- 64o857 --- 81e )71 --- 97o2~5 113a499 129e713 
160 16o316 32o632 48o948 65o265 81o531 97o897 114e213 130o529 

-138.585---153.984 
139a50J 155o003 
140o421 l56o023 
141o339 157o043 
142o256 158o063 
143a174 159o082 
144.092 160.102 
145.')10 1o1ol22 
145a927 162ol42 
146e845 163o161 



TABLE III-1 (cont'd) 

TABLE OF VIGNA L GRAVITY CORRECTION (IN MILLIMETRE$) FOR A DIFFERENTIAL LEVELLING-SECTION 
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF HEIGHT-DIFFERENCE AND AVERAGE FREE-AIR ANOMALY 

-AIIER-AG-e- F~EE;;.----------------·---

A. I R ANO.., AL Y 
(IN MGAL) 100 200 300 

======~======================= 

E--·r G WT--..--·o ·r F _F_c_-::t--E-N-c-c-s--------·---·----· 
( t r-1 MET.ClES) 

400 500 600 700 BOO 90~ 1000 

161 16o418 32o836 49o254 
162 16o52~ 33o040 49o56~ 
163 16e 622 33o 244 49o 866 · 
164 16o724 33o448 50o172 

65o672 82o091 98o50~ 114o927 131o345 l47o763 164o181 
66oD80 82o600 99ol21 115o641 132o161 148o661 165o201 
66o488 83oll0 99o732 116o354 132o977 149o599 166o221 
65o895 83o620 10 1).344 ll7o')63 133o792 150o516 167o240 

---- 165·-----------~ ~. 826---33.652 -----so. 4 78 ___ _ 67 • '304 ___ 84e 130 ---To 0 o9 56--1'1'7 o 782 ____ 134.0 508 ----15lo 434 --1-68o 2oo-·----
166 16o928 33e856 5,o784 67o712 84o640 1(\1o568 ll!lo496 135o424 152o352 169o28~ 
167 17o?30 34o~60 51o090 69o120 8'5ol50 102o180 119o210 136o24'l 153o270 170o300 
l'S8 17ol32 34o264 5lo396 63o528 85ob60 1:l2o792 119.~24 137o056 154o188 17lo319 
169 17o234 34o468 51o702 68o93o 8~ol70 103o4n.4 120o637 137o871 155o105 172o33~ 
170 17o336 34o672 52o~03 69e34-4 86o680 104o015 121,.351 133e6tl7 156o?23 173o359 

-----171 _______ 17; 4 3 a---·34. 876------5 2 e314 -----6<'~e 75z------a7o 189 --·t 0 4o 527---122. Oos·---t39o 503 -- 1 56o 94 t ---1 74-e 379------
172 1 7. 54') 35o C80 52. 620 70o159 87. t.>99 1 :l5 o2 39 122o77-} 140.319 157o ':359 
173 17o642 35e284 52o 925 70o567 88o 209 11'l5o851 123o493 14i. 1 35 158.776 
174 17o744 35o488 53e231 70.975 88o719 1 ~H>o 463 124-o 207 141. 9 50 1 59. 694 
175 l7o 8 46 35.692 53.537 71.383 8~. 229 10 7 .o 75 l24o92J 141:!. 766 10:.0.612 
176 17o"04A 35o A96 53o843 7lo 791 89o 739 107.6':7 125.634 143o 5 82 !6lo530 
177 18o050 36o099 54o149 72 ol99 q;)e 249 1')8o298 126.348 144. 3 <;8 152o448 
178 18o152 3oo3C3 54o455 72o607 en. 759 1':l8o911.) 1'?..7o)62 145o214 163o3t>5 

-----179--------- 18o25ll 36.507 54o761 73.1"15 91.268 109.522 127.776 146o029 164o2'33 
180 18o356 36o711 55o067 73o423 91.778 110 ·1 34 128o490 146o845 165o 201 

181 18o458 36o915 55o373 73e831 92o288 110o746 129o2?3 147.661 166.119 
192 19o560 37o119 55o679 74e238 92o798 111o358 129o917 148o477 167o036 
183 18o662 37o323 55o935 74o646 93o308 111e970 130o631 14~o293 167o954 
134 1Ro764 37o527 56o291 75e054 93o918 112o591 131o345 150el09 168.872 

-----19 5' l8o 865 ____ 37e 731 ___ 56o 597--75.; 45z---g4. 328--11 3o t'93"""132'e059 __ , 50.924---159.790 
186 18o968 37o935 56o903 75e871) 94o83B 113o805 132o773 151o740 170o708 
187 19o069 38o139 57.?.~8 76o278 95e347 1l4e417 133o486 152o556 171o625 
188 19e171 38o343 57o514 76o686 95ed57 115.~29 134o200 153o372 172o543 
189 19o273 38o547 57o820 77.094 95o367 115o641 134o914 154e188 173e461 
190 19o375 38.751 58o126 77.502 96o377 116o253 135o523 155o003 174.379 

175.399 
176o418 
177.438 
178o4~8 
l79o478 
1 dOo 497 
181o517 
182o537 
183o 557 

184o576 
185o596 
186o616 
187o636 
188.655-----
189o675 
1 90. 695 
191o715 
192o734 
193o754 

9- 19e'4 77- '3flo 955 ___ 58o 432 ___ 77 eCJlQ---g7e:J'3r-1 toe8154 ___ 136-.34"2 ___ 1_55e 319- '175o 297 ___ 194o 774-----· 
192 l9o579 39o159 53o738 78o317 97o897 117.476 137.)56 15oo635 176o214 195.794 
193 19o681 39o363 59.044 78e725 9do4C7 118e088 137e769 157o451 177e132 196o813 
194 19o783 39o567 59o350 79o133 98o~17 118o700 138.483 158o267 178e05J 197.833 
195 19o995 39o771 59o656 79o54l 9~o426 119o312 139o197 159o082 178o953 198o853 
195 19o937 39o975 59e962 79o949 99o~26 119o924 l39o911 159.898 179o885 199o873 
197 2Go089 40o178 60o268 80o357 10~o4A6 120o535 l$0o525 16Jo714 180o3'3 200o892 
198 2'ol91 40o382 60o574 80o765 10~o956 121o147 14lo339 161o530 181•721 201o912 

----199 . 20o 2?3 - 40o 586 --- 60o880 ___ 81 .173-10 1o 466 ----121o759 --· 142o ') 52 ____ 162o 345 -- 182o 63 9 -·· 2 02o 9.i2 
200 20o395 40o790 61o186 91.581 1Clo976 122o371 142o766 1b3o161 183•557 203.952 

[\.) 
(X) 
w 
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III-2 Dynamic Gravity Correction 

The dynamic gravity correction GC~. to the height 
l.J 

difference 6h .. of a levelling section between the two bench marks 
J.] 

i and j - corrected for the effect of normal gravity only - is 

computed from the expression: 

D 
GC .. 

l.J 

~h .. -F 
~Gl. [6g. . + ay .. 1 

l.J o,J.J 
(III-5) 

-F 
where: ~g .. , ~h . and G are as defined in the previous section, 

l.J iJ 

and oy .. is the average difference between the 1967 International 
o,l.J 

and the USC&GS formulae for normal gravity, between bench marks 

i and j. 

A sufficiently precise value for oy . . can be obtained 
0 ,J.] 

by consulting Table I-1. There, the value of oy . is given for 
o,J. 

different latitudes (with 0.25 arc-deg. intervals) which enables one 

to obtain oy .. by interpolation into that table. 
0 ,J.] This oy .. has 

0 I J.] 
-F 

to be added algebraically to 6g,. and the resultant, in mgal, is then 
l.J 

used, along with ~h .. , in metres, to enter Table III-1 and get the 
l.J 

corresponding dynamic gravity correction GC~., in millimetres. 
l.J 

Note here again that the appropriate sign of the correction has to 

D be determined manually. Finally, the value of GC .. has to be added 
l.] 

algebraically to the height difference Mi.~ to obtain the proper 
l.J 

D dynamic height difference 6h .. based on actual gravity. 
J.] 
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III-3 Helmert Gravity Correction 

The Helmert gravity correction GC~. to the height 
~] 

difference ~h .. of a levelling section between the two bench marks 
~] 

i and j - corrected for the effect of normal gravity only - is 

computed from the following expression: 

H 
GC .. 

~] 

h .. 
- ...1:2 

G 

F 
[Mg .. - 0.2238 ~h .. ] 

~] ~] 
(III-6) 

where: G and ~h .. are as defined before, h .. is the average height, 
~] ~] 

F 
above the geoid, of the levelling section and ~~g .. is the diff

~J 

erence of free-air gravity anomaly between bench marks i and j. 

The above expression can be rewritten as: 

H 
GC .. 

~] 

- F 
h .. ·Mg .. 

- ( ~] ~]) + (0.2238 
G 

h .. -~h .. 
~] ~]) 

G 
(III-7) 

The form of the first term is the same as that of Vignal gravity 

correction. In other words, its numerical value, in millimetres, 

can be obtained from Table III-1 by replacing the arguments ~h .. 
~] 

and 
-F F using the same units. the negative by h .. ~g .. by ~~g .. , Note 

~] ~] ~] 

sign. The second term varies with the quantities h .. and ~h ... 
~] ~] 

Table III-2 gives the values of this term, in millimetres, for 

different values of h and ~h, in metres. The values of the argu-

ment ~h used here are identical to the ones used in Table III-1. 

The value of h in Table III-2 varies between 1 m and 10,000 m 

Values of the second term in GC~., obtained from Table III- 2 are 
~] 

positive, corresponding to positive h and positive ~h. Both 

terms added together constitute the final value of Helmert Gravity 

H 
Correction, GC .. , which has to be added algebraically to the height 

~] 
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-o H 
difference 6h .. to get the proper Helmert height difference, 6h .. , 

1] 1] 

based on actual gravity. 



TABLE III-2 

TABLE OF VALUES OF THE SECOND-TERM OF HELMER T GRAVITY-CORRECTION EQUATION (IN MILLIMETRES) 
=oR A DIFFERE~TIAL LEVELLING-SECTION WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF ITS HEIGHT-DIFFE~ENCE AND AVERAGE HEIGHT 

AVERAGE 
HEIGHTS 

(IN METRES) 2 

1 o.ooo o.ooo 
2 o.~o' 0.001 
3 ~.001 Oo001 

-------4---------- (\ • 0 ,)1 --- ·- 0 • C' 0 2 
5 CoODl Oo002 
6 OoOOl Oo003 
7 0.002 OoD03 
s r.oo2 o.c~4 
9 Do002 OoC04 

10 Oo,02 Oo005 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 

___ 7C 
80 
90 

100 

1).00 2 
o.oos 
o.oo7 
"-·1'109 
OeOll 
Co')l4 
Oo016 

-----0.018 
Oo021 
Oo023 

t.ros 
OoC09 
OeC14 
Co!'18 
Oo023 
Oo027 
OeC32 
o.c~7 
OoiC41 
Oo046 

============================== 
H E I G H T - D I F F E R E N C E S 

( t N METRES) 
3 4 5 6 7 8 

o.oot o.oct 
OoOOl Oo002 
o.oo2 Oe<'03 ----··o• 00 3 ------- c. o 04-
Oo003 Oo005 
Oo0C4 OeOOS 
0of'u5 o.006 
Oo005 Oo007 
Oo0C'6 C'o<'C'B 
Oo007 Oo009 

o.or.7 l:lo009 
o.o14 0 .o 18 
o. 0 21 0 .. 027 
Oe1'127 OoC37 
')oC34 C' e046 
Oo04l Oo055 
Oo048 0.064 

o. 001 
o. 002 
o~ oo 3 

- ~- :J05 
o~cc6 
o .. ~07 
Q., COB 
o~oo9 
o .. no 
o. :J 11 

o~ n11 
Oo 023 
o .. 034 
o~ C·46 
o~.::s7 
o. !"68 
o., (.'80 

o.oo1 o.~~2 o.oo2 
Oo003 Oo003 Oo004 
Oo004 Oo005 Oo005 

----- o.oo5 -----o • .,o6----o.oo7 ---
o.oo7 o.oo8 o.oo9 
Oo008 Oe010 Oo011 
o.oto o.011 o.o13 
OoOll Oo013 Oo015 
Oo012 Oo014 Oo016 
Oe014 Oo016 Oo018 

Oo014 Oo016 OoOlB 
o.o 27 Oo032 Oa037 
0. 041 0.')48 0 .o 55 
0. (:1 55 Oo064 o. 0 73 
Oe068 o.oeo Oo091 
o .o e2 Oo,96 0. 1 10 
o.o 96 Oo112 o. 128 

Oo055--,---- Oe073 -·---o. C91 ------ry ellO ---·oel28 --- - Ool46 
Oo062 Oe082 o. 103 0.123 Oo144 Oel64 
Oo068 Oo091 o. 114 Oo137 Oel60 o. 1 81 

9 10 

0 oOO 2 Oo002 
Oo004 Ce005 
o. 00 6 o. 007 o.ooa ·-------o.oo9 ___ _ 
OoOlO OeOll 
Oe012 Oo014 
Oe014 Oo016 
Oo016 Oo018 
Oe018 Oo021 
Oo021 Oo023 

Oe021 
Oo041 
Oo052 
Oo082 
o. 10 3 
0 o123 
Oel44 
Oo16~---

0 o185 
o. 205 

Oo023 
o.o 46 
Oe068 
Oo091 
o. 114 
Oo137 1.\J 
Ool60 CXl 
Oe18J--·· ---- --..l 

Oo205 
Oo228 

101) ~.023 Oo046 OeC68 Oo091 Oot114 Oo137 Oal60 Oel83 Oo205 Oo228 
o. 456 
Oo685 

200 Oo046 CoC91 Oo137 Ool83 0$228 Oo274 Oo320 Oo365 Oo411 
300 Oo069 Oo137 Oo205 no274 Oo~42 Oo4ll Oe479 Oo548 Oo616 

----·4no-----·-c.; 091 -----c ;;te:r-----oe274--o-.J6s----o~ 456 ------o.s4e---o.639 ___ o. 7 30------ · o.822 -o.9t3 ___ _ 
500 Ool14 Oo228 Oo342 Oo456 Oo571 Oo685 Oe799 Oo913 lo027 le 141 
600 Oo137 Oo274 Oo411 ~.548 0~685 Oo822 Oo959 lo095 1o232 1e369 
7Cn Co16n Oo320 Oo479 Oo639 0~799 Oe959 1o118 1o278 lo438 1e598 
800 Co183 Oo365 Oo548 Oo730 0"913 loOqs lo278 1o461 lo643 lo826 
900 Oo2n5 Oo411 Oo616 Oo822 1o027 1o232 le438 lo643 lo849 2e054 

1000 'Jo228 Oo456 Oo685 Oo913 1~141 le369 1o598 lo826 2e054 2o 282 

----- --·-- ~--*---- ------------

1000 Co22l3 Oo456 
2000 "•456 o. 913 
3000 Oo685 1o369 
4C''JO o. 913 1. 826 
5000 lo 1 41 2. 2 >32 
6000 1o369 2o739 
7000 1o598 3e195 --- sooc·--------~. 826 ---- J. 652 
9000 2o,54 4ol 1')8 

10000 2o282 4o564 

Oo685 Oo913 1. 141 1o3c9 1o598 1o 826 
1. 369 loB26 2· 282 2o7 39 3o195 3o 652 
2ot:' 54 2e739 3. 423 4o 108 4o793 5o477 
2o739 3e652 4ft 564 5.477 6o390 7a303 
3. 423 4o564 s •. 706 6o847 7o988 9ol29 
4o108 5o477 6. 847 8o216 9e 585 1 o. 9 5.5 
4e793 5o390 7. 988 9o585 11.183 12.7 80 
5o 477 - --- 7 • 303 ------- 9o 12 9 ----1 Oo Cl55 -----12o 780 ·------14o 6 06 
6ol62 8o216 to. 210 12o324 14e378 16. 4 32 
6. 847 9o129 11o411 13o5 93 1 s. 976 18.258 

2o054 
4 ol08 
6o162 
e. 216 

1 o. 270 
12o32 4 
14o378 
16o432 
1 a. 486 
20o540 

2. 282 
4o564 
6o847 
9o 129 

11e411 
13o693 
15.976 
18.258 
20o540 
22o822 



TABLE III-2 (cont'd) 

TABL~ OF V~LUES OF THE SECO~D-TERM OF H E L M E R T GRAVITY-C~RRECTION EQUATION (IN MILLIMETR~S) 
F~R A DIFFERE~TIAL LEVELLING-SECTION WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF ITS HEIGHT-DIFFERENCE AND A~ERAGE HEIGHT 

===:========================== 
-~-------· -~--- ·-- -- --~--- -~~~---

AVERAGE 
HEIGHTs~ 

<I'I METRES) 10 20 30 

HE IGHT-Dt=FERENCES 
(IN '~ET~ESl 

40 5C 60 70 80 90 

Oe002 Oo005 OoOC7 Co009 Oo011 Oo014 Oo016 OoJ16 Oo021 
2 Oo005 Oo009 Oo014 CoOlS ?o023 Oo027 Oo032 Oo037 Oo041 
3 ro007 Oo014 Oo021 0o~27 )o034 Oo041 Oo048 Oo055 Oo062 

100 

Oo023 
0o;:l46 

-~-·---4- --~~--o. o:J9 ____ r:-. c 18-~0 .o 27~---o ;o3.,-----:r.; o 46-----o .o 55 -----o• .J64~--o. o T3 ___ · o. oa2 ---
Oo068 
Oo091--~~~ 

5 Oo011 OoC23 ~•"34 Oo04S OoG57 Oon69 OoJBO Oo091 Oo103 Oo114 
6 ~.014 ,.027 Oo04l Oo055 Oo068 Oo082 Co096 Oo110 Oo123 Oo137 
7 Oo016 Oo032 Oo048 Oo064 OoOBO Oo096 Ooll2 Oo128 Oo144 Oo160 
8 ~.CIS Oo037 Oo~55 Co073 )o09t Ooll~ Ool28 Oo146 Ool64 Oo163 
9 0o021 '}o041 Oo062 ~.082 Oo:.03 Oo123 Oo144 Oo164 Ooli:>S Oo205 

IO JoC23 Oo046 Oo068 Oo091 Oo!l4 Ool37 Ool60 'Jol83 Oo205 Oo228 

10 0o023 Oo046 ').~68 0. 091 Ool14 0 ol 37 Oo160 0. 1 83 Oo205 Oo228 
20 C'o046 Oo('\91 Ool37 o. 183 o. 22 6 <:>.2 74 Oo320 o. 365 0. 41 1 Oo456 
30 fJo06":1 Oo137 Clo205 Oo274 o. 342 0. 4 11 Oo47] o. 543 Oo616 Oo685 
40 Oo091 0. 1 i33 0.274 !) • 365 Oo456 0 o543 Oo639 o. 7 30 Oo822 o. 913 
50 Ooll4 Oo228 Oo342 0o456 o. 571 Oo685 Oo799 Oo913 1o027 lo141 
60 o. 1 3 7 0.274 Oo411 '::o548 Oo685 Oe822 Oo959 1. 0 95 1o232 1. 369 
70 C'ol5') Co320 o. 4 79 Oo639 J. 799 Oo959 1 o1 18 lo 278 1o433 1o598 
8('\ ~-··-~-, ·1 ":13 'lo365 o. 5 48----- () • 730 ______ o. 913 ----1.0 95 -- lo 278~--x. 4 61 lo 64 3 ------ 1 o 826 ~~·--
90 Oo205 0.411 Oo616 Oo822 lo')27 1 o2 32 lo 438 lo 64 3 1o 849 2. 0 54 

1C') Oo228 Oo456 :'lo61:>5 o. 913 lo 141 lo369 1o 598 lo 826 2o054 2o282 

10 0 Oo228 Oo456 Oo685 o. 913 1o ! 41 1 o369 lo598 1. 8 26 2o054 2o282 
2')':1 0o456 Oo913 1o369 lo 826 2o 282 2. 7 39 3o 195 3o 652 4ol08 4o564 
30, '). 6 85 1o369 2o054 2o 739 3. 423 4o108 4o793 s. 4 77 6o 162 6o 847 

---4,0 o.;91 3---- r. 826·~-2;.7 39--3. 652~-· 4e 554--·s. 4 77---5. 39o----r. 303 --- s.2t6 9ol29 _____ 

501) 1. 1 41 2o282 3o423 4o564 5o 706 6o847 7o 988 9o 129 10o270 11.411 
600 lo 3 69 2o 7 39 4o 1 ') 8 5o477 6oa47 8o216 9o535 10.9 5'5 1 2. 32 4 13.6}3 
70., lo 59'i 3ol95 4o793 6o390 7o ')8'3 9o5 85 llol33 12o 7 81 l4o378 15o976 
800 lo 82 6 3o652 5o477 7o303 9. 129 10.955 12.780 14o606 16o432 18.258 
9:l0 2oC 54 4ol 08 6ol62 8o216 10o270 12o324 14.378 16.432 18o486 20.540 

100(1 2o262 4o564 6o847 9o129 llo411 13.6<;;3 1 5o 976 18.2 58 20o540 22o822 

----·------·-

1000 2o2f32 4o564 6o847 9o129 llo411 13o693 15o976 18o25'3 20 o Sll 0 22o822 
2000 4o5611 9 o129 13o693 18o258 22. 822 2 7. 3 87 3lo 951 36o516 4lo:J8J 45o6411 
3000 6o 847 13. 693 20.540 27o387 34. :~3 3 41 .o 80 47o927 54o 7 7 3 61. o2 o 68o 467 
40<'0 9ol29 18.258 27o387 36o516 45o ">4 4 54.773 63o902 73o 0 31 82ol60 9lo289 
5000 11o4ll 22 o/:322 34o233 45.644 57 .. •)56 68.467 79o 878 91.2 89 102o70J l 1 4o 1 11 
6000 13o 693 27.387 41.0 80 54o773 68. !.1.6 7 f32ol60 95.853 109.547 123.240 136.933 

___ 7000 1 s. 976 31o05l 47.927 63o902 79o il7 8 9 s. 8 53 11lo829 127a8'.)4 l43o780 159.755 
scoc 1 8o 2 58 36o516 ~-54o773 ____ 73o031 ___ 91o289 -109o547 --!27o804 -145oJ62 .. 164o320- 1 82. 578 
90:::'0 2"lo540 41o080 61o620 B2ol60 102o 7(.'0 123o24Q 143.780 164.32) l84o8!>v 205.400 

1C00fl 22o82;:> 45o6411 68.467 91.289 1 1 4e t 1 1 136o933 159o755 182.57:3 205o400 22 a. 222 

N 
OJ 
OJ 



TABLE III-2 (cont'd) 

TABLE OF VALUES o= THE SECOND-TERM OF H ELM E R T GRAVITY-CORRECTION EQUATION (IN MILLI~~TRES) 
=oR A DIFFERENTIAL LEVELLING-SECTION WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF ITS HEIGHT-DIFFE~ENCE AND AVERAGE HEIGHT 

AVERAGE 
HEIGHTS 

(I"' METPESl 10 0 20<.' 300 

=-===== =============::-:== ==== ==== 

H E I G H T - D ! F F E R E N C E S 
(IN "''F.TRESl 

400 500 60') 700 800 

1 Cea23 Oo046 Oo068 Oe091 Oel14 Oo137 Oe160 Ool83 
2 Ce~46 Oe091 Cel37 ~.183 Oo228 Oe274 Oo320 Oo365 
3 Oe068 Oe137 Oo205 C'o274 0o3ll2 1').411 Oo47} Oo546 

90:) 1000 

Oo228 
Oo456 

--------4·------- o. 0·;11 ---·c. 183-- ---o. 274 ---'----o e365 o. 456 ----o.s 48 ---o• 53 g------o. 73o--

o. 205 
Oe411 
Oo616 
Oo322 
1. 02 7 
le 232 
1. 43~ 
1e 643 
1o 349 
2o054 

Oo685 
Oo913--·--
1o 141 5 Oel14 Oo228 Oo342 Oo456 

6 /)e1 37 Oe274 Oo411 0o548 
7 Oo160 Oo320 Oo479 Oo639 
8 Oo1R3 Oe365 Oo548 Oe730 
Q 0o205 Co411 Oo616 Oe822 

10 Oo228 ro456 0o685 ,.913 

10 
2n 
3('1 
40 
5-) 
60 
70 

<'o228 
0o456 
o. 685 
Oe913 
1 • 1 41 
1. 369 
1o 598 

Oo456 
(l.q13 
lo369 
1. '32 6 
2e232 
2o739 
3ol95 

o. 685 Oe913 
lo369 1o826 
2. 054 2o 739 
2. 739 3.652 
3e 423 4e564 
4. 108 5o477 
4. 793 6. 390 

o.s7t 0o685 Oo799 Oe913 
Oe685 Co822 Oo959 le095 
Oe799 Oe959 lo118 le276 
').913 1.ogs 1e278 le46l 
1o027 1e232 1e438 lo643 
1o141 1o369 le593 lo826 

le l 4 1 1 .3 69 lo593 1e826 
2. 22.2 2. 7 39 3o195 3o 652 
3o 42 3 4. l 08 4o793 5e4 77 
4-o 564 5e4 77 6e39J 7o303 
5o 7() 6 6o847 7.9138 9ol29 
"'• 84 7 8e216 9o585 10 o9 55 
7. 9-"18 9o595 11o 1 83 12. 7 80 ----- 8 0 ------- --- 1o826 ---3.652 -----5.477 --7 • 3C 3----9. 129 ---1 ~. 955 ----12. 7so----14-. 6 06 

90 
100 

100 
200 
300 

2o054 
2o282 

2o2R2 
4o554 
6o847 

4o108 
4e564-

4o564 
9o129 

13. 693 

6e 162 8o216 
6o847 9o129 

6o 84 7 9o129 
13e693 18.258 
20.540 27.387 

10.270 12.3 24 14e373 16.4 32 
11· 411 1 3. 6 <;3 15. 976 ldo258 

11.411 13.6'>3 15· 976 18.258 
22. 822 2 7. 3 87 31o 951 3t:>o516 
34-o 23 3 41o 0 80 47o927 54.773 

2e054 
4e 10 8 
6. 162 
8o216 

10e270 
12.32 4 
14o378 
1 6o 432 
18o486 
20.540 

20.54~ 
4le 08 J 
6lo62•) 

1o 369 
lo 598 
1o826 
z. 054 
2e282 

2. 282 
4o564 
6e 847 
9o129 

11.411 
13. 6-J3 
15.976 
18o 25e · ~----
20.540 
22o322 

22.822 
45o 644 
68o467 -----4)('1 __ _ 9. 129 -- 18.258------27.387 ---'36; 51 o-- 45. 644 · -54-e 773 63o 90 2----73.0 31 ----82 ol6 0 91.289 

500 1le411 22.822 34e2 33 45o644- 57o056 68.467 79.8713 91o 2 89 102o70·:l 1 14o 1 1 1 
600 13.693 27.387 4loC80 54.773 68o 4c 7 82 o1 50 95o853 109.547 123.240 136.933 
70':'l 15.976 31o951 47o927 63.902 79. 87 8 95o853 111o929 127e804 143o780 1 59o 755 
8~0 1 8o 2 58 36.516 54o773 73.031 91o289 1 09o547 127o304 146.0 62 164.320 182.578 
900 2C<o54(\ 41.08C 61o620 82. 160 1 02o 7t:'O 123.240 143.780 164.320 184.860 205.400 

l')CO 22o822 45e644 68o467 91o289 114ol11 136e933 159. 755 182.578 205e400 228.222 

1001') 22oR22 45.644 68o467 91o289 1 1 4o 11 1 136o933 1 59. 755 l82o578 205.400 228.222 
200 0 45e644 91o289 136.933 182e573 229. 222 2 7 3.866 319e511 3o5. 1 55 410.800 456.444 
3000 68. 46 7 136.933 205e40'"l 273.866 342e3T3 41QeR'JO 479o266 547o733 616.199 684o666 
40011 01o28Q 182.578 273.866 365.155 456. 444 547o733 639o122 73Jo 310 821.599 912o88B 
5000 11 4. 1 1 1 228.222 342.333 456o444 570.555 684.6 66 79Clo777 912.889 1026. '}99 1141e110 
6or,n 136.933 2 73. 866 410.800 547.733 684,666 821.599 958.533 1095o466 1232.399 1369.332 
7000 159.755 319o511 479e26o 639.022 798.777 958o533 lllf.h 283 1278o043 143 7o 79 9 1597.554 

----8("\00 ·---182. 57 A -365o 1 55 - ·54 7 o 7 3 3--- 730 • 31 0- 912o 8& 8 · 1 ') 9 5e 4 66 -1 27 8 o ') 43 1460.621 1643.199 1825.776 
900"1 215o4'10 410e80(1 616.199 821. 599 1026. 9q9 1232.39':1 1437.799 1643.199 1848.593 2053.998 

10000 228.222 456e444 684o666 912o888 114lo110 1369.332 1597.554 1 82 5o 7 76 2053e99d 2282e220 

N 
OJ 
\.0 



APPENDIX IV 

DETAILED COMPUTATIONS OF THE GRAVITY CORRECTIONS 

ALONG THE TESTED LINES AND LOOPS IN CHAPTER 6. 

This Appendix contains the computer outputs from the 

program package LOOPGC (mentioned at the begninning of section 6.2) 

for all tested lines and loops described in sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. 

The information presented herein for each line or loop is composed 

basically of three tables a, b and c: 

(a) summary of input data (known information) at each bench mark; 

(b) detailed computations of the three kinds of gravity corrections 

(Helmert, Vignal and Dynamic) for each individual levelling 

section along the line or loop; 

(c) summary of results - to be utilized in plotting and comparing 

the accumulated gravity corrections, at each bench mark, against 

the corresponding accumulated standard errors as expected from 

the precise levelling work in Canada (see section 6.2). 

The sequence of these tables is identical to the one 

described in sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, i.e. 

Tables IV-la, b and c: For test line No. 4; 

Tables IV-2a, b and c: For test line No. 8; 

Tables IV-3a, b and c: For test line No. 9; 

Tables IV-4a, b and c: For test line No. 10; 

Tables IV-Sa, b and c: For test loop No. 5; 

Tables IV-6a, b and c: For test loop No. 6. 
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TABLE IV-la 

SELECT~~ LEVELLING LI~E NCo 0 4°-EASTERN O~TA~IO-G~PVlTY AT BENCH MARKS.OoOo.l965 

TABLE OF GIVEN I~FCR~ATICN AT BENCH ~ARKS 

--~=~====~~================================ 

e .... ARK LAT ITIJCE LONGITUDE I-EIGHT H l.ACCURACY FREE-AIR ANOM F • Po Ao ACCURACY 
NU~"3ER (+VE NOI'<TH) (+VE illEST l ( fiETERS) CMETE~S) ( MGAL S) ( MGALS) 

CEG MIN sc::c DEG r-!IN SEC 
9318 43 58 15o60 77 23 39o59 10Co55 :)e03 -24o87 o.os 
8311 44 (' 1 Sol c; 77 30 3'>o60 76.75 Oo03 -27o01 Cov'5 
831" 44 2 10o21 77 35 33of1 7EoG3 uoC3 -25o60 Ve\) 5 -------1:'3:"9 ------4A -~ -- 1 t:. 2:: ------ 77 36 15 .. c 1 --- 77 o57 - ·o.o3-- ------ 2t: .c;c; o. 0 5 -·· 
9517 44 6 28o8C 77 34 33o60 84o98 Oo03 -2lo08 o.o 5 
8318 44 7 16o79 77 35 3C oO 1 83o73 Oo OJ -2to23 v.o 5 
83<J8 44 7 37o2C 77 35 39o59 84 o12 Oo03 -2eo54 Oo05 
c:qqg 44 8 57.59 77 34 51) 0 41 c;;::.4'J Oo03 -24o58 UoV5 
84C"' 44 a 36o0~ 77 35 7.80 95o40 Oo03 -2E.33 c.o:s 
83:)7 44 <; ~ 1. ') 1 77 31 59,41 S3o57 '.). ·) 3 -2!:o43 G,;J5 
t'3"6 44 9 51.,') 1 77 25 46.20 92o88 Oo 03 -2::o83 o.os ----·-·e;) = ------44--rrc·---:! 4; 21 ____ 77 --- 22 57o00 6 5 o31·--------- Co 0 3 ----·-24ot6 ·--------··--- .:. <.)5 ----- - -~ 

9516 44 <; ~ 7. (: c 77 22 36.!'1 93o27 C\o03 -2 3. 39 Co05 
833') 44 1 2 4o21 77 22 39&61 99.91 OoOJ -.22.86 o.:>~ 
83:!1 44 12 ~::.ec 77 22 58o19 1C1o56 :loJ3 -21.54 c. 05 
83~2 44 1 5 1 ': 0 1 c; 77 25 7 e 2 I l c c;. 09 Jo03 -21o 87 Oo05 
8333 44 21 4':'o21 77 27 8.3<; 13So87 Oo03 - 1 c. <;5 c. 05 
8:!34 44 24 !:2.39 77 30 25.20 188.40 0o)3 -11o:59 GoJ5 
<;512 44 2"' 26o4-'! 77 27 1· eo 187.70 Oo03 -10.27 Cev5 
8283 ---·-··· 44 ·-27" 18oG0- 77 . -21 19.ec- ----- 17<1.71 Jo03 --·--·-·· -1So~) Co05 
951'1 44 28 42otC 77 18 45oe1 147o25 Oo03 -2le35 Oo':>5 
8282 44 "28 40 o e·..:. 77 18 2c,c;c; l46oCO Oo03 -2Co46 GoO:> 
82E4 4A 2<; ~c. 2c 77 19 26o40 156o45 0 .o 3 -1!::ot4 Oo05 
95'3 44 31 3 4o 21 77 20 e. 41 156o09 Vo03 -13o57 o.os 
95";4 44 38 42e61 77 33 1 o .eo 253.20 Oo03 2. 75 o.os 
82E'5 44 44 !: 1. cr. 77 35 31.20 30 0 o26 Oo03 c;.o1 Clo 0 5 
Q5:"'15 44 4<; 3~.(,1) 77 37 10o81 307o91 Oo03 -2.57 Clo'J5 
·e2 EE -----44-- 5C - 37 o2 I------- 77 -- 39 15o01 ::'23o45 ':loC3 -4.46 c. 05 ---·-----

82f.7 44 52 27.01 77 42 17.39 :?4 e.cz )o03 vo17 Oov5 
9505 44 58 4 7o 3 <; 77 44 24.0(1 336o19 Oo03 3o29 OoJ5 
82P8 4S 1 17 0 4·J 77 43 32.<;9 ::'34o6l )o03 -Co 10 Co05 
1:'289 45 2 41. 3 <; 77 46 23.99 328o91 Oo03 - ~. 70 o.os 
95r:7 45 :: 1fo20 77 51 l"loOO ~~2f'o36 Oo03 -co<)J Oo05 
8291 45 5 16o80 77 52 52o21 233.73 Oe03 - c;. 64 o.cs 
8291 45 !' 4Eo6::' 77 53 0.60 338.39 Oo03 -l0o09 o .. os 
95C' 8 ---- 4!: 7 46e2C _______ 77 49 41.9<; 35s.1e o.~3 -5o 54 Oo;)S 
E2S2 45 9 27e61 77 50 33.')0 '<01.12 OoC3 -Co 53 Oo OS 
9!:)9 45 14 17. 41 77 55 4. 80 395o14 Oo03 -2.81 CoOS 
a2<n 45 15 ~(". 6() 77 58 4oEO 3S7o70 Oo03 -2.25 Oo05 
8294 45 16 So 59 77 59 4e20 40lo54 o.~3 -;:. 22 o.os 
82S5 45 16 :;c;QJJ 77 59 30o!l1 402e64 Jo03 -2.54 o.os 
9512 45 3( 8e39 77 59 43o79 :31Eo44 Oe03 -1Ee72 Oo05 

-----~--~--

[\) 

\0 
I-' 



TABLE IV-lb 

--------------- ------------- -----------

SELECTED LEVELLING LINE NOo 1 4 1 -EASTERN ONT~RIO-GRA~ITY AT BENCH MARKS,Co0ool965 

***TABLE CF CC~PUTEO GR~VITY CCRFECTICNS*** 
---------------FOR-"EACH-1NC IV IDUAL"LEVECt: !NG..;.SE CTIOI\ t.LONG- THE GIVEN LEVELLlNG""SiCUTF __ _ 

=========~==:=====~==================~=======;~=======:============== 

TCTftL 1\U~EER OF LEVELLIN(-SECTIOI\S ALCI\G T~E LINE = 41 

LEV~LLING-SECTIO~ 
_____ F_RO~ ____ ! C 

LENGTH 
( K M I 

---~---··-- -·-

G R A V I T Y - C C R R E C T I 0 N S 
AZIMUTH HELMERT VIGI\AL OYI\AMIC 

CCEGREES) MA(NITUDE STAND~RD MAGNITUDE STANDARD MAGNITUDE STANDARD 
--- (Mt<) --- (fVfV/K~~,) - O•M) - (MI\1/KMo} (MM} (~M-'KMo)·------

951e 8311 9o92 292oE5 -0.2E7E -Oo0912 CoE297 Oo1999 Oo7516 Oo2386 
8311 8310 7o57 296o95 -Oo0890 -Oo032l -CoC344 -~o0125 -0.~409 -0.0149 
8~1C 83C9 2o24 33EotE ColC24 Oo06~~ CoCl22 Oo0082 Oo0146 OoOCSS 
A319 9517 6o3E 20.78 -Oo3~2E -Oo1~S[ -Col816 -Oo0720 -Oo2195 -Oo0870 
SE17 83CE 1o94 319o74 Oo4183 Oo30J~ OoC301 OoJ216 Oo0365 Oo02t2 
8J1e 8398 Oo67 341.33 Co0~42 Co04:< -O.Cl07 -?.,131 -Oo0127 -0,)156 
8398 8399 2o71 23o77 Oo0520 OoO!!t -Co2940 -Oo17a5 -Oo3517 -Oo2136 

---e ~g g 84 c :J----r. 2:--------,4 x-• 9s-----c•o 732 o .o sss--- ----~'" cooo ---- ... ., .oooo ----- c .oooo o. o;oo--------
84~0 ~307 4o21 E3of7 -Co1297 -Oo014~ CoC473 Oo0231 Oo0567 Oo0276 
8317 830E Bo29 B9o96 -0.1464 -o.o5oe -C.C077 -0.0027 -0.0092 -o.JOJ2 
~~1E 8!05 !o99 7Co45 -Oo100C -0.05~1 Oo2117 Oo106J Oo2556 Oo128J 
R315 9516 lo22 1~7.~E Oo0472 Ool427 -Co1949 -Oo1763 -1o2356 -Oo2l31 
951E 8330 3o91 358o83 Oo09~9 Oo0475 -0~1567 -Oo07~3 -0.1907 -0,0965 
9330 !331 lo64 34Eo4E -c.o;75 -Oo~7GO -D.J373 -Ool291 -0.~457 -0.~356 
8331 833~ ~.04 325o40 Oo21E1 0.09~2 -0.1667 -Ool742 -Oo2052 -0.0914 
8332 8333 ----12o33 347o43 ~-0o51l7 -?o1457 -0.~153 -Oo1467 -Oo5727 -Oo1Yl5 
8333 8334 7o38 323o87 lo9~47 Oo7083 -C.~573 -0.2053 -CoEJ5S -Oo29c6 
8~34 S502 4o61 77o22 -Oo2829 -Oo1317 CoC173 OoJJ36 OoJ114 Oo0053 
Q5~2 82~3 So31 t5o48 1o3934 Oo4834 Col212 0o)423 Oolo21 Oo0562 
8283 9501 4o29 52o53 -Oe9020 -Do4353 OoE761 Oo3263 Oo8122 Co40E4 
Q511 8282 ~.55 SEoE3 -Col749 -0.2365 CoC266 Oo036J Oe0330 Co0447 
"!2R2 E'2A4 2o33 321o76 -Oo3E36 -Oo251C -C. 1'i24 -Oo125~ -'lo2459 -~o1609 
8284 9~C~ 3o64 J45o23 -Oo3420 -Ool7Q3 CoC054 Oo0028 'lo0073 ~.0038 

----95) 3--- 95':' 4--:;r • 74 --·---Jr: 7 o 53 1o 12St; --- o. 2 42 3 -Co !:362 · -Ooll50 -- -lo·0326 -:J. 2215 --------
9504 8285 11.78 344e81 lo2C52 Oo3511 c.~e1e Oo0821 Oo0414 Oo0121 
8285 SSOE 8e89 345o74 4o11S9 lo3221 CeG25) OoJ084 -Ool140 -0.~~47 
95~5 8286 3o43 307o27 1e7294 Oo9342 -CoC557 -Oo03~1 -Oo1352 -Oo0730 
828E €287 5o25 310o26 Oo2'i57 Oo1291 -o.:53a -OeJ235 -Oo1793 -Co07SJ 
"1287 95C6 12.17 34Eo71 -2.n121 -0.5793 -o.C212 -o.0061 OoOJ95 Oo0114 
Q506 8288 4o76 1Jo5E 1oC407 Oo4768 -CeCJ27 -OeJ012 Oo0055 Oo0025 
8288 8289 4o55 304o73 Oo446l Oo2J91 OoC081 Oo0038 Oo0373 Co0175 

--- 8289--95~ 7 ---Co 52·---- 279 • 51 ______ 1• 0 754--- :Jo 4 211 ___ flo C':l24 ---o. ·:)U09 --- ·- 0 o'l0 52 OoOO 21 
Q507 82'-iO 4o26 331.04 1o6226 Oo786f -~o:429 -0.02J8 -OoJ703 -Co0341 
8290 82S1 Co91 34Eo~4 Oo5124 ~.537f -~oC469 -Oo04J2 -0.07~7 -OoC742 
8291 9508 5~72 49o37 Oo03Ee Oo0161 -0.1658 -OoJ6J3 -Oo2719 -0.1137 
SS~E 8292 3o32 340o41 1o6946 Oo9296 -Col30J -Oo0713 -Oo3442 -~.1888 
8292 S5Ct; l"o73 326o4f.' Oo3F47 Oo1174 OoOlO':l Oo0030 Jo0407 Oo0124 
95~9 8293 4o53 299~94 Co,027 ~.DJ12 -CoC067 -OoJ031 -)oC197 -0.0093 
829~ E2S4 1o77 312o91 Co7464 0.5613 -CoC107 -JoJ031 -Jo0303 -OoJ22d 
82'14 ----8295 ----- 1 ~07 ----- ~28e 22 -·--c. 177e ---':1.1 71 e - -.:. CiJ32 -0.0031 -::> o0088 -0 e0085 
8295 9512 25o0l 2o30 -lo1403 -Co228:1 CoS342 Ool868 1o3750 Co27e·J 

rv 
ID 
rv 



TABLE IV-lc 

SELECTED LEVELLING LINE NO. 1 4 1 -EASTERN O~TARIO-GRA~lTY AT BENCH MARKS.o.c •• 1965 

*** S U ~ M A R Y C ~ ~ E S U L T S *** 
--------iAECE:--"OF--ACCUMULATED- GRAV ITY.;.-CORF<ECTtONS AND. THE lR ACCUJio!ULATEO STANDARD DEVIATIONs---· 

***AT EACH eENCH MAF<K ALO~G T~E GIVEN LEVELLING R~UTE*** 
====~=================:===============:====:=====: 

*A C ( U M U L A T E D* G R A V I T Y - C 0 R R E C T 1 C N S 
BEN C ... - MARK 

NU I\IEJ ER 
ACCUMULAT~D ACCLMLLATED HEL~EF<T VIGNAL OY~AMIC 

LENGT~ STe EPROR MAGNITLCE ST. OEV. MAGNIT~OE ST. DEV• MAG~ITUDE STe DEVe 
(KIV) (MIJ) (MIJ) (M\1) (MM) (MM) (MM) (MM) 

951FF __________ :).Jl} ------ ··c.~()ca· c.ccoiJ o.o:>:•o c.c:loJ· o.JcJo o.oooo J.oooo---------
~311 9e~2 4el8S3 -0.2876 Oe0064 Cee297 0.0014 0•7516 O.J016 
8310 17o4S 5e5623 -0.3766 0.0085 O.E953 Oe0018 Je7107 O.J021 
83,9 19o7! 5•S071 -Oe2742 Oe0102 c.e076 Oe0022 ?.7253 Je0025 
9517 26.~8 6e7927 -0.6267 0e0lt8 ~.4260 0.0024 0.5058 Oe0029 
8!0e 28e03 7~0409 -0.2084 Oe0132 Oe4561 Oe0026 ~.5424 O.J031 
8398 28of.9 7e124C -0.1742 Oe0!4€ Ce4454 OeJ029 Oe5297 Je0034 
83qq 3le40 7e453~ -0.1222 0.0159 0.1515 Oe0031 0.1780 o.~037 ----e4cc 32.; E:---,,; 5995- ------o. 'l4'>t - --- o .o 174-- ----- o. 1515 ------o .oc 33 ----------o .1780 -o. 0039 _______ _ 
8317 36oR6 €e174e -0.~788 Oe0187 CelS88 Oe0035 Oe2347 OeC041 
8!'f 45ol5 8o9370 -Oe2252 Oe0198 0.1912 Oe00J7 Co2255 Ce0043 
83'5 49.14 ~.3234 -0.3252 D•020S Oo4J29 OeJ038 0.4811 ~.0045 
9516 51,36 9.~386 -0.2780 Oo0218 CocOS~ Oe0040 Oe2455 Oe0047 
83!0 54o27 Se7981 -0.1841 Oo0229 C.C513 Oo0041 0.0548 Oe0049 
83!1 55o92 ;.9454 -Oe2E1€ OeD241 CeC140 0.0042 0.0091 0MOJ50 
8332 60o96 1Ce3840 -Oe0€55 Oe02=2 -~.1527 OoJ043 -0.1961 Oe0052 

----8 !! J ------7:?. 29 ------11· J8f2 ___ -c. 5 772- - ·- 0 .o 268 ·-------c. 668.)- 0 .oc 45 ____ .., o8688 o.oo 54 -
8334 81o68 llo94€0 1e3475 Oo02~3 -1o2257 Oo0049 -1e6747 Oe0057 
<;!:~2 

8293 
95"1 
8282 
132'!4 
c;~:J~ 

---9!'!:> li----
92'35 
9!:~= 
e2e6 
8297 
S5~e 
82'38 
8299 ----9E:'7 ___ _ 
82-:Jt:'l 
8291 
95"8 
82::j2 
9E-,c; 
829! 
8294 
8 2 g 5 -------
9512 

85o29 12.2829 le0646 0.0323 -1.2179 o.004~ -1.6633 o.ocsa 
c;3;6c 12oE674 2e45e1 0.03~9 -1.C968 O.~CSO -1e5013 OoOJ58 
97oA9 I3ol592 1o5561 De0368 -Co4207 OeJ052 -Oe6591 Oe0061 
S8o44 13.1959 1e3812 Oo0383 -J.!940 Oel053 -Oe6261 Oe00c2 

1C0o78 1!.3515 Co9S7f Oe03SS -C.e865 Oe0054 -1.9720 o.J063 
104o42 13.5905 Oe6556 0e0414 -C.~811 Oe0054 -Oe8646 Oe0063 
1 2 e • 1 € ----- 1 4 I c; 3 8 6 ---- - 1 • 7 e 55 D • 0 {~ 4 0 - 1 • 1 1 7 2 0 • ') 0 0 5 - 1 • 8 9 7 3 :lo 0 0 7 3 ------
137.94 15.62:7 2o9S~7 De04e3 -CeE354 ~.3067 -1.d559 OeU075 
146.83 16o11~0 7e110€ 0.05Jl -O.E105 Oo0067 -1.8699 Ce0075 
15~s26 16.~~3~ e.B4CO Oe0578 -C.€662 ?e00~7 -2.lJ51 OeJ075 
155o5, 16o5852 Se1~57 ?.0626 -CoS200 JeJ06d -2.1844 Oe0076 
167.!7 17.21~6 7o1236 0.0~73 -O.S4ll OeJ068 -2e1448 C.OJ76 
172.~! 17o45S6 8•lf43 Oe0716 -OeS438 Oe0058 •2.1393 0·0076 
176e89 17.6888 8e6104 Oe07~5 -CoS357 Oo'l068 -2.1020 Oe0076 
183e 4 I ----1 Eo C120 ---··· ~- c;. 6 858 -----o .o 791 -----.. o. <ii333 ----· ·:) eOOoS -2 e0968 ?.O:J 76· -------
1P7o66 1ee2197 11.3085 c.08~€ -CeS762 OeQ068 -2.1670 Oe0076 
188s57 18.2637 11.8208 Ce0861 -leC231 OelOod -2.2378 Cev077 
1S4o2S 18.5!86 11e85S3 0.0!97 -1.1989 OelOS~ -2.5097 O.J177 
197.61 1Eo69f5 13o5eJc; c.Jc;Je -1.!188 o.oo71 -2.8539 o.oa7~ 
2C8o35 19.1~76 13e9387 OoO~Bl -le!J89 Oe0071 -2.8132 CeOC79 
212e88 1So4,51 13e9414 ~.1122 -1e3155 Oel071 •2.~329 Oe0079 
214o65 19o4856 14e6E77 Oe1062 -1.!262 Oe0071 -2o86J2 J.OJ79 
:<15o71 ·------ 1Se5340 14e5102 Jol101 -1.~295 Oo·J071 -2.8721 OeJ079 
240s72 2ry.e!e2 13o3fS9 Oe1131 -Col;53 OeJ07d -1•4970 O.OJ85 

N 
\D 
w 



TABLE IV-2a 

SELECTED LEVELLI~G LI~E NO. 1 8°-GERMANV**AUSTRIA-PART OF THE UELNo RAPP, 19Elo 

TABLE OF GIVEN INFORMATION AT BENC~ ~ARKS 
---~ =-=::: =--====-==== === = ==-=====~= ===':=:::::::: :::::::: =====--

EoMARK LATITUCE LONGITUDE hEIGHT HloACCURACY FRE~-AI~ ANOM Fo~o~oACCURACV 
NUMB~R (+VE NORTH) (tVE WEST) {METERS) (METERS) (M~AL!l (~GALS) 

DEG MIN SEC DEG ~~~ SEC 
L857 48 5 15o0~ 348 23 29.40 ~46oC2 Oo03 -21e33 Oo05 
TGl~ 47 58 28o20 348 20 36o60 617o40 Oo03 -22.10 CoOS 
e~12 47 ~4 42o01 34€ 18 59o4C 699e33 Oo03 -22ol9 vov5 
we4s---~-47 ___ 49-54.59 _____ 348 17 JJ .. co-- 726.16 o.o3 -----~----24.87 o.cs-
MB54 47 46 23,99 348 19 30.00 759o29 Oo03 -2loC6 Oo~5 
M,3; 47 46 lo20 348 25 54oC1 686o99 Oo03 -27o76 Oo05 N 
MB~Q 47 41 3o0l 348 25 18.01 678,85 Oo03 -Jfo24 Oov3 ~ 
M853 47 ~7 45o5~ 34e 28 1?o81 718o23 Oo03 -2Eo82 Oe05 
tJ~3i 47 36 2Co99 348 33 53.~9 774.59 Oo03 -l8o)2 ~.us 
K948 47 36 27o0~ 348 37 40o80 803o76 Oo03 -15o62 0"05 
M92~ 47 3~ 7o8C 348 41 3Jo01 E03o94 Jo03 -18o11 u.~5 t.:e? ';I ~ ,----;: ~---;:: t. "rr----:348-- 42-- ·~a. 7 s -~~--- e t: c. ss ------·- o. OJ----- -----1:;. 5') - --- ------· c.c s 
~~ge 47 29 lo21 348 45 42o84 914o70 Oo03 -1~.1~ CoOS 
M844 47 2E 43oE~ 348 44 3.~~ 911o17 OoJ3 -24o28 Oo05 
~3'1 47 24 1o8J 348 43 57o61 95Co27 Oo03 -J2oS7 OoJ5 

. ----~--~-------- ------ ···--··-· ----



TABLE IV-2b 

SELECTEC LEVELL!~~ LI~E ~o. '8'-GERMA~Y-*AUSTRIA-PART OF THE UELNo RAPP, 1961o 

***TABLE CF CCMPUTED GRAVITY CCR~ECTIC~S*** 
-FCJ:;"-E $CH H.CIV ICUAL LEVEt:L-I~C-SECTlON ALONG- THE- Gl VEN t.:EVELt:lNG""~OI.iic --~-~~~-~~~~~---

=======~===========================~============================~==== 

TCTAL ~U~EE~ CF LEVELLI~G-SECTIONS ALO~G T~E LINE= 14 

G P A V T Y - C C ~ R E C T I 0 N S 
LEVELLING-SECT!(~ LE~CT~ ftZIMUT~ ~ELMERT VIGNAL OY,.,.AMIC 

~~-F~P.Oii TC (K~) (DEGREES) MAGNITLDE STA'-JGARC 
-------·----- ·- -- (ii~) {1>1~/KMo) 

L857 1816 13oJE 164o08 9~9~55 2.raee 
T816 PG12 7o27 1(;3o88 12o3f75 4o5~64 
EJ12 M846 9o"6 1E8o56 6o3117 2o·)<;73 
MB46 MA54 6oq5 2)0,53 2o7274 lo0J49 
M854 M~3<; 8o~3 26Ee01 -Eo9S22 -2,~680 
~)19 l/g09 9o24 175o34 4o6~75 1o~25t 
M8,9 MRE3 7o08 21Jo62 -0,4272 -Col605 

---t~E53 ___ fl~3 - -T;cz----:z4s.-•n-~- 2. 8979 1,: EO 1 
~e3~ ~~48 4o75 272o26 3o3225 lo5239 
K848 M825 5o3E 2~~o97 1o9966 0o~610 
Me 2 5 L e 1 g 1. 2 s 1 c; 4. e 5 1 ~. 1 c; E g 4. ·) r; 3 2 
L879 M89E 5o52 218o51 4o05B5 1o728l 
MR98 Me44 4.7~ 1~3.€9 ;.seee 4o411C 
~e44 ~201 5o10 178o57 lfo5~37 7.J;9€ 

MAGN lTUDE 
--- ( fwl/) 

-1.~811 
-1oE504 
-o. 6437 
-0.7759 

1o7994 
Coc655 

-1. c662 
----1.2ees· 

-c.:co.3 
-uoC-J31 
-lol974 
-<JoE'l26 

OoC675 
-1ol415 

STANDARD MAGNITUDE 
{f./1-1/KMo) --- (~f./) 

-J.4374 -1.9453 
-Jo5852 -2.2685 
-0.2139 -0.78)5 
-Oo2944 -Jo945C 

0o6351 2ol6B4 
0,)873 J.307l 

-J.4757 -1.4671 
-":'lo46!'>9 --- ---1.5761 
-0.2294 -0.6491 
-~.JJ14 -0.0J4l 
-0.4448 -1.5169 
-J.3417 -1.0484 

Jo0311 Oo0356 
-C.5103 -1.3411 

STANDARD 
- ( :VM/ K f.l o )- -------

-Co53S2 
-0.841.3 
-0.2593 
-C.3586 

Vo7654 
JolOlO 

-Clo5:512 
- ') • 57 11 ---------
-0.2977 
-0.001d 
-0.5635 
-Co4464 

0.0394 
-c. 59 9:5 

N 
1.0 
lJ1 



TABLE IV-2c 

S!LECTED LEVELLI~G LINE NOe 1 8°-GERMANV~*AUSTRIA-PARl OF THE UELNo RAPP. 1961e 

·~~ S U W ~ A R Y C F ~ E S U L T 5 *** 
iAeCt:-o~rcUtrlft:::ATFC-Gl'lftVTT'f~CO"R1<FCT10I\s--.\l':O- THEIR-ACCUMUt:A'TEO-STANO-ARO-·OEVIATIONS 

***AT EACH BENCH ~A~K ALOI\G T~E GIVE!\ LEVELLING ROUTE*** 
=============================:===:=::;============ 

*A C C U ~ U L A T E D* G ~ A V I T Y - C 0 R R E C T 1 0 1\ S 
9ENCH-~A~K ACCUMULATED ACCUMULATED HELME~T VIGNAL OY~AMlC 
NU~BER LENGT~ STe ERRC~ MAGNITUCE STe DEVe MAGNITUDE STe DEVe MAGNITUDE STe DEVe 

(KM) (liiJ) (~1-J) (M/>1) Of>/) (MM) (M~H {MM) 
---ces"t .,-;;"T-----c-•':I!JChT ____ -- -o• o~o~ o .ococ-------- c. coco -----o-. oooo--------o.oooo --- --o-.-oooo- --------

TBte 13oC6 4.8073 9o9355 Oe,420 -1.es11 Oe0028 -1.9453 Co0029 
8"112 2'Jo34 5eSS77 22e3030 Oo0634 -3.4315 JeJ042 -4o2138 0.0043 
f'./846 29o39 7•21~6 28e6147 OoOB17 -4oC752 Oe0044 -4e9943 Oe0046 
~854 ~ee34 Se0174 31.3421 OeOq77 -4.€511 OaJ047 -5.9393 Oe0049 
M"~39 44o36 EoE~E7 24o34~~ CellOE -~.C~17 0.)055 -3o7709 Oe0~57 
~BJ9 53e60 9e7376 28.9874 Ool213 -~a7862 OoJ057 -~.4638 OoOOcJ 
MS53 fOof~ 1Co3fll 2So5f02 ~olJlJ -4oC524 loJ06~ -4.9310 OaJ064 

---MEJC" o883'J PJ.9-.;2o-----31e4 ~e r-------.,i 142c------e. :!409 -----o. OOos-----6 o5·J71 -----o. (}IJ68-------
K84e 73o06 l1o3681 34o7E06 Oo1530 -5oE412 Oo0066 -7.1562 Oo0069 
M825 78.44 11o77;Q 3fo7772 OolG3c -5.E443 Oo)vo6 -7.1603 Jo0070 
LS79 85~68 12e3110 4Se97cl Oo1744 -7eC417 OoJ071 -8.6772 Oo0074 
M89E s1~20 12o7n11 54a0347 OelU59 -7oE444 Oa0073 -9.7256 CaC077 
M844 ~5.g2 13.~260 e!e6234 Oolq72 -7.7768 OoJ074 -9.6400 Oa0078 
~8~1 10]o93 13e3615 80el771 Oo2083 -EeS183 Oo0076 -10.9311 Oo0081 

--------- .. --- ---------------

N 
\D 
0' 



TABLE IV-3a 

SELECTED LEVELLING LINE NOo 1 9 1 -PART OF ~LBERTA LOOP- VANICEK EToALoe 1972o 

TABLE OF GIVEN INFORMATION AT BENC~ MARKS 
-------------------------------======================================;===~--------------------

BeMAQK L~T!TUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT HToACCURACY F~EE-AIR ANOM =oAoAoACCURACY 
NUMBER (+VE NJRTH) (+VE WEST) (METERS) (METERS) (:.1 GALS) ( MGALS) 

DEG MIN SEC DEG MIN SEC 
95-D 49 33 24oCl 114 0 29o99 ll37o76 Oo03 -15o49 2o49 
96-D 4Q 33 42o01 114 1 12o00 ll35o11 Oo03 -16o06 2o55 
97-0 49 33 54oCD 114 4 3'e0~ 1169e94 Oo03 -18o66 2o88 

-------->9-8~0-----49 ___ 34 --54o, r·------114 ______ 7_ --18;,ot _____ 1_179i6l _______ CJ;;(f3 .;,;-17. 53·---------------3.18" 
9Q-D 49 34 54o01 114 12 1le99 1164o58 Oo03 -l6o79 3o47 
1000 49 33 1Ao00 114 19 36e0l l?l5o60 Jo03 -17o22 4o67 
1~10 49 33 42o01 114 21 29oq9 1237o27 Oo03 -17o42 4o49 
1020 49 36 6o01 114 24 6o01 1?82o63 Oo03 -12o33 3o81 
1030 49 36 24o01 114 25 48o00 1237o41 ')o03 -llo20 3e07 
1040 4Q 37 l8oD1 114 27 54o00 1J~3o26 Oo03 -7o49 3o32 

---------"'--1 0 ?Q... ______ ~~-~~----~~~ q_ ___ l!4 ___ 2_9 __ -~~-!E_0 _______ 13}~ !~6 0 o 0 3 - _;3_• _13C,_ ------------~· 4 3 

----------------------------------------------------------

N 
~ 
~ 



TABLE IV-3b 

SELECTF.D LEVELLING LINE NOo 1 9 1 -PA~T OF ~L8ERTA LOaP- VANICEK ETeALeo 1972e 

***TABLE OF COMPUTED GRAVITY CORRECTIONS*** 
FOR-:: ACWTNDIVI DUAL -LEVELI.-ING;;.SE CT1 0 N·-·ALONC>-THE."""G1VEN-·LEVEt:LING..;. ROUTE 
= === = == == == == == ==== ======= = ===== ====·= =======;: == ==-===== ===========- ===== 

TOTAL NUMBER OF LEVELLING-SECTIONS ALONG T~E LINE = 10 

G R A V I T Y - C 0 ~ R E C T I 0 N S 
LEVELLING-SECTION LE~GTH AZIMUTH HELMF.RT VIGNAL DYNA~IC 

MAG~ITUDE STANnARD MAGNITU~E STANDARD MAGNITUUE STANDARD 
-- ·- ( ~ M 1- --- ( MM/ I~M.-) --- ·-- (M\4) -----· ·-- (:'-114 /:< M oi). --· -- ---p~M) ----c-..,M/J<t-le_) _____ _ __ _£__8_9_M ___ T_ q ______ __!~ M ~ ____ C DE Gq Ef: S ) 

95-D 96-0 loOt 3~3.37 -0.0272 -OoJ270 DoJ427 3o042~ Oo0562 Oo0559 
96-D 97-D 4oOQ 275o34 12o2195 6oll26 -0e6167 -Oo3035 -1o79~7 -Oo3975 
97-D 98-D 3o85 298o80 1o2369 Oo5303 -Oo1782 -Oo09Jd -Oo2277 -Oo1160 
98-D 9~-D 5o11 27ro03 -4e9041 -2o0180 Oo263~ Je1002 1o3397 Ool398 
99-0 1n00 9o40 251o66 14o3799 4o6d96 -Oo835) -)o2836 -1.1455 -Oo3736 
1COD 1010 2o41 287o96 6o3160 4o0~03 -Oo3827 -0.2466 -Oo4935 -Oo3180 
1~10 1,20 5o44 324o85 7o1444 3oJ626 -0.~993 -)o2997 -~o9313 -Oo3992 

---ro 20 --rTJo----"2•1 z-------2ss;,2o------n.;732s·-.. .-c-.so29----o-.-~sae;-----o.-o4o.Z---o. 083t·------o• os7o -------
103~ 1040 3.~3 303.42 -0.2150 -0.1~35 -0.1509 -0.0867 -0.2320 -0.1333 
1040 1050 2e63 304e38 -1o6489 -1oJ!75 -Oo0618 -~o0381 -0.1166 -0.~719 

---------------·---- ---·-

N 
\0 
()) 



TABLE IV-3c 

SELECTED LEVELLING LINE NOe 1 9 1 -PART OF 1\LBERTI\ LOOP- VANICEK ETeALe, 1972e 

*** S U M M A R Y 0 F R E S U L T S *** 
-----,--A-Bl::E"lJF-A-C"CUMUCAT"ED -G~AVlTY-,;;.CORI'lE"CT"IONS "1\ND-IHETR" 1\CClJMUL-1'.-TEO---siA!'JDAR"D--DEVIATIONs- -----

***AT EACH BENCH MARK ALONG THE GIVEN LEVELLING ROUTE*** 
===========================:====================== 

*A C C U M U L ~ T E D* G R A V I T Y - C 0 ~ P. E C T I 0 N S 
BENCH-MI\RK 1\CCUMULATEO ACCUMULATED HELMERT lf[GNAL DYNAMIC 

NUMBER LENGTH STo EqROR ~AG~ITUDE STo OEVe MAGNITUDE STo D~lfe MAGNITUDE STo DEifo 
(KM) (MMI (W>1) (MMI (MM) {MM) (MM) 01111) ----9s;;;-o- ------ o. ('..,---- o. ·1 ooo· -- ---- ·- --1'. :> oo o o •. J oo o · o. O'> oo ·- -- o. no o o ----- o. o !:l o o ·- o. oo oo ---------------

96-o lo~l lo3373 -Oo0272 4o\303 ~e~427 Jo0049 Oo0562 Oo0049 
97-0 5o01 2.9761 12el923 6.1~36 -0.5740 Oe0~95 -0.7385 Oo0685 
98-0 8o86 3oQ585 l3o4292 7og~47 -Oo7522 Oo0717 -Oo9662 Oo0717 
99-0 l4o76 5oll04 8o5251 9o7757 -0.4893 Oo0803 -Co6265 Oo0d03 
1000 24ol7 6o5382 22o905~ l2o')'j9() -1o3742 Ool713 -lo7720 il.l713 
1010 26o57 6o8562 29o2210 14o5.!81 -1.7570 Ool857 -2.2654 Oo1857 
1020 32o02 7o5255 36o3654 16o3~02 -2e4562 ~.23~3 -3o1967 Oo2303 

-~-030 -34e 14 ______ 7• 7707 -------35. E.J29 ____ 17o5'1:l4-----2e"5146--------o.--23()5---... 3.2 79s-----o. 230&--------
1040 37e17 8ell85 35o4179 18o5768 -2.6657 Oo2335 -3.5118 Oo2335 
1050 39o79 8o3900 33o7690 19o5387 -2o7276 Oo2349 -3o6284 Oe2349 

1\) 

1.0 
1.0 



BoMARK 
NUMBER 

TABLE IV-4a 

SELECTED LEV:LLING LINE Ndo 1 10'-PART OF ALBERTA LOOP- VANICEK ETeALo• 1972o 

TABLE OF GIVEN INFORMATION AT BENCH MARKS 
·---~---------===-===-====-======·=-:::·.:-:£::-::£=== =-=-====··==-======-==-----------~-------

LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT HTeACCURACY FREE-AIR ANOM 
(+VE NORTH) (+VE WEST) ( Mf: TERS) (METERS) (MGALS) 

DEG MIN SEC DEG MIN SEC 
6A04 51 5 17.99 114 11 17o99 1~74e39 Oo03 -17o13 
0085 51 4 4lo99 114 10 54e~1 1074e36 Je03 -17e48 
7021 51 3 47o99 114 9 47o99 1142e45 Oo03 -17o56 

----640 4----51 --- 3-- 6o 01 ---- --114 -- 9 4 7 • 99---- -- 1 l 56o 69 --------- 0 •o 3 -~- ---------1 7 • 79 
712? 51 2 l7e99 114 9 47o99 ll44eiS2 0.~)3 -l7o77 
7820 51 2 17o99 114 8 42o0~ 1 14lo05 Jo03 -17o73 
8020 51 2 17o99 114 3 24o00 11.29o4l :)o03 -l7o7f3 
9<'21 51 2 17o99 114 7 Oo'll 1115o32 Jo03 -17o53 
9120 51 2 17o99 114 6 54o00 11!4o38 Oo?3 -17o54 
9320 51 2 17o99 114 6 29o99 1098o93 o.J3 -l7o55 
~021 51 2 17o99 114 5 35o99 1051o07 lo03 -17o37 

____ 1020 sr~-z---17. gq·---114----.- ts. ~ r-----1 :J50ti33 o .? 3-------17.39 
CITY 51 2 30o01 114 4 5o99 1~48o82 Oo03 -l7o4l 
H-C2 51 2 42o00 114 3 36o00 1~47o32 Oo03 -17o36 
1025 51 2 4Ao01 114 4 23e99 1049o82 Oo03 -17o48 
SC-D 51 3 OeOC 114 4 5q,99 l049ol2 ~.03 -17o43 

F o Ao Ae ACCURACY 
( MGALS) 

o. 84 
OoS3 
Oe78 
Oo7B 
Oo77 
Oa 76 
Oo75 
va73 
o. 73 
Oo74 
Oo72 o. 72 -------
0.72 
Oa69 
Oo72 
Oo72 

w 
0 
0 



TABLE IV-4b 

SELECTED LEVELLING LINE NO. '10 1 -PART OF ALBERTA LOQP- VANICEK ETeALe, 1972e 

**~TABLE OF COMPUTED ,;RAVITY CORRECTIONS*** 
FO-P-EACH -lND[V IDUA::.:--CEVELL!NG;;;SECTTJN- A~Q'f{>TFfE-GTVEw-CEVcU::TNr>•RtJUTc-------------
=========;================~===============================;~====-:=== 

TOTAL NUMBER OF LEVELLING-SECTIONS ALONG THE _INE = 15 

G ~ A V T Y - C 0 R R E C T I 0 N S 
L=VELLING-SECTION LENGTH AZIMUTH HELM~RT VlGNAL DYNA~IC 

{DEGREES) MAGNITUDE ST-~DARD MAGNITUDE STANDARD MAGNITU~E STA~DARD ___ _f"_R_Oiol _____ j"O _____ (KM) 
- - --\MM) ______ TMI>VrKf.fe J-- --- ( 1>1\11 J --~MM/KMitl _____ - { MM)--- ----{MM/KM•;-) ______ _ 

6A04 00~5 1e21 157o24 Oo32ll Oo~923 CoC004 Oo0004 0.0007 Oo0006 
0085 7021 2ol1 l42o38 17o3151 ll.ll~l -1.2167 -l.33d3 -le5652 -lo0784 
7021 6404 1o3~ 18Do00 4o0039 3o5]55 -Oo2567 -Oo2254 -Oo3294 -Oo2893 
64n4 7120 le48 180e~O -3o1933 -2.~?12 Jo2137 Oo1795 Oo28C6 lo2J04 
7120 7320 lo29 R9o99 -Oo9185 -OoSlOO Oo0646 OoJ57~ )o0329 Oo0731 
7820 8020 ra35 9'o~O -3.,166 -5.)938 Oo2111 Oo3565 Oo27'7 ~.4571 
8020 9020 lo54 8}o99 -3o8932 -3e)634 ?e2535 Ool982 Oo3256 Oo2546 

--·-go 20 ~--91 2 o---~o. I 2----- 90 • oo--- -'-0• 22'10 ------.-o. 'i 692 ----- ~. 0169 ------o o 04 94- -----0 • 0 217 0 oiJ 6:J5 
9120 9320 0o47 90o00 -3.8917 -5o5:l96 Oo2765 Oo4042 ().3556 Oo5199 
9320 0020 lo05 89o99 -11o9377 -llo~181 Oo8520 Oo8307 1o0971 lo0695 
~020 1,20 1o52 89o99 -0.~371 -0.~301 1oJ043 OoJ035 Oo0056 OoOJ45 
1020 CITY Oo44 32o23 -0o46?5 -Co5949 Oo0357 Oo0539 Oo0460 Oo0694 
CITY H-02 Oo69 57o62 -Oo4l06 -0.~937 Oo0265 Oo0319 Oo034l Oo0410 
H-02 1~25 Oo95 28lo25 Oo7264 Oo7441 -0.0444 -0.0455 -0.0572 -O.Oj86 
1025 50-D Oo79 297 0 95 -Oo2214 -Oo2486 Oo0125 Oo0140 Oo0161 Oo0180 

w 
0 
I-' 



TABLE IV-4c 

SELECTED LEVELLING LINE NOo 1 10 1 -PART OF ALBERTA LOOP- VANICEK ET.ALoo 1972o 

*** S U M M A R Y 0 F R E S U L T S *** 
-,ABCE ~~OF-·ACCUMUI.:ATEO GRAVITV•CD?RECTTONS-,\HO IHEn~·-ACCUMUCATED- STANDA~O~DEVtATIONS-~-~~------

BE'ICH-MAR K 
'IU"'BER 

***AT EACH BENCH MARK ALONG THE GIVEN LEVELLING ROUTE*** 
==========~===~==~=======~===~==============~===== 

*A C C U M U L A T E D* G ~ A V I T Y - C 0 R R E C T I 0 N S 
ACCUMULATED ACCUMULATED HELMERT VIGNAL DYNAMIC 

LE~GTH STo ERROR MAGNITUDE STo DEVo ~AGNITUOE STo DEVo MAGNITUDE STo DEV. 
(K\1) U~\.1) 01M) (r~IH (MMI (MM) (M.V.) U~M) 

-~~!>A04 _____ ~ o. oo-- -~---~~ -- · o. oooo -~-- - o.; ooo ------ o.; 11 CJoo- o• 010 cr----~-o.- oooo-- ~-.,. o'c o o. 'o oo 
0085 1o2l lo4608 Oo3211 lo2937 Oe0004 Oo0006 Oe0007 OoOO!O 
7021 3o31 2o42~8 17o6362 1oA25l -lo2l63 Oo0396 -1o5645 Oo0396 
6404 4o61 2oA557 21o6401 2e2367 -1o4730 Oo040t -1.8940 Oo0404 
7120 6o09 3o2B33 18o4468 2o5~00 -1o2543 Oo04l9 -lo6133 Ool410 
7!32'1 7.3~ 3o6131 17o5294 2od716 -1.1896 Oo0410 -1o5304 t1ov410 
8020 7o73 3o6979 14o5118 3ol263 -Oo9785 OoJ415 -1o2597 Oo0415 
9020 9e37 4o0705 10e6186 3e3479 -Oo7250 Jo0422 -0o934l Oo0422 

---912 ::~~- g. 48-~--~- -----4. o 95 g-·- --~- 1". 3 89 6 ----~3. s 4 77 ---~--. o. 7081 ~ -~,. 0422 ~---- -o. 91 2 3 ~ ~- · o. o 4 22 --~-- -- --
9320 9o95 4o!957 6o4~79 3o7365 -Oo4316 OoJ43) -1o5567 Oo0430 
0020 11.~~ 4o4119 -5.4397 3e9042 Oo4204 0.0498 Oo5403 0.0~99 
1020 l2o52 4o7067 -5o4768 4o0538 Oo4248 Oo0498 Oo5459 Oo0499 
CITY 12.96 4o7885 -5o9373 4o1~78 Oo4605 Oo0493 Oo5919 Oo0499 
H-~2 13o65 4o9146 -6o3480 4o331~ ~4970 Oo0499 Oo6260 Oo0499 
1025 14o61 5e,832 -5.6215 4o~603 Oo4426 Oo0499 Oo5688 Oo0499 
50-D 15o40 5o2194 -5o8429 4o5915 Oo4551 OoJ499 ~.5849 Oo0499 ------

w 
0 
N 



TABLE IV-Sa 
-------------------

SELECTED LEVELLl~G LCCP NCo '5'-E~STERN ONTARlO-GRA~ITY AT BENCH MARK~o0o0ool965 

TABLE OF GIVEN l~FCRMATIG~ AT BENC~ ~ARKS 
--~=-=~=-~=-::-==-=-==·-===-=--===-=-==·=:-=-=-.::-=·===·-====-=.:·::-:::.= . .:::·----------·----~ 

Bo~ARK LATITUCE LONGITLDE HEIGHT HloACCURACV FREE-AIR ANOM FeAeAeACCURACY 
NUMBER (+VE NO~TH) (+VE wEST) (METERS) (METERS) (MGALS) (MGALS) 

DEG MIN SEC DEG MIN SEC 
94~1 45 48 3le21 74 57 56oS9 188o~1 Oo~3 -8.97 Oo05 
81C9 45 48 25o20 74 57 6o59 194o46 ~o03 -7o59 Oo05 
8110 4e 48 34o81 74 56 33oCC l98Gft6 ~.J3 -4.74 Oo05 

----8111 _____ 45-49-- ·- 1• ~~----7-4--56-- -23· ::-;--------- 1 -;7. 88 ----·---- -- u. ~:l3- ----------=· es ---------------o.os-------
9431 45 50 47o40 74 56 2o40 221o99 Oo03 -27o57 Oo05 
8\12 45 53 43o80 74 55 42o€0 22Co77 '•03 -4o83 Oo05 
9432 45 59 J4o80 74 52 55o81 224o61 Do03 -l!o79 Oo05 
811! 45 59 5~o39 74 51 17o39 223o17 Oo03 -14o54 Oo05 
8114 45 59 13o2n 74 47 15o€1 221o35 Oo03 -l!o24 ~.~5 
9431 45 58 llo39 74 42 47o41 21€o83 Oo03 -14o60 Oo05 
8115 45 58 34o79 74 38 1.79 201o84 )o03 -27a53 Oo05 

---,A 116-- -s----se---~8.-Bl----,4-~r-55oS r---- -1 <;?• eo-------0.-()3 ---21o 23- --------o.os------
8117 45 57 51o01 74 37 26e40 19~e41 Oo03 -2So52 o.o~ 
9434 45 57 ~3.~1 74 34 41~41 185.93 o.o3 -2eo99 o.~s 
811~ 45 ~6 30o59 74 32 48o01 189o43 Oe03 -22o26 Oo05 
8119 45 55 55oE1 74 34 10o81 188o31 ?o03 -2~o22 Oo05 
312, 45 51 4o21 74 33 45.€1 248o08 Jo03 -2.45 Uo05 
8147 45 55 55o81 74 18 35o39 424o86 Jo03 -~e36 OoOS 
8146 45 55 34o21 74 16 23o99 289o07 Oo03 -15o37 OoU5 

----9443 ____ 45 ___ 54 ____ s~cc-----74---Ts --- t• eo----· 23e• cs -----1.03--------- -s.o7 -· o.os------
8151 45 56 22o81 74 7 25o21 ~()€,11 ?o03 -1Eo04 Oov5 
9446 45 54 20o41 74 7 50o41 159o38 Jo13 -14o11 OoU5 
8152 45 52 46o81 74 5 17o41 174,71 Oo03 -l~o11 Oo05 
9447 45 50 59o39 74 3 56o99 167o76 Oo03 -12o24 Oo05 
8153 45 48 7o81 74 0 29o41 110o12 Oo03 -l4o65 Oo05 
944~ 45 46 38o39 74 0 17o39 94o9d Oe03 -15o16 Oo05 
8154 45 45 45o00 73 59 9o60 74o37 )o03 -21o46 Oo)S 

----'I'll 5 _ 4 s -- 4 3--7-~1-----7 4---zr~-ss• et ·· 7 5~ 5o-------o. 03-------2 1. 2 8 ---- ------v • o 5-----
9449 45 42 16o81 74 5 58o20 64o13 Oo03 -25o39 CoOS 
9450 45 3; 11.99 74 5 34~80 73.55 Oo03 -3~o91 Oo05 

----------

w 
0 
w 



TABLE IV-Sa (continued) 
--------------- --------------------------------· 

SELECTED LEVELLt~G LCCP NOo 1 5'-E~STERN CN~A~tO-GRAVITY AT BENCH MARKSoDoOool965 

Bo~A~K LATITUCE LONGITUDE rEIGHT 
---NUMBER _____ C + ve:··-Na IHHl"- -----nve- wEST l -------------( IIIETERS) 

c=G MIN SEC o=G MIN SEC 

HloACCURACY 
--(METERS) 

81~6 45 40 38o39 74 11 49o81 72o36 OoO! 
81~? 4: ~~ 7o20 74 13 5~o41 74o04 ~.03 
~~~? 45 39 52o2J 74 17 46o7~ 64o34 Jo03 
€1~8 45 39 44o39 74 18 31o79 63o34 Oo03 
8129 4~ 3~ 2co3~ 74 20 9o6~ 64o34 Jo~3 
9438 45 39 l~o21 74 19 3o00 7fo~9 Oo03 

FREE-A II< ANOM F o Ao Ao ACCURACY 
( M GALS) · --cMGAt:"S)----

-24o!J8 OoOS 
-24o34 Oo05 
-25o27 Oo05 
-25o32 CoOS 
-2fo58 OoQS 
-25.38 ~.os -----e 1 !9 ---- 4!:: ___ 36 --55. 48----74--- 21- 2 .gg·--------- --- 63o09 ------------o.o 3------ -3t. so ------------- -o. Js -----

813~ 4: !5 E2o1~ 74 20 51o61 ~2o98 Oo03 -31.36 CoOS 
3135 45 35 39o59 74 27 38o99 48o49 Oo03 -~fo€2 OoOS 
94~9 4~ !! 4~o2C 74 28 6o60 48o4Q Oo03 -27o35 Oo05 
81!3 45 !7 34o21 74 36 15o01 50o41 Oo03 -21o67 Oe05 
81~~ 45 36 37o8C 74 36 2J,99 45ol4 Oo03 -21o56 OoJ5 
9419 4~ !6 !lo79 74 36 53o!9 44o32 ~o03 -2J.42 o.us 
813~ 45 ~! !7o21 74 40 33e~O 57o82 Oo03 -So12 Oo05 

----- P 1 !1 ______ 45 ___ ::!8 ---33o ~c----74--43 ___ 14 o99 --·-------- --·;So06 ----- Oo03 __________ _ - 4. 2 4 ---------------.0. 0 5 ------
9411 45 !6 ~.61 74 44 1o60 5~o02 )ol3 -7.89 o.os 
A142 45 35 32o39 74 ~6 5o41 33o89 Oo03 -6o80 OoJ5 
8~43 45 35 5o39 74 48 3o60 45o51 Oo03 -12.26 o.os 
Rl44 45 !4 2Co!~ 74 50 1o21 :to76 Oo03 -14o72 Jo05 
8}45 45 33 56e41 74 50 30e59 52o27 Jo03 -1Eo60 Oou5 
9411 45 3~ 33e5~ 74 52 45e59 70o87 Oo03 
81!2 45 38 48o59 74 51 55o19 S1o24 Jo03 ----<.>429 _______ 45 39 2o41 _______ "74- 56 -24o00 __________ 4~o74 Oo03 
81)6 45 40 :2e79 74 56 37o21 158o50 Oo03 
Rll7 45 45 20o41 74 58 47o~~ 160o69 le03 
81C8 4~ 46 36o59 74 58 51o6C 1ti6o63 JoJ3 
9431 45 4e 31.21 74 ~7 56oc;~ 188.61 .Jov3 

-20o22 OoUS 
-21o84 Vo05 

-----------24o09 -- Oo05 
•7o92 Oo05 

-lle20 Oo05 
-12.<.>8 o.os 

-8.97 o.os 

w 
0 
ol>o 



TABLE IV-Sb 

SELECTED LEVELLING LOOP NOe '5'-EASTER~ DNTARIO-GRA,ITY AT BENCH MARKSoCeCeol965 

-----------· ***TABLE CF CC~PUTEC ~RAVITY CCR~ECTIONS*** 
FOR-E-ACK·-·rNDlVIDUAL- LEVELLING.-SECllOI\ ALONG THE GIVE!\ LEVELLING-~OUTE 
===================================~================================= 

TOTAL NU~8ER OF LEVELLlNG-SECTIO~S ALC~G T~E ~I~E = Se 

G ~ A V I T Y - C C R R E C T I 0 N S 
LEVELLING-SECTION LENGTH AZIMUTH HELMERl VIG~AL DYNAMIC 

FRC~ TC (K~l (CEGR~ES) MAGNITUDE STANDARD MAGNITUDE STANDARD MAG~ITUDE STANDARD 
----------------------------·-·· ---------- --- CMJV) -- 0'1>1/Kiolo)-- {JV\1). (MM/KMe)- (""Ml ----p#.MI'KMe) ____ _ 

943? 81~~ 1.10 ~9.E7 -c.a1Je -C.l131 -C.C494 -0.J470 -0.0793 -0.0755 
81~9 8110 Oo78 67o74 -Oo4092 -~.,623 -CeC226 -0.)256 -Oe0410 -0.0463 
811~ E111 1o02 11o72 Oo2162 ~.2139 Oo~l1J JeJ01J 0eJl19 Oo0019 
8111 9431 3o13 8o33 ~.eCJ9 ~.2e25 -Ce4109 -Je2324 -Oo5340 -~o3020 
94~1 E112 5e46 4o48 -5.1954 -~o2228 OoC201 OeJOd6 Oo0264 Oo0113 
8112 q432 11.42 1Po32 2o2294 ~.6598 -Co~365 -0.~1J3 -0.0561 -0,0166 
9432 8113 2o25 70.27 CoC~e! ~.1f55 CoC207 Jel1J~ ~.0260 o~ote7 

---ell:::--E114 ______ 5o4::·----------105eJO -0.3857 -C·oi660 CoC259 ::loJ112 OoC352 Oe0152-
8114 9433 e.~e 1'Ee26 ~.1776 Col315 OeC641 JoJ260 Oo0~71 Oo0353 
9433 8115 6o1~ 83o27 2o0440 (o~215 Oo~222 Oe12~5 Oo3~a7 Oe1603 
8115 Ellf Co22 145o11 -0.2543 -CoS361 Oo1183 Oe2494 Oo1399 Oe2951 
811€ 8117 1o3J 151e51 Oo1~42 :.tt€4 Co2082 ~o18J6 Oo2449 Oe2125 
8117 ~434 3e60 9de87 -Oo6781 -Co3576 Co1291 Ool6dl 0.1~20 Co0801 
9434 8118 !ell 1~e.27 -0.7557 -~.4285 -c.assJ -0.1499 -0.1?59 -o.o60~ 
8118 8119 2o08 238.96 -Oe0547 -:.1379 Oe~256 Ool177 Oe~313 Oo0217 

--- 8119 a120 ------- s. :12-------176.54--------1.4236--- -c .r~ 74::> ----- --:o. 7519 ··-o. 25)4 -·· -1 ,os7 2 ---c. 35 20 
~12~ 8147 21e59 f5o27 1!oRE91 2oJE91 -Co5242 -Joll23 -1o4268 -Oo3071 
8147 8146 2o91 1'3e24 -6o6909 -3.9232 1o~974 Ce76)7 1e9907 1o1673 
814f ~44! 3o17 146.~4 -5.9057 -~o3161 Oo5~62 Jo3J67 Oe8137 Oo4569 
Q443 8151 1"o67 67o18 lo3828 Co,233 Co3601 Je11J2 Oo5163 Oe1580 
8151 9446 Jog2 198o18 -2e6804 -lo3718 Oo7659 Oo3920 1oOJ45 Co5141 
Q446 815~ 4o3~ t!1e21 ne4l50 Ce1982 -0.2123 -Je1016 -1.2911 -Oel39~ 
8152 9447 3e74 152oJ8 -Oc4245 -Oe2194 CoCB99 JoJ464 Oel253 Oo~648 

---944 7---e 15! ___ Ea 94 ------139e 75-------.1.4 E60 ----· ""C e!5642- --- 0 o 790 3 -- 0 • JJJO 1o•J:l46 Co 4118 --------
8153 9448 2e77 174ef2 -Co3Cl7 -Co1812 Oo2302 Oo1333 1o3076 0.1847 
944e 8154 2e21 138o37 Q,1464 Oo09B6 Oe!S47 Oe25~1 Oo4999 Oe3299 
8154 8155 ~.93 236.~8 Oe0057 0.0~19 -Ce0246 -OoJ032 -Oo0303 -0.0102 
8155 944~ 2o'16 22.,o94 Oe1113 ~;.1)775 Co2706 Oe1B85 •)o3286 Oe2290 
94~~ 9450 5e73 174e93 Oo5355 Cc2237 -C.~704 -Oo113~ -Oe3185 -Oo1331 

----·--·----~----- ----- -- ----------· 

w 
0 
lJl 



TABLE IV-Sb (continued) 
--------------------------

SELECTED LEVELLI~G LCCP NOe '5 1 -EASTERN ONTARIO-GRAVITY AT BENCH MAQKSoOeOeo1965 

--------------------------- --"G- R A v-r-T·y·----·c-··o---R--R- c-- c·--T-1- C ·fli ·s ---· 
LEV~LLING-~ECliC~ LENGTH AZI~UTH HELMERT VlGNAL DYNAMIC 

F~OM TO (KM) (DEGREES) MAGNilUDE SlANDARO MAGNITUDE STANDARD MAGNITUDE STANDARD 
. (MM) {M~/KMe) (MM) (MM/K~e) (MM) (~M/KMe) 

945J e1~e e.5s 288.23 -0.5283 -c.1a07 o.o~~3 o.o114 ~.0394 o.J1J5 
8156 8159 3e84 222ee5 Oen478 0.1244 -0.0414 -O.J211 -Oe0499 -Oe?255 
815~ ?157 5o3? 285o21 -OeCE73 -ryo0379 Ce~452 ?e1065 Oo2947 Ce1280 
8157 El~E 1o0~ 256e1C -0.~114 -Jo0ll4 Oo026l Oo0259 Oo0311 Oe0310 

----8158--8129------2.19--- ::~s. :n·------c. o o:;ee ---- o., J653 -------.c. C266 ------~. 113:l ------·-o .·JJlB - -?.?215 ------
8129 S43E 2o76 148e48 Oe1173 Oo0706 -?e3351 -Oe2013 -0.3997 -Oo2407 
943~ e13S 3o4e 228e42 ~.2147 o~tl52 Co4l31 Oo2152 ?o4740 Oo2543 
8139 ~138 1.97 172o81 -~.2~07 -?.1786 Cof447 Oo4594 Oo7475 ?o5326 
e13e 813~ e.e4 267.52 -0.1542 -0.0519 -0.1637 -0.0531 -o.t918 -~.Cc4~ 
3135 94~9 ~.67 296.~8 o.~2e2 o.o~oe ~.ca2s o.J031 o.o~30 u.Jl37 
9439 813~ 11oC7 287.~8 -Oo2c37 -~oJ793 -CoC503 -Oo)151 -0.~606 -0.0182 
813! E1EC 1o7~ 184o25 -Oo0625 -0.0473 Oo1162 Ool880 )ol432 Oo10S3 

----~ 19"- ·---94nc;;·-----..,.73 ____ 255.019--.. o. c c04 ·---c. o 7')<;·----- Co c 176 --· -o. J2 l 7 ·----· Oe0218 ------ Oo0256 
94~~ 8130 6o14 319.~9 -0.4313 -?.1740 -c.~~34 -0.0821 -0.2724 -0.1099 
81!1 81~1 !o5C ~f7o89 -Oe2E~1 -Oo1~25 -0.0117 -Jo0JJ9 -OoOJ29 -?o0016 
3131 9410 4o~1 191o87 OolC20 Oe04c~ CoC498 OoJ227 Oo0909 Jo0414 
9411 e:42 2o34 2~2.16 -0.0119 -0~111 -0.02~0 -D.Ol72 -a.c4ae -c.ozei 
8'42 814! 2o69 251o99 Co1E1~ Jol1'16 OoC315 Jo04J6 Ool243 0oJ757 
8)43 8144 2e~0 241o43 Oo1912 Jo1122 -c.cesg -O.J5J4 -Oo1179 -J.J692 
8044 8~45 Co9E 22Co72 Oo2119 Oo2144 -0.~088 -Jo0039 -Oel114 -Jo0116 ---·ac 45 ---· 9411 ----- C'oll ~----- 2!:6.48' ___ o. 3 c~5 ----- n. 209!: -c. 3c8J --- -0.2121 --o o4630 . -0.2668 
9411 8132 9o79 6o40 -Oo1729 -0.055! Co4~10 Oo1346 Je5213 Oo1666 
8132 942~ ~.84 274o22 Oo0987 0~0408 Oo=35J OoJ145 Oo0426 Oo0176 
942~ A1~6 3o42 355,2~ Oo8fe~ Oo468e -1.775J -Oo95~9 -2o3304 -1o2602 
81Jc 8107 8o73 34lo20 ~.6143 0.2079 -Oo0214 -OoJJ73 -0.0326 -0.0110 
e1~1 e1~8 2o3! 3~7.78 o.stel o.3377 -0.~733 -l.J478 -1.1J36 -o~o675 
81~8 9430 3o73 18o43 Oe1656 Oo0857 -0.~459 -Oe1273 -Oo3582 -?old54 

----------------------------- ----- -----

--------------------------------- ·-· 

w 
0 
(jl 



TABLE IV-Sc 

SELECTEC LEVELLihG LOOP NO. 1 5 1 -EASTERN ONTARIO-GRAVITY AT BENCH MARKSoCoOeol965 

*** S U ~ ~ A R Y C F ~ E S U L T S *** 
---TAE!t:roF--kCCUMUCJITC"C--C:RAV tTY-CORRECTIONS A NO THEIR ACCUMULATED STANDARC -r::EVI AT IUNS· 

***AT EACh BENCH MARK ALO~G ThE GIVE~ LEVELLING ROUTE*** 
-==-=====-===== == === ==-= = == = == = == ===-==:: ::.::= == ===== ==-== 

*A C C U M U L A T E 
BENC~-~AQK ACCUMULATED ACCUMULATED HELMERT 

NUMBER LENGTh STe ERROR MAC:NITUCE Sf~ DEVe 
(KM) (M~) (MM) (M~) 

---943._~-------()-~::-;o -------c.:-?oc ---- --c•oooo o.cooo 
8109 1ol0 lt3974 -0o1138 Oo~l38 
a11ry t.e9 1.e273 -0.4230 o.~198 
8111 2.91 2.2ees -o.zces o.~244 
9431 6,04 3e2674 5o5970 Oo0287 
8112 11oSO 4o5099 C.4~16 0.0329 
9432 22oq2 6o3667 2o6310 o.~366 
8113 25.17 6o6720 2o"/294 OoJ400 

----A 114 _(>,;56 ------7& 7525·------ 2o 3 437··· 0 '0431 
9413 36,64 8,~508 2e4213 Oo0459 
a11s 12.e3 e.7044 4,4653 J,o4B4 
8116 43,)6 Ee7272 4e2110 Co050S 
8117 44,39 8o8608 4,3452 OoOS24 
9434 47o98 So2!27 3.6e71 0.0541 
A118 51.~9 s,5n67 2.9114 o.055E 
a11~ 53.17 9.6985 2.o566 o.o574 

---A12"- c2o19" ________ 1t"o~888 ______ lt4331 0·0595 
8147 P3o79 12o1740 l5o3221 Oo0643 
314E EEo69 12o3836 8o6313 Oo0693 
9443 ~9.?7 12>f~EC 2o7256 Oo1718 
8151 1COo54 13o3356 4o1084 Oo0736 
9446 lOilo 35 13o 5865 1o 4280 OaO 748 
8152 108874 !3o8~90 1t8430 Or0757 
9447 112o48 14o1057 le4186 0~0767 

--- stsJ------.19. 42___ -14. s3 42 -----c. c 675 ".o 774 
9448 122o19 14o7l20 -Oo3E~1 0.?777 
81~4 124o40 14oE341 -Oe2227 Oo0780 
8155 133,33 15o3573 -Oo217C Oo0782 
9449 135o39 15o4754 -0.1J57 OoJ783 
945, 141.12 15o7995 Oo42':l8 o.0785 

D* G R A V I T Y - C a ~ R E C T I 0 N S 
VIG~AL DYNAMlC 

MAGNITUDE 
( ~ M ) 

-Co COCO 
-CoC494 
-OoC720 
-C.C711 
-~.4819 
-0.~619 
-Co4984 
-0.4777 
-;).4518 
-c. 2e.11 
-C,J656 

0. c 52 7 
c. 1:609 
Co390'} 
~. ~~2'"l 
Oe3276 

-Ce4243 
-c. ~4e5 
o.~489 
c. €95) 
1o<551 
2o.J21:') 
lo € 0 82 
1o8981 
2o6384 
::.S186 
::.::J33 
3o 2787 
::. ~4<il3 
3o2789 

ST o DEVo 
(MM) 

OtOO;)J-
Oe0004 
0 o·JOJ 5 
Ue:lOJ6 
o.oo1J 
Oo·)•)15 
Oo )015 
0,1).)17 
0o)018 
a. :)01 9 
OoJ022 
0. J02 5 
0o)028 
JoJOJl 
o.J032 
Oo•0034 
o.J')4t 
o. 00 7 7 
ve0091 
;).)094 
:lo0094 
Oo')')Jo 
Jo )0 97 
JoJO'J7 

--o.Ju'}9 
o. ,)1 J) 
OoJlJJ 
OeHJ1 
Oo ) l) 1 
JoJ lJ 2 

MAGhiTUOE 
(MM) 

OoOOOO 
_.,.0793 
-.j.t203 
-'). 11 8 4 
-0.6524 
-J.6260 
-0~6820 
-0.6540 

----J.6188 
-0.5317 
-0.1330 

0 o0<) 70 
Oo251<; 
'Jo4038 
Oo2;179 
Oo329:3 

-0.7279 
-2o1548 
-0.1640 

Ot6496 
lo 1659 
2 ol 70 4 
lo9793 
2o0)46 
3o•)892 
3o3968 
::.eee:7 
3o9S64 
4o1850 
3o8665 

sT. oev. 
(MM) 

- 'J. o o co---- -----~-
~. ovoa 
o.oooe 
Co0009 
Oo0016 
Co0019 
Oo0020 
JoOJ21 
o.J023 
Oo JC 24 
voJ023 
0.0031 
c.co.34 
Oc0037 
Oo004) 
C,OQ41 
OeOJ4!$ 
Oo008J 
UovJ95 
Oo0097 
OoCO\d 
OovlOJ 
OoOlOO 
CoJ101 
0.0103 
Oo0104 
0.0105 
l.io0105 
a. 0106 
Oo0107 

w 
0 
-..J 



TABLE IV-Sc (continued) 

SELECTED LEVELLI~G LOCP NCe 1 5 1 -E~STEk~ ONTARIO-G~AVITY AT BENCH MARKSoOoOeo19o5 

*A C C U M U l. A T E D * G R A V I T Y - C C R R E C T I 0 f\ S 
-9!'::NCH~-"'"AR~7\-CCl::I'IUCAIE"t;--ACCUN"t.TAIEU _________ HELM!R1 ___ ---------- -- V IGNAL - OYNAM Ic--- ----------

NU~BER LENGT~ STo ERROR MAGNITUDE ST. OEVe MAG~ITUOE STe OEVe M~GNITUOE STe OEVe 
(KI'I) (MM) {1'11'1) (MM) (MM) {MM) (MM) (MM~ 

81~f 14~off 16o2708 -c.~S86 ~.0787 3o3123 OoJlJ3 3e9059 Oe0108 
8159 153o50 16o47E2 -o.oeo7 1o0788 3o2709 OoJ1?3 3o856~ Oo0109 
8157 1e8.8? 16o7604 -Oo1380 OoC790 3eel61 Oe01)4 4el507 OoC110 
815~ 1!~sE1 16o8132 -Co14S4 OuJ791 3o542l Oo~lJ5 4o1818 Co0110 
A129 1~2.J~ 1f.oS28C -~.~e2e Oo07S3 3o~l54 Oo0105 4o150v OoOlll 
943E _______ lf4o76- "17.~716-----·--- Oo'J644 -- 0 .. 0794 3ol803 -- ·- Oo01J6· - 3o7503 Oo0112-
81~9 1f8o23 17o25C7 Oo27Sl Oo0796 3o5834 Oo01J7 4o2243 Oo0113 
8138 17Je20 17o3514 Oo0284 o.n797 4o~281 Co0108 4o9718 Oo0115 
8135 179e04 17a7S62 -Oo1258 0.0798 4o0644 Oo01J9 4e7800 '•0116 
94~9 179o71 17o8293 -Ool006 OoC79E 4oC670 Oo01J9 4o7830 Oo0116 
81~3 1~~.78 18e37~2 -0.3643 Oo079S 4oC167 Oe011J 4o7224 OoCll7 
8180 1~2.52 18e4541 -Oo4268 Oc08JC 4o1329 JeJ110 4o8656 Oe?ll8 
94~g 1qJe25 1Ee4889 -~.4E72 CoOEC1 4o1505 JoJ111 4a8874 OaOlld 

---el J~------l99i39 _____ 113"87Bos---.,.,.;9185·-----o~::> ao r---·· 3. 'i471----o.o 111---- 4o 6150---- <;. -::119------
8131 2C2o!9 18eS445 -1o2C37 C.0803 3a~455 ?o0111 4»6121 Oe0119 
9411 207o70 19e1676 -lo1~16 O.JSO! !a~S52 Oa0111 4o7J30 Oo0119 
8042 21,oe4 l~o2S!! -lo1136 a.OS04 3o~662 Jallll 4o6542 Ca0119 
8143 213e23 19o4214 -0.9!20 o.~eos 4o0477 0.0111 4o77~5 Oo0119 
8044 216,14 19a5532 -0.7408 o~oaoe 3.~618 Oo0111 4a6606 OoC120 
8,45 217ol1 1So5'i73 -~.5289 0.0!07 3o'i53J OoJ112 4o6492 JeJ120 
9411 22Ja13 19o7!27 -Col€53 Oo0808 !o5E49 Oe0112 4ol~62 Oo0121 

----8132-----2 29. c; ~------ 2Col666 ------o. 3 382 ______ . 0 o·l 309··-----4. 0059 ·o ,.') 113 4 o 7C75 Co 0121 -------
9429 2J5a75 2~o4210 -~o23S€ OaOE1C 4oC409 Oo0113 4o750l Oa0122 
~116 239ol7 2Ja5685 Oo6273 OeJ814 ~.~659 OoJ120 2e4196 Jo0129 
8117 247.~0 2Co9405 1o2416 0.1~22 2o2445 1aJ12J 2o3870 0•0129 
811e 251o25 21.~397 la7597 O.Je30 2o1712 Oa0120 2o2834 ~oJ129 
9430 253e9e 21o1959 le9~53 Oe~!40 le9253 Oe0121 1a9253 Co01JO 

·-·-------------------------------

w 
0 
(X) 



TABLE IV-6a 

SELECTED LEVELLI~G LCCP NCo '6'-WEST GE~M~NY-PART OF T~E UELN, KRAK1WSKY,1966e 

T~ELE CF GIVEN INFOR~ATIC~ AT BENC~ ~ARKS 
=====-=-====-=--=--==-==-= =====-=--== 0:: :.::=·======~=======·== -----

e.~A~K LATITUCE LONGITuDE 
NLMBER (+VS ~CRTH) (+VE WEST) 

CEG MIN SEC DEG MIN SEC 
~207 50 e 52ol9 348 55 57o61 
L8J4 5~ 9 16ee1 34E 49 33,60 
LE32 ~n 7 25e21 34E 40 57o00 --------- Ke 1 e ----- s J-- 6-- 12 .6o ---- --348- 35 9. eo 
LP.C7 5~ 7 e2o21 34E 28 14o41 
Ke~s 5~ 11 15oeO 348 21 51.~g 
T9?5 50 11 58o81 348 12 7o20 
re~g 51 1f 13elg 348 9 11o1g 
T817 5~ 19 12o61 348 5 7oEO 
T~fJ 5C 15 59o4C 348 3 5?.81 
TP22 sn 9 9o61 34e 2 55e79 

-----r e 2 )-----., o -- -..-----sl -. 6 o---:; 4 a -----~~--2 9 • :; .;---~--
TB28 5C 0 25o2C 347 55 21o00 
R)49 49 58 19o81 347 49_ 52o21 
R~25 49 57 7e81 347 45 19o19 
R~l2 49 52 34o21 347 39 40o79 
RE15 49 49 23o99 347 43 37e20 
T8~6 49 43 54o01 347 49 39o00 
E159 49 41 34o19 347 5? 4o20 

---- K816 _____ A9 ___ 37 ____ 45o sg----347-51 -- 3lo21--
TBf9 4g 35 1o21 347 50 58o81 
C~ne 49 32 2Eol~ 347 5' 15oCO 
~~24 49 32 48o59 347 56 22e81 
Me!4 4~ 32 ~~.21 347 59 52o80 
~814 4q 32 44e99 348 3 lco20 
1828 4g 30 37o80 348 6 6o01 
~808 49 2e 18.01 34€ 8 31o81 

----T824 ----qg-~2E-~440. q g---~:348 ----g --25 ol g--
NT?l 49 2E 45oCl 348 11 16o80 
L831 49 24 7o2~ 348 14 28o79 

I-EIGHT 
( IIETE~S) 

HleACCURACY FREE-AI~ A~CM Fo~oAoACCURACY 
{METE~S) (MG~LS) {MGALS) 

272o37 Oo03 -4oSl Oo05 
274e05 Oo03 -llo93 CoOS 
~ee.e7 o.o3 -2.85 o.os 
297.94 o.o:J- Co7c c.os------
:1gol3 Oo03 3o84 Oe05 
~3Eo23 Oo03 53.73 0•05 
556o32 Oe03 cEo€7 CoOS 
S53o94 1o03 7ue33 OoOS 
~02~34 Oo03 51o89 Oo05 
481.55 Oo03 6CoE7 Oo~S 
E90o52 Oe03 46o09 Oo05 
sss. eo------- o .o3--------4 c. 31----------o.o s 
S41o66 Oo03 42o86 Oov5 
~47o45 Oo03 29o51 OoJS 
52Co15 Oo03 lEoEE Cev5 
505o33 ~.03 14of0 CoOS 
~31o05 Oo03 l€o94 Oo05 
419o31 Jo03 34o24 Col5 
4Clo63 Oo03 2Co52 OoJ5 
38ee92- Oo~3 -~---------· 2lo89 ·-------------- Oo05 
39~o42 Oo03 17oS4 CoJS 
377ol6 Oo03 9oq4 Oo05 
!94ec6 Oo03 13o00 OoOS 
4~3.56 )o03 1Eo33 Oo05 
4llo91 OeC3 15o73 Oo05 
438e33 0.03 1C,S3 Oe05 
38lo94 0o)3 -4eEO CoOS 

-37:!.56 ------- o. 03 ~------- -2. 5? - ---------~~- o.os ----
407~67 Jo03 l.:J:: CoOS 
537e2l Jo03 lco52 Oo05 

w 
0 
1._0 



TABLE IV-6a (continued) 

SELECTED LEVELLII\:G LOOP NOe 1 6 1 -IIEST G!:RMA,._Y-PARi OF Tt-E U=LNo KRAKIWSKYo1966o 

B.II'AqK LATITUCE LCNGITUCE t-EIC:t'T ... To ACCURACY FREE-AIR ANOM Fe Ao A oACCI.RACY 
---~ NU~eER-~---(+VE NORTH) ------Tf'VE wFST)- {METERS)~- {MET ERSt ( MG .ALS t ~(I< GALS J- ~-

CE C: !>II" SEC CEG MIN SEC 
Ni 11 4'7 2~ ee.2o 348 17 58.20 50 1 o91 Oo03 11.<;') c. 05 
L821 4<; 22 3ovC 348 18 49.7<; 42'7.46 0.03 3o38 o.os 
"Tl4 49 2 1 24o:11 348 23 49.20 =22.03 Oo03 13.28 o.os 
L"l23 4S 1<; 2 1. 0 c 348 28 llo19 552o63 Oo03 13o'i3 o.os 
LE:"':9 4<; 16 49of':' 348 :::3 :::e.c;c; 423.89 Oo03 -1.14 o.os 
LE'28 49 - ~ 

12 J6o61 348 32 47o40 413.49 Oo03 -.:.::2 Oo05 
TElc 4<; 11 - 24. c 1----34 e 3q-- -~ 1. e-:----- -426.26 ~-~-~---o.o3 ----~----- -c.2c; --~---~o.us 

lol E 1 1 49 12 4o79 348 42 45ocl 424.<;8 \l. 0 3 -1.29 Oo0:5 
lo'93:) 49 1 1 23o39 348 48 26o39 379.57 Oo03 -.:.se c.os 
);> ~ 9 49 1 1 28o21 348 48 37.1'<; 37So63 Jo03 -2.87 o.os w 
lol844 49 13 3o00 348 51 18 .c 1 3~3.€9 Oo03 -e. 74 Oo05 1-' 
1<811) 4<; 1€ z.~c; 348 55 7o79 3?.5.8~ o.o3 - lo51 o.os 0 

lol2:'9 4<; 1 <; t::Oe2C 34€ ::e 37o20 :32!:· 53 Oo03 -7.9') Oo05 

"''"~9 4<; 22 48.61 348 5d 9o59 3~4.59 '),':)3 - fo Oc c. 0 5 
~-~3'>2 -~--~ 4<;- 2f~~ 4Eo7<; ~~-~-~ 34'<; 0 35o3i; -- 29<;.31 Oof)3 . ------- ~--- 2. 11 --- -------- Oo·)5 
I>IE2) 49 3'"' 47o99 34<; 1 3 '). 0 0 2<;1.3-') Oo03 Co 52 Oo05 
r-<'31:!' 49 3~ l s. ':' 1 349 0 32o40 282o52 :lo03 u. 31 o.os 
~P.47 49 ~6 5o4C ?48 59 35o41 27€o74 0.03 -4o67 o.os 
I'IH4 3 49 39 46o19 348 e1 34o2':l 2€2o34 Oo03 - 7o J e Oo05 
g~41 4<; 4~ 13.1<; 348 56 12 .. 59 258o96 OoJ3 -7 • C<; o.vs 
KP.14 4\l 46 2:3o9<:i 348 '57 57oc~ 2e2.ss Oo03 -3.92 Oo:!5 
NC)~d 4<; 48 55e19 349 ') 28 .eo 24'>o72 o.o3 1. 14 o. 0 5 
"JTE5 ~--<!19 = 1 -~1.~~ -349 2 57.01 ----- .. 249.27 ').03 - ------~-- - 3o36 --------- CoOS ------

E)"'~5 4<; 53 44o99 349 6 43.:::0 23 7. !:3 Oo03 Uo55 o.vs 
re13 49 58 19e81 349 6 49.79 24~.58 Oo03 -;..;::o o. 05 
r:::c:c e'l 1 Eo4::l 34<; 3 58o 7<; 248o96 ::lo03 -5.22 OoO::i 
T!;C:l 5;) 6 13o79 348 59 5lotl 274.20 'Jo03 -Eo43 Oov5 
:;;:>;;7 50 8 52o19 348 55 57.?1 272.37 Oo03 - 4o <; 1 o.os 

------



TABLE IV - 6b 
--------~~--·-- -----------~---- -~--- --- ---·------------

!ELECTED LEVELLI~G LCCF ~c. 1 &1 -WEST GE~MANY-PART OF T~E UELNo KRAK[WSKY,196e. 

***TABLE CF CCMPUTEC GRAVITY CCR~ECTIC~S*** 
--------------FC"R-FACH1l\CTVI"CUJIL -LEVECC 1~G-SECT IOK /\LONG Tl-1 E 'GIVEN LEVELl:. ING-~OUTE-

===================================================================== 
TO"TAL ~l..f'EE~ CF LEVELLI~C-SECTIOf'.S JILCI\G Tt-E L Ir<E = 57 

LEVELLII\G-SECTIO~ 
FRO~ TO 

LENGT~ 
( KM) 

AZIMUTH 
(DEGREES) 

G R A V 
~ELMEr;;T 

MAGNJTUCE STANCA~C 
{ MM) ( MIJI'<'-1.) 

02~7 L804 7,66 e4o26 2e0f09 Oo7445 
LE~4 L!32 10o82 10Bo52 -1o3359 -0o55~1 
L e 3 2 !< P.l 8 7 o Z 6 1 ') 7 • 9 7 - J e 2 f. c; 'J -0 • 0 9 •; E 
Kale LBC7 e.ao c9e49 ~.<:J215 0~17•;a 
LE17 KB35 e.e~ 5<;o72 -~o6f~C -0o22~2 
KB3~ 1835 12o12 74e56 -4o1312 -lo1<;tJ 
TB!E T20<; Eo61 24oC3 -2oA221 _,.9~19 

---TE'1Cf-- TQ 17----, .33----li'J • es·--- !o 7?72 -- to 3 c c; 1 
T817 T8fC Eo15 166o03 -ee8J53 -2o7359 
T36' T822 l2o71 174o89 21o4110 6o)052 
TE22 T821 8o15 167o84 -Co6471 -Oe2266 
T621 182E 11oJ2 138o27 -3.7103 -1.1176 
TB28 ~;4~ 7o61 12"•~7 Eo1341 2o<;427 
P~4~ ~~25 5o38 112.21 2o4454 loOJJ5 
R~2~ RJ1~ 1~og2 141o35 Oo5160 Oo1569 

--- ~=: H 2---- ~"' 1 s -- 7 • s t, -~---2 1 e • e 1 ----- o. 7 4 7 = · o. 2 1 2 2 
R815 T8~6 12o5~ 215o41 -19o5328 -5o523~ 
TB1f PC5<; 4o3!5 1E6oe7 1o5757 ryo7555 
8159 KB16 7o28 1S!oE'9 Oo7~1e Oe2675 
Kl3H'' TBI;<; !5o12 172o70 le7C21 0o7522 
T~6; 02~e 4oQJ 1c9oe4 1o9ES5 C.8€~7 
C~18 ~~24 7o43 275o62 Jo3373 Co1237 
MR24 ~A~4 4o23 272o80 -Os1415 -Oo05S8 

~--,..!"34---..,e 14---- .-.-1 r:-----2E5. 50 ------'l • 6 1117----- o. 3 o:~= 
~014 TE2E 5o2l 221o01 4o6411 2.0~~1 
T82e M8CE 5o22 214.21 lo1757 Oo5145 
ME)~ TE24 2o8e 177e34 -1.4<;;le -c.e7q4 
1824 NT21 3o92 241o83 1o6328 Jo8244 
NT21 LOJl 4o91 232oJ4 fe5Cfl 2a9362 

T Y - C C ~ R E C T 
VIGNAL 

~AG~ITUOE STft~DARD 
(!>(I() (t-1111/KMol 

-OoC144 -J.JJ52 
-?.C892 -1.J271 
-c. u2c; -o. :J048 

CoC497 Oo:Jl67 
fo2433 2ol386 
1o~8f4 <lo371J 

-:J.1643 -J.)5:)2 
-- -- ::. ~ 1 515 - -1 • 1 8 7 6 

-1o1954 -Oo4819 
5oS417 t .. o653 

-1.2537 -0.4740 
-0.769! -0.2317 

Co<135 Oo:J774 
-c.e761 -1.2788 
-0.2515 -J.J765 

Ce ~397 -- Jo16Jl 
-2oC303 -Jo857J 
-0.5478 -0.26~7 
-C.~l3<:l -C.ll64 

0. c 30 2 ·) ~) 13 4 
-c~t885 -Os1852 

c. ~046 c. 0751 
Col286 )oJ62::i 
ColJ23 -)oJ653 
c.~591 Jo1!574 

-Oo1851 -OoJ81J 
Co C299 .Je j 176 

-0.0256 -0.?12<:l 
1ol592 0o52J2 

I C ~ S 
OY~AMIC 

MPG~ITUDE STANOARO 
( " Ill l ( , fill t< " • ) ~-------

-0.02!0 -CoCOE3 
-?.1496 -OoJ455 
-J.0746 -?.J277 
-?oC537 -Oo01S8 

5o2383 1o7661 
lol734 Oo33S6 

-Oo1529 -?o0521 
-2.9519 -1.0902 
-1.ceec; -c~43SO 

5o3849 lo5103 
-1.1963 -0.4189 
-0.6763 -0.2037 

'),11341 Oo06f7 
-?.5360 -0.2210 
-0.1761 -o.a5::s 

?e3084 Ooll2J 
-2.45c;o -o.cc;54 
-J.4574 -0.2193 
-?.2488 -o.o~22 

1.0227 Co0100 
-?.12)7 -0.0545 

Ooll52 Oo0423 
Oo0831 Oo0404 
Oo0396 --- Oo0442 
?e2242 OoO<:l83 
)o1-)3J \loC451 
')o0727 Oe0429 

-Oo19S8 -Co 1CC9 
Oo4976 Oo2246 

w 
1--' 
1--' 



TABLE IV-6b (continued) 

SELECTED LEVELLl~G LGCP NOo '6'-WEST GERMANY-PART Of T~E UELNo KRAKiwSKVo1966o 

G r:r--,~~---v-r--r--y--..--c-c-..--p---c-c-T-t- o- N- s 
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APPENDIX V 

ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF THE 

RIGOROUS EXPRESSIONS FOR THE GRAVITY CORRECTIONS 

The purpose of this Appendix is to derive the expressions 

for the gravity corrections via an approach alternative to the one 

followed in section 4.2 

The dynamic correction DC .. (based on actual gravity) to 
~J 

/V the levelled height difference can be expressed [e.g. Van1cek, 1972] 

as: 

DC .. 
1] 

g,. 

G1J t:.h .. - t:.h .. 
1] ~J 

(V-1) 

Using the normal gravity y* (computed from the USC&GS formula -

adopted in Canada), the corresponding expression for DC .. (based on 
1] 

normal gravity) will be: 

T~. 
DC- = ~ ·h .h ij G u ij - u ij 

Hence, the dynamic gravity correction is: 

Realizing that: 

D 
GC .. 

1] 
DC .. - DC .. 

1] 1] 

t:.h.. * -22 - -
G (g' .. -y .. ) . 

1] 1] 

-F 
t:.g.. g,. - y,. 

1] 1] 1] 

(V-2) 

(V-3) 

where y is referred to the 1967 formula~. and assuming that the 

vertical gradients of y and y* are very close such that we can write: 

Y~ . = Y . . - oy .. , 
1J ·.1] o,1J 

equation (V-3) becomes: 
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D 
GC .. 

1] 

316 

f..h .. -F 
_2:1. [ A -;- ] 

G Llg .. + uy .. 
1J o,1J 

which is identical to equation (4-13) • 

(V-4) 

Similarily, the Helmert correction HC .. (based on actual 
1] 

gravity) can be expressed [e.g. Van~ek, 1972] as: 

where: 

HC .. 
1J 

- H 
g~ 

1 

- H - H 
g~ -G g~ -G 

DC .. + - 1-- h. - J G h. 
1J G 1 J 

g, + 0.0424 h. 
1 1 

-

(V-5) 

(V-6) 

The corresponding expression for HC .. , based on normal gravity, will be: 
1] 

where: 

HC .. 
1] 

y~*-G Y~*-G 
DC + - 1-- h - _J __ h 

ij G i G j 
(V-7) 

y~* = y* . - 0.1543 h .• 
1 0,1 1 

(V-8) 

The Helmert gravity correction can be thus written as: 

H 
GC .. 

1J 
HC .. 

1] 

Realizing that: 

HC .. 
1J 

D 1 - H -
GC . . + - [ ( g ~ -y ~ * ) h . 

1J G 1 1 1 

- H-
( g ~ -y ~*)h. 1 

J J J 

F 
f..g. = g. - y . + 0. 3086 h. ;) 

1 1 o,1 1 

and using equations (V-6) and (V-8), we can write: 

F 
t..g. + oy . - o.lll9 h. 

1 o,1 1 

In addition, we note that: 

and 

h. 
1 

f..h .. 
h .. - _..!221 

1] 

f..h .. 
h h +__..!2 

j ij 2 

) 

(V-9) 

(V-10) 
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Thus, substitution in (V-9) provides: 

H D 1 - F -F -
GC.. GC .. +- [(h .. (-Mg .. -My .. + 0.2238 t.h .. ) - t.h .. (t.g .. +oy .. )] • 

1J 1J G 1] 1] o,1J 1] 1] 1] o,1J 

Substituting for GCD from equation (V-4), the Helmert gravity 

correction becomes: 

H 
GC .. 

1] 

h .. 
- G1 J rt.~g~. + ~oy .. - o.2238 ~h .. 1 

1] 0,1] 1] 

which is identical to equation (4-27). 

(V-11) 

(V-12) 

Now the Vignal correction VC .. (based on actual gravity) is 
1] 

given [e.g. Van~ek, 1972] by: 
- v 
y~ -G 

where: 

vc .. 
1] 

DC .. + - 1-- -b -
1] G .i 

- v 
y'. -G 
_J __ h 

G j 

- v 
y~ = y . - 0.1543 h. 

1 0,1 1 

(V-13) 

(V-14) 

The corresponding expression for VC .. , based on normal gravity will be: 
1] 

-
y~ *-G y~ *-G 

- DC- + - 1-- h - _J __ h (V 15) 
vcij ij G i G j -

- * in which y~ is given by equation (V-8). Consequently, the Vignal 
1 

gravity correction can be expressed as: 

v 
GC .. 

1] 

D 1 - V 
GCij + G [ <Yj_ y~*)h. - (y~v- y~*> h.)] . 

1 1 J J J 

From equations (V-8) and (V-14), we can write: 

- v - * <Y ~ - Y ~ > = oy . • 
1 1 o,1 

(V-16) 

(V-17) 

Using the relations between h., h. and h .. , as mentioned earlier, and 
1 J 1] 

substituting in (V-16), we obtain: 

v 
GC .. 

1] 

D 1 
GC. . + G [-h. . My . . - ~h. . oy .. ] 

1] 1] 0,1] 1] 0,1] 
(V-18) 
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Using again equation (V-4), the Vignal gravity correction becomes: 

V 1 -F ·· 
GC. . = - [t-h. . t-g. . - h. . My .. ] , 

lJ G lJ lJ lJ o,lJ 
(V-19) 

which is identical to equation (4-36). 


